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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

The environment furnishes all the essentials for life and so there has been a close 

link b~tween the environment and human beings. Without a natural and congenial 

environment human existence is not possible on the earth. Since time immemorial 

the man had. made· conscious and determined efforts to make use of the natural 

resources and to modifY his surroundings so that the adverse impact caused by extremes 

of temperature rainfall and predators may be reduced. In the quest of making life more 

comfortable the man has always exploited the nature. Agriculture, industrialization and 

infrastructural developments are the causes of exploitation of nature and the natural 

resources. 

Human activities create a large variety of wastes and bye-products which 

accumulate over a period of time and may become toxic to the naturally growing 

plants, animals and the mankind. All components of na.tural environment including 

the air, water and soil are exposed to the ~ccumulated toxic pollutants. The rapid and 

unplanned industrialisation has given birth to factories, emitting noxious gaseous 

·· fumes and toxic effluents, making life more difficult on the earth. Indiscriminate use 

of chemical fertilizers and pesticides has added to the problem. Many of the chemicals 

used for the proper growth of plants and animals have turned out to be harmful as 

their concentration rises, they contaminate soil, water and air resulting into the 

elimination of many species. The modem.life style has given rise to the problem of 

green-house gases which are responsible for global-warming,· causing melting of 

snow at poles and thereby rising the level of sea endangering the terrestrial life. 

The healthy living and survival of man depends on how judiciously he manages 

the natural resources and thus maintains the quality of overall environment around 

him. One should not forget that ever increasing toxic substances in our air, water and 

soil have got access to our body through the air we breathe, the water we drink and 

food we eat. We are reaching, perhaps, to the optimum level of tolerance on most 

fronts and further degradation in quality of environment might result in out break of 



diseases, disablement and slow poisoning. Man is really left with no choice than to 

fight seriously for the cause of betterment of existing environment and natural 

resources. It is high time to look into and examine the plans, schemes and projects 

having adverse effects on the environment so that a better, balanced and eco-friendly 

development ensuring poison free air, potable water and other elements of 

environment, free from defilements, could be a reality. 

Environment and society are inseparable and interdependent. The natural 

environment has helped in development of various civilizations in the past. Since 

time immemorial the main motto of social life in India has been to live. in harmony 

with the nature. It is a country of diverse religious faith, but one thing is common 

amongst the teachings of all the religions, i.e. respect to the mother earth and its 

environment. In the modem era of globalisation no one wants to be lagged behind 

and therefore, tendency of one-up-manship amongst the developed and developing 

nations has added fuel to the fire. The developmental process throughout the world 

has been accelerated very fast resulting into the problem of environmental degradation. 

India is not an exception in this regard. 

Though, intensitY and range of environmental movements in independent India 

is continuously increasing they have failed to stop the predatory exploitation of natural 

resources in the name of development. Like most of the developing countries, India 

too is faCing environmental problems owing to the massive expansion of energy and 
' . 

resource-intensive industrial activities, urbanisation, exploitation of forests, mining, 

energy-intensive agriculture and mega developmental projects. India, being a country 

having large population, is facing some typical environmental problems because of 

population load and requires special attention on issues like town planning and 

vehicular pollution. India is among the few countries, which have a resource surplus, 

but by assuming the ecological burden of global commerce we are rapidly losing the 

ecological advantage of our resource.prudent culture and our productive ecosystems. 

The consistent assault and its impact on the natural environment does not know 

political boundaries, pollution may spread to very wide areas from the place of its 

source. Smoke produced in one country may cause acid rains in another at far away 
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place, depletion of forest cover, global warming and extinction of bio-diversity are 

bound to affect the whole world. It is therefore, necessary to take steps for protection 

of environment at international leveL Realizing their responsibilities in this regard 

the key international organizations like the United Nations Organisation have already 

taken initiatives and are working towards a better and greener world. The Stockholm 

conference on Human Environment and the "Earth Summit' held at Rio de Janeiro 

may be mentioned here as serious attempts to make the global community aware 

about the environmental issues and make them responsible towards the cause of 

environmental protection. 

In· response to the international efforts, Indian Parliament has passed some very 

important environmental legislation, if implemented properly these enactment are 

capable of solving most of the environmental problems. The past experience shows 

however, that the implementation of environmental legislation are not up to the mark 

particularly because of the existing administrative and institutional framework, which 

is too feeble and ineffective to handle the challenge of environmental protection. 

Hence there was a need to have a new environmental ethics and ethos to meet the 

challenge. Thi_s is precisely where the role of an activist and informed judiciary comes 

m. 

When assaults on environment pose threat to life and create adverse socio~ 

economic repercussions, courts cannot sit idle with closed eyes. In 'rule of law' 

societies, courts ought to examine the problems with greater consciousness and 

commitment to remedying the _environmental maladies. It is expected from the Apex 

Court of the country to provide leadership in finding the solution of such an important 

and grave problem, which will decide the fate of present and future generations. It is 

absolutely essential that the Court uses its innovative and creative powers to overcome 

the challenge being posed from different quarters to the congenial natural environment. 

· The Court, for the last two decades has been increasingly adopting, using and developing 

international principles. Certain Constitutional provisions, which were under used so 

far, have now being assigned new meanings for serving the cause of environmental 

protection. 
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The present study has been undertaken to examine the merits and weaknesses 

of the Indian legal system pertaining to environmental justice. In view of the legislative 

and executive indifference, inefficiency and failures, the role of the judiciary becomes 

important in shaping the environmental laws and policies. The present study 

concentrates on the contribution of the Supreme Court of India in the administration 

of environmental justice. The methodology adopted in the present research. work is 

doctrinaire and focuses on analytical and critical appraisals of relevant laws and judicial 

decisions. 

In order to study the system of environmental justice and the contribution of the 

Supreme Court oflndia, the present work has been divided into ten chapters. Chapter

!, the current chapter, introduces the areas of the study and lays down the methodology 

and plan of work. 

Under chapter-2 constitutional provisions relating to environment have been 

discussed. The Constitution oflndia is one of the few Constitutions of the world, which 

contains provisions dealing with environmental issues. This was however, not the case 

at the time of the commencement of the Constitution. The Constitution of India, in 

order to keep pace with the changing scenario world over, adopted environmental 

concerns as part and parcel ofits body in due cotirse oftime. Now it is the duty of the 

state as well as its citizens, not only to· protect but also to improve the natural 

environment. The duty being in the form of 'Directive Principles' and 'Fundamental 

Duties' are not enforceable by the Court oflaw. In such situation it becomes pertinent 

to examine what purpose, if any, these Constitutional provisions are serving? The present 

study has examined how the Apex Court has utilized these provisions to save the nature. 

Right to life, the most fundamental right cannot be enjoyed without a healthy and 

wholesome environment. The evolutionary process of recognition of right to 

environment as fundamental right under Article 21 of the Constitution has been traced 

here in. The impact of other fundamental rights like the right to livelihood, the freedom 

of trade and the right to equality on the right to wholesome environment is another 

area that has been explored. Since most of the fundamental rights are enforceable against 

'State', understanding the meaning of the term 'State' becomes very important. While 
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discussing the right to move the Court, scope and ambit of Article 32 of the Constitution 

has been examined so that it may be ascertained what type of remedy the Court may 

address to the aggrieved persons. 

The Constitution provides a scheme of distribution oflegislative powers but the 

absence of a direct entry 'environment' in any of the three lists of the seventh schedule 

and presence of certain entries having some bearing on environment in the 'State list' 

are bound to create confusion as to who has got the powers to legislate on environmental 

matters. How the law makers have over come this difficulty becomes an obvious quezy 

to be responded. The role of local bodies like 'Panchayats' and 'Municipalities' has 

assumed importance after their Constitutional recognition; their potential to protect 

and improve the natural environment has also been explored under the chapter. 

The study of environmental legislation is relevant for the present work in order 

to trace down the interpretation given by the Courts in implementation of the laws. 

Chapter-3 focuses on the laws for prevention and control of pollution. Salient features 

of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; the Air (Prevention 

and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981; and the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 

have been studied with the view to get a clear picture as to what are powers and 
. •. 

functions of the pollution prevention and control agencies. The study also tries to 

ascertain what action or commission will amount to an offence under aforesaid 

enactments and the punishment for such offence. The Environment (Protection) Act, 

1986 intends to achieve the place of umbrella legislation ~y providing solution to 

virtually evezy kind of environmental problems through appointment of 'authorities' 

and rule making mechanism. How for it has the capacity to achieve its· objective is 

another quest. 

Chapter-4 deals with the laws relating to protection of forests, wild life and 

biological diversity. The Indian Forest Act, 1927 was enacted way back in 1927, the 

main objective of this enactment seems to be commercialised forest management. 

There are <;ertain provisions under the Act, however, which may be utilized for the 

protection and conservation of forests .. Such provisions of the Act has been identified 

and explained. In order to stop the commercial exploitation of forests and its resources 
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by the States for their economic benefits, the Parliament enacted the Forest 

(Conservation) Act, 1980. This law introduces the formula of prior approval by the 

Central Government as necessary requirement in cases of dereservation of forests and 

utilization of forest land for non-forest purposes. The wholesome natural environment 

cannot be imagined without wildlife, therefore, their protection has been ensured by 

the Parliament through the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. The Act, overhauled through 

an amendment in 2002, provides for constitution of various bodies to look after the 

interest of wildlife. The Act attempts to save.wild life by creating protected areas for 

wild life and by restricting their trade. India is a rich country in terms of biological 

diversity. The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 focuses on conservation, ~ustainable 

utilization and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of utilization of genetic 

. resources. The Act provides for regulation of access to Biological Diversity and 

establishes the National Biodiversity Authority, State Biodiversity Board and 

Biodiversity Management Committees. It enumerates the duties of the Central and the 

State Governments for conservation ofbiological diversity. The present study explains 

and examines important features of laws relating to forest, wildlife and biological 

diversity .. 

Chapter-S covers the study of laws relating to specialized redressal agencies. 

The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 envisages mandatory insurance· for the 

purpose ofgiving immediate relief to the victim of an accident because ofhazardous 

process and operation. The Act introduces the principle of "no fault liability" for the. 

owners, in case of death or injury to any person or damage to any property because of 

an accident; the owner is liable to give relief. It is responsibility of the collector of the 

place, where the accident occurs, to make inquiry into the claim and make an award 

determining the amount of relief. The Act does not restrict the options of victims to 

seek redressal for a larger quantum of benefits available under any other law. The 

National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 is another legislation that provides for strict 

liability for damages arising out of any accident occurring while handling any hazardous 

substance. The Act provides for establishment of a National Environment Tribunal to 

dispose offthe cases arising from such accidents but, at the,salne time declares that no 

appeal can lie against an award on order made by the tribunal with the consent of the 
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parties. The National Environment Appellate Authority has been established by the 

National Environment Appellate Authority Act, 1997 to hear appeals with respect to 

restriction of areas in which any industry, operations or processes shall not be carried 

out or shall be carried subject to certain safeguards. Thus, jurisdiction of the Authority 

is restricted to cases where environmental clearance is granted and does not extend to 

cases where clearance is refused. The features of all these enactments have been 

critically evaluated to test their usefulness in administration of environmental justice. 

Chapter-6 attempts to explore the innovation shown by the Supreme Court while 

ensuring envir~nmentaljustice. By relaxing the rule of'standing' the Court has allowed 

Public Interest Litigation and thereby ensured every environmentalist his right to 

fight for the protection and betterment of the envirortment. It is interesting to note 

that the Court is now trying to stop the misuse and abuse of this form of litigation. 

The concept, origin and usefulness of public interest litigation has been traced under 

this chapter. 

The principle of sustainable development seems to be the-solution to the conflict 

of environment versus development. This concept has been accepted at various 

international fora and succeeded in getting recognition from the Supreme Court of 

India as part of the 'law of the land'. The Court has identified various components of 

the concept viz; the precautionary principle, polluter pays principle, principle of 

intergenerational equity etc. An attempt has been made under chapter 7 to explain the 

nature and scope oftpese principles and assess their impact on environmental justice 

system in India. 

Laws in India should be suitable to its peculiar socio-economic conditions, was 

the motto responsible for replacement of 'strict liability' principle by the 'absolute 
. . 

liability' principle. The evolution and validity of this principle of far reaching 

consequences have always been in controversies. Chapter 8 explores the nature and 

scope of 'strict liability' principle and tries to find out how the 'absolute liability' 

principle is more suitable for country like India. 

Chapter-9 of the present research study examines the approach of the Supreme 
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Court in dealing with the environmental issues. For the want of convenience certain 

important environmental issues have been chosen viz; conservation of forests; 

protection of wildlife; pollution of rivers and lakes; town planning; closure and 
I 
relocation of industries; regulation of hazardous substance; sanitation and waste 

management; traffic management and control of vehicular pollution; protection of 

· coastal regions; and large infra-structural projects. The relevant decisions of the Supreme 

Court, reported in All India Reporter (AIR) and Supreme Court Cases (SCC), till 

December 2003 have been taken into account and analysed critically to find out the 

direction of environmental justice in India. 

The work ends with conclusion and suggestions based on the analysis and 

interpretations of facts, laws and judicial decisions there upon as discussed in the 

preceding chapters of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER-2 

CONSTITUTIONAL CONTOURS AND ENVIRONMENT 

The preamble of the Constitution oflndia, which sets out the main objects and 

priorities of the Constitution, has not placed environmental justice along with 'Justice': 

. Social, economic and political. The preamble came into being after complete 

codification of the substantive provisions ofthe Constitution. Ttherefore, it is not merely 

a stat~ment of objects or a key to open the mind of makers but a precise declaration 

of what is embodied in the Constitution. 

Looking into the Constitutional history of the preamble, the Supreme Court of 

India has also ruled that the preamble of the Constitution is a part of the Constitution.1 

"The preamble assures dignity of individual, but does not signify its connotation. Is it 

to be evaluated on material possession, education or cultural tradition? Human spirit 

and equation with nature had been ingredients of cultural bondage. Otherwise also 

the dignity of individual depends on quality of environment" .2 

It may be noted that the founding fathers of the Indian Constitution did not 

show their concern towards the need for providing environmental strategies in the 

fundamental law of the country. It is evident from the scheme envisaged,in the original 

Constitution, where one cannot find the use of the word 'environment' in any of the 

395 Artic.les or Schedules. It is only in 1976 that the constitutional environmentalism 

became clearly pronounced with the enactment of the Constitution (Forty Second 

Amendment) Act, 1976. 

It seems that parliament was sensitized by the Stockholm Declaration adopted 

by the International Conference on Human Environment in 1972. The Declaration 

emphasized that man bears a solemn responsibility to protect and improve the 

environment for the present and future generation. The Forty second Amendment 

inserted Articles 48-A and 5 1-A(g), two environment related Articles, in the form of 

Directive Principles of State Policy and Fundamental Duties respectively. "The 

1. Kesavamlanda Bharati v. State ojKera/a, AIR 1973 SC 1461, the earlier d~cision of the Supreme 

Court that Preamble is not part of the constitution, in Berubari Union & Exchange of Enclaves 

Re, AIR 1960 SC 845, Overruled. 

2. Ashok A. Desai, "Constitutional Accountability Towards Environment," 42 JILl 160, 165 (2000). 



'U'U ...... "" .. of protection of environment as an obligation ofthe State in the Directive 

Principles and the mandate in Article 51-A to the citizen of India as a part of 

Fundamental duty are indications of the Constitutional recognition of importance of 

environment" .3 

2.1. Duty of the State 

Part - IV of the Constitution of India contains the directive principles of State 

policy. These directives are the active obligations of the State, they are policy 

. prescriptions for the guidance of the Government. 

Article 37 of part- IV of the Constitution limits the application of the directives 

principles by declaring that these principles shall not be enforceable by any Court. 

Therefore, if a directive is not followed by the State, its implementation cannot be 

secured through judicial proceedings. On the other hand these principles are 

fundamental in the governance of the country and it is duty ofthe State to apply these 

principles during the process of law making. 

The importance of directive principles has been explained by the Chairman of 

the Drafting Committee, Dr. Ambedkar, at the time of introduction of the Draft 

Constitution in the Constituent Assembly in following words -

If it is said that the Directive Principles have no legal force ... I am prepared 
to admit it. But I am not prepared to admit that they have·no sort ofbinding 
force at all. Nor am I prepared to concede that they are useless because 
they have no binding force in law ... the Draft Constitution as framed 
only provides a machinery for the government of the country. It is not a 
cohtrivance to install any particular party in power as has been done in 
some Countries .... But whoever captures powers will not be free to do 
what he likes with it. In the exercise of it, he will have to respect these 
instruments of instructions which are called Directive Principles. He cannot 
ignore them. He may not have to answer for their breach in a Court of 
Law. But he will certainly have to answer for them before the electoni.te 
\! election time. What great value these directive principles posses will be 
realized better when the forces of right contrive to capture power.4 

. 

Dr. Ambedkar's view that governments in power would be obliged to have 

regard to directive principles for if they did not, they would face a day of reckoning 

3. MC Mehta v. Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 353,356. 

4. Constituent Assembly Debate, vol VII, 41. 
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when fresh elections would be held, has so far been proved wrong as many of the 

directive principles are yet to be implemented, even after more than five decades of 

the commencement of Indian Constitution. 

Article 48-A of the Constitution declares, "the State shall endeavour to protect 

and improve the enviroi:nnent and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the country". 

The Parliament had considerable debate over the wording of the draft Article 48-

A. Several amendments were moved in both the houses ofthe Parliament. One of them 

required the State to "conserve and develop the water, soil and other natural resources", 

while another tried to ensure that the State's endeavour to protect and improve the 

environment would not harm tribal forest dwellers. The proposal to include 'mineral 

wealth' and to require the government to undertake adequate and effective measures to 

check environmental pollution' were also discussed by the Parliament. But none of 

these proposed amendments were accepted by the government on the ground that the 

broad terms of a directive principle need not contain details. 5 

Seervai has correctly pointed out that -

Article 48-A reflects an increasing awareness of people all over the world 
of the need to preserve the environment from pollution, especially in urban 
areas. Smoke, industrial waste, deleterious exhaust fumes from motor cars 
and other combustion engines are injurious to the health and well being of 
the people and foul the atmosphere. The preservation of forests and their 
renewal by afforestation has long been recognized in India as of great 

· importance both with reference to rainfall and to prevent erosion of the 
soil by depriving it of forests which protect it. The preservation of wild 
life is looked upon as necessary for the 'preservation of ecological balance'. 
Article 48-A rightly emphasizes the facfthat the State should try not only 
to protect but to improve the environment. 6 

II 

As the application of the principles contained in part- IV of the Constitution is 

limited "jurisprudentially speaking, this provision imposes only an imperfect non

justiciable positive duty on the State. Therefore, the citizens for whose benefit andf:~f· 

welfare the protection and improvement of environment is Constitutionally envisaged 

5. Lok Sabha Debates, Eighteenth Session, Fifth series, Vol. LXV, No. 5, Oct. 29, 1976, 

Col. 94-116; Parliamentary Debate: Rajya Sabha, Offi~ia1 Report, Vol. XCVlll, No.5, Nov. 

9, 1976,Col.158-71. 
6. H.M. Seervai, Constitutional Law of India: A Critical Commentary, 2019 (Vol. 2, 1993). 



have no locus standi in the Constitutional Environmental Scheme" .7 The experience 

however, shows that "although unenforceable by a Court, the directive principles are 

increasingly being cited by judges as complementary to the fundamental rights. In 

several environmental cases the Courts have been guided by the language of Article 

48-A" .8 The following observation of the Supreme Court depicts the responsible 

approach adopted by the Court-

Wherever a problem of ecology is brought before the Cotirt, the Court is 
bound to bear in mind Article 48-A of the Constitution ... and Article 51-
A(g) .. . When the Court is called upon to give effect to the Directive 
Principle and the fundamental duty, the Court is not to shrug its shoulders 
and say .that priorities are a matter of policy and so it is a matter for the 
policy-making authority. The least that the Court may do is to examine 
whether appropriate considerations are borne in mind and irrelevancies 

··excluded. IIi appropriate cases, the Court may go further, but how much 
further must depend on the circumstances of the case. The Court may 
always give necessary directions. However, the Court will not attempt to 
nicely balance relevant considerations. When the question involves the 
nice balancing of relevant considerations, the Court may feel'justified' in 
resigning itself to acceptance of the decision of the concerned authority.9 

There are some other provisions apart from Article 48-A, in Part - IV of the 

Constitution wherein environmental matters may be covered. One such provision is 

Article 39(e)1°, which provides. that "the State shall, in particular, direct its policy 

towards securing ... that the health and strength of workers, men and women, and the 

tender age of children are not abused ... " 

Article 47 provides that "the State shall regard the raising of the level of nutrition 

and standard of living of its people and the improvement of public health as among 

its primary duties ... " Apparently this Article directs the State to protect and improve 

the environment without which public health cannot be assured. The Supreme Court 

7. B. Errabi, "Environmental Protection: Constitutional Imperatives- Indian Experience, in R.P. 

Anand et.al. (ed.) Law Sci~nce and Environment, 118 (1987). 

8. S. Diwan & A. Rosencranz, Environmental law and Policy in India, 45 (2nd Ed. 2001). 

9. Sachidanand Paney v. State of West Bengal, (1987) 2 SCC 295, 305. 

1.0. In many cases the Supreme Court has been guided by Article 39 while delivering environ

mental Justice, eg. Charan/al Shahu v. Union of India, AIR 1990 SC 1480; Bandhua Mukti 

Morcha v. Union of India, ( 1991) 4 SCC 177; Consumer Education & Research Centre v. 

Union of India, AIR 1995 SC 922; Samatha v. State of A.P., AIR 1997 SC 3297; MC. 

Mehta v. Union of India (2002) 4 SCC 356. 
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has also referred this Article in many decisions involving environmental matters. 11 

Articles 39(e), 47 and 48-A of the Directive Principles of State Policy have a 

definite bearing of environmental problems. They, by themselves and collectively 

it~ pose a duty on the State. to secure the health of the people, improve public health 

and protect and improve the environment. 

Environmental pollution may damage the monuments of national importance, 

the protection of which is a duty of the State under Article 49 of the Constitution. 

Article 49 of the Directive Principles of State Policy provides for the obligation of 

the State to protect monuments, places and objects of national importance. In the Taj 

Case12 the Supreme Court oflndia seems to have got inspiration from Article 49 while 

protecting the Taj Mahal, a monument protected under the Ancient Monuments and 

Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958, from harmful Industrial emissions 

originating in and around Agra. 

Article 51 (c) directs the State to foster respect for international law and treaty 

obligations in the dealings of organised peoples with one another. Therefore, in view 

ofthe range of international treaties on different aspects of environmental protection 

the State's obligation to 'foster respect for international law and treaty obligations' in 

Article 51 (c), read in conjunction with the specific treaty provisions, may also serve to 

· strengthen the hands of pro-conservation judge" .13 

Krishna Iyer, J. has made following observation highlighting the importance of 

the Directive Principles in the case of Rat/am Municipality v. Vardhichand, 14 "why 

drive common people to public interest action? Where Directive Principles have found 

statutory expression in Do's and Don'ts, the Court will not sit idly and allow municipal 

government to become a statutory mockery". 

11. Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India, ( 1991). 4 SCC 177~ Virendra Gaur v. State of 

Harayana,( 1995) 2 SCC 577; Vel/ore Citfzens' Welfare forum v. Unioin of India, AIR 1996 

SC 2715; MC. Mehta v. Union of India, ( 1997) 3 SCC 715; MC. Mehta v. Union of India, 

(1998) 6 SCC 60; MC. Mehta v. Union of India. (2002) 4 SCC 356. 

12. M C. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1997 SC 734. 

13. Supra note 8 at 46. 

14. AIR 1980SC 1622,1631. 
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2.2. Citizen's Obligation : 

The Constitution (Forty-Second Amendment) Act, 197 6 inserted Part-IV-A into 

the Constitution of India. This new part prescribes certain fundamental duties for the 

citizens oflndia. The sole Article of this part, Article 51-A, specifies ten fundamental 

· duties. According to Article 51-A(g), "it shall be the duty of every citizen of India -

· to protect and improve the natural enviroiunent including forests, lakes, rivers and wild· 

life, and to have compassion for living creatures". 

"Since the duties are imposed upon the citizen and not upon the State, legislation 

is necessary for their implementation" .15 But some Courts have used this provision as 

an effective tool for the protection of environment. The Rajasthan High Court has made 

a very interesting interpretation of this provision while deciding a Public Interest 

litigation.16 The Court observed -

We can call Article 51-A ordinarily as the duty of the citizens, but in fact 
it is the right of the citizens as it creates the right in favour ofthe citizen to 
move to the Court to see that the State performs its duties faithfully and 
the obligatory and primary duties are performed in accordance with the 
law of land. Omissions or commissions are brought to the notice of the 
Court by the citizen and thus, Article 51-A gives a right to the citizen to 
move the Court for the enforcement of the duty cast on State, 
instrumentalities, agencies, departments, local bodies and statutory 
authorities created under the particular law of the State. 17 

The Apex Court has also recognised the importance of Article 51-A(g). In Ganga 

pollution Case, 18 Justice Venkataramiah opined -

Having regard to the grave consequences ofthe pollution of water and air 
and need for protecting and improving the natural environment which is 
considered to be one of the fundamental duties under the constitution, we 
are of the view that it is the duty of the Central Government to direct all 
the educational institutions throughout India to teach at least for one hour 

. in a week lesson relating to the protection and improvement of the natural 
· environment including forests; lakes, rivers and wildlif~ in the first ten 
classes.19 

15. M.P. Singh (ed.), V.N. Sukla's Constitution of India, 313 (9th ed.2001). 

16. L.K. Koolwal v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 1988 Raj 2. 

17. !d. at 4. 

18. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1988) I SCC 471. 

19. !d. at 491. 
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Thus, the Indian Constitution has imposed a joint responsibility upon the State; 

and every citizen oflndia to protect and improve the natural environment. In the words 

of Ranganath Mishra, J. - "Preservation of environment and keeping the ecological 

balance unaffected is a task which not only Government but also every citizen must 

undertake. It is a social obligation and let us remind every citizen that it is his fundamental 

duty as enshrined in Article 51-A(g) ofthe Constitution". 20 

. After making reference to Article 48-A and Article 51-A(g), ~he High Court of 
Himachal Pradesh concluded -

Thus there is both a Constitutional pointer to the State and a Constitutional 
duty ofthe citizens not only to protect but also to improve the environment 
and to preserve and safeguard the forests, the flora and fauna, the rivers 
and lakes and all the other water resources of the country. The neglect or 

. failure to abide by the pointer or to perform the duty is nothing short of a 
betrayal of the fundamental law which the State and, indeed, every Indian, 
high or low, is bound to uphold and maintain.21 

15 

In the opinion of Andhra Pradesh High Court, the duty to protect the environment . 

extends to Courts also. The High Court made it clear that "protection of the 

environment is not only the duty of the citizen but it is also the obligation of the State 

and all other State organs including Courts" .22 The Courts have reminded time and 

again to both State as well as citizens about their duties towards environment while 

deciding environmental issues by referring to Articles 48-A and 51-A(g). of the 

Constitution. 23 

20. Rural litigation and Enfitlement Kendra v. State ofU.P., AIR 1987 SC 359,364. 

21. Kinkri Devi v. State of Himachal Pradesh, AIR 1988 HP 4, 8. 

22. T. Damodhar Rao v. S. 0. Municipal Corp., Hyderabad, AIR, 1987 A.P. 171,181. 

23. Rutallitigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P. AIR 1987. SC 359;Sachinand Pandey 

v. State of W.B. (1987) 2 SCC 295; MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1987) 4 SCC 463; MC. 

Mehta v. Union of India, (1988) 1 SSC 471; Charan La/ Shahu v. Union of India, (1990) 1 

SCC 613; M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 353; Virender Gaur v. State of 

Haryana, (1995) 2 SCC 613; MC. Me~ta v. Union of India, (1996) 2 SSC 594; Indian 

Council for Enviro-legal Action v. Union of India, (1996) 3 SCC 212; Vel/ore citizens'welfare 

forum v. Union· of India, (1996) 5 SSC 647; Indian Council for Enviro-legal Action v. Union 

of India, (1996) 5 sec 281; s. Jagannath v. Union of India, U[97) 2 sec 87; Animal and 

Environment legal Defence Fund v. Union of India, ( 1997) ¥49; M C. Mehta v. Union of· 

India, (1997) 3 sec 715; MC. Mehta V. Kamal Nath, (2000) 6 sec 213. 



2.3. Fundamental Right to Wholesome Environment : 

Part • III of the Constitution of India contains fundamental rights. These rights 

were included in the Constitution after long debates in the Constituent assembly. 11 After 

discussing the subject of fundamental rights-described by Ambedkar as "the most 

criticized part" of the Constitution- for as many as thirty-eight days- eleven days in the 

. sub-committee, two in the Advisory Committee and twenty five in the Constituent 

Assembly· the Assembly ultimately adopted the comprehensive and impressive array 

of fundamental rights 11
•
24 

The Constitution contains these fundamental right under six broadly divided 

categories viz, (i) Right to equality (ii) right to freedom (iii) right against exploitation 

(iv) right to freedom of religion (v) cultural and educational rights and (vi) right to 

constitutional remedies. The incorporation ofBill of Rights in American Constitution 

seems to have inspired the framers ofthe Indian· Constitution 11 
••• [B]ut whereas the 

American Bill of Rights declares rights in terms apparently absolute leaving it to the 

Courts to limit the rights thus declared, our Constitution declares the right and prescribe 

the limitations in the Constitution itself. By enacting Article 32 the Constitution created 

a new fundamental right, namely, the right to move the Supreme Court by Part - III 

entitled Fundamental Rights.25 Some of these fundamental rights can only be claimed 

by an Indian citizen; others apply equally to all persons including non-citizens also. 

Mainly these rights are available against the mighty powers ofthe State but some rights 

are enforceable against private individuals as welL 

These fundamental rights represent the basic values cherished by the people of 

this country since the vedic times and they are calculated to protect the dignity of the 

individual and create conditions in which every human being can develop his personality 

to the fullest extent. They weave a 'pattern of guarantee' on the basic structure ofhuman 

rights, and impose negative obligations on the State not to encroach on individual 

libertwhin its various discussions. 26 

The Constitution guarantees protection of right to life and personal liberty of the 

individual, pollution free environment is essential for enjoyment of right to life, 

24. B. Shiva Rao, The Framing of India's Constitution -A Study, 179 ( 1968). 

25. H.M. Seervai, Constitutional Law of India : A Critical Commentary, 159 (Vol. 1. 1997). 

26. Maneka Gandhi v. Unioin of India, AIR 1987 SC 597, 619. 
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therefore, it is important to stu~y Article 21 . 

Article 21 of the Constitution oflndia provides that "~o person shall be deprived 

of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law". The 

right to life which is the most fundamental of all is also the most difficult to define. 

Certainly it cannot be confined to a guarantee against the taking away of life; it must 

have a wider application" .27 The U.S. Constitution has similar provision by virtue of 

5th and 14th amendments, which provides that no person shall be deprived of his "life, 

liberty or property without due process of law". Field, J. in Munn v. Illinois28 observed 

about the scope of right to life as follows -

By the term 'life' as here used something more is meant than mere animal 
existence. The inhibition against its deprivation extends to all those limbs 
and faculties by which life is enjoyed. The provision equally prohibits the 
mutilation of the body by the amputation of an arm or leg, or the putting 
out of an eye, or the destruction of any other organ of the body through 
which the soul communicates with the outer world. -

This observation has been accepted by the Supreme Court of India in the case 

of Kharak Singh v. State of U.P. 29 The scope of right to life under Article 21 was 

further expanded in Francis Coralie v. Union Territory of Delhi, 30 the Supreme Court 

held that "any act which damages or injures or interferes with the use of any limb or 

faculty of a person, either permanently or even temporarily, would be within the 

inhibition of Article 21. The Court further held -

.... the right to life includes the right to live with human dignity and all 
that goes along with it, namely, the base necessaries of life such as adequate 
nutrition, clothing and shelter over the head and facilities ·for reading, 
writing and expressing oneself in diverse forms, freely moving about and 
mixing and commingling with follow human beings.31 

This observation of the Court regarding scope of right to life has been fully 

endorsed by the subsequent decisions of the Court.32 The term 'life' includes all those 

27. Supra note 15 at 164. 

28. (1877) 94 U.S. 113. 

29. AIR 1963 SC 1295. 

30. AIR 1981 SC 746. 

31. Id. at 753. 
32. Baudhua Mukti Morcha- v. Union of India, AIR 1984 SC 802; Vincent v. Union of 

India, AIR 1987 SC 990; M C. Mehta v. Union of India AIR 1987 SC 1 086 etc. 

J 3 JUN 2005 
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aspects oflife which go to make a man's life meaningful, complete and worth living.33 

The expression 'liberty' is a very comprehensive term and let alone it would include 

not merely freedom to move about unrestricted but such liberty of conduct, choice and 

action as the law gives and protects.34 In U.S.A. Courts have given a very wide meaning 

to 'liberty'. It takes in all the freedoms.35 The term 'liberty' in the Slh and 141h amendments 

to the Constitution of the U.S. has been given a very wide meaning. "The expression is 

not confined to mere freedom from bodily restraint, and 'liberty' under law, but extends 

to the full range of conduct which the individual is free to pursue". 36 

Under Article 21 of the Constitution oflndia, in contrast with the U.S. Constitution, 

the term 'liberty' has been qualified by the term 'personal'. This may lead to an inference 

that the scope of liberty under Indian Constitution is narrower than in the American 

Constitution. In Gopalan Case37 it was concluded by the Supreme Court oflndia that 

'personal liberty' was confined to freedom from detention or physical restraint. While 

considering the meaning and scope of 'personal liberty' in Kharak Singh v. State of 

UP., 38 the majority rejected that 'personal liberty' was confined to "freedom from 

physical restraint or freedom from confinement within the bounds of a prison" and 

held that-

'personal liberty' is used in the Article as a compendious term to include 
within itself all the varieties of rights which go to make up the 'personal 
liberties of man other than those dealt with in the several clauses of Article 
19(1). In other words, while Article 19(1) deals with particular species or 
attributes of that freedom, 'personal liberty' in Article 21 takes in and 
comprises the residue.39 

The majority view in Kharak Singh Case was expressed by Subba Rao, J. in 

following words -

The fundamental right of life and personal liberty have many attributes 

33. Menka Gandhi v. Unioin of India, AIR 1978 SC 597 ; Board of Trustees of the Port of 

Bombay v. D.R. Nandkarni, AIR 1983 SC 109. 

34. Al/egyer v. Louisiana, (1897) 165 U.S. 578. 

35. Supra note 28. 

36. Supra note 15 at 167. 

37. A.K. Gopalan v. Stae of Madras, AIR 1951 SC 27. 

38. AIR 1963 SC1295. 

39. Id. at 1302. 
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and some of them are found in Article 19. If a person's fundamental right 
under Article 21 is infringed, the state can rely upon a law to sustain the 
action, but that cannot be complete answer unless the said law satisfies 
the test laid down in Article 19(2) so far as the attributes covered by Article 
19( 1) are concerned. 40 

The highly debated issue of the scope of personal liberty and its relationship 

. with Article 19 was once again raised in Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India. 41 Bhagwati, 

J. reached to the following conclusion -

The expression 'personal liberty' in Article 21 is of the widest amplitude 
and it covers a variety of rights which go to constitute the personal liberty 
of man and some of them have been raised to the status of distinct 
fundamental rights and given additional protection under Article 19.42 

"It is obvious, thus, that we have advanced much aliead of Gopalan,. in amplifying 

the meaning of 'personal liberty' to include all liberties of an individual other than 

those which are already included in Article 19, so that Article 19 and 21 would now 

be regarded as complementary to ea.ch other".43 

It was the Maneka Gandhi Case44 that heralded the new era of judicial thoughts 

by making it aptly clear that the right to life and personal liberty, guaranteed under 

Article 21 of the Constitution can be infringed only by a 'Just fair and reasonable' 

procedure. "Narrow interpretation oflegal and Constitutional provisions gave way slowly 

to a more liberal judicial interpretation that kept the purpose of Constitutional guarantees 

in view. The post-Maneka developments truly reflect the ideals of democratic 

freedom". 45 The Court started recognizing several unarticulated liberties that were 

implied by Article 21 and during this process the Supreme Court interpreted, after 

some hesitation the right to life and personal liberty to include the right to wholesome 

environment. 

The conflict between developmental needs and environmental protection has been 

the most controversial issue before the Courts in decide in environmental matters. 

40. !d. at 1305. 

41. AIR 1987 SC 597. 

42. !d. at 622. 

43. D.O. Basu, Commentary on the Constitution of India, 106, Vol. D (91
h ed. 1993). 

44. Supra note 41. 

45. P. Lee1akrishnan, Environmental Law in India, 112 (1999). 
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Incidentally the Dehradun Quarries Case46 that paved the way for right to wholesome 

environment has also focused on this continuing conflict. The case was initiated by 

the order of the Supreme Court to treat a letter received from the Rural litigation and 

Entitlement Kendra, Dehradun as a writ petition. The main allegation in the letter 

was related to unauthorised and illegal mining operation carried on in the Mussorie 

Hills and the area around, adversely affecting the ecology of the areas and leading to 

environmental disturbances. The Court in its order emphasized the importance of the 

case in following words -

... this is first case of its kind in the country involving issues relating to 
environment and ecological balance and the questions arising for 
consideration are of grave moment and significance not only to the people 
residing .in the Mussoorie Hill range forming part of the Himalayas but 
also in their implication to the welfare of the generality of people living in 
the country. It brings into sharp focus the conflict between development 
and conservation and serves to emphasise the need for reconciling the two 
in the larger interest of the country.47 

While passing order for closure of certain lime-stone quarries the Court was 

conscious about the hardship caused to the workmen and lessees of quarries who had 

invested large sums of money, considerable time and effort. According to the Court, 
' 

however, "it is a price that has to be paid for protecting and safeguarding the right of 

the people to live in healthy environment with minimal disturbance of ecological 

balance and without avoidable hazard to them and to their cattle, homes and agricultural· 

land and·undue affection of air, water and environment".48 

In its judgment the Supreme Court pointed out the importance of Himalayan 

range and Doon Valley and thus observed -

At present the valley is in danger because of erratic irrational and 
uncontrolled quarrying oflime-stone. The landscape has been stripped bare 
ofits verdant cover ... Reckless mining, careless disposal ofthe mine debris 
and random blasting operations have disturbed the natural water system and 
the supply of water both for drinking and irrigation has substantially gone 
down, There is growing apprehension that if mining is carried on in this 
process, a stage will come when there would be dearth of water in the entire 

46. Rural litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P., AIR I 985 SC 652. 

47. /d. at 655. 

48. /d. at 656. 



belt ... Mining operations iii these areas have led to cutting down of the 
forest. Digging of limestone and allowing the waste to roll down or carried 
down by rain water to the lower level has affected the villages as also the 
agricultural lands located below the hills. The naturally formed streams have 
been blocked. Blasting has disturbed the natural growth, has shaken the soil, 
loosened the rocky structures and disturbed the entire ecology of the area.49 

The Supreme Court issued warning to the Governments of the Centre as well as 

the States that they must realize and remain cognizant of the fact that the stake involved 

in the matter is large and far-reaching. But the question, whether the deposits should 

be exploited at the cost of ecology and environmental considerations or the industrial 

requirement should be otherwise satisfied, was left to the Government and the nation 

to decide. Moreover, the Court expressed the view that "it may be perhaps possible to 

exercise greate~ control an~ vigil over the operation and strike a balance between 

preservation and utilisation that would indeed be a matter. for an expert body to examine 

on the basis of appropriate advice, Government should take a policy decision and 

finally implement the same" .50 

Through another order the Supreme Court reiterated its conclusion that mining 

in Doon valley area has to be stopped as far as practicable.51 However, the mining 

activity was allowed to the extent it is necessary in the interest of the defence of the 

country as also for safeguarding foreign exchange position. 

Thus, judgments in Dehradoon quarries Cases were passed under Article 32 of 

the Constitution and involved closure of some of the quarries on the ground that their 

operation was upsetting ecological balance of the area. "Although Article 21 is not 

referred to in these judgments of the Supreme Court, these judgments can only be 

understood on the basis that the Supreme Court entertained those environmental 

complaints under Article 32 of the constitution as involving violation of Article 21's 

right to life" .52 

The indirect approval of the right to humane and healthy environment by the 

Supreme Court continued further in the Oleum gas leak Case. 53 Here the Court had to 

49. Rural litigation & Entitlemeni Kendra v. State of U.P, AIR 1987 SC 359, 362. 

50. !d. at 363. 

51. Rural litigation & Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P., AIR 1987 SC 242, 2428. 

52. T. Damadhar Rao v. S.O. Municipal Corp., Hyderabad AIR 1987 A.P. 171, 181. 

53. MC. Mehta v. Union of India AIR 1987 SC 965. 
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deal with a dispute that came because ofleakage of Oleum gas from one of the units of 

Shriram Foods and Fertilizer Industries. The petitioner alleged that as a result ofleak.age, 

several persons were affected and one Advocate practising in the Tis Hazari Court died. 

The issue before the Court for immediate decision was whether to allow the restart of 

caustic chlorine plant of Shriram Foods and Fertilizer Industries or not? The Court 

allowed the caustic chlorine plant to be restarted subject to certain stringent conditions. 

While doing so the Supreme Court observed that the case "raises some seminal questions 

concerning the true scope and ambit of Article 21 and 32 of the Constitution".54 lt is 

clear that by making this observation, the Court was referring to the 'right to life' under 

Article 21 and the process of enforcement of such right under Article 32 of the 

Constitution. None the less the Court enlarged the scope of the 'right to life' by 

empowering State to put restrictions on hazardous industries for the purpose of 

protecting people's right to life. 

In another judgment relating to Oleum gas leaJcS5 the issue was award of 

compensation under Article 32 ofthe Constitution for violation of fundamental right. 

An objection was raised on behalf of Shriram Food and Fertilizer Industries that the 

Court should not proceed to decide the issue relating to claim of compensation because 

no such claim was made originally in the writ petition. The Supreme Court held, 

"there is no reason why these applications for compensation which have been made 
i 

for enforcement of the fundamental right of the persons affected by the oleum gas 

leak under Article 21 should not be entertained. The Court while dealing with an 

application for enforcement of a fundamental right must look at the substances and 

not the form ... "56 

22 

In this case, once again, the Supreme Court did not specifically declare the 

existence of the right to clean environment under Article 21 of the Constitution, "but 

the Court evolved the principle of absolute liability of compensation through 

interpretation of the constitutional provision relating to right to live and to·the remedy 

under Article 32 for violation of fundamental rights. The premise on which the decision 

is rendered is clear and unambiguous-the fundamental right to a clean and healthy 

54. /d. at 965. 

55. MC. Mehtav. Union of/ndia, AIR 1987 SC 1086. 

56. !d. at 1089. 



environment". 57 

In Kanpur Tanneries Ca~e, 58 the Supreme Court dealt with the problem of water 

pollution of the river caused by certain tanneries at Jajmau area near Kanpur. The 

petition was initiated by a public-spirited lawyer before the Supreme Court under 

Article 32 of the Constitution for issue of writ/order/direction in the nature of 

mandamus to the respondents restraining them from letting out the trade effluents 

into the river Ganga till such time they put up necessary treatment plants for treating 

the trade effluents in order to arrest the pollution of water in the river Ganga. 

The Court rejected the lame excuses of financial difficulties raised by some 

tanneries who wanted to avoid the installation of primary treatment plants and passed 

order directing some tanneries to stop the running of their units, if they fail to set up 

primary treatment plants. 

Mr. Justice K.N. Singh supplementing the judgment expressed the consciousness 

of the Court about the difficulties that c_losure of. tanneries might bring like 

unemployment, loss of revenue but he said, from the other hand "life, health and 

ecology have greater importance to the people".59 

In this decision also there is no reference to the 'right to life' and Article 21 of 

the Constitution, but the judgment shows that the Court passed the orders on the 

basis of violation of fundamental rights by alleged pollution, as the Court's intervention 

and issuance of direction was under Article 32 of the Constitution despite the fact 

that remedy was available under the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 

Act, 1974. 

23 

Thus, once again Supreme Court used Article 32, a Constitutional provision for 

enforcement of fundamental rights guaranteed under the c·onstitution, without 

mentioning that it is being used for protection ofthe 'right to environment', which is an 

important but unenumerated facet of the 'right to life' under Article 21. 

Various High Courts in the Country took a leaf out of judgments of the Apex 

57. Supra note 45 at 114. 

58. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1988 SC 1037. 

59. /d. at 1084. 



Court and in more specific and direct forms declared that the concept of right to life, 

under Article 21 of the constitution, envisages the right to environment. L.K Koolwal 

v. State of Rajasthan60 is a landmark case, here the petitioner complained about the 

acute sanitation problem in the city of Jaipur which was hazardous to the life of the 

citizens. The High Court accepted that "insanitation leads to a slow poisoning and 

.adversely affects the life of the citizen and invites the death at an earlier date than the 

natural death".61 In its order the Court held that "maintenance of health, preservation 

of the sanitation ·and environment falls within the purview of Article 21 of the 

Constitution as it adversely affects the life of the citizen and it amounts to slow 

poisoning and reducing the life of the citizen because of the hazards created, if not 

checked" .62 The Court directed the Municipality to remove the dirt, filth etc. within a 

period of six months and clean the entire J aipur city. 

In T. Damodhar Rao v. S. 0. Municipal Corp. Hyderabad, 63 the dispute relating. 

to use of a land for residential purpose by the Life Insurance Corporation· and the 

Income Tax Department came before the Court. The said land was reserved for laying 

a recreational park in the developmental plan ofthe city but the ownership of the land 

belonged to the Life Insurance Corporation which later transferred some portion of it 

to the Income Tax Department. The Court issued writ of mandamus forbidding the 

Life Insurance Corporation of India and the Income Tax Department, Hyderabad, 

from raising any structures etc .. or using the land for residential purposes. Examining 

the matter from the Constitutional point of view the Court held -

... the enjoyment of life and its attainment and fulfilment guaranteed by 
Article 21 of the Constitution embraces the protection and preservation of 
nature's gifts without (which) life cannot be enjoyed. There can be no 
reason why practice of violent extinguishment of life alone should be 
rega~ded as violative of Article 21 of the Constitution. The slow poisoning 
by the polluted atmosphere caused by environmental pollution and 
spoilation should also be regarded as amounting to violation of Article 21 
of the Constitution.64 

Further the High Court referred the decision of Apex Court on Dehardoon 

60. AIR 1988 Raj 2. 

61. /d. at 3. 

62. /d. at 4. 

63. AIR 1987 A.P. 171. 

64. /d. at 181. 
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· Case65 and held that the Supreme Court on an application under Article 32 

the closure of some quarries on the ground that their operations were upsetting 

ecological balance. Although Article 21 is not referred to in the judgment of the 

Supreme Court, the judgment can only be understood on the basis that the Supreme 

Court entertained those environmental complaints under Article 32 of the constitution 

.as involving violation of Article 21's right to life. 

The High Court of Himachal Pradesh issued a note of caution while dealing 

with the issue of the excavation of lime stone and danger to the adjoining lands, 

water resources, pastures, forests, wild life, ecology, environment and inhabitants of 

the area in the following words -

lfthe wise and sagacious counsel imparted to the Government, at the Centre 
as well as in the State, to strike a just balance between the tapping of the 
natural resources for the purposes of the socio-economic development 
and the preservation and protection of the ecology, the environment and 
the natural wealth and resources by the adoption of a long-term perspective 
planning is not heeded and effective steps in the directions of implementing 
the same are not taken with the utmost expedition, there will not only be a 
total neglect and failure on the part of the administration to attend to an 
urgent task in the national interest but also a violation of the fundamental 
rights conferred by Articles 14 and 21 of the Constitution. 66 

25 

Life cannot be possible without clean drinking water therefore, right to clean 

water is one of the attributes of the right to life in Article 21 of the Constitution. In 

Attakoya Thangal v. Union oflndia61 the petitioner urged that ground water resources 

in Lakshadweep islands were limited and potable water was in short supply anrl; the 

scheme of administration to augment water supply, by digging wells and by drawing 

water from wells to meet increasing needs would up~et the fresh water equilibrium 

leading to salinity in the available water resources as large scale withdrawals with 

electric and mechanical pumps could deplete the water sources, causing seepage or 

intrusion of saline water from the surrounding Arabian Sea. The Kerala High Court 

asked for a more detailed study to as·certain whether the scheme, if allowed, would 

upset the underground fresh water. The Court stressed the importance of water 

65. Supra note 46. 

66. Kinkri Devi v. State of Himachal Pradesh, AIR 1988 HP 4, 9. 

67. 1990 (1) KLT 580. 



management and observed -

... the administrative agency cannot be permitted to function in such a manner 
as to make inroads into the fundamental right under Article 21. The right to 
life is much more than the right to animal existence and its attributes are · 
many fold, as life itself. A prioritisation of human needs and a new value 
system has been recognised in these areas. The right to sweet water and the 
right to free air, are attributes of the right to life, for these are the basic 
elements which sustain life itself.68 

The industrial establishment in and around residential colonies are another cause 

of concern, more so, where the industries have mushroomed contrary to the 

development plans. In V. Lakshmipathy v. State of Karnataka69 the same issue came 

before the High Court of Karnataka. The High Court held that once a development 

plan had earmarked the area for residential purpose, the land was bound to be put to 

such use only. The High Court pointed out -

The right to life inherent in Article 21 of the constitution oflndia does not 
fall short of the requirement of quality of life which is possible only in an 
environment of quality where, on account of human agencies, the quality 
of air and quality of environment are threatened or affected, the Court 
would not hesitate to use its innovative power ... to enforce and safeguard 
the right to life to promote public interest.'0 

Thus, High Courts, it seems, were more enthusiastic and active in accepting 

and declaring that 'right to life' in Article 21 includes 'right to environment'. 

The Supreme Court came very close to almost making a declaration that the 

right to environment is one of the attributes of Article 21 of the Constitution in the 

case of Chhetriya Pardushan Mukti Sangharsh Samiti v. State of U.P., 71 the Court 

observed-

Article 32 is a great and salutary safeguard for preservation of fundamental 
rights of the citizens. Every citizen has a fundamental right to have the 
enjoyment of quality of life and living as contemplated by Article 21 of 
the Constitution oflndia. Anything which endangers or impairs by conduct 
of anybody either in violation or in derogation of laws, that quality of life 
and living by the people is entitled to be taken recourse of Article 32 of the 

68. !d. at 583. 

69. AIR 1992 Kant 57. 

70. /d. at 70. 

11 (1990) 4 sec 449. 
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Constitution. 72 

This case was filed in the form ofPublic Interest Litigation but the actual reason, 

as found by the Court, was the long standing rivalry and animosity between the 

petitioners and the mill owners therefore, the petition was dismissed and the aforesai~ 

observation of the Court could not be applied to the facts of the case. 

In Subhash Kumar v. State of Bihar13 the primary purpose of filing the public 

interest litigation, according to the Court, was not to serve any public interest; instead 

it was the self-interest of the petitioner who wanted to inake profit in his business by 

collecting the sludge/slurry flowing out of the washeries of the respondents. The 

Court dismissed the petition with costs and used this opportunity to declare that Article 

21 includes the right to enjoy pollution-free water and air as they are necessary for 

full enjoyment of life. 

All doubts relating to right to environment under Article 21 were removed after 

the judgment of the Supreme Court in Virender Gaur v. State of Haryana. 74 In this 

case the Court observed -

Article 21 protects right to life as a fundamental right. Enjoyment of life 
and its attainment including the right to life with human dignity encompasses 
within its ambit, the protection and preservation of environment, ecological 
balance free from pollution of air and water, sanitation without which life 
·cannot be enjoyed. Any contra acts or actions would cause environmental 
pollution. Environmental, ecological, air, water, pollution etc. should be 
regarded as amounting to violation of Article 21. Therefore, hygienic 
environment is an integral facet of right to healthy life and. it would be 
impossible to live with human dignity without a humane and. healthy . 
environment. 75 

Thus~ about ten years after entertaining the first case involving environmental 

matters under Article 32 of the Constitution, the Supreme Court revealed the name of 

the fundamental right being protected by it in clear and unambiguous terms and settled 

the mystery of environmental rights under Article 32. 

72. /d. at 452. 

73. AIR 1991 SC 420. 

74. (1995) 2 sec 577. 

75. !d. at 580. 
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2.4. Right to Livelihood vis-a-vis Environment : 

The Supreme Court has recognised another aspect of the right to life enshrined 

under Article 21 of the Constitution viz. the right to livelihood. There is a real chance 

of clash of these rights i.e. right to environment and right to livelihood as government's 

action to close down industrial units for protection of environment may result in loss 

·of job, dislocation of poor workers and might disrupt badly the lifestyles of people 

heavily dependent on such industries. 

The right to livelihood has been recognised by the Supreme Court in the case of 

Olga Tellis v. Bombay Municipal Corporation. 76 In this case the scheme of government 

to deport pavement dwellers from Bombay to their places of origin was challenged 

by the petitioners. The petitioners, a journalist and two pavement dwellers, argued 

that the right to life includes the right to livelihood and eviction of pavement dwellers 

from their slum and pavement dwelling will result in deprivation of livelihood for 

these poor people and therefore, the scheme is unconstitutional. The Court accepted 

the petitioners argument and ruled as follows -
I 

Deprive a person of his right to livelihood and you shall have deprived 
him of his life ... The State may not by affirmative action, be compellable 
to provide adequate means of livelihood or work to the citizens. But, any 
person, who is deprived of his right to livelihood except according to just 
and fair procedure established by law, can challenge the deprivation as 
offending the right to life conferred by Article 2 I .77 

The Court, therefore, issued direction to the Municipal Corporation to provide . 

alternative sites or accommodation to the slum and pavement dwellers near to their 

original sites; and to provide basic amenities to slum dwellers. 

In Banawasi Seva Ashram v. State of Uttar Pradesh, 78 the Supreme Court 

permitted the acquisition of the land for Rihand Super Thermal Power Project but 

not before the National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) agreed to provide certain 

facilities to the ousted forest dwellers. The Court used this opportunity to detail out 

safeguards for the protection of tribal forest dwellers who were being ousted from 

76. AIR 1986 SC 180. 

77. !d. 194. 

78. AIR 1987 SC 374. 



their forest land by the NTPC. 

In many other cases the Supreme Court passed orders requiring State agencies 

and concerned person to resettle and rehabilitate the workers or other persons who _ 

were being displaced by the decision of the Court or of the Government to close 

down an industry or to relocate at a suitable place. The interest of workers who get 

their livelihood from such industry has been taken care of by the Court in many 

cases.79 

2.5. Right to Equality 

Article 14 of the Constitution guarantees to every person the right~ not to be 

denied equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws. The possibility of 

infringement of this Article by a government decision having impact on the 

environment can not be ruled out. Article 11 strikes. at arbitrariness "because an action 

that is arbitrary must necessarily involve a negation of equality". 80 

Thus, permission for contractions that is contrary to town planning regulation by 

the municipal authority may be challenged. Similarly, Article 14 may be invoked to 

challange governmental sanction of projects having adverse impact on the natural 

environment and where such sanctions involves arbitrary considerations. 

In State of H.P. v. Ganesh Wood Products, 81 the Supreme Court opined -

While acting in its executive capacity, the Government is entitled to lay 
down policies and preferences in the interest of State, its economy awaken 
... The only obligation of the State in such an event would be to extend a 
fair and equitable treatment to all persons coming before it.82 

2.6. Freedom of Trade : 

Article 19(1)(g) ofthe Constitution guarantees to all citizens of India, the right 

to practise any profession or to carry on any occupation or trade or business. The 

freedom, however,. is not uncontrolled, for clause (6) of the Article authorises 

legislation to -

79. Rural litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P.,AIR 1988 SC 2187; MC. Mehta 

v. Union of Jndia,AIR1997SC734; MC. Mehta v. Union of lndia,(l997) 2 SCC 411, etc: 

80. Ajay Hasia v. Khalid Mujib Shervardi, AIR 1981 SC 487, 499. 

81. (1995) 6 sec 363. 

82. /d. at 376. 
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(i) impose reasonable restriction on the right in the interest ,of the general 

public; 

(ii) Prescribe professional or technical qualifications necessary for carrying 

on any profession, trade or business; and 

(iii) enable the State to carry on any trade or business to the exclusion of private 

citizens, wholly or partially. 

The aggrieved industrialist may resort to Article 19 in case his trade and business 

interests are affected by the action of governmental agencies in the name of 

environmental protection. "As environmental regulation grows more stringent and 

its enforcement becomes more vigorous, industrial challenge to agency action is likely 

to increase. Courts will then need to balance environmentall inrests with the 

fundamental right to carry on any occupation, trade.or business guaranteed in Article 

19( 1 )(g). "83 Various standards have been prescribed by the Government for discharge. 

of different pollutants. An industry may challenge a very stringent standard which 

can not be. complied with, despite best efforts by available technology or if it is 

otherwise unreasonable. Similarly, Government's decision of relocation or closure of 

industry may be challenged before the Court. 

2.7. Enforcement of Right to Environment 
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Once it is established that the right .to environment is one of the attributes of 

'right to life' under Article 21 of the Constitution and therefore, a fundamental right 

guaranteed under Part - III of the Constitution of India, there remains no doubt that· 

the 'right to environment' like other fundamental rights is enforceable against the 

State as defined by Article 12. A law which is inconsistent or in derogation of any 

fundamental right is void by virtue of Article 13 of the Constitution. "By defining "the 

State" and "law" very widely, the founding fathers ensured that fundamental rights 

operated over the widest field. The declaration in the Article 13(1) and (2) making . 

laws inconsistent with, or contrary .to, fundamental rights pro tanto void would not, 

by itself, prevent "the State" from violating fundamental rights. To effectively prevent 

the State from violating fundamental rights, the founding fathers created a new 

fundamental right by enacting Article 32, which guaranteed the right to move the 

83. Supra note 8 at 54. 



Supreme Court for the enforcement of fundamental rights" .84 

Fundamental rights have got special status in the scheme of the Coqstitution and 

they are, barring a few exceptions, available to the individuals to protect themselves 

against the State action.85 These rights 'are not meant to protect persons against the 

conduct of private persons'. Private action is and can be taken care of by the ordinary 

law of the land. It is against the might of the State that the individual needs 

Constitutional protection" .86 In State of W.B. v. Subodh Gopal Bose, 87 the Supreme 

Court said, " the sole object ~fPart- III of the Constitution is to provide protection for 

the freedoms and rights mentioned therein against arbitrary invasion by the State". 

Therefore, it is necessary to understand the meaning of the term 'State' in Article 

12 of the Constitution of India. The definition of the term 'State' given in this Article 

is applica~le only for the purposes of Part - III of the Constitution. This definition is 

inclusive and not exhaustive. Therefore, those authorities and instrumentalities which 

are not mentioned in the Article may also fall within it if they otherwise satisfy the 

characteristics of the 'State' as defined in the Article. The ·authorities and 

. instrumentalities mentions in the Article can be categorised as follows -

a) the Government and Parliament of India; 

b) the Government and legislature of each of the States; 

c) all local authorities; 

d) · other authorities within the territory of India or under the control of the 

Government oflndia. 
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The first tWo categories consist of the legislative and executive organs of the 

Centre and the States, third category, i.e., "local authorities" refers to authorities like 

Municipalities, District Boards, Panchayats, Improvement Trusts, Mining Settlement 

Boards, etc." But the fourth category, "other authorities" within the territory oflndia 

or under the control of the Government of India, is not as clear and spe~ific as the 

other three categories are. This is the reason why the definition of the 'State' in the 

Article has been debated upon in various ~ases before the High Courts and the Supreme 

84. Supra note 25 at 350. 
85. Articles 17, 23 and 24 are available against private persons also. 

86. Supra note 15 at 20. 

87. AIR 1954 SC 92. 



Court of India. Some High Courts were of the view that since the expression 'other 

authorities' is used after mentioning a few of them viz. the government and Parliament 

of India, the Government and legislature of each of the States, and loc~l authorities, 

it would be reasonable to construe this expression ejusdem generis with gove~ent 

or legislature.88 As per this interpretation, the expression, "other authorities" would 

_only include such bodies that are functioning as the agents of the executive government. 

This narrow interpretation of the expression "other authorities" was rejected by the 

Supreme Court in Electricity Board, Rajasthan v. Mohan Lat. 89 The Court held after 

explaining the ejusdem generis.rule that the rule did not apply in Article 12.because 

there was no single .category running through all the bodies mentioned in the Article. In 

this case the majority consisting ofBhargava J ., Subba Rao C.J ., J .M. Shelat and G .K. 

Mitter J.J., held that the Raja~than State Electricity Board fell within the definition of 

"the State" in Article 12 and observed that " ... the expression 'other authorities' in Article 

12 will include all constitutional or statutory authorities on whom powers are conferred 

by law. It is not at all material that some ofthe powers conferred may be for the purpose 

of carrying on commercial activities" .90 

In Sukhdev Singh v. Bhagatram, 91 the. Supreme Court reconsidered its earlier 

decisions on the meaning of the expression 'other authorities' in Article 12. The issue 

in this case was whether statutory corporation such as those created under the Oil and 

Natural Gas Commission Act, 1959, came within the definition of 'the State' under 

Article 12. Three judgments were delivered in the case, Ray, C.J. delivered the 

majority judgment for himself, Chandrachud and Gupta, J.J.; Mathew, J. delivered a 

concurring judgment; Alagiriswamy, J. delivered a dissenting judgment. By a majority 

of 4 to 1 the Supreme Court held that the three Corporations were State within the 

meaning of Article 12 of the Constitution. The majority in this case generally followed 

the approach of Rajasthan Electricity Case92 and observed that the three corporations 

were created by statutes and had the statutory power to make rules and regulations 

88. University of Madras v. Shantha Bai, AIR 1954 Mad. 67; B. W. Devdas v. Selection 

Committees,AIR 1964 Mys 6; Krishna Gopal v. Punjab University, AIR 1966 Punj 34. 

89. AIR 1967 SC 1857. 

90. !d. 1863. 

91. AIR 1975 SC 1331. 

92. Supra note 89. 
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which are binding, and were subject to pervasive governmental control. Ray, C.J. 

concluded that the statutory corporations in question were 'other autho~ities' within 

the meaning of Article 12. 

In a concurring judgment Mathew, J. adopted a new approach. He 'laid emphasis 

on 'public interest' and 'public function' and also introduced the test of 'agency or 

· instrumentality of the State'. He accepted that the concept of 'State' had changed 

radically in recent years and the State could no longer be looked upon simply as coercive 

machinery wielding the thunderbolt of authority and therefore, he observed-

[T]he question for consideration is whether a public corporation set up under 
a special statute to carry on a business or service which Parliament thinks 
necessary to be carried on in the interest of the nation is an agency or
instrumentality ofthe State and would be subject to the limitations expressed 
in Article 13(2) ofthe Constitution. A State is an abstract entity. It can only 
act through the instrumentality or agency of natural or judicial powers. 
Therefore, there is nothing strange in the nation or the State acting through 
a corporation and making it an agency or instrumentality of the State.93 

This approach ofMathew, J. has been supported by H.M. Seervai on the additional 

ground that "it prevents a large-scale evasion of fundamental rights by transferring work 

· done in Government Departments to statutory corporations, whilst retaining Government 

control". 94 The line of approach adopted by Justice Mathew was reiterated with approval 

in R.D. She tty v. lnternatinal Airport Authority. 95 Preferring the line of approach 

adopted by Mathew, J. over the other reasoning extended by different Judges in Sukhdev 

Singh Case, Bhagwati, J. adopted the doctrine of agency and State instrumentality for 

deciding whether International Airport Authority is 'other authority' or not and made 

following observation-

Whilst accepting that the test laid down in Rajasthan Electricity Board v 
.Mohanlal, AIR 1975 SC 1331, we would ... prefer to adopt the test of 
Govermriental instrumentality or agency as one more test and perhaps 
more satisfactory one for determining whether a statutory corporation, body -
or other authority falls within the definition of 'State'. If a statutory 
Corporation, body or other authority is an instrumentality or agency of 
Government it would be an authority and therefore, 'State' within the meaning 

93. Supra note 91 at 1350. 

94. Supra note 25 at 375. 

95. AIR 197~ SC 1628. 
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of that expression in Article.96 

In order to ascertain· whether a body is agency or instrumentality of the 

Government, the Court has propounded various tests like the source of finances, 

financial assistance, the existence of monopoly etc. As it was not possible to formulate 

an all inclusive or exhaustive test which would adequately answer the· question, 

whether a body is agency or instrumentality of the Government, the Court said whilst 

formulating the criteria that, "analogical aid can be taken from the concept of'State 

Action' as developed in the United States wherein the U.S. Courts have suggested 

that a private agency if supported by extra-ordinary assistance given by the State 

may be subject to the same constitutional limitations as the State". 

In Som Prakash Rekhi v. Union oflndia,97 Krishna Iyer, J. for himself and Reddy, 

J. delivered the judgment holding that the Bharat Petroleum Corporation registered as 

a company under the companies Act was State within the extended meaning of Article 

12. Here the Court added a further dimension to the concept of State, the idea ofhuman 

rights jurisprudence, in the following words -

What we wish to emphasise is that merely because a company or other legal 
persori has functional and jural individuality for certain purposes and in 
certain areas of law, it does not necessarily follow that for the effective 
enforcement of fundamental rights under our constitutional scheme, we 
should not scan the real character, of the entity; and if it is found to be a 
mere agent or surrogate of the· state, in fact owned by the State, in truth and 
in effect an incarnation of the State, constitutional lawyers must not blink 
at these facts and frustrate the enforcement of fundamental rights despite 
the inclusive definition of Article 12 that any authority controlled by the 
Government of India is itself State. Law has many dimensions and 
fundamental facts must govern the applicability of fundamental rights in a 
given situation.98 

The criteria evolved by the Supreme Court in R.D. She tty's Case was again applied 

by the Court in Ajay Hasia v. Khalid Mujib. 99 This case "marks the culmination of the 

process which Mathew, J. started as to the meaning of 'other authorities' in Article 

96. /d. 1646, 1647. 

97. AIR 1981 SC 212. 

98. /d. 218. 

99. AIR 1981 SC 487. 
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12" .1°0 In this case the issue was whether the Regional Engineering College, Srinagar, 

sponsored by the Government oflndia and run by a Society registered under the Jammu 

and Kashmir Registration of Societies Act, 1893, is 'the State" under Article 12? The 

Constitution Bench, consisting of five judges, reached to a unanimous conclusion that 

the society was an instrumentality or agency of the State and Central Government and 
, . 

. therefore the society was an 'authority' under Article 12 of the Constitution. 

Bhagwpti, J. speaking for himself, Chandachud, C.J. and Krishna Iyer, Fazal Ali 

and Koshal, J.J.laid down the relevant tests for determining whether a corporation was 

an agency or instrumentality of Government as follows -

"(a) One thing is clear that if the entire share capital of the corporation is 
held by Government, it would go a long way towards indicating that the 
corporation is an iqstrumentality or agency of Government; · 
(b) Where the financial assistance of the State is so much as to m e e t 
almost entire expenditure of the corporation, it would afford some indication 
of the corporation being impregnated with governmental character; 
(c) It may also be a relevant factor ... whether the corporation enjoys 
monopoly status which is the State conferred or state projected; 
(d) Existence of deep and pervasive State control may afford an indication 
that the Corporation is a State agency or instrumentality; 
(e) If the functions ofthe corporation are of public importance and closely 
related to governmental functions, it would be a relevant factor 
in classifying the corporation as an instrumentality or agency ofGoverru.rient; 
(f) 'Specifically, if a department of Government is transferred to a 
corporation, it would be strong factor supportive of this inference' of the 
corporation being an instrumentality or agency of Government."101 
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If on application of these relevant tests it is found that the corporation is an . 

instrumentality or agency of Government, it would be considered to be 'other authority" 

and, therefore, 'State' under Article 12 of the Constitution. The Court made it clear that 

for the purpose of determining whether a corporation was 'the State' under Article 12 it 

did not matter whether it was created by, or under a statue; or was a Government company,· 

or a qompany incorporated under the companies Act; or was a society formed under 

the Societies Registration Act or any other similar statute. Whatever the machinery by 

which the corporation has been created, if it is an instrumentality or agency of 

Government, it is 'the State' under Article 12. 

lOO. Supra note 25 at 386. 

101. Supra note 99 at 496. 



Applying the test laid down in Hasia's Case for determining whether a body or 

authority was State or not the Supreme Court declared many statutory corporations;101 · 

companies registered under the companies Act, 1956103 and societies registered under 

the Societies Registration Act; 104 as 'other authority' and therefore, 'the State' under 

Article 12 of the Constitution. 

The question whether a private, enterprise would be 'State' came, into the lime 

light through M C. Mehta v. Union of India105 by the writ petitions filled against the 

Shri Ram Foods and Fertilizers following a leakage of Oleum gas from one.of its 

factories. Here, Bhagwati, C.J., speaking for himself, Rangnath Mishra, G.L. Oza, 

M.M. Dutt and K.N. Singh, J.J. had almost held Shriram Food and Fertilizer Industry 

to be 'State' under Article 12 but restrained himself from making such an express 

declaration when he said " ..• we do not propose to decide finally at the present stage 

whether a private corporation like Shriram would fall within the scope and ambit of 

Article 12, because we have not had sufficient time to consider and reflect on this 

question in depth" .106 Here the writ petition under Article 32 necessitated the primary 

decision whether Shriram is 'State' for the purpose of Article 12 and the fundamental 

right to life is available against it or not, but the Court could not spare sufficient time 

for this, primary issue, whereas relatively complex issues i.e. award and determination 

of compensation under Article 32 and Absolute liability principles were addressed in 

minute details. The Court after discussing all precedents relating to 'the State' tried to 

apply the principles ev~lved hi those precedents to the present case and found that it is 

prima facie arguable that-

When the state's power as economic agent, economic entrepreneur and 
allocater of economic benefits is subject to the limitations of the 
fundamental rights, 107 why would a private corporation under the functional 

102. Workmen of the FCI v. FCI, ( 1985) 2 SCC 13. 
103. Mahabir Auto Stores v. Indian Oil Corporation, ·AIR 1990 SC 1031. 

104. B.S. Minahas v. Indian Statistical Institute, AIR 1984 SC 363; P.K. Ramchandra Iyer v. Union 

of India, AIR 1984 SC 541; Sheela Barse v. Sreetary, Children Aid Society, AIR 1987 SC 656. 

105. AIR 1987 SC 1086. 

106. /d. 1098. 
107. Vide Erusian Equipment and Chemicals Ltd. v. State of West Bengal, AIR 1975 SC 266; 
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control of the State engaged in an activity which is hazardous to the health 
and safety ofthe community and is imbued with Public interest and which 
the state ultimately proposes to exclusively run under its industrial policy, 
not be subject to the limitation.108 

But, the question raised in the above mentioned argument was not replied by 

the Court. After justifying the proposition that private enterprises do have social 

·responsibilities at par with the State in the matter of protection of human rights the 

Honb'le Court deferred the decision relating to the main question of'the State' on the 
' 

pretext of lack of sufficient time. "The Court, it seems, lacked mental courage and 

preparedness. The Court left it for a detailed consideration at a later stage if it becomes 

necessary-to do so; although it was obviously necessary, appropriate and opportune 

to settle the controversy finally." 109 Otherwise, "what is the necessity for painstaking 

exposition of the law relating to "State" .and "human rights"? Moreover, it is 

respectfully submitted that by not answering the main question here the learned judge 

has side-stepped the issue" .110 

Article 32 of the Constitution guarantees the right to take proceedings by original 

petition straight to the Supreme Court for the enforcement of the fundamental rights 

c~nferred by Part - III of the Constitution. The Supreme Court has power to issue 

directions, orders·or writs for the enforcement of any of the fundamental rights .. The 

importance of right to move the Supreme Court has been described by Gajendragadkar, 

J. in the following words111
-

·The fundamental right to move this Court can, therefore, be appropriately 
described as the cornerstone of the democratic. edifice raised by the 

. Constitution. That is why it is natural that this Court should, in the words 
of Patanjali Sastri, J. regard itself 'as the protector and guarantor of 
fundamental rights' and should declare that it cannot, consistently with the 
responsibility laid upon it, refuse to entertain app!ications seeking protection 
against infringements of such rights. 112 In discharging the duties assigned to 
it, this Court has to play the role of a 'sentinel on the qui vive', 113 and it must 

108. Supra note 1 OS at 1097. 
109. D.C. Jain, "Case analysis of- MC. Mehta & Another v. Union of India ,AIR 1987 SC 1086, 

AIR Jour.52 ( 1988). 

110. A. Lakshminath, "Dynamics of Article 12" AIR Jour.l1 (1989). 

111. Prem Chand Garg v. Excise Commissioner U.P., AIR 1963 SC 996, 999. 

112. Vide Ramesh Thapar v. State of Madras, AIR 1950 SC 124, 126: 

113. Vide State of Madras v. V.G. Row, AIR 1952 SC 196, 199. 
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always regard it as its solemn duty to protect the said fundamental rights 
'zealously and vigilantly. 114 

Bhagwati, C.J. has explained the scope and· ambit of Article 32 in following 

words-

... Court under Article 32(1) is free to devise any procedure appropriate for 
the particular purpose of the proceeding, namely, enforcement of a 
fundamental right and under ArtiCle 32(2)the Court has the implicit power 
to issue whatever direction order or writ is necessary in a given case, 
including all incidental or ancillary power necessary to secure enforcement 
of the fundamental right. The powerofthe Court is not only injunctive in 
ambit, that is, preventing the infringement of a fundamental right, but it is 
also remedial in scope and provides relief against a breach of the 
fundamentalright already committed .... Article 32 is not powerless to assist 
a person when he finds that his fundamental right has been violated. He 
can in that event seek remedial assistance under Article 32. T~e power of 
the Court to grant such remedial relief may include the power to award 
compensation in appropriate cases"}15 

Similar, rather much wider powers have been conferred on the High Courts 

under Article 226 of the Constitution. It enables all the High Courts to issue to any 

person or authority, including in appropriate cases any Government, orders or writs 

for the enforcement of rights conferred by part - III of the Constitution and for any 

other purpose. Therefore, the High Court can issue order or writs even for enforcement 

of any other legal right and its powers are not confined only to the fundamental rights. 

It may be noted that the Supreme Court as well as High Courts have powers to issue 

writs, including writs in the nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, prohibition, quo 

warranto and certiorari. 

In Consumer Education & Research Centre v. Union of India, 116 after discussing 

relevant case laws the Court concluded -

[I]n appropriate case, the Court would give appropriate directions to the 
employer, be it the State or its undertaking or private employer to make the 
right to life meaningful; to prevent pollution of work place; protection of 
the environment; protection of the health of the workman or to preserve 
free and unpolluted water for the safety and health of the people. The 

114. Daryao v. State of U.P., AIR 1961 SC 1457, 1461. 

115. Supra note 105 at 1091. 

116. AIR 1995 SC 922. 
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authorities or even private persons or industry are bound by the directions 
issued by this Court under Article 32 and Article 142 of the Constitution. 

2.8. Legislative Competence and Environment : 

Legislative powers in the Constitution oflndia, are divided between the Centre 

and the'States. This division is in respect ofboth the territory as well as the topics of 

·legislation Article 245 defines the extent of laws made by Parliament and by the 

Legislatures of States. Clause (1) ofthe Article provides that subject to the provision 

of the Constitution of India, Parliament may make laws for the whole or any part of 

the territory of India. Whereas, the State legislature may make laws for' the whole or 

any part of the State. Clause (2) of the Article declares that any law passed by 

Parliament shall not be deemed to be invalid on the ground that it has extra-territorial 

operation. 

In A.H Wadia v. Income-tax Commissioner, Bombay, 117 the Supreme Court 

referred some English cases118 and held-
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In the case of a sovereign· legislature question of extra-territoriality of any 
enactment can never be raised in the Municipal Courts as a ground for 
challenging its validity. The legislation may offend the rules of 
international law, may not be recognised by foreign Courts,·or there may 
be practical difficulties in enforcing them but these are questions of policy 
with which the domestic tribunals are not concerned. 

The Supreme Court has, however, clarified that the sovereign power of 

Parliament to make laws with extra-territorial operation must respect the sovereignty 

of other States also and therefore provision for the law must be found within India 

itself. Such a law may have extra-territorial operation in order to subserve the object 

and that object must be relat~d to something in lndia.119 While the power in Article 

245 is confined only to the territorial distribution of law making power of the Union 

and the States Article 246 and some other provisions in the Constitution are concerned 

with the distribution of subject-matters with· respect to which the power can be 

exercised. 

The scheme for the distribution of legislative power between Union and State 

117. AIR 1949·Ft 18, at 25 96. 

118. Ashbusy v Ellis 1893 AC 339, and Froft v. Dunphy, 1933 AC 156. 

119. Electrotic Corpn. of India Ltd. v. C./. T., AIR 1989 SC 1707. 



adopted under the Indian Constitution is like the one which was followed in the 

Government of India Act, 193 5. Article 246 declares that Parliament has exclusive 

power to make laws with respect to any of the matter enumerated in list-I i.e. the 

"Union List" in the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution; the legislature of any State 

has exclusive power to make laws for such State .or any part thereof with respect to 

.any of the matters enumerated in list-11 i.e. the "State List". Both, Parliament and 

State legislature of any_ State have power to make laws with respect to any of the 

matter enumerated in list-III i.e. the "Concurrent List". The various matters of 

legislation have been enumerated in these three lists. The Union List provides 97 

items over which Parliament has exclusive powers of legislation. T)le State List 

enumerates 66 items for the State Legislatures to exercise their exclusive legislative 

power. The powers with regard to the 47 items of Concurrent List are to be exercised 

by both, the Union and the State Legislature, but any Union law can override the 

State law in the event of the conflict between the two or a matter enumerated in the 

Concurrent List. These lists do not exhaust all the legislative subjects, therefore, the 

Union List, entry 97 read with Article 246( 1) lays down that Parliament has exclusive 

power to make laws with respect to any subject not enumerated in State List or Concurrent 

List. Besides this, Article 248 also assigns residuary legislative powers to the Parliament 

oflndia. "Subject to certain exceptions contained in Articles 249 to 253, to the extent 

to which either legislature encroaches upon the exclusive sphere of the other as 

demarcated in the three lists, its legislation will be ultra vires" .120 

Some of the entries of the Seventh Schedule, which are directly or indirectly 

related the environmental matters, may be enumerated as follows -
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Union List : Atomic energy and mineral resources; 121 Shipping and navigation; 122 

Marine shipping and navigation; 123 Industries; 124 Regulation and development of oil · 

fields and mineral oil resources; 125 Regulation of mines and mineral development;126 

120. Supra note 15 at 650. 
121. Entry 6. 

122. Entry 24. 

123. Entry 25. 

124. Entry 52. 

125. Entry 53. 

126. Entry 54. 



Regulation and development of inter-state river and river valleys;127 Fishing and 

fisheries. 128 

State List : Public health and sanitation;129 Agriculture;130 PreserVation protection 

and improvement of stock and prevention of animal disease; 131 Water, water supplies, 

irrigation and canal, drainage and ~mbankments;132 Fishcrics;133 Regulation of mines 

·and mineral development; 134 Industries; 135 Gas and gas-works. 136 

Concurrent List: Prevention of cruelty to animals;137 Forest;138 Protection of wild 

animals and birds;139 Population control;140 Prevention of infectious or contagious 

disease or pests affecting men, animals or plants.141 

Thus it is evident that the key components of ecology have been well taken care 

of and this is joint liability of Centre and States to protect environment through 

legislation. 'Forests', 'wild animals and birds' fall under concurrent list but in practice 

most of the laws have been passed by the Parliament.142 
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The Constitutional scheme recognises the right of both Parliament and the State 

Legislatures to make laws with respect to the subjects enumerated in the Concurrent 

List. Article 254( 1) enacts further that if any law made by the State legislatures is 

repugnant to a law made by Parliament, the law made by Parliament shall prevail and the 

law made by the legislature of the State shall to the extent of repugnancy, be void. 

However, clause (2) of Article 254 has provided an exception to this rule. Where a law 

127. Entry 56. 

128. Entry 57. 

129. Entry 6. 

130. Entry 14. 

131. Entry 15. 

132. Entry 17. 

133. Entry 21. 

134. Entry23. 

135. Entry24. 

136. Entry25. 

137. Entry 17. 

138. ld. Entry 17-A. 

139. Entry17-B. 

140. Entry 20-A. 

141. Entry29. 

142. The Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 and the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980. 



passed by the State legislatures with respect to a subject enumerated in the concurrent 

list contains any provision repugnant to the provision of an earlier law made by the 

Union Parliament, or an existing law in relation to that matter, the law so made by the 

State shall prevail in that State if it has been reserved for the consideration of the 

President oflndia, and has received his assent. 

The scheme of distribution oflegislative powers exhibits a strong central bias as 

it provides for certain circumstances under which the Union Parliament may legislate 

with respect to a matter in the State List as well. Article 249( 1) of the Constitution 

enacts a procedure by which the Union Parliament can assume power of legislation 

over a subject in State List if it has become a subject of national interest. However, 

this is possible only if the Council of States, which may be said to represent the State 

as units, passes a resolution to that effect by a two-third majority. The power which 

accrued to the Union Parliament to legislate on a State subject is valid only for the 

period the resolution of Council of States remains in force. Article 250(1) of the 

Constitution authorises Parliament to make laws, for the whole or any part of the 

territory of India with respect to any of the matters enumerated in the State List, 

while a proclamation of Emergency is in operation. This power to make laws on 

State subject, however, is subject to restriction under clause (2) of Article 250. 
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Thus, Articles 249 and 250 empower the Parliament to encroach upon State's 

subject where a subject assumes national importance and where a proclamation of 

emergency has been issued by the President, respectively. By virtue of Article 251 of 

the Constitution, however, in both the circumstances the power of the State Legislature 

to make laws with respect to subjects falling in State List is not repealed. The State 

can still make a law on the matters that have been taken over by the Union Parliament in 

accordance with the provisions of Article 249 or Article 250. But in case of conflict 

between a Union and a State law, the law made by Union Parliament shall prevail, 

and the law made by the State shall to the extent of the repugnancy be inoperative, so 

long as the law made by Parliament continues to have effect. 

Parliament may be conferred with power to legislate on a State subject by the 

States themselves if they agree to do so. Article 252 provides that if two or more 

States are willing that on any particular matter in the State list there should be a 



uniform law, which would be applicable in those States, the States can invoke the aid of 

Parliament to make such an law for them. A resolution to this effect passed by all the 

Houses of the Legislatures of willing States is necessary to make the exercise of 

Parliament in this regard lawful. The Act so passed shall be applicable .in the first 

instance, only to the consulting States. However, any other State having desire to 

adopt that Act may do so by passing a resolution subsequently. "The effect of passing 

a resolution under Article 252( 1) is that Parliament which has no power to legislate 

with respect to the matter which is the subject-matter of the resolution and such 

matter is placed entirely in the hands ofParliament and Parliament alone can legislate 

with respect to it" .143 Thus, Article 252( 1) enables Parliament to make a uniform law 

for two or more than two States who have consented for it. Clause (2) of Article 252 

provides that law passed in the manner stipulated under clause ( 1) may be amended 

or repealed by an Act of Parliament passed or adopted in the like manner. Therefore, 

such laws cannot be amended or repealed by the legislature ofthe State or States who 

passed the resolution. Article 252 has been instrumental in passing some landmark 

environmental legislation like the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 and the Water 

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974. 
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Article 253 of the Constitution is another provision which has been used for 

passing environmental legislations. "This article is intended to make it clear that the 

power to enter into treaties conferred on Parliament, carries with it, as incidental 

thereto, a power to invade the State List to enable the Union to implement the treaty. 

Thus a law passed by Parliament to give effect to an intematinal convention shall not 

be invalidated on the ground that it contained provision relating to the State subject" .144 

This Article declares that Parliament has power to make any law for the whole or any 

part of the territory of India for implementing any treaty, agreement or convention 

with any other country or countries or any decision made at any international 

conference, association or other body. Therefore, if a treaty, agreement or convention 

with a foreign State is connected with a subject which falls in the State List, the 

Parliament has power to make laws in order to implement the treaty, agreement or 

convention or any decision made at any international conference, associ~tion or other 

143. Supra note 15 at 672. 

144. !d. at 673. 



body. The Parliament has passed The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 

1981 and The.Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 by using this provision .. · 
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2.9. Role of Panchayats and Municipalities : 

The Constitution (Seventy Third Amendment) Act, 1992 and the Constitution 

(Seventy Fourth Amendment) Act, 1992 have given a Constitutional status to the 

Panchayats and the Municipalities respectively. These amendments have virtually 

created three tier of Government in our Constitutional framework. There was a need 

felt since a long time for establishment of Constitutional nonns so that some uniformity 

and respectability to the system of local self Government could be provided. Even 

now Panchayats and Municipalities will be dependent to a gr~at extent on the State . 

Governments but they have some legally enforceable rights and obligations which 

cannot be ignored beyond a limit. Article 243-B provides for the establishment of 

Panchayats in every State at the three levels i.e. village, intennediate and district 

levels. Article 243-G authorises the legislature of a State to endow the Panchayats 

with such powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to fmiction as 

institution of self-government, by appropriate law with respect to-

(a) the preparation of plans for economic development and social justice; 

(b) the implementation of schemes for economic development and social 

justice as may be entrusted to them including those in relation to the matters listed in 

the El~venth Schedule. 

The Eleventh Schedule along with other matters contains following matters 

which are directly or indirectly related to environment like, agriculture;145 soil 

conservation; 146 water management and watershed development; 147 fisheries; 148 social 

forestry and faim forestry;149 minor forest produce;150 drinking water;151 health and 

sanitation; 152 and maintenance of community assets. 15.~ 

145. Entry I. 

146. Entry 2. 

147. Entry 3. 

148. Entry 5. 

149. Entry 6. 

ISO. Entry 7. 

151. Entry 11. · 

152. Entry 23. 

153. Entry 29. 



Municipalities of three types can be constituted according to Article 243-Q of 

the Constitution i.e. Nagar Panchayat, an area in transition from a rural area to an 

urban area; Municipal Council for a smaller urban area; and a Municipal Corporation 

for a larger urban area. Article 243-W provides that the legislature of a State may, by 

law, endow the Municipalities with necessary powers and authority to enable them to 

_function as institution of self government. Such law may contain provisions for the 

devolution of powers and responsibilities upon Municipalities with respect to the 

preparation of plans for economic development and social justice; the performance 

of functions and the implementation of schemes as may be entrusted to them including 

those in relation to the matters listed in the Twelfth Schedule. The Wards Committees 

may also be endowed with such powers and authority as may be necessary to enable 

them to carry out the responsibilities conferred upon them including those in relation 

to the matters listed in the Twelfth Schedule. 

The matters which are related to environment in the Twelfth Schedule may be 

enumerated as follows -

Urban planning including town planning;154 regulation of land use;155 water 

supply; 156 public health, sanitation, conservancy and solid waste management; 157 urban 

forestry, protection of the environment and promotion of ecological aspects;158 

provision of urban amenities such as parks, grounds; 159 cremation grounds and electric 

. crematoriums; 160 prevention of cruelty to animals; 161 regulation slaughter houses and 

tanneries.162 

Thus it is evident that the Constitution imposes the duty to protect and preserve 

the environment on all the three tiers of the Government i.e. Central, State and 

Local. 

154. Entry 1. 

155. Entry 2. 

156. Entry5. 

157. Entry 6. 

158. Entry 8. 

159. Entry 12. 

160. Entry 14. 

161. Entry 15. 

162. Entry 18. 
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2.10. Management of Environment in Tribal Areas : 

Article 244(2) of the Constitution declares that the provisions of the Sixth 

Schedule· shall apply to the administration of the tribal areas in the States of Assam, 

Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram. Paragraph 1 of sixth schedule provides for 

Autonomous districts and autonomous regions. Paragraph 2 ·Qf the Schedule makes 

·provision for a District Council for each autonomous district and a separate Regional 

Council for each area constituted as autonomous region under the Schedule. Paragraph 

3 of the sixth schedule gives powers to the District Councils and Regional Councils to 

make laws. According to paragraph 3( 1) the Regional Council for an autonomous region 

in respect of all areas within such region and the District Council for ati autonomous 

district in respect of all areas within the district except those which are under the 

· authority of Regional Councils, if any, within the district shall have power to make 

laws. Such power is available on following subjects relating to the environment along 

with other subjects-

(i) the management of any forest not being a reserved forest;163 

( ii) the use of any canal or water-course for the purpose of agriculture; 164 

(iii) the regulation of the practice ofjhum or other forms of shifting 

cultivation; 165 

(iv) the matter relating to public health and sanitation.166 

All laws made under paragraph 3 of the Schedule is required to be submitted 

forth with to the Governor and, until assented to by him, shall have ilo effect.167 

Paragraph 3-A of the sixth schedule gives additional powers to the North Cachar 

Hills Autonomous Council and the Karbi Anglong Autonomous Council to make 

laws within the respective districts. This additional power to make laws included 

power to make laws with respect to -

(i) industries, subject to the provisions of entries 7 and 52 of the List- I of the 

163. Para 3(1)(b). 

164. Para 3(1)(c). 

165. Para 3(1)(d). 

166. P.ara 3(1)(t). 

167. Para 3(3). 
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Seventh Schedule·168 

' 
(ii) preservation, protection and improvement of stock and prevention of 

animal, diseases; veterinary training and practice; cattle pounds;169 

(iii) agriculture including agricultural education research; 170 

(iv) fisheries;171 

(v) water, that is to say, water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and 

embankments, water storage and water power subject to provision of entry 

56 oflist-1 of the Seventh Schedule;171 

(vi) public health and sanitation.173 

Thus, the Constitution gives special attention for managing the environment in 

the aforesaid States. These States are rich in natural resources and therefore, may be 

looked into from the commercial view point by the outsider in the exploitation of the 

precious natural resources. 

16&. Para 3A(a). 

169. Para 3A(c). 

170. Para 3A(e). 

171. Para 3A(f). 

172. Para 3A(g). 

173. Para 3A(r). 
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CHAPTER-3 

LAWS FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF POLLUTION 

There are certain enactments having main objective of protecting the environment 

by prevention and control of pollution. The Water (Prevention and Control ofPollution) 

·Act, 197 4, hereinafter referred as the Water Act, is first such enactment in this category. 

The Act tries to achieve its objective by creation of specialised agencies in the form of 

Water Pollution Control Boards, which was entrusted with the job of prevention and 

control of~ater pollution. The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, 

hereinafter referred as the Air Act, was passed in the same fashion as the Water Act. 

After this enactment Water Pollution Control Boards were renamed as Pollution Control 

Boards having powers and performing function under the Water Act as well as Air Act. 

Both the enactments are based on permit system and they prescribe punishment in case 

of contravention of the provisions of the Acts. 

The Environmental (Protection) Act, 1986, hereinafter referred as the 

Environment Act, is an comprehensive enactment not confined to a specific form of 

pollution like water or air pollution, rather it intends to cover all the forms of 

.environmental pollutions. The Central Government has been assigned the role of 

custodian of the natural environment under the Act, and therefore, the Act confers 

omnibus powers in the hands of the Central Government to take measures for 

protecting the environment. The power of the Central Government to make rules and 

to appoint authorities to tackle the specific environmental problems are the highlights 

of the enactment. 

A brief study of aforesaid enactments is essential in order to understand the 

nature and capacity of the system that works for the prevention and control of 

environmental pollution in In~ia. 

3.1. The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 ·: 

The Water Act has been enacted, as the name suggests, for the purpose of 

prevention and control of water pollution. "It came into being at a time when the country 

had already prepared itself to be a part of industrialisation and urbanisation. The need 

was keenly felt for treatment of domes~ic and industrial effluents, before they were 



discharged into rivers and streams" .1 The availability of clean drinking water was 

becoming a rare phenomenon due to unrestricted and ever-growing pollution of streams, 

rivers and other water sources. It was, therefore, expedient to provides for the prevention 

and control of water pollution and the maintaining or restoring of wholesomeness of 

water. In order to achieve this object the Act provided for the establishment ofBoards 

.and enumerates the powers and functions of such Boards. 

Water is a subject in the State list under the Constitution oflndia. 2 Consequently, 

the Act has been enacted by the Union Parliament by making use of Article 252( 1) of 

the Constitution. Article 252(1) empowers the Union Parliament to legislate in a 

field reserved for the states, where two or more state legislatures have shown their 

willingness for a central law. Such law is applicable to the consenting states and to 

any other state which has adopted the law afterwards by passing a resolution in its 

legislative assembly. 

In pursuance of clause (1) of Article 252 of the Constitution, resolutions were 

passed by the Houses of Legislatures of twelve states3 to the effect that the matters 

relating to prevention and control of water pollution should be regulated in those 

states by Parliament made law. Now, all the states have approved implementation of 

the Water Act as enacted in 197 4. 

The Act consists of sixty four sections which are divided into eight ·chapters. 

Section 2 of the Act provides definitions of certain terms used in the Act, clause (e) 

of this section defines water pollution in following terms-

Pollution means such contamination of water or such alteration of the 
physical, chemical or biological properties of water or such discharge of 
any sewage or trade effluent or of any other liquid, gaseous or solid 
substance into water (whether directly or indirectly) as may or is likely tQ, 
create a nuisance or render such water harmful or injurious to public health 
or safety, or to domestic, commercial, industrial, agricultural or other 
legitimate uses, or to the life and health of animals or plants or of aquatic 

organism. 

I. P .Leeakrishnan, Environmental Law in India, 79 ( 1999). 

2. Entry 17. 
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3. States of Assam, Bihar, Gujarat, Haryaria, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Karnataka, 

Kerala, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Tripura and West Bengal. 



Thus, it is very comprehensive definition and covers all changes in physical, 

chemical or biological properties of water. There are some other important definitions 

in the Act. 'Sewage effluent' has been defined as "effluent from any sewerage system 

or sewage disposal works and includes sullage from open drains" .4 

An inclusive definition of'stn!am' has been given in the .Act. "Stream" includes-: 

river; water course (whether flowing or for the time being dry); inland water (whether 

natural or artificial); sub-terranean waters; sea or tidal waters to such extent or, as the 

case may be, to such point as the state government may, by notification in the Official 

Gazette, specify in this behalf.5 'Trade effluent'6 also finds an elaborate definition 

under the Act. It includes any liquid, gaseous or solid substance which is discharged 

from any premises used for carrying on any industry, operation or process or treatment 

and disposal system other than domestic sewage. 

3.1.1. Central Pollution Control Board : 

The Water Act establishes the Central and State Boards for the prevention and 

control of water pollution. Section 3 ofthe Act provides that the Central Government 

shall appoint and constitute a Central Pollution Control Board to perform the functions 

assigned under the Act. The Central Board shall consist of the following members 

nominated or appointed by the Central Government -

(a) . a full-time Chairman, being a person having special knowledge or practical 

experience in respect of matters relating to environmental protection or a person 

having knowledge and experience in administering institutions dealing with the matters 

aforesaid; 

(b) officials, not exceeding five, to represent the Central Government; 

(c) persons, not exceeding five from amongst the members of the State Boards; 

(d) non-officials, not exceeding three, to represent the interests of agriculture, 

fishery or industry or trade, or any other interest, which, in the opinion of the Central 

Government, ought to be represented; 

(e) two persons to represent the companies or corporations owned, controlled 

4. Section 2 (g). 

5. Section 2 (j). 

6. Section 2 (k)~ 

so 



or managed by the Central Government; 

(f) a full-time member-secretary, possessing qualifications, knowledge and 

experience of scientific, engineering or management aspects. of pollution control. -

The Central Pollution Control Board is a body corporate having perpetual 

succession with power to acquire, hold and dispose off property and to contract, and 

may sue or be sued. · 

3.1.2. State Pollution Control Board 

Section 4 of the Water Act empowers the State Governments to appoint and 

constitute a State Pollution Control Board in their respective States to perform the 

functions assigned under the Act. A state Board shall consist of the following members, 

nominated or appointed by the State Government -

(a) a chairman, either whole-time or part-time as the state government may 

think fit, being a person having special knowledge or practical experience in respect 

of matters relating to environmental protection or a person having knowledge and 

experience in administering institutions dealing with the matters aforesaid; 
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(b) Officials, not exceeding five, to represent the state government; 

(c) persons, not exceeding five, from amongst the members of the local 

authorities functioning within the state; 

(d) . non-officials, not exceeding three, to represent the interests of agriculture, 

fishery or industry or trade or any other interest, which, in the opinion of the state 

government, ought to be represented; 

(e) two persons to represent the companies or corporations owned, controlled 

or managed by the state government; 

(f) a full-time member-secretary, possessing qualifications, knowledge and 

experience of scientific, engineering or management aspects of pollution control. 

Every State Pollution Control Board, like Central Pollution Control Board is a 

body corporate having perpetual succession. It can acquire, hold and dispose of 

property, enter into a contract and can also sue or be sued in its name. 

A member of a Board, other than a member-secretary, shall hold office for a 

period of three years from the date of his nomination. He can continue, even after 



expiry ofhis term, till the new members enters upon his office. The Central Govetnment 

or the State Government, as the case may be, may if it thinks fit, remove any member 

from their respective Boards before the expiry ofhis term of office, after giving him a 

reasonable opportunity to represent himself. A member of a Board, other than the 

member-secretary, may at any time resign his office or if a member absents himself 

from three consecutive meetings of the Board, his seat would automatically fall vacant.7 

3.1.3. Joint Pollution Control Board : 

Beside Central and State Pollution Control Board the Act also provides for the 

'Joint Board'. As per section 13 of the Act, an agreement to this effect may be entered 

into-. 

(a) by two or more Governments of contiguous states, or 

(b) by the Central Government (in respect of one or more Union territories) 

and one or more Governments of States contiguous to such union territory or union 

territories. Such agreement is to remain in force for such period as may be specified 

in the agreement which provides for the constitution of a Joint Board. 

3.1.4. Powers and Functions of Central Pollution Control Board 

The Central Pollution Control Board has been empowered under the Water Act 

to carry out a variety of functions to promote cleanliness of streams and wells and to 

prevent and control pollution of water. The Central Pollution Control Board may 

advise the Central Government; co-ordinate the activities of state boards; provide 

them technical assistance and guidance; carry out and sponsor· research on water· 

pollution, organize training of personnel for control of water pollution, collect, compile 

~nd publish technical and statistical data, prepare manuals, codes or guides relating 

to treatment and disposal of sewage and trade effluents and disseminate concerned 

information, lay down water quality standards and execute nation wide plan for the 

prevention, control or abatement of water pollution. It may also establish or recognize 

a laboratory or laboratories for analysis of sample. 8 

The Central Board may perform any of the functions of the State Board in those 

7. Section 5. 

8. Section 16. 
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cases where the Central Government has issued direction to do so. Where the Central 

Government is of the opinion that any State Board has-defaulted in complying with the 

direction issued by the Central Board, and a grave emergency has arisen as to warrant 

immediate action, it may direct the Central Board to perform any.ofthe function of the 

State Board. 9 

3.1.5. Powers and Functions of State Board 

The State Boards carry out programmes very similar to those of the Central 

Board within the territory of the State. The functions of the State Boards are to plan 

a comprehensive programme; to advice the State Government; to collect and 

disseminate information and to encourage; conduct and participate in research relating 

to prevention; control or abatement of water pollution; to collaborate with the Central 

Board in organising the training of persons and to organise mass education 

programmes; to inspect sewage and trade effluents treatment plants; to lay down 

standards for water quality; to evolve methods of treatment and disposal of sewage 

and trade effluents; formulate modes of utilisation of sewage and trade effluents for 

agriculture; to make, vary or revoke any order for the preventiop, control or abatement 

of discharge of waste into streams or wells; requiring any person to construct new 

systems or modify existing systems for the disposal of sewage and trade effluents 

and to adopt remedial measures necessary for the prevention and control of water 

pollution . .The Board may advise the State Government with respect to the location 

of any industry and may perform such other functions as may be prescribed or entrusted 

to it by the Central Board or the State Government. 10 

3.1.6. Mechanism for Control of Water Pollution 

Chapter V ofth~ Act, consisting of Sections 19 to Sections 33-A, provides for 

'the prevention and control of water pollution. Section 19 empowers the State 

Government to restrict the application of the Act to certain ~rea(s) after·consultation 

with or on recommendation of the State Board. The provisions of the Act shall apply, in 

such situation, to such declared area(s) only. The State Government may alter any such 

9. Section 18(2). 

10. Section 17. 
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area whether by way of extension or reduction.11 

The correct and relevant information has a very important role in prevention and 

control of water pollution and therefore, the Act provides that the State Board or its 

officer may make surveys, gauge and keep records of flow or volume and other 

characteristics of any stream or well and may measure or record the rainfall. It may 

·take necessary steps in order to obtain any information required for the aforesaid 

purposes. The State Board may also give directions requiring any person to give 

information as to the abstraction of water from a stream or well if it is substantial in 

relation to the flow or volume of the stream or well. It may also give directions 

requiring any person in charge of any establishment where any industry, operation or 

process or treatment and disposal system is carried on, to furnish information regarding 

the construction, installation or operation of such establishment and other related 

information, with a view to preventing or controlling water pollution. 12 

The State Board or its officer can take sample for analysis from any stream or 

well or samples of any sewage or trade effluent which is passing from any plant or 

vessel or from or over any place into any stream or well. Such sample however, is 

admissible· in evidence in any legal proceeding only if the procedure provided in sub

sections (3), (4) and (5) of section 21 are complied with. The processor requires-

(a) a prior notice to the occupier, indicating intention to take sample; 

(b) · in the presence of the occupier or his agent, division of the sample into 

two parts; 

(c) each sample be placed in a container, marked, sealed and signed by both, 

the person taking the sample and the occupier or his agent; 

(d) one of the samples be sent forthwith to the laboratory established or 

recognised under section 16 or 17, as the case may be. 

(e) on the request of the occupier, the second part of the sample be sent to the 

laboratory established or specified under sections 51 ( 1) or 52( 1) as the case may be. 

In case the occupier wilfully absents himself during the process of taking the 

sample, the person who has taken the sample is required to inform the Government 

11. Section 19 (3)(a). 

12. Section 20. 
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analyst in writing about the wilful absence of the occupier or his agent.13 The sample so 

collected and sent is required to be analysed by the central, state or any recognised 

laboratory and the report has to be sent to the Board and occupier or his agent. Such 

report can be produced before a court of law in a legal proceeding if required.14 

Any person empowered by a State Board has a right to enter any place for the 

·purpose of performing any of the functions of the Board entrusted to him and for the 

purpose of examining any plant, record, register, documerit or any other material 

object. The person may conduct a search of any place in which he has reason to 

believe that an offence under the Water Act has been or is being or is about to be 

committed. He may seize such plant, record, register, document or other material 

object if it furnishes evidence ofthe commission ofan offence punishable under the 

Act.ts 

No person is allowed to pollute or enter any poisonous or noxious matter into 

any stream, well, sewer or land. A person, however, is not guilty of an offence if he 

has a.right to construct, improve or maintain any stream, well, building, bridge, weir, 

dam, dock, pier, drain, sewer, or deposit material for reclaiming land or to support or 

protect the banks of stream, or does accumulation of such material with the consent 

of the Board.16 

A major am~ndment in the Act was done in 1988 by virtue of which the Act 

now prohibits a person to establish any industry, operation or process or any treatment 

and disposal system or any extension or addition thereto, without the previous consent 

of the State Board, if it is likely to discharge sewage or trade effluent. Similarly a 

person cannot, without the previous consent of the State Board, bring into use any 

new or altered outlet for the discharge of sewage or begin to make any new discharge 

of sewage. The Board after receiving the appli~ation for prior cons~nt may either 

grant or refuse the consent, for reason to be recorded in writing, or may impose 

appropriate conditions. However, ifthe Board fails to grant or refuse the consent for 

discharge within a period of four months, the consent shall be deemed to have been 

13. Section 21. 

14. Section 22. 

15. Section 23. 

16. Section 24. 
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given unconditionally on the expiry of four months. 17 

The Supreme Court has held that after the amendment of section 25 in 1988, "the 

prohibition now extends even to "establishment" of the industry or taking of steps for 

that purpose and therefore, before consent of the Pollution Board is obtained, neither 

can the industry be established nor can any steps be taken to establish it. "18 

The Act has provision regarding existing discharge of sewage or trade effluent as 

well. According to section 26 of the. Act if a person was already discharging any sewage 

or trade effluent before the commencement of the Act, he must also seek the consent 

of the State Board within the time prescribed in the notification by the State Government 

in this behalf. The State Board may from time to time review the conditions imposed 

while granting consent under section 25 and section 26 and may also revoke or modify 

them if necessary. 19 

The Act provides for the provision of appeal for any person aggrieved by an order 

ofthe·State Board. The aggrieved person may prefer an appeal within 30 days to the 

appellate authority constituted by the State Government. The appellate authority can, 

after giving an opportunity ofhearing to the appellant and the State Board, dispose off 

the appeal expeditiously. While doing so the authority can -

(a) annul any condition; 

(b) substitute any condition; 

(c) continue the condition without change; or 

(d) reasonably change the condition.20 

The Supreme Court has suggested amendment in section 28 of the Water Act in 

view of difficulty, which might be faced by the Appellate authority in deciding complex 

environmental issues. Jagannadha Rao, J. has emphasised this immediate need in the 

following words -

There is also an immediate need that in all the States and Union Territories, 
the appellate authorities under section 28 of the Water· (Prevention and 
Control ofPollution) Act, 1974 and section 31 of the Air (Prevention and 

17. Section 25. 

18. A.P . .Pollution Control Board v. M V. Nayudu, (200 1) 2 SCC 62, 84. 

19. Section 27. 

20. Section 28. 
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Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 or' other rules there is always a Judge of 
the High Court, sitting or retired, and a scientist o~ group of scientists of 
high ranking and experience, to help in the adjudication of disputes relating 
to the environment and pollution. An amendment to existing notifications 
under these Acts can be made for the present. "21 

The State Government has been given power to ask for the records of any case 

_where an order has been made by the State Board under section 25, section 26 or 

section 27 for the purpose of satisfying itself about the legality or propriety of such 

order and it may pass appropriate order after hearing the State Board and the affected 

person.22 

Where any industry, operation or process is being carried on and due to accident 

or other unforeseen event any poisonous, noxious or polluting matter is being 

discharged· or is likely to be discharged polluting the water in any stream or well, 

then the person in-charge of such place is liable to immediately intimate the occurrence 

of such accideJJ.t or event to the State Board. This provision is equally applicable to 

. the local authority operating any sewage system or sewage works.23 

The Act empowers the State Board to take emergency measures ifthere is any 

discharge of poisonous, noxious or polluting matter polluting any stream, well or 

land. Such measures may· include all or any of the following-

(a) removal ofthat matter and disposal of it in an appropriate manner; 

(b) · remedying or mitigating any pollution; and 

(c) issuing order immediately restraining or prohibiting person concerned from 

discharging any poisonous, noxious or polluting matter into a stream or well or on 

land.24 

The Act also provides for the provision of judicial interference. Where there is 

an apprehension of a Board that the water in any stream or well is likely to be polluted 
( 

by disposal of any matter in a stream, well, sewer or on any land, the Board may make 

an application to a court, not inferior to that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial 

21. A.P. Pollution Control Boardv. Prof M V. Nayudu, AIR 1999 SC 812,823. 

22. Section 29( 1 ). 

23. Section 31. 

24. Section 32. 
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Magistrate of the first class, for restraining the person who is likely to cause pollution. 

The court may pass such order as it deems fit. In order to restrain any person {rom 

polluting water, the court may-

(a) direct the person to desist from causing pollution and to remove pollutant 

or matter likely to cause pollution from such stream or well; and 

(b) if the person fails to comply with the order of removal of such matter, 

authorise the Board to remove and dispose of the matter. 

The expenses incurred by Board in removal of such matter can be recovered from 

the person concerned as arrears of land revenue or of public demands.25 

One of the most important power given to the Boards in the Act is power to give 

direction. This provision has been inserted in the Act through Amendment of 1988. In 

the exercise of its powers and performance of its functions under the Water Act, a 

Board may issue any directions to any person, officer or authority and they are bound 

to comply with such directions. The directions may include -

(a) the closure, prohibition or regulation of any industry, operation or process; or 

(b) the stoppage or regulation of supply of electricity, water or any other service. 

3.1.7. Penalties and Procedure : 

The Act prescribes different penalties for different kinds of act or non-compliance 

of provisions under the Act,26 for the convenience it may be summarised as follows. 

Offences 

(i) Failure to comply with directions 

given under section 20(2) or (3) by the 

State Board. 

25. Section 33. 

26. Section 41 to 45A. 

27. Id, Section 41(1). 

Penalties 

Imprisonment. for a term ·which may 

extend to three · months or fine upto 

Rs.l 0,000 or both. 

In case the failure continues, an 

additional fine upto Rs. 5000 for every 

day during which such failure 

continues. 27 
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(ii) Non- compliance with any order 

issued under section 32(1) (e) by State 

Board or any direction issued by a Court 

under section33(2) of the Act or any 

direction issued under section 33A by 

.the Board. 

(iii) Certain acts, mentioned under 

section 42(i)(a)-(g). 

· (iv) Wilful alteration of monitoring 

device. 

(v) Contravention of provisions of 

sections 24 of the Act. 

(vi) Contravention of section 25 or 

section 26 of the Act 

28. Section 41 (2). 

29. Section 42(1). 

30. Section 42(2). 

31. Section 43. 

32. Section 44. 

Imprisonment for a term, not less than 

one year and six months but which may 

extend to six years with fine. 

In case failure continues, with add

itional fine upto Rs. 5000 for every day 

during which such failure continues. 

If the failure continues beyond a 

period of one year after first conviction, 

imprisonment for aterm not less than two 

years which may be extended to seven 

years and fine. 28 

Imprisonment for a term which may 

extend to three months or fine upto 

Rs.lO,OOO or both.29 

Imprisonment upto three months or 

fine upto Rs.l 000 or both.30 

Imprisonment for a term not less than one 

year and six months but which may 

extend to six years and fine.31 

Imprisonment. for a term not less than one 

year and six months but which may 

. extend to six years and fine.32 
. 

If any person who has been convicted 

of any offence under sections 24, 25 or 
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(vii) Contravention of any provision 

ofWater Act or non-compliance with 

any order or direction given under the 

Act, for which no penalty has been else-

. where provided in the Act. 

26 is again found guilty of an offence 

involving a contravention of the same 

provision, on the second and on every 

subsequent conviction, is punishable 

with imprisonment for a term not less 

than two years but which may extend to 

seven year and fine. 33 

Imprisonment which may extend to three 

months or fine which may extend to ten 

thousand rupees or both, and in the case 

of a continuing contravention or failure, 

an additional fine which may extend to 

five thousand rupees for every day during 

which ~uch contravention or failure 

continues after conviction for the first 

such contravention or failure.34 

The Act provides along with penalty another deterrent measures for the habitual 

offender i.e., the publication of the offender's name, place of residence, the offence 

and penalty imposed, at the offender's expense in newspapers or in any other manner 

as the court may direct.35 

It was difficult to fix the liability on a particular individual in cases where the 

wrong was committed by a company or Government department, to overcome this 

difficulty the Act has added the doctrine of vicarious liabilitY and joint liability based 

on the maxim of qui-facit per alium facit per se and respondent superior meaning he 

who acts through another does it himself and let the principal be liable, respectively. 

Section 47(1) of the Act makes it clear, where an offence under the Act has 

been committed by a company, every person who at the time of the offence was in 

33. Section 45. 

34. Section 45A. 

35. Section 46. 
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charge and was responsible to the company for the conduct of the business of the 

company, shall be deemed to be guilty ofthe offence and shall be liable to be proceeded 

against and punished accordingly. However, if the person can prove that the offence 

was committed without his knowledge or that he exercised du~ diligenc~ to prevent 

the commission of such offence, he shall not be held liable for the offence. 

Where the offender is a company and it is proved that the offence has been 

committed with the consent or connivance of, or is attributable to any neglect on the 

part of any director, manager or secretary or other officer of the company, he shall 

also be deemed to be guilty of that offence and is liable to be punished.36 

In UP. Pollution Control Board v. Modi Distillery, 37 the question before the 

Court was, whether the chairman, Vice-Chairman, Managing Director and members 

of the Board of Directors are liable to be proceeded against under section 47 ofthe 

Water Act in the absence of a prosecution ofthe company owning the industrial unit? 

The Court held -

On a combined reading of the provisions contained in sub sections (1) and 
(2), we have no doubt, whatever that the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, 
Managing Director and members of the Board ofDirectors ofMessrs Modi 
Industries Limited, the company owning the industrial unit Messers Modi 
Distillery could be prosecuted as having been in charge of and responsible 
to the company, for the business of the industrial unit Messers Modi 

. Distillery owned by it and could be deemed to be guilty of the offence 
with which they are charged.38 

In UP. Pollution Control Board v; Mls Mohan Meakins Ltd.39 the argument of 

respondents to rescue the Directors of the Company on the ground of lapse of a long 

time since the institution of the complaint was turned down by the Court. The Court 

opined-

... [L ]apse of such long period cannot be a reason to absolve the respondents 
from the trial. It must reach its logical culmination. Courts cannot afford 
to lightly deal with cases involving with pollution of air and water ... so 
the courts should not deal with the prosecutions for offences under the Act 

36. Section 47(2). 

37. AIR 1988 SC 1128. 

38. Id. at 1131. 
39. AIR 2000 SC 1456, 1460. 
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in a casual or routine manner. 

According to section 48, where an offence under the Water Act has been 

committed by any Department of Government, the Head of the Department is deemed 

to be guilty of the offence and is liable to be punished. But if he proves that the 

offence was committed without his knowledge or that he exercised all due diligence 

. to prevent the commission of such offence, he can be absolved of his liability. 

No court inferior to that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate 

of the first class can try any offence punishable under Water Act. Such court can take 

cognizance of the offence, ifthe complaint is made by-

(a) a Board or any officer authorised in this behalf by it, or 

(b) any person who has given notice of not less than sixty days, in the manner 

prescribed for the alleged offence and his intentions to make a complaint, to the 

Board or officer authorised for it. 

When a complaint has been made by any person under above mentioned category 

(b) the Board shall, on demand, make available all the relevant reports in its possession. 

to that person. The Board can, however, refuse any such report if the same is, in its 

opinion, against the public interest.40 The citizen suit provision brought through the 

1988 amendments is an important breakthrough in field of pollution control and 

prevention. 

3.1.8. Government's power to supersede the Boards and to make rules 

The Act assigns the role of guardian to the Central and State Governments as it 

is evident from the provisions of section 61 and section 62 of the Act. 

The Central Government may supersede the Central Board or any Joint Board, 

at any time, after giving an opportunity ofhearing, for a period, not exceeding _one year, 

if the Government is of the opinion-

(a) that the Central Board or any Joint Board has persistently made default in 

the performance of the functions imposed on it by or under the Act; or 

(b) that circumstances exist which render it necessary in the pul)lic interest to 

40. Section 49. 
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do so.41 

Similarly, the State Government may supersede the State Board after giving an 

opportunity to show cause, for a period, not exceeding one year ifthe State Government 

is of the opinion;, 

(a) that the State Board has persistently made default in the performance of 

the functions imposed on it by or under the Act; or 

(b) that circumstance exist which render it necessary in the public interest to 

do so.42 

The Act gives rule making power to both the Central Government as well as the· 

State Government. The Central Government may, simultaneously with the constitution 

of the Central Board make rules in respect of the matters specified in section 63(2), 

provided that after the constitution of the Central Board, no such rule shall be .made, 

varied, amended or replaced without consulting the Board.43 

· The State Government may also, simultaneously with the constitution of the 

State Board, make rules to carry out the purposes of this Act in respect of matters not 

falling within the purview of section 63 of the Act; provided that after the constitution 

of the State Board, no such rule shall be made, amended or replaced without consulting 

that Board. Section 64(2) enumerates certain matters with respect to which the State 

Government may make rules. 44 

It is clear from the aforesaid discussion that the Water Act aims to achieve its 

objective of the prevention and control of water pollution by establishing pollution 

control boards. The Act confers regulatory powers in the hands of state boards and 

therefore, these boards are responsible to establish and enforce effluent standards for 

factories discharging pollutants into water bodies. The central board })as been entrusted 

to perform the same functions for union territories along with the task of coordination 

of activities among the states. The boards exercise their powers to prevent, control and 

abate the water pollution by approying, rejecting or conditioning the application for 

41. Section 61. 
42. Section 62. 

43. Section 63. 

44. Section 64. 
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any discharge of sewage or trade effluent. Moreover; by advising State Governments 

on appropriate site for new industrial units, the state boards may help the cause of 

prevention and control of pollution. The Act gives enormous powers to the Boards, 

they may close a defaulting industrial plant or withdraw its supply of power or water by 

an administrative order. The stringent penal provisions and the right of ordinary citizens · 

to make complaint have made the Act more meaningful. 

3.2. The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 

The Air Act has been enacted by the Parliament by invoking the Parliament's power 

under Article 253 of the Constitution to make laws for implementing decisions taken 

at international conferences. The preamble to the Air Act states that the Act represents 

an implementation of the decision made at the United Nation Conference on the Human 

Environment held in Stockholm in June 1972. In this conference India participated ~d 

was a party to the decision taken at the conference, to take appropriate steps for the 

preservation of the natural resources of the earth which, among other things, include . 

the preservation of the quality of air and control of air pollution. 

The Air Act has been enacted on lines of the provisions of the Water Act. The 

Central and State Pollution Control Boards envisaged under the Air Act. In the 

functions of the board, the two laws make identical provision with regard to criminal 

and administrative sanctions, powers of the government vis-a-vis the actions of the 

board and. the rule-making powers of the Central Government and State Government. 

Although the Air Act is a Central Statute, executive functions under the Act are to be 

carried out in the States by State Pollution Control Boards. Such delegation of 

executive functions is permitted by Article 258 of the Constitution. The Central 

Government, however, is required to compensate the states for the cost of carrying 

out these delegated functions. 

The Air Act consists of fifty four sections divided into seven chapters. Section 

2 of the Act defines certain terms used in the Act. The term 'air pollutant' has been 

defined in the following terms -

air pollutant means any solid, liquid or gaseous substance including noise 
present in the atq10sphere in such concentration as may be or tend to be 
'injurious to human beings or other living creatures or plants or property or 



environments. 45 

Air pollution according to the Act means the presence in the atmosphere of any 

air pollutant.46 The definition of 'air pollutant' is wide enough to cover the noise 

pollution but the pollution caused by heat or nuclear radiation are not covered by this 

definition. 'Emission' means any solid or liquid or gaseous substance coming out of 

.any chimney, duct or flue or any other outlets.47 

3.2.1. The Central and State Pollution Control Boards 

Chapter II of the Air Act deals with the provisions relat~d to Central and State 

Boards for the prevention and control of air pollution. The Central Pollution Control 

Board constituted under the Water Act is to perform the functions of the Central 

Board for the prevention and Control of Air pollution as welL48 Similarly, the States 

Board constituted under the Water Act are to perform the functions ofthe State Boards 

in respect of prevention, control and abatement of air pollution. 49 

In those state where the State Pollution Control Board has not been constituted 

under the Water Act, the State Government has to appoint and constitute a State 

Board for the prevention and control of Air Pollution under Air Act. 5° Such board 

. shall consist of the following members, nominated or appointed by the State 

Government -

a) a chairman, having special knowledge in environmental protection; 

b) official members, not exceeding five; 

c) members ofthe local authorities, not exceeding five; 

d) non-official members, not exceeding three, to represent the interests of 

agriculture, fishery or industry or trade or "labour or any other interest which, in the 

opinion of the Government, ought to be represented. 

e) two persons to represent the government-owned, controlled or managed 

45. Section 2(a). 

46. Section 2(b ). 

4 7. Section 2(j). 

48. Section 3. 

49. Section 4. 

50. Section 5( 1). 
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companies or corporations. 

f) a full-time member secretary having practical experience in environmental 
. . 

matters, to be appointed by the State Government. 51 

This chapter also deals with the terms and conditions of service of the State 

Board constituted under the Act, filling in of vacancy, meetings ofBoard, constitution 

·of committees by the Board, temporary association of person with Board, employees 

of State Board and delegation of powers, etc. 

3.2.2. Powers and Functions of the Central Board 

The third chapter of the Act deals with the powers and functions of Boards. Th~ 

main functions of the Central Board is to improve the quality of air and to prevent, 

control or abate air pollution in the country. In this regard the Central Board may -

(a) advice the central Government on any matter concerning the improvement 

of the quality of air and the prevention, control or abatement of air pollution; 

(b) plan and cause to be executed a nationwide programme for the prevention, 

control or ab~tement of air pollution; 

(c) co-ordinate the activities of the State Boards and resolve disputes among 

them; 

(d) provide technical assistance and guidance to the State Boards, carry out 

and sponsor investigations and research relating to problem of air-pollution and 

prevention, control or abatement of air pollution; 

(e) plan and organise the training of persons for the prevention, control or 
' . 

abatement of air pollution; 

(f) organise through mass media a comprehensive programme regarding the 

prevention, control or abatement of air pollution; 

(g) collect, compile and publish technical and statistical data relating to air 

pollution and the measures devised for its effective prevention, control or abatement 

and prepare manuals, codes or guides relating to prevention, control or abatement of 

air pollution; 

(h) lay down standards for the quality of air; 

51. Section 5(2). 
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(i) collect and disseminate information in respect of matters relating to air 

pollution; 

G) . perform such other functions as may be prescribed. 

The Central Board may also perform such of the functions of any state Board as 

may be specified in an order made under section 18(2) ofthe Act. It may establish or 

··recognise a laboratory or may delegate any of its functions under the Act to any of 

the committees appointed by it. 52 

3.2.3. Powers and Functions of the State Boards 

The functions of State Boards under Air Act are as follows -

(a) to plan and secure the execution of a comprehensive programme for the 

prevention, control or abatement of air pollution; 

(b) to advise the State Government on prevention, control or abatement of air 

pollution; 

(c) to collect and disseminate information relating to air pollution; 

(d) to collaborate with the Central Board in organising the training of persons 

relating to prevention, control or abatement of air pollution and to organise mass

education programme; 

(e) to inspect any control equipment, industrial plant or manufacturing process 

and to give directions to take steps for the prevention, control or abatement of air 

pollution; 

(f) to inspect air pollution control areas, assess the quality of air therein and 

take steps for the prevention, control or abatement of air pollution in such areas; 

(g) to lay down, in consultation with the Central Board, standards for emission 

of air pollutants into the atmosphere from industrial plants and automobiles or from 

any other source whatsoever, not being a ship or an aircraft; 

(h) to. advise the State Government with respect to the suitability of any 

premises or location for carrying on any industry which is likely to cause air pollution; 

(i) to perform such other functions as may be prescribed or may be entrusted 

to it by the Central Board or the State Government; . 

52. Section 16. 
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U) to do such other things as it may think necessary for the purpose of carrying 

into effect the purposes of this Act. 

The State Board may establish or recognise a laboratory or laboratories to enable 

the State Board to perform its functions efficiently. 53 

The Central Board and State Board are bound by such directions in writing as . 

the Central Government and State Government respectively may give to them. Where 

a direction by the State Government is inconsistent with the direction given by the 

Central Board the matter has to be decided by the Central Government. 54 

Where in the opinion of the Central Government, any State Board has defaulted 

in complying with any directions given by the Central Board and due to it a grave 

emergency has arisen and it is necessary or expedient so to do in public interest, the 
I 

·Central Government may direct the Central Board to perform any of the functions of 

the State Board. 55 

3.2.4. Mechanism for Control of Air Pollution 

Chapter IV of the Act provides various measures to be adopted by the 

Government and Boards to improve the quality of air and to prevent, control and 

abate air pollution. One of the important measures is the power of the State Government 

to declare air pollution control areas. 

As per section 19 of the Act, the State Government may declare any area or 

areas within the State as air pollution control area or areas. Such area or areas may be 

altered by way of extension or reduction by the State Government. Similarly a new 

air pollution control area may be declared in which existing air pollution control 

areas or any part or parts thereof may be merged. The State Government may prohibit 

the use of any fuel, other than an approved fuel, in any air pollution control area or 

part thereof, if it is likely to cause air pollution. The State Government may direct 

that no appliance, other than an approved appliance, shall be used in the premises 

situated in an air pollution control area. Moreover, if the State Government is of the 

53. Section 17. 

54. Section 18( 1 ). 

55. !d. clause (2). 
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opinion that the burning of any material (not being fuel) in any air pollution control 

area or part thereof may cause or is likely to cause air pollution, it may prohibit the 

burning of such material in such area or part thereof. 

The aforesaid measures may be taken by the State Government by notifications 

in the official Gazette after consultation with the State Board. 

One of the functions ofthe State Board under the Act is to lay down the standards 

for the emission of air pollution from automobiles. In this regard, the State Government 

is empowered to give such instructions as may be deemed necessary to the authority 

in charge of motor vehicles under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and such authority is 

bound to comply with such instructions. 56 

The Act has made prior consent of the State Board mandatory for a person who 

wants to establish or operate any industrial plant in an air pollution control area. If the 

industrial plant of a person was already operational before April 1, 1988, for which 

no consent was required, the person is required to apply for consent to the State 

Board within a period of three months and continue its work till disposal of his 

application. The State Board after making enquiry shall, within four months of the 

date of application, either grant the consent applied for subject to such conditions 

and for such period as may be specified in the order, or refuse such consent in writing. 

The State Board is free to cancel such consent before the expiry of the period for 

which. it is ·granted or refuse further consent after such expiry ifthe conditions ~mposed 

are not fulfilled. For this a reasonable opportunity of being heard shall be given to the 

person concerned by the Board.57 

Section 21(5) ·enumerates the conditions which are to be complied with by the 

person to whom consent has been granted by the State Board as follows -
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(i) the control equipment of such specifications as the State Board may approve · 

in this behalf has to be installed and operated in the premises where the industry is 

carried on or proposed to be carried on; 

(ii) The existing control equipment, if any, has to be altered or replaced in 

56. Section 20. 

57. Section 21. 



accordance with the directions of the State Board; 

(iii) the control equipment referred to in clause (i) or (ii) has to be kept at all 

times in good running condition; 

(iv) chimney, wherever necessary, of such specifications as the State Board 

may approve in this behalf has to be erected or re-erected in such premises; 

(v) such other conditions as the State Board may specify in this behalf; and 

(vi) the conditions referred to in clauses (i), (ii) and (iv) has to be complied 

with within such period as the state Board may specify in this behalf. 

Provided that in the case of a person operating any industrial plant in an air 

pollution control area immediately before the date of declaration of such area as an 

air pollution control area, the period so specified can not be less than six months. 
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Provided further that no control equipment or chimney can be altered or replaced 

or re-erected except with the previous approval of the State Board. However, if due · 

to any technological improvement or otherwise the State Board is of opinion that all 

or any ofthe aforesaid conditions require(s) variation, it may vary all or any of such 

conditions after giving an opportunity of hearing to the person to whom consent has 

been granted. No person operating any industrial plant, in any air pollution control 

area can discharge or cause or permit to be discharged the emission of any air pollutant 

in excess of the standard laid down by the State Board under the Act. 58 

The Act has given power to the Boards to make application to court for restraining 

persons from causing air pollution. Where it is apprehended by a Board that emission 

of any air pollution, in excess of the standards laid down by the State Board, is likely 

to occur by reason of any person operating an industrial plant or otherwise in any air 

pollution control atea, the Board may make an application to a court for restraining 

such person emitting such air pollution. On receipt of application, the court, not inferior 

to that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate of the first class, may 

make such order as it deems fit. If the court makes an order restraining any person 

from discharging or causing or permitting to be discharged the emission of any air 

pollutant, it may -

58. Section 22. 



(a) direct such person to desist from taking such action as is likely to cause 

emission; 

(b) authorise the Board, if the direction is not complied with by the person, to 

implement the dire~tion in such manner as may be specified by the court. 59 

It is duty of the person in charge of the premise from where due to emission air 

pollution occurs or is apprehended to occur due to accident or other unforeseen act or 

event, to intimate forthwith the fact of such occurrence or the apprehension of such 

occurrence to the State Board and to the prescribed authorities or agencies. On receipt 

of information, the State Board and the authorities or agencies are required to cause 

such remedial measures to be taken as are necessary to mitigate the emission of such 

air pollutants at an earliest possible time. 60 

The Act confers power of entry and inspection of any place to any person 

empowered by a State Board in this behalf, at all reasonable times with such assistance 

as he considers necessary. Such entry and inspection can be for the following purposes-

(a) for the purpose of performing any of the functions of the State Board 

entrusted to him; 

(b) for the purpose of determining whether and if so in what manner, any 

such functions are to be performed or whether any provisions of the Act or the rules 

made under the Act or any notice, order, direction or authorities served, made, given 

or granted under the Act is being or has been complied with; 

(c) for the purpose of examining and testing any control equipment, industrial 

plant, record, register, document or any other material object or for conducting a 

search of any place where he believes that an offence under the Act or the rules has 
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. ' 
been or is about to be committed for seizing evidence of the commission of an offence . 

punishable under the Act or the rules made thereunder. 

Every person operating any control equipment or any industrial plant, in an air 

pollution control area is bound to render all assistance to the person empowered by 

the State Board for carrying out his functions under the Act, and if he fails without 

59. Section 22A. 

60. Section 23. 



any reasonable cause or excuse, it will amount to an offence under the Act. Even wilful 

delays or obstruction of any person empowered by the State Board in the discharge of 

his duties has been made an offence under the Act.61 

The State Board or any officer empowered by it may call for any' information, 

including information regarding the types of air pollutants emitted into the atmosphere 

.·and the level of the emission of such air pollutants from the occupier or any other 

person carrying on any industry or operating any control equipment or industrial 

plant. The State Board or such officer has the right to inspect the premises for the 

purpose of verifying the correctness of such information.62 

The Act empowers a state Board or its officer to take, for the purpose of analysis, 

samples of air or emission from any chimney, flue or duct or any other outlet. The 

result of any analysis of such sample is admissible as evidence in any legal proceeding 

if the correct procedure has been followed in collection of the sample. Following 

·procedure should be followed by the person taking a sample-

a) serve on the occupier or his agent, a notice, then and there, in prescribed 

form, of his intention to have it so analysed; 

b) in the presence of the occupier or his agent, collect a sample of emission 

for analysis; 
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c) cause the sample to be placed in a container or containers, marked, sealed 

and signed by both the person, taking the sample and the occupier or his agent. 

d) send, without delay, the container or containers to the laboratory established 

or recognised by the State Board. 

Where the person taking the sample serves the notice to the occupier or his 

agent but they wilfully absents themselves, the person taking the sample can collect the 

sample of emission for analysis in a container marked, sealed and also signed by the 

persons taking the sample. Similarly, where the occupier or his agent is present at the 

time of taking the sample but refuse to sign the marked and sealed container of the 

sample, the marked and sealed container has to be signed by the person taking the 

61. Section 24. 

62. Section 25. 



sample and it must be sent without delay for analysis to the laboratory and such person 

must inform the Government analyst in writing, about the wilful absence of the occupier 

or his .agent, or, as the case may be, his refusal to sign the container. 63 

As per section 27 of the Act the sample so collected and sent for analysis to the 

laboratory established or recognised by the State Board, shall be. analysed by the 

board analyst. The analyst is required to submit a report in the prescribed form of 

such analysis in triplicate to the State Board. 

The State Government may establish one or more State Air Laboratories or-specify 

one or more laboratories or institutes as State Air Laboratories.64 The State Government 

may appoint persons as Government analysts for the purpose of analysis of samples in 

State Air Laboratories. The State Board, with: approval of the state government may 

also appoint persons as Board analysts for the purpose of analysis of sample of air or 

emission sent for analysis to any laboratory established or recognised by the Board 

under section 17 of the Act. 65 A report signed by the Government analyst or by a State 

Board analyst may be used as evidence of the facts stated therein in any proceeding 

under this Act. 66 

The Act has made a provision for the Appellate Authority. The Appellate 

Authority appointed by the State Government shall consist of a single person or three 

persons as the State government may think fit. Any person aggrieved by an order of 

State Board may within thirty days from the date on which the order is communicated 

to him, prefer an appeal to the Appellate Authority. The Appellate Authority may, 

after giving the appellant and the State Board an opportunity of being heard, dispose 

of the appeal as expeditiously as possible.67 

One of the important powers in the hands of a Board under the Act is power to 

give directions. A board may issue any direction in writing to any person, officer or 

authority, and such person, officer or authority shall be bound to comply with such 

direction, which may include-

63. Section 26. 

64. Section 28. 

65. Section 29. 

66. Section 30. 

67. Section 31. 
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a) the closure, prohibition or regulation of any industry, operation or process; or 

b) the stoppage or regulation of supply of electricity, water or any other service. 68 

In Pollution control Board v. Mahabir cake Industry, 69 the direction was issued 

by the. Board to the respondent industry to conform to the required standards or 

establish an air pollution control device. The Supreme Court upheld the direction of 

theBoard. · 

3.2.5. Penalties and Procedure 

Chapter vi ofthe Act contains sections 37 to 46 and deals with the penalties and 

procedure. Sections 37, 38 and 39 of the Act enumerate offences and punishments 

thereof. A summary of offences and punishment under the Act is as follows -

Offence Penalties 

i) failure to comply with the Imprisonment for a term not less than one 

provisions of section 21 or section year and six months but which may extend to 

22 or directions issued under six years and fine, and in cas~ the failure 

section 31-A. continues, with an additional fine which may 

extend to five thousand rupees for every day 

during which such failure continues after the 

conviction for the first such failure.70 

ii) Where the aforesaid failure Imprisonment for a term, not less than two 

continues beyond a period of one years but which may extend to seven years and 

year after the date of conviction. fine.71_ · 

iii) Certain acts mentioned under Imprisonment for term which may extend to 

section 38(a)- (g) of the Act. three months or fine which may extend to ten 

thousand rupees or both.72 

68. Section 31-A. 

69. (2000) 9 sec 344. 

70. Section 37(1). 

71. Section 37(2). 

72. Section 38. 
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iv) Contraventions of any of the 

provisions of Air Act or any order 

or direction issued under the Act, 

for which no penalty has been 

elsewhere provided in the Act. 

Imprisonment for term which may extend to 

three months or fine which may extend to ten 

thousand rupees or both. 

In the case of continuing contravention, 

with an additional tine which may extend to 

five thousand rupees for every day· during 

which such contravention continues after 

conviction for the first such contravention. 73 

Where an offence under the Act has been committed by a company or government 

department, like the Water Act, liability under the Air Act is also based on the principles 

of vicarious and joint liability. 

In case of a company every person who at the time the offence was committed, 

was directly in charge of, and was responsible to, the company for the conduct of the 

business of the company, shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence. However, when 
. ' 

the said offence was committed without his knowledge or he exercised all due diligence 

to prevent the commission of such offence, he cannot be held liable for the offence. 

Where it is proved that the offence has been committed with the consent or connivance 

of, or is attributable to any neglect on the part of any director, manager, secretary or 

other officer ofthe company, they shall also be deemed to be guilty of that offence and 

shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly.74 

Similarly, the Head of the Government Department shall be deemed to be guilty 

of the offence and shall be liable to be punished, if the offence has been committed by 

any Department of Government. But ifhe proves that the offence was committed without 

his knowledge or that he exercised all due diligence to prevent the conimission of such 

offence, he cannot be held liable for the offence. Where it is proved that the offence 

has been committed with the consent or connivance of, or is attributable to any neglect 

on the part of any officer other than the Head of the Department~ s~ch officer shall also 

be deemed to be guilty of that offence an~ shall be liable to be proceeded against and 

73. Section 39( 1 ). 

74. Section 40. 



punished accordingly. 75 

A court not inferior to that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a Judicial Magistrate 

of the first class can try any offence punishable under the Air Act. The court shall 

take cognizance of any offence under the Act only if the complaint h·as been made by-

a) a Board or any officer authorised in this behalf by it; or 

b) any person who has given notice of not less not less than sixty days, in the 

manner prescribed, of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to 

the Board or officer authorised.76 

Section 46 of the Act makes it clear that no civil court shall have jurisdiction to 

entertain any suit or proceeding in respect of any matter which Appellate Authority 

constituted under this Act is empowered by the Act to determine and no injunction 

shall be granted by any court to other authority in respect of any action taken or to be 

taken in pursuance of any power conferred by the Act. 

3.2.6. Government's Power to Supersede the Board and Make Rules 

The State Government may supersede the State Board for a period not exceeding 

six months if the state government is of opinion that-

a) a State Board constituted under the Act has persistently made default in the 

performance of its functions, or 

b) · circumstances exist which render it necessary in the public interest so to 

do. 

This can be done, however, by the state government only after giving a reasonable 

opportunity to the State-Board to show cause why it should not be superseded." 

Section 48 of the Air Act provides that, where the Central Board or any State 

Board constituted under the Water Act is superseded by the Central Government or the 

State Government under that Act, all the powers, functions and duties of such Board 

under Air Act is to be exercised, performed or discharged during the period of this 

supersession by the person or persons, exercising, performing or discharging the powers, 

75. Section 41. 
76. Section43. 

77. Section 39. 
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functions and duties of the Board under the water Act, during such period. 

According to Section49 of the Act, as and when the Water Act, 1974 comes into 

force in any state and the State Government constitutes a State Pollution Control Board 

under that Act, the State Board constituted by the State Government under the Air Act 

shall stand dissolved and the Board constituted under the Water Act shall exercise the 

··powers and perform the functions of the Board in-that state. 

The Act has given for the rule making power to both the Central as well as the 

State governments. The Central Government may, in consultation with the Central Board 

make rules in respect of the matters enumerated in section 53(a)-(g) of the Act. The 

State Government may also make rules to carry out the purposes of the Act in respect 

of matters not falling within the purview of section 53, such rules may provide for all 

or any of the matters enumerated under section 54(2)(a)-(z). 
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It is evident that the framework of the Air Act is similar to the one adopted by its 

predecessor, the Water Act. The Air Act expands the authority ofthe Central and State 

Boards established under the Water Act to include air pollution prevention, control and 

abatement. All industries operating within designated air pollution control areas are 

required to obtain a 'permit' from the State Board under the Air Act. Emission standards 

for industry and automobiles are to be prescribed .by the states after consulting the 

Central Board and noting its ambient air quality standards. Under the Act boards are 

empowered to close down a defaulting industrial unit or may stop its electric or water 

supply. A board has the option to apply to a court to restrain emissions that exceed 

prescribed standards. The stiff penalties, citizens' suit provision and inclusion of noise 

pollution have made the Air Act more purposeful and effective. 

3~3. The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 : 

The Environment Act is intended to implement the decisions taken at Stockholm 

in the United Nation Conference on the Human Environment in June, 1972. India 

participated in the conference and in order to fulfil its commitment at the conference 

relating to the protection and improvement of environment and the prevention ofhazards 

to human beings, other living creatures, plants and property passed the aforesaid 

enactment. 



Although there were existing laws dealing directly and indirectly with several 

environmental matters, it was necessary to have a general legislation for environmental 

protection as there were uncovered gaps in areas of major environmental hazards. 

Moreover, because of a. multiplicity of regulatory agencies, there was need for an 
authority which could assume the lead role for studying, planning and implementing 

long term requirements of environmental safety and to provide direction to, and co

ordinate a system of speedy and adequate response to emergency situations threatening 

the environment. The need for creation of an authority or authorities with adequate 

powers for environmental protection, regulation of discharge of environmental 

pollutants and handling ofhazardous substance, speedy response in the event of accidents 

threatening environment and deterrent punishment to those who endanger human · 

environment, safety and health were the driving force which led to enactment of the 

Environment Act. The Environment Act extends to the whole oflndia and it came into 

force w.e.f. 19-11-1986. The Act consists of twenty six sections distributed in four 

chapters. 

3.3.1. Meaning of Some Terms 

Section 2 in chapter 1 ofthe Act defines certain terms used in the Act. It is good 

to see that technical definitions have been provided by the Act to various terms of the 

environment including the term 'environment'. Section 2 of the Act contains seven 

definitions in clause (a) to (g). The most important among these definitions is of 

'environment'. According to section 2(a) 'environment' includes water, air and land and 

the inter-relationship which exists among and between water, air and land and human 

beings, other living creatures; plants, micro-organism and property. 
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The definition is very wide, clear and it covers the entire field of environment. 

The first part of the definition covers 'water', 'air', and 'land', thes~ expressions have a 

very Wide coverage as water may include ground water, inland water etc. Likewise, the 

expression 'air' and 'land' may cover many layers of atmosphere and earth respectively. 

The second part of this definition describes the inter-relationship existing among and 

between eight named elements which cover the whole living world by the mention of 

terms 'human beings', 'other living creatures', 'plants' and 'micro-organisms'. 

The most significant feature ofthe definition is that "the definition is an inclusive 



one and, therefore, does not necessarily exhaust the entire field that is not covered by 

the word 'environment'. It is well settled that where a word is defined to include certain 

things, the definition is not restrictive, but is prima facie extensive". 78 

According to the Envirollilient Act, 'Environmental Pollution' means the presence 

in environment of any environmental pollutant. 79 The 'environmental pollutant', 

·according to the Act, means any solid, liquid or gaseous substance present in such· 

concentration as may be, or tend to be, injurious to environment.80 

Due to inclusion of two very wide and important terms i.e., 'environment' and 

'environmental pollutant', the ambit of definition under section 2 (c) has become very 

wide, it seeks to supplement the existing definitions relating to 'pollution' in Water Act 

and Air Act by generalization of the term pollution and thereby filling the gaps which 

were left open by the previous enactments. 

It may be pointed out that the Environment Act has intended to firid out the clear 

cut meaning of'environmental pollution' by defining its different components. But this 

has, on the contrary, resulted into complications and problems of interpretation of 

different terms used therein. The definitions of 'Environmental pollutant' and 

'Environmental pollution' are considered to be disappointing by scientists who have a 

holistic view of the environment. According to them matters like heat, radiation, plasma 

and organisms like bacteria and v_irus have not been included fu the definition of pollution. 

'Heat energy' is a major pollutant because the increased temperature interferes with 

the biological activity, dissolution of gases and may lead to release of toxic chemicals. 

Similarly 'sound'· is not a substance but is a propagation of pressure waves, excess 

·presence of which is called noise pollution. 

The pollutant of modem days i.e., 'nuclear radiation' does not find any mention in 

the entire body ofthe Act, and hence does not fall within the scope of this Act. Moreover, 

it is not only the presence of certain substance that forms pollution, but also the absence 

or lack in concentration, or non-availability of a non-pollutant may also form pollution. 

For example, withdrawal of oxygen from the environment will result into severe instance 

78. P.M. Bakshi, The E~vironment (Protection) Act, J 986, 111 ( 1987). 

79. Section 2 (c). 

80. Section 2 (b). 
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of pollution. 

Further, presence or absence of any particular organism in such numbers as to 

destroy the eco-system is also pollution but has not been covered by the definition 

under the Act. Destruction of forests,· depletion of any species of organism, 

concentration of any species in an area and undesirable physiographic modifications 

inay also lead to degradation in environmental quality. Thus, it is clear that the definition 

of environmental pollution given under the Act is inadequate and needs some changes 

so that the aforesaid shortcomings may be overcome. 

The Environment Act has given a wide meaning to the term 'handling'. Handling, 

in relation to any substance, means - manufacture; processing; treatment; package; 

storage; transportation; use; collection; destruction; conversion; offering for sale; 

transfer or the like of such substance.81 

The definition is not an exhaustive one but it is an inclusive definition. Section 

2( e) of the Act explains the meaning ofthe tenn 'hazardous substance' as any substance 

or preparation which, by reason of its chemical or physico-chemical properties or 

handling, is liable to cause harm to human beings, other living creatures, plants, micro, 

organism, property or the environment. 

According to section 2(f) of the Act, 'occupier', in relation to any factory or 

premises, means a person who has control over the affair ofthe factory or the premises 

and includes in relation to any substance, the person in possession of the substance. 

3.3.2. Powers of the Central Government : 

The concentration of powers in the hands of the Central Government is the 

hallmark of the Environment Act. Extensive powers have been given to the Central 

Government for prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution sub 

section 1 of section 3 prescribes this power in its widest plenitude when it says -

The Central Government shall have power to take all such measures as it 
deems necessary or expedient for the purpose of protecting and improving 
the quality of the environment and preventing, controlling and abating 
environmental pollution. 

81. Section2(d). 
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Sub-section (2) of section 3 enumerates such measures which may include 

measures with respect to all or.any of the following matters, namely-

(i) Co-ordination of actions by the. State Government officers and other 

authorities under the Act, or the rules made there under; or under any other law which 

relates to the objects of the Environment Act; 

(ii) Planning and execution of a nation-wide programme for the prevention, 

control and abatement of environmental pollution; 

(iii) laying down standards for the quality of environment in its various aspects; 

(iv) Laying down standards for emission or discharge of environmental pollutants 

from various sources whatsoever; 

(v) restriction of areas in which any industries, operations or processes or class 

of industries, operations or processes shall not be carried out or shall be carried out 

subject to certain safeguards; 

(vi) laying down procedures and safeguards for the prevention of accidents which 

may cause environmental pollution and remedial measures for such accidents; 

(vii) laying down procedures and safeguards for the handling of hazardous 

substances; 

(viii) examination of such manufacturing processes, materials and substances as 

are likely to cause environmental pollution; 

(ix) Carrying out and sponsoring investigations and research relating to problems 

of environmental pollution; 

(x) inspection of any premises, plant, equipment, machinery, manufacturing or 

other processes, materials or substances and giving, by order, such directions to such 

authorities, officers or persons as it may consider necessary for the prevention, control 

and abatement of environmental pollution; 

(xi) establishment or recognition of environmental laboratories and institutes 

to carry out the functions entrusted to such environmental laboratories and institutes 

under the Act; 

(xii) collection and dissemination of information in respect of matters relating 

to environmental pollution; 

(xiii) preparation of manuals, codes or guides relating to the prevention, ·control 

and abatement of environmental pollution; 
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(xiv) such other matters as the Central Government deems necessary or expedient 

for the purpose of securing the effective implementation of the Act. 

From the scheme of the Act "it is clear that power is really coupled with a duty. If 

nothing is done, for example, by way of exercise of this power, a mandamus will lie" .82 

The Central Government is empowered to constitute an authority or authorities by 

·order, for the purpose of exercising and performing such of the powers and functions 

of the Central Government under the Act and for taking measures with respect to such 

ofthe matters referred to in sub section (2) of section 3 of the Act as may be mentioned 

in the order. Such authority or authorities may exercise the powers or perform the 

functions or take the measures as if such authorities had been empowered by the Act to · 

do so. 

This power of Central Government to create authority or authorities is also 

coupled with the duty as it is evident from the decisions of the Supreme Court in Vel/ore 

Citizens Welfare Forum v. Union oflndia.83 Here, Kuldip Singh, J observed-

It is obvious that Environment Act contains useful provisions for controlling 
pollution. The main purpose of the Act is to create an authority or authorities. 
under section 3(3) of the Act with adequate powers to control pollution and 
protect the environment. It is a pity that till date no authority has been 
constituted by the Central Government. The work which was required to be 
done by an authority in terms of section 3(3) read with other provisions of 
the Act is being done by this Court and other Courts in the country. It is high 
time· that the Central Government realises its responsibility and statutory 
duty to protect the degrading environment in the country. 

In S. Jagannath v. Union of India, 84 the Supreme Court directed the Central 

Government to constitute an authority under section 3(3) and confer all the power 

necessary to prevent the ecological fragile coastal areas, sea shore_, water front and 

other coastal areas and specially to deal with the situation created by the shrimp culture 

industry in the coastal states and Union Territories. 

The Act authorises the Central Government to appoint officers and endorse to 

them such ofthe powers and functions under the Act as it may deem fit. Such officer is 

82. Upendra Baxi (ed.), Environment Protection Act: An Agenda for lmplementation,12 (1987). 

83. AIR 1996 SC 2715,2724. 

84. AIR 1997 SC811,488-49. 
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be subject to the general control and direction of the Central Government or authority 

or authorities constituted under section 3(3) or of any other authority or officer.85 

Section 5 of the Act empowers the Central Government to issue directions to 

any person, officer or any authority and such person, officer or authority is bound to 

comply with such directions if they have been issued by the Government in the exercise 

·of its powers and performance of its function under the Act. The Central Government's 

powe~ to issue directions includes the power to direct -

(a) the closure, prohibition or regulation of any industry, operation, process; 

or 

(b) Stoppage or regulation of the supply of electricity or water or any other 

service. 

Thils the Act gives unlimited powers in the hand of Central Government without providing 

any safeguards like providing chance of hearing to the accused before issuing closure 

order etc. under section-S of the Act. 

Section 6 of the Environment Act provides the procedure for making rules in 

respect of all or any of the matters referred to in the section 3 of the Act. The Central 
' 

Government may, by notification in the official Gazette, make such rules which may 

include all or any of the following matters, namely -

(a) . the standards of quality of air, water or soil for various areas and purposes. 

(b) the maximum allowable limits of concentration of various environmental 

pollutants (including noise) for different' areas; 

(c) the procedures and safeguards for the handling of hazardous substances; 

(d) the prohibition and restrictions on the handling of hazardous subst~ces in 

different area; 

(e) the prohibition and restriction on the location of industries and the carrying 

on the processes and operations jn different areas; 

(f) the procedures and safeguards for the prevention of accidents which may 

cause environmental pollution and for providing for remedial measures for such accident. 

85. Section 4. 
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The Central Government, in exercising its powers under section 6 of the Act, has 

already made various standards to maintain the quality of air, water, soil and for the safe· 

handling, management and disposal ofhazardous substances. 

3.3.3. Prevention, Control and Abatement of Environmental Pollution 

Chapter Ill of the Environment Act provides a scheme for the prevention, control 

and abatement of environmental pollution. To begin with the chapter, under sections 6, 

8 and 9 enumerates t~e preventive measures to be adopted by the person carrying on 

indus~ry, operation etc. or handling hazardous substances. Section 1 0 and section 11 

of the Act prescribe the role of Central Government or its officer in controlling the 

pollution. The job ofLaboratories and Analysts and evidentiary value of their reports 

have been discussed under sections 12, 13 and 14 of the Act. Sections 15, 16 and 17 

concentrate on prosecution and punishment under the. Act. 

Every person carrying on any industry, operation or process is duty bound, not to 

discharge or emit, or permit to be discharged or emitted, any environmental pollutant 

in excess of the prescribed standard.86 Any discharge or emission in excess of the 
. 

permissible limits amounts to violation of the Act and attracts punishment as well. 

Thus, this provision is concerned with the general safeguards to pr~vent the discharge 

or emission of environmental pollution. 

Section 8 ofthe Act on the other hand deals with specific types of pollutants i.e. 

hazardous substances. It provides that no person shall handle or cause to be handled any 

hazardous substance except in accordance with such procedure and after complying 

with such safeguards as may be prescribed. So far various rules dealing with the 

procedure and safeguards for handling hazardous substances have been notified by the 

Central Government. 

Even after taking all safeguards and precautions one can not rule out the 

possibilities of discharge of pollutants, therefore, section 9( 1) provides, where the 

environmental pollution occurs or is apprehended to occur due to any accident or other 

unforeseen act or event, the person responsible for such pollution and the person in 

charge ofthe place at which such pollution occurs or is apprehended to occur is bound 

86. Section 7. 
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to prevent or mitigate the pollution and must also forthwith -

(a) intimate the fact of such occurrence or apprehension of such occurrence, 

and 

(b) be bound, if called upon, to render all assistance, to the prescribed authorities 

or agencies. 

After receiving information about the pollution the authorities or agencies shall take 

necessary remedial measures to prevent or mitigate the environmental pollution. 87 The 

. expenses incurred with respect to such remedial measures may also be recovered from 

the person concerned. 88 

The Act gives the powers of entry and inspection at any place, to any person who 

is empowered by the Central Government in this behalf, for the purpose of-

(a) Performing any of the functions entrusted to him by the Central Government; 

(b) · determining whether and if so in what manner, any provision of this Act or 

the rules or directions etc. made there under is being or has been complied with; 

(c) examining and testing any equipment, industrial plant, record, register, 

document or any other material object or for conducting a search of any building and 

for seizing any such equipment, industrial plant, record, register, document or other 

material object if it furnishes evidence of the commission of an offence punishable 

under the Act or the rules made thereunder or if such seizure is necessary to prevent or 

mitigate environmental pollution.89 

It is duty of every person carrying on any industry, operation or process or handling 

any hazardous substance to render all assistance to the person empowered by the Central 

Government for carrying out the functions under sub section ( 1) of section 1 0 .. The:! 

failure in this duty without reasonable cause or excuse shall invite punishment under 

the Act.9° Furthermore, if any person wilfully delays or obst!llcts any person empowered 

by the Central Government, he shall be guilty of an offence under the Act.91 

87. Section 9(2). 

88. Section 9(3). 
' 89. Section 10(1). 

90. Section 1 0(2). 

91. Section 10(3). 
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The power to take sample and procedure to be followed in connection there with 

has been described by section 11 of the Act. The power to take samples from any 

factory, premises or other place for the purpose of analysis is with the Central 

Government or any officer empowered by it in this behalf.92 

To make the result of any such analysis admissible in evidence in any legal 

·proceeding, it is necessary for the person taking the sample to follow following 

procedures -

(a) Serve a notice on the occupier or his agent or person in charge of the place, 

. ofhis intention to have it so analysed; 

(b) in the presence of the occupier or his agent or person, collect a sample for 

analysis; 

(c) Container or containers containing sample be marked, se~led and signed by 

both, the person taking the sample and the occupier or his agent; 

(d) immediate dispatch of the container or the containers to the laboratory 

established or recognised by the Central Government.93 

In case where the occupier, his agent or person wilfully absents himself, the person 

taking the sample has to collect the sample for analysis to be placed in a container or 

containers which must be marked and sealed and also signed by the person taking the 

sample,94 and in case where the occupier or his agent or person present at the time of 

taking the·sample refuses to sign the marked and sealed container or containers it has 

to be signed by the person taking samples. The sample so collected has to be sent 

immediately for analysis to the laboratory established or recognised by the Central 

Government. The person who has collected the sa~ple is required to inform the 

Government Analysist in writing about the wilful absence ofthe occupier or his agent 

or person, or, as the case may be, his refusal to sign the container or containers. 95 

The Environment Act empowers the Central Government to establish one or more 

environmental laboratories and/or recognise one or more laboratories or institutes as 

92. Section 11 ( 1 ). 

93. Section 11(3). 

94. Section 11(4)(a). 

95. Section 11(4)(b). 
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environmental laboratories to carry out the functions entrusted to an environmental 

laboratory under the Act. The functions of the environmental laboratory, procedures 

for the submission of samples to such laboratory for analysis or tests and other details 

of related matters may be specified in rules made by the Central Government.96 

The Central Government may also appoint or recognise a fit person, having the 

·prescribed qualifications to be Government Analysts for the purpose of analysis of 

samples of air, water, soil or other substance sent for analysis to any environmental 

laboratory.97 The report signed by a Government analysts may be used as evidence of 

the facts stated in the said report, in any proceeding under Environment Act. 

3.3.4. Penalties and Procedures : 

The only section of the Environment Act which provides penalty and punishment 

is section 15. According to this section failure to comply with or contravention of any 

of the provision of Environment Act or the rules made or orders or directions issued 

thereunder, by any person is punishable. 

Such person in respect of each such failure or contravention may be punishable 

as follows:-

(i) Imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years, or 

(ii) Fine which may extend to one lak.h rupees, or 

(iii)· Imprisonment and Fine both. 

In case the failure or contravention continues, 

(iv) Additional fine which may extend to five thousand rupees for every day 

during which such failure or contravention continues after the first such failure or 

contravention. 

(v) Imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years, in case the failure 

or contravention continues beyond a period of one year after the date of conviction. 

87 

The punishment under the Act is harsher if compared with the penal provision 

given under the water Act or Air Act. "This is the first time that very heavy penalties 

like imprisonment for periods up to 5 years and fine up to Rs. 1 lakh have been 

96. Section 12. 

97. Section 13. 
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prescribed for environmental violation. The section was put in perhaps to appease the 

environmental activists. But curiously enough, no minimum punishment is prescribed" .98 : 

The Act provides for the vicarious liability in case of offences committed by the . 

companies and the Government Departments on the lines of the Water Act and the Air 

Act. According to section 16( 1) of the Act, when a company is guilty of an offence 

under the Act, every person who, at the time of commission of offence, was directly in 

charge of and was responsible to the company for the conduct ofthe business of the . 

company, as well as the company is deemed to be guilty of the offence and is liable to 

be proceeded against and punished accordingly. No such person can be held liable, 
I 

however, if he proves that the offence was committed without his knowledge or that he 

exercised all due diligence to prevents the commission of such offence. 

When the said offence has been committed with the consent or connivance of, or 

is attributable to any neglect on the part of, any director, manager, secretary or other : 

officer of the company, such director, manager, secretary or other officer is also deemed , 

guilty and is liable to be punished under the Act.99 

The Environment Act equally operates against the pollution generating activities : 

of the governmental agencies. Section 17(1) of the Act provides, where the offender is · 

a Government Departments, the Head of the Department is deemed to be guilty of the 

offence and is liable to be punished. But, if he proves that the offence was committed 

without his knowledge or that he exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission ·. 

of the offence, he cannot be held liable for the said offence. Furthermore, where it is 

proved that the offence has been co~itted with the consent or connivance of, or is : 

attributable to any neglect on the part of, any officer other than the Head of the : 

department, such officer is also deemed guilty and is liable to be punished.100 

"The loopholes provided is section 16 and 17 to get off the hook on proof of , 

knowledge or due diligence dilute the effect of the penal provisions and make them : 
' 

98. K. Jaya Kumar, "Environmental Acts: A Critical Overview" in Leelakrishnan (ed.), Law and 

Environment, 23 7 ( 1992). 

99. Section 16(2). 
100. Section 17(2). 



ineffective" .tot Therefore, the relevant provisions should be suitably amended, so that 

liability may be fixed strictly. 

A very strange provision under section 24 ofthe Environment Act makes it even : 

more soft. Section 24 deals with the effect of other laws and postulates, where an 

offence under the Environment Act is also an offence under any other Act, the offender 

· ·shall be punished only under the other Act. "Therefore, section 24 will have the effect : 

of obliterating the Act itself for all intentions and purposes. Thus as the Act stands it is 

a toothless tiger even its claws pulled out" .101 
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The Court can take cognizance of any offence under the Environment Act only if . 

the complaint has been made by-

(a) The Central Government or any authority or officer authorised in the behalf 

by that Government; or 

(b) any person who has given notice of not less than sixty days of the alleged 

offence and of his intention to make complaint, to the Central Government or the 

authority or officer authorised as aforesaid. to3 

No civil court has jurisdiction to entertain any suit or proceeding under this Act.104 

3.3.5. Power to Delegate and Make Rules : 

The Central Government may delegate its powers and functions under the Act, 

except the power to constitute an authority under section 3(3) and to make rules under 

Section 25, to any officer, state Government or other authority}05 

Section 25(1) of the Act empowers the Central Govemment.to make rules for 

carrying out the purposes of the Act. Such rules may provide for all or any of the 

following matters namely.106 

. I 0 I. Bhagirathi Panigrahi, ~'Environmental Pollution and the Law in India. -An Analysis", SCJ 46, • 

(Vol.3, 1992). 

102. S. Indira Devi, "Law on Environmental Pollution: A Review", SCJ, 76 (Vol.2 1995). 

103. Section 19. 

104. Section 22. 

105. Section 23. 

106. Section 25(2). 



(a) the standards for environmental pollutants; 

(b) the handling of hazardous substances; 

(c) the authorities or agencies under section 9 of the Act; 

(d) the procedure to take samples; 

(e) the form in which notice ofintention to have sample analysed shall be served; 

(f) the functions etc. of environmental laboratories; 

(g) the qualifications of Government Analyst; 

(h) the manner in which notice of the offence and of the intention to make a 

complaint to the Central Government under section 19(b) shall be done. 

. (i) the authority or officer to who~ any reports or any information shall be 

furnished under section 20; 

G) any other matter. 

Every rule made under the Environment Act is required to be laid before each 

House of Parliament. Rules can be accepted, modified or rejected by both the House 

ofParliament.107 

So far various rules have been notified by the Central Government in the exercise 

of the powers conferred under the Act. These Rules includes -

(i) The Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 

(ii) The Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules, 1989 

(iii) · The Manufacture, Storage and Import ofHazardous Chemical Rules, 1989. 

(iv) The Hazardous Micro·Organism Rules, 1989. 
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· (v) The Chemical Accident (Emergency Planning, Preparedness and Response) _ 

Rules, 1996. 

(vi) The Bio-Medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998 

(vii) The Recycled Plastics Manufacture and Uses Rules, 1999. 

(viii) The Municipal Solid Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 2000. · 

(ix) Noise Pollution (Control and Regulation) Rules, 2000. 

Thus the environment Act being an 'umbrella' legislation intends to provide a · 

framework for Central Government to coordinate the activities of various Central and 

107. Section 26. 



State authorities established under previous enactments, such as the Water Act and Air 

Act. The Act empowers the Centre to take all such measures as it deems· necessary or . 

expedient for protection and improvement of the quality of the environment and 

prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution. The Central Government 

in order to fulfil its obligations under the Act may appoint authorities. Central 

.Government may delegate its powers and functions to any officer, state government or 

other authority. The Act confers a broad rule making power on the Central Government, 

various rules have been framed by the Central Government in exercise of this power. 

The Act provides for severe penalties but at the same time if any act or omission 

constitutes an offence punishable under the Environment Act as well as ·any other law, 

the offender is liable to be punished under the other law and not under the Environment 

Act. This provision brings unnecessary dilution in the stringent penal scheme of the 

Act. 
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CHAPTER-4 

LAWS FOR PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION OF FORESTS, 

WILDLIFE AND BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY . 

It is important for the maintenance of proper eco-system that natural environment 

·do not get disturbed, for this, existence of forests, wildlife and biological diversity are 

essential. The protection and conservation of forests is indispensable if one wants to · 

retain the natural character of the environment. The Indian Forest Act, 1927 which. 

regulates forests and commercial use of forest resources, though in existence for more 

than 75 years could not effectively stop the arbitrary exploitation of the forests. This 

necessitated the passing of the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980. The Act exercises 

checks over the powers of State Governments to use forest land for non forest purposes 

and dereservation of forests. 

The need for protection of wildlife has been addressed to by the Parliament through 

the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972. The Act provides for various boards and confers 

powers on them for protection of wildlife along with regulations for hunting wild animals 

and birds, establishment of sanctuaries and national parks, regulatlop for trade in wild 

animals, animal products and trophies. 

The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 provides for the conservation of biological 

diversity, sustainable use ofits components and fair and equitable sharing of the benefits 

arising out of the use of biological resources. The Act regulates access t~ biological 

diversity, creates biodiversity Authorities at national level and biodiversity boards at 

State level. It also enumerates duties of the Central and the State Governments for 

conservation of biological diversity. 
.. 

A brief study of aforesaid enactments is necessary so that it may be assessed how 

far these enactments are capable of protecting India's rich w~alth ofF orests, Wildlife . 

and Biological diversity. 

4.1. The Indian Forest Act, 1927 : 

The beginning of Governmental efforts for management of forest through laws 

dates back to the Forest Act of 1865, which laid the foundation of the British policy 



towards Indian forests. The main aim of this policy was to restrict people's access to 

the forest resources so that the Government can secure exclusive control over the 

forests to meet their own increasing demand back home in England. With the same 

intention two other laws on forest, the Forest Act 1878 and Forest Act, 1927 were 

subsequently enacted by the British. 

"The two main lim~s of the British forest policy in India were. 

i) transfer of control and ownership over forests from village communities 

to the government, except in respect of the very limited area of forests and 

ii) government permitted but uncontrolled commercial exploitation of forest 

resources. 

This policy of commercialised forest management was institutionalised by the Forest 

Act, 1927" .1 

The Indi~nForest Act,1927 is a comprehensive legislation relating to forest 

management in the country; Its main object is to consolidate the pre-(!xisting laws 

relating to forest, the transit of forest-produce and the duty leviable on timber and 

other forest produce. 

Forest remained a subject in the State List in the seventh schedule of the 

Constitution of India tilll976. Through the 42nd Amendment Act 1976, it has been 

transferred from the State List to the Concurrent List. 

Interpretation clause of the Act explains the meaning of certain terms. According 

to this clause, 'Forest-produce' includes-

a) the following whether found in or brought from a forest or not that is to 
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say- timber, charcoal, caoutchone, catechu, wood-oil, resin, natural varnish, bark, lac, · 

mahua flowers, mahua seeds, kuth myrobalans; and 

b) The followihg when found in or brought from a forest or not that is to say-

i) trees and leaves, flowers and fruits and all other parts or produce not 

herein before mentioned, of trees; 

1. Nan dan Nelivigi, "~iodiversity, Wildlife and Protected Area Management in India : A People 
Centred Approach", 37 JILl, 145, 152(1995). 



ii) plants not being trees (including grass, creepers, reeds and moss), and 

all the parts or produce of such plants, 

iii) wild animals and skins, tusks, horns, bones, silk cocoons, honey and 

wax and all other parts or produce of animals, and 

iv) Peat, surface soil, rocks and minerals, including lime stone, laterite, 

mineral oils and all products of mines_ or quarries.2 

4.1.1. Reserved forests : 
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The Indian Forest Act also makes provisions for conservation of forest and in the 

scheme, it provides for a state to constitute any forest-land or waste-land which is the 

property of Government or over which the Government has proprietary rights or to the 

whole or any part of the forest-produce of which the Government is entitled, areserved . 

forest by issuing a notification in the Official gazette.3 The following activities are 

prohibited in the reserved forests -

a) clearing of forests for cultivation or for any other purpose; 

b) setting fire to a reserved forest or kindling any fire or leaving any fire burning 

in such manner as to endanger such a forest; 

c) kindling, keeping or carrying any fire; 

d) trespassing or pasturing cattle or permitting cattle to trespass; 

e) causing any damage by negligence in felling any tree or cutting or dragging 

any timber; 

f) felling, girdling, loping or burning any trees or striping ofthe bark or leaves 

from any tree or otherwise damaging any tree; 

g) quarrying stone, burning lime or charcoal or collecting or removing any 

forest produce; 

h) clearing or breaking up any land for cultivation or for any other purpose; 

i) hunting, shooting, fishing, poisoning water or setting traps or snares; or 

j) killing or catching elephants. 

Any person who commits any of the above prohibited activities is liable to be 

. punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months or with fine 

2. Section2(4) .. 
3. Section 3. 



which may extend to five hundred rupees, or with both, in addition to such compensation 

for damage done to the forest as the convicting court may direct him to pay. 4. 

4.1.2. Village Forests : 

State Governments have been empowered to assign the reserved forests to any 

village community, to be called as a village forests. The State Government may.make 

rules for regulating the management of village forests prescribing the conditions under 

which the community to which any such assignment is made may be provided with 

timber or with other forest produce or pasture, and their duties for the protection and 

improvement of such forests. 5 

4.1.3. Protected Forests : 

The State Government may by notification in the Official Gazette, declare any 

forest land or waste land which is not included in a reserved forest, but which is the 

property of Government, as protected forests.6The State Government may by notification 

· in the Official Gazette -

a) declare any trees or class of trees in a protected forest to be reserved from 

a date fixed by the notification; 

b) declare that any portion of such forest specified in the notification shall be 

closed for such term not extending thirty years; 

c) · prohibit quarrying of stone or the burning of lime or charcoal or the 

collection or subjection to any manufacturing process or removal of any forest produce 

in any such forest, and the breaking up or clearing for cultivation of any land in such 

forest.' 

Further, section 32 of the Act empowers the State Government to make rules to 

regulate certain matters enumerated under clause (a) to (e) of the secti~n. 
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The Act prescribes penalties for acts in contravention of notification under section 

30 or of rules under section 32. Any person who commits any of the following offences, : 

4. Section 26. 
5. Section 28. 
6. Section 29. 
7. Section 30. 



namely-

a) fells girdles, lopes, taps ?r bums any trees reserved under section 30, or 

strips offthe bark or leaves from, or otherwise damages, any such tree; 

b) contrary to any prohibition under section 30, quarries any stone, or bums 

any lime or charcoal, or collects, subjects to any manufacturing process or removes 

any forest-produce; 

c) contrary to any prohibition under section 30, breaks up or clears for 

cultivation or any other purpose any land in any protected forest; 
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d) set fire to such forest or kindles fire without taking all reasonable precautions . 

to prevent its spreading to any trees reserved under section 30, whether standing, fallen, 

felled, or to any close portion of such forest; 

e) leaves burning any fire kindled by him in the vicinity of any such tree or 

closed portion; 

f) fells any tree or drags any timber so as to damage any tree reserved as 

aforesaid; 

g) permits cattle to damage any such tree; 

h) infringes any rule made under section 32; 

is liable to be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months 

or with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or with both. 8 

4.1.4. Private Forests and Lands : 

The Act authorises the State Government to exercise its power of control over 

those forests and lands as well which are not the property of Government. The State 

Government may by notification in the Official Gazette, regulate or prohibit in any 

forest or waste-land-

a) the breaking up or clearing ofland for cultivation; 

b) the pasturing of cattle; or 
~ 

c) the firing or clearing of the vegetation. 

when such regulation or prohibition appears necessary for any of the following 

purposes-

8. Section 33. 



i) for protection against storms, winds, rolling stones, floods and avalanches; 

ii) for the preservation of the soil on the ridges and slopes and in the valleys ofhilly 

tracts, the prevention oflandslips or of the formation of ravines and torrents, or 

the protection of land against erosion, or the deposit thereon of sand, stones or 

gravel; 

iii) for the maintenance of a water-supply in springs, rivers and tanks; 

iv) . for the protection of roads, bridges, railways and other lines of communication; 

v) for the preservation of public health.9 

In case of neglect or wilful disobedience to any regulation or prohibition made 

by the State Government of the above purposes, the State Government may, after issuing 

a notice in writing to owner of such forest or land and after considering his objections, 

if any, place the same under the control of a Forest Officer and may declare that all or 
I 

any provisions of this Act, relatingto reserved forests shall apply to such forest or 

land.10 In case the State Government considers that in lieu of placing the forest or land 

under the control of a Forest-Officer, the same should be acquired for public purposes, 

it may proceed to acquire the forest or land in the manner provided by the Land 

Acquisition Act, 1894.11 

Section 3 8 of the Act provides for protection of forests at the request of owners. 

the owner or owners of any land may, with a view to the formation or conservation of 

forests thereon, represent in writing to the Collector their desire -

a) that such land be managed on their behalf by the Forest Officer as a reserved 

or a protected forest on such terms as may be mutually agreed upon; or 

b) that all or any ofthe provisions of this Act be applied to such land. 
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In either case, the State Government may apply to such land, such provisions of . 

the Act as it may think suitable and as may be desired by the applicants. 

4.1.5. Transit of Timber and Forest-Produce : 
~ 

The control of all timber and other forest-produce in transit by land or water is 

9. Section 35. 
10. Section 36. 
11. Section 37. 



vested in the State Government and it may make rules to regulate the transit of all 

timber and other forest-produce. Such rules may-

a) prescribe the routes by which alone timber or other forest-produce may be 

imported, exported or moved into, from or within the state; 

b) prohibit the import or export or moving of such timber or other produce 

without a pass or otherwise than in. accordance with the conditions of such pass; 

c) provide for the issue, production and return of such passes and for the 

payment of fees there for; 

d) provide for the stoppage, reporting, examination and marking of timber or 

other forest produce in transit; 

e) provide for the establishment and regulation of depots to which such timber 

and other produce shall be taken by those in charge of it; 

f) prohibit the closing up or obstructing of the channel or banks of any river 

used for the transit of timber or other forest-produce, and the throwing of grass, 

brushwood, branches or leaves into any such river or any act which may cause such 

river to be closed or obstructed; 

g) provide for the prevention or removal of any obstruction ofthe channel or 

banks of any such river, and for recovering the cost of prevention or removal from the 

person whose act or negligence necessitated the same; 

h) prohibit within specified local limits the establishment of sawpits, the 

converting, cutting, burning, concealing or marking oftimber etc. 

i) regulate the use of property marks for timber and registration of such marks. ~2 

The State Government may by such rules prescribe penalties for contravention of 

any ofthe above rules. The penalties may be-

a) imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or 

b) fine which may extend to five hundred rupees, or 

c) both. 

Penalties which are double of those mentioned above may be inflicted in cases 

where the offence is committed after sunset and before sunrise, or after preparation 

for resistance to lawful authority, or when the offender has been previously convicted 

12. Section 41. 
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of a like offence.13 

4.1.6. Penalties and Procedure 

Any Forest Officer or police officer may seize, iftheiris reason to believe that a 

forest-offence has been committed in respect of any forest-produce, such produce 

. together with all tools, boats, carts or cattle used in committing any such offence.14 

The officer, as soon as may be, has to make a report of such seizure to the magistrate 

having jurisdiction to try the offence. Upon the receipt of any such report, the magistrate 

is required to take necessary measures for the arrest and trial of the offender and the 

disposal of the property according to law.15 After the conclusion of any forest-offence, 

the forest-produce in respect of which such offence was committed, if it is the property 

of Government or has been confiscated, has to be taken charge ofby a Forest-Officer, 

and in any other case, may be disposed off in such manner as the court may direct.16 

Where the seized property is perishable the magistrate may direct the sale of such 

property and may deal with the proceeds as he would have dealt with such property and 

if it had not been sold.17The punishment for wrongful seizure has been provided by the 

Act. If the Forest-Officer or Police-officer vexatiously and unnecessarily seizes any' 

property on pretence of seizing property liable to confiscation under the Act, such 

officer shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six 

months, or with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees or with both.18 
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Any Forest-Officer or Police-Officer is empowered to arrest any person against 

whom a reasonable suspicion exists of his having been involved in any forest-offence 

punishable with imprisonment for one month or up~ards, without orders from a 

Magistrate and without a warrant. However, officer making such arrest is required, 

without unnecessary delay, take or send the person arrested before the competent 

Magistrate or to the officer in charge of the nearest police station.l9 Every Forest

officer and Police-officer is empowered under the Actto prevent and interfere for the . 

13. Section42. 
14. Section 52(1). 
15. Section 54. 
16. Section 56. 
17. Section 58. 
18. Section 62. 
19. Section64. 



purpose of preventing the commission of any forest-offence. 20 

4.1. 7. Cattle Trespass : 

According to Section 70 of the Act, cattle-trespassing in a reserved forest or in 

· any portion of any protected forest which has been lawfully closed to grazing shall be 

. deemed to be cattle doing damage to a public plantation within the meaning of section 

II of the Cattle-trespass Act, I87I and may be seized and impounded as such by any 

forest-officer or Police~officer. 

4.1.8. Duty to assist officers : 

Section·79(1) of the Act provides that any person: 

who exercises any right in a reserved or protected forest; 

who is permitted to take any forest~produce from, or to cut and remove 

timber, or to pasture cattle in such forest; 
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who is employed by any such person in such forest as mentioned above; and 

who in any village contiguous to such forest who is employed by the 

Government or who receives emoluments from the Government for services to be 

performed to the community; is bound to furnish without unnecessary delay to the 

nearest forest officer or Police-officer any information he may possess regarding the 

commission of or intention to commit any forest offence. Such person are duty bound 

to take steps, whether required by any forest officer or police~officer or not ~ 

i) to extinguish any forest fire; 

ii) to prevent any fire in the vicinity of the forest; 

iii) to assist any forest officer or police officer demanding any aid-

a) in preventing the commission of any forest offence; and 

b) in discovering and arresting the offender. 

· Any person who fails to do the above mentioned duties, without lawful excuse, is 

punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to one month or with fine 

which-may extend to two hundred rupees, or with both. 21 

20. Section 66. 
21. SeCtion 79(2). 



"The framework provided by the Indian Forest Act of 1927 continues to guide the 

forest bureaucracy to this day. This has meant that shifts in government policy since 

the colonial period have largely remained on paper". 22 The Act, though designed to get 

maximum revenue out of forest resources, may be utilise for the cause of protection 

and conservation of forests. The division of forests into four categories viz; reserved 

forests, village forests, protected forests, and non-government forests and varying degree 

of accessibility to these forests by .common people is useful to some extent in protection 

and conservation of forest wealth. 
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4.2. The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 · 

The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 has been passed by Parliament for the 

conservation of forests and for matters connected therewith or auxiliary or incidental 

thereto. The Act as amended in 1988 places restrictions on the power of the State 

Government concerning reservation of forests or use of forest land for non-forest 

purposes. The Act extends to the whole oflndia except the state of Jammu and Kashmir. 

4.2.1. Conservation and Role of the Government : 

According to section 2 of the Act, no State Government or other authority can 

make, except with the prior approval of the Central Government, any order directing-

i) that any reserved forest23 or any portion thereof, shall cease to be reserved; 

ii) · that any forest land or any portion thereof may be used for any non-forest 

purpose; 

iii) that any forest land or any portion thereof may be assigned by way oflease 

or otherwise to any private person or any authority, corporation, agency or any other 

organisation not owned, managed or controlled by Government; 

iv) that any forest land or any portion thereof may be cleared oftrees which 

have ~own naturally in that land or portion, for the purpose of using it for reafforestation. 

· "Non-forest purpose" here includes the breaking up or clearing of any forest land 

or portion thereof for the cultivation of tea, coffee, spices, rubber, palms, oil bearing 

22. S. Divan and A. Rosencranz, Environmental Law and Policy in India, 291 (2001). 
23. Within the meaning of the expression "reserved forest in any law for the time being in force in 

that State .. 
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plants, horticultural crops, or medicinal plants. Besides this, breaking up or clearing of 

any forest land or portion thereof for any purpose other than reaffor~station also amounts 

to "non-forest purpose". However, any work relating or ancillary to conservation, 

development and management of forests and wild-life, namely, the establishment of · 

check-posts, frre lines, wireless communications and construction of fencing, bridges, 

. culverts, dams, water wholes, trench marks, boundary marks, pipe lines or other like 

purposes cannot be considered as "non-forest purpose" and therefore can be allowed.24 

Prior approval provided under the FCA [The Forest (Conservation) Act], as 
condition precedent for activities in the forest area has transformed the 
Central Government into a guardian of forest protection. The obvious 
assumption is that the guardian will act only in the interests of safeguarding 
the forest environment and will be ever vigilant pre-empting any assault on 
forest.25 

Whether prior approval is essential when the Government grants licence for 

mining in forest area and whether it is necessary for the renewal oft~e existing licence 

or not? Such questions have come before the courts time and again. InAmbica Quarry 

works v. State of Gujrat, 26 the Supreme Court made it clear that the Act has been· 

passed in order to arrest ecological imbalance which is a consequence of deforestation 

and that renewal of a licence, after the Act came into being, can be made only on getting 

prior permission from the Central Government. The court also held that the power of 

authorities is not coupled with the duty to renew all licences given. This trend has been 

followed by the courts in latter cases also. 

In T. N. Godavarman Thirumulkpad v. Union of India, 27 the Apex Court held 

that term "forest" covers all the statutorily recognised forests, whether designated as 

reserved, protected or otherwise for the purpose of Se.ction 2( 1) of the Act. The court 

further held that the tenn "forest land "will not only include 'forest' but also any area 

recorded as forest in the Government record irrespective of the ownership and the 

provisions of the Act, for conservation of forests and the matters connected there with 

must apply clearly to all forests so understood irrespective of their classification or 

24. Section 2. 
25. P. Leelakrishnan, Environmental Law in India, 20 (1999). 

26. AIR 1987 SC 1073. 
27. AIR 1997 SC 1228. 



ownership. 

Making the point more clear in Samatha v. State of A.P, 28 the court laid down that 

the expression "forest land" does not me.an only reserved forest but should be given 

extended meaning to cover a tract of land covered with trees, shrubs, vegetation and 

undergrowth intermingled with trees and pastures, be it of natural growth or man made 

forestation. "These extended meanings of'forest' and 'forest land' will help to preserve 

forest land from deforestation and maintain ecological balance" .29 

4.2.2. Advisory Committee : 
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The Act also provides for the constitution of the Advisory Committee to advise 

the Government with regard to the grant or approval by the Central Government under 

. Section 2 of the Act or any other matter connected with the conservation of forests 

which may be referred to it by the Central government.30 "The law gives no direction or 

guidelines as to how the advisory committee is to be constituted. In fact, more often 

than not, its advice falls on deaf ears or is turned to the directions . of the Central 

Government who on political pressures may need positive advice" .31 . 

4.2.3. Penalty and Procedure : 

If a person contravenes any· ofthe provisions contained in the Act, he is Hable to 

be punished with simple imprisonment for a period not exceeding fifteen days.32 The 

penal provision is applicable for the authorities and Government Departments as well. 

Where any offence under the Act is committed by any department of Government or 

by any authority, the head of the department or every person who, at the time the offence 

was committed , was directly in charge of, and was responsible to the authority for the 

conduct of the business of the authority as well as the authority, shall be deemed to be 

guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly. 

But if such person proves that the offence was committed without his knowledge or 

that he exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence, he cannot 

28. AIR 1997 SC 3297. 
29. A.K. Tiwari, "Forest Conservation and the law", AIR Jour. 121, 124 (200 1 ). 

30. Section 3. 
31. Supra note 25 at 26. 

32. Section 3A. 



be held liable to any punishment. 33 

Where an offence punishable under the Act has been committed by a Govemnient 

department or any authority as mentioned above and it is proved that the offence has 
' 

been committed with the consent or connivance of, or is attributable to any neglect on 

the part of any officer other than the heads of the department or in the case of an 

. authority, any person other than persons referred to in section 3-B( 1 )(b), such officer 

or persons shall also be deemed to be guilty of that offence and shall be liable to be 

proceeded against and punished accordingly. 34 

For carrying out the provisions of the Act the central Government may, by 

notification in the official Gazette make rules.35 lt may me submitted, however, that the 

centralised policing regime under the 1980 Act undermines the 1988 policy to 

encourage local participation in forest management. The enactment nevertheless seems 

to be an effective measure for conservation of existing forests .. 

4.3. The Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 : 
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The wild life Act is a comprehensive legislation relating to the problem of wild 

life in India. The Act with a view to ensuring the ecological and environmental security, 

provides the statutory framework for protecting wild animals, birds, plants and their 

habitats. Since, prior to 1976, the entry "Protection of wild animals and birds" was in 

the State list of the Constitution,36 the Wildlife Act was enac~ed by Parliament with the 

help of power given under Article 252. Eleven State legislatures, including legisl~tures 

of the States of Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Gujrat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya 

Pradesh, Manipur, Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal passed the required 

resoh.ition. In 1976, however, the subject "Protection of wild animals and birds" was 

transferred from the State List to the Concurrent List37 by the Constitution ( 42nd 

Amendment) Act, therefore, presently both Parliament as well as St~te legislatures 

have concurrent power to legislate on protection of wild life. The Wild life (Protection) 

Amendment Act, 1991 has extended the operation of the Wild life Act to the whole of 

3 3. Section 3B(l ). 
34. Section 3B(2). 
35. Section4. 
36. Entry20. 
37. Entry 17-B. 



India, except Jammu and Kashmir. Recently the Act has been overhauled·by the Wild 

Life (Protection) Amendment Act, 2002. 

Section 2 ofthe Wild Life Act defines certain terms used in the Act. The meaning 

of the term 'animal' given under the Act is inclusive as section 2( 1) provides that "animal" 

includes mammals, birds, reptiles, ambhibians, fish, others chordates and invertebrates 

and also their young and eggs. Thus not only the live animals and their infants but even 

their eggs have been included in the definition ofthe term 'animal'. 

"Hunting", with its grammatical variations and cognate expressions, includes- · 

, a) capturing, killing, poisoning, snaring and trapping of any wild animal and 

every attempt to do so, 

b) driving any wild animal for any of the purposes specified. in sub-clause (a) 
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c) injuring or destroying or taking any part ofthe body of any such animal or, 

in the cases of wild birds or reptiles, damaging the eggs of such birds or reptiles or 

disturbing the eggs or nests of such birds or reptiles.38 The Act, therefore, considers 

even the attempt to capture or kill any wild animal or disturbing the eggs or nests of 

such birds or reptiles, as hunting. 

"Wild life", according to the Act, includes any animal, aquatic or land vegetation 

which forms part of any habitat.39 

"Trophy" means the whole or part of any captive animal or wild animal, other than 

vermin, whi~h has been kept or preserved by any means, whether artificial or natural, 

and includes-

a) rugs, skins and specimen of such animal mounted in whole or in part through 

a process of taxidermy, and 

b) antler hom, rhinoceros hom, hair, feather, nail, tooth, mask, eggs and nests. 40 

4.3.1. Authorities under the Act : 

The Wild Life Act provides for the appointment of various authorities and officers 

38. Section2(16). 
39. Section 2(37). 
40. Section2(31). 



for implementation of the provisions ofthe Act. The Central Government may appoint 

a D~rector of Wild Life Preservation; and such other officers and employees as may be 

necessary for the purpose of the Act.41 

The State Government has got the power to appoint a Chief Wild Warden; Wild 

Life Wardens; one Honorary Wild life Warden and such other officers and employees 

as may be necessary for the purpose ofthe Act.~2 

4.3.1.1. National Board for Wild Life : 
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According to section 5-A of the-Wild Life Act the Central Government is required, 

within three months from the date of commencement of the Wild Life (Protection) 

Amendment Act, 2002, to constitute the National Board for Wild Life consisting of 

the Prime Minister as Chairperson and the Minister in charge ofForests and wild life 

as Vice-Chairperson. Other members of the Board are as follows-

three Members of Parliament (two from the Lok Sabha and one from the 

Rajya Sabha). 

Member, Planning Commission in charge ofF orests and Wild life; 

five persons representing non .. governmental organisations; 

ten persons from amongst _eminent conservationists, ecologists and 

environmentalists; 
• the Secretary to the Government of India in charge of the Ministry of 

Department of the Central Government dealing with forests and wild life; 

the Chief of the Army staff; 

the Secretary to the Government of India in charge of the Ministry of 

Defence; 

the Secretary to the Government of India in charge of the· Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting; 

the Secretary to the Government of India in charge of the Department of 

Expenditure, Ministry ofFinance; 

the Secretary to the Government oflndia, Ministry of Tribal Welfare; 

the Director General of Forests in the Ministry or Department of the Central 

41. Section 3. 
42. Section4. 
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Government dealing with forests and wild life; 

the Director General of Tourism, Government oflndia; 

the Director General, Indian Council for Forestry Research and Education, 

Dehradun; 

the Director, Wild Life Institute oflndia, Dehradun; 

the Director, Zoological Survey oflndia; 

the Director, Botanical Survey oflndia; 

the Director, Indian Veterinary Research Institute; 

the Member Secretary, Central Zoological Authority; 

one representative each from ten states and Unio:n territories by rotation; 

the Director of wild life preservation who shall be the Member-Secretary . 

of the National Board. 
.. 

The National Board, as evident from the afore said list of the members, consists 

of people from diverse field and therefore, the Board will have the advantage of taking 

decision after discussing ideas from different field of expertise but at the same time 
'· 

the Board may face difficulties owing to its mammoth size. It is submitted, therefore, 

that the Board should consists of only 10 to 15 members so that it may. reach to a 

definite conclusion and promote the conservation and development of wild life and 

forests. 

The .Wild Life Act, recognises the importance of more focussed attention, by 

making provision for constitution of standing committee, committees, sub-committees 

or study groups by the National Board for proper discharge of the functions assigned 

to it.43 

The job of the National Board, according to section 5-C, is to promote the 

conservation and development of wild life and forests by such measures as it thinks fit. 

The measures may provide for-

framing policies and advising the Central Government and the State 

Governments on the ways and means of promoting wild life conservation and effectively 

controlling poaching and illegal trade of wild life and its products; 

43. Section 5-B. 
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making recommendations on the setting up of and management of national 

parks, sanctuaries and other protected areas and on matters relating to restriction of 

activities in those areas; 

carrying out or causing to be carried out impact assessment of various 

projects and activities on wild life or its habitat; 

reviewing from time to time, the progress in the field of wild life 

conservation in the country and suggesting measures for improvement thereto; and 

preparing and publishing a status report at least once in two years on wild 

life in the country. 

4.3.1.2. State Board for Wild Life 

Section 6 of the Act provides for the Constitution of'State Board for Wild Life' 

by the State Government within six months from the date of commencement of the 

Wild Life (Protection) Amendment Act, 2002. The State Board consists of the following 

members, namely-

the Chief Minister of the State and in case of the Union territory, either 

Chief Minister or Administrator, as the case may be- Chairperson; 

the Minister in-charge afForests and Wild Life- Vice-Chairperson; 

three members of the State Legislature or in the case of a Union territory 

with Legislature, two members ofthe Legislative Assembly of the Union territory; 

· three persons to represent non-governmental organisations dealing with wild 

life to be nominated by the State Government; 

ten persons to be nominated by the State Government from amongst eminent 

conservationists, ecologists and environmentalists including at least two representatives 

of the Scheduled Tribes; 

the Secretary to the State Government or the Government of the Union 

territory, as the case may be, in-charge of Forests and Wild Life; 

the Officer in-charge ofthe State Forest Department; 

General; 

the Secretary to the State Government, Department of Tribal Welfare; 

the Managing Director, State Tourism Development Corporation; 

an officer of the State Police Department not below the rank of Inspector 
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arep.resentative ofthe Armed Forces not below the rank.ofaBrigadierto. 

be nominated by the Central Government; 

the Director, Department of Animal Husbandry ofthe State; 

the Director, Department of Fisheries of the State; 

an officer to be nominated by the Director, Wild Life Preservation; 

a representative of the Wild Life Institute oflndia, Dehradun; 

a representative of the Botanical Survey oflndia; 

a representative ofthe Zoological Survey oflndia; 

·the Chief Wild Life Warden, who shall be the Member-Secretary~ 

It is duty of the State Board for wild life to advise the State Government-

a) in the selection and managementofareas to be declared as protected area8; 

b) in formulation of the policy for protection and conservation of the wild life 

· and specified plants; 

c) in any matter relating to amendment of any schedule; 

cc) in relation to the measures tobe taken for harmonising the needs of the 

tribals and other dwellers of the forest with the protection and conservation of wild 

life; and 

d) in any other matter connected with protection and conservation of wild life 

which may be referred to it by the State Govemment.44 

4.3.1.3. Central Zoo Authority : 

The Wild Life Act empowers the Central Government to constitute the Central 

Zoo Authority consisting of chairperson; such number of members riot exceeding ten; 

and member secretary.45 The Central Zoo Authority has been entrusted to perform the 

following functions, namely, to-

a) specify the minimum standard for housing, upkeep and veterinary care of 

the animals kept in the zoo; 

b) evaluate and assess the functioning of the zoos with respect to the standard 

or the norms as may be prescribed; 

44. Section 8. 
45. Section 38A. 



c) recognise or derecognise zoos; 

d) identifY endangered species of wild animals for purposes of captive breeding 

and assigning responsibility in this regard to a zoo; 

e) co-ordinate the acquisition, exchange and loaning of animals for breeding 

purposes; 

f) ensure maintenance of stud-books of endangered species of wild animals 

bred in captivity; 

g) identify priorities and themes with regard to display of captive animals in a 

zoo; 

h) co-ordinate training of zoo personnel in India and outside India; 

i) co-ordinate research in captive breeding and educational programmes for 

the purpose of zoos; 

j) provide technical and other assistance to zoos for their proper management 

and development on scientific lines; 

k) perform such other functions as may be necessary to carry out the purposes 

of this Act with regard to zoos.46 
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The Central Zoo Authority is required to prepare its annual report, giving a full 

account of its activities during the previous financial year and forward a copy thereof 

to the Central Government.47 It is necessary to obtain the prior approval of the Authority 

for establishment of a zoo.48 Moreover, no zoo can acquire, sell or transfer any wild 

animal or captive animal specified in Schedules I and II except with the previous 

permission of the Authority.49 

4.3.2. Hunting of Wild Animals 

Hunting of wild animals as specified in schedules I, II, III and IV of the Act has 

been prohibited by section 9 ofthe Act. However, hunting of wild animals is allowed 

under following circumstances : 

i) If the Chief Wild Warden is satisfied that any wild animal specified in 

46. Section 38C. 
47. Section38F. 
48. Section 38H (I-A). 
49. Section 38-I. 



schedule-I has become dangerous to human life or to property or so disabled or diseased 

as to be beyond recovery, and such animal cannot be captured, tranquilised or 

translocated; 

ii) If the Chief Wild Life Warden or authorised officer is satisfied that any 

wild animals specified in Schedule-Il, Schedule-III or Schedule-IV has become 

dangerous to human life or to property or so disabled or diseased as to be beyond 

recovery; 
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The killing or wounding in good faith of any wild animal in defence of oneself or 

of any other person is not an offence according to section 11 of the Act. 

The Chief Wild Life Warden may grant permit to any person, on payment to hunt 

any wild animal for the purpose of-

a) education; 

b) scientific research; 

bb) scientific management, i.e. translocation of any wild animal to an alternative 

suitable habitat; or population management of wild life without killing or poisoning or 

destroying any wild animals; 

c)' collection for specimen for recognised zoos or for museums and similar 

institutions; 

d) derivation, collection or preparation of snake-venom for the manufacture 

of life-saving drugs.50 

4.3.3. Protection of Specified Plants 

The Act has extended its protection to the specified plants as well by an amendment 

brought in 1991' after this no person is allowed to willfully pick, uproot, damage, 

destroy, acquire or collect any specified plant from any forest land and any area specified 

by the Central Govel111Ilent. Similarly, no one can possess, sell, offer for sale or transfer 

by way of gift or otherwise, or transport any specified plant, whether alive or dead, or 

part or derivative thereof. Members of scheduled tribe, however, are allowed for picking, 

collecting or possessing in the district he resides any specified plant or part or derivative 

thereof for his bonafide personal use. 51 

50. Section 12. 
51. Section 17A. 



The Chief Wild Life Warden may, with the permission of the State Government, 

grant a permit to any person to pick, uproot, acquire or collect from a forest land or the 

area specified under section 17-A of the Act or transport any specified plant for the 

purpose of-

a) education; 

b) scientific research; 

c) collection, preservation and display in a herbarium of any scientific 

institution; or 

d) propagation by a person or an institution approved by the Central Government 

in this regard. 51 
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The Act prohibits the cultivation of a specified plant except under and in accordance 

with a licence granted by the Chief Wild Life Warden or any other officer authorised 

by the State Government in ths behalf. 53 Similarly, section 17-D of the Act prohibits 

dealing in specified plants without licence. 54 No person is allowed to purchase, receive 

or acquire any specified plant or part or derivative thereof otherwise than from a licensed 

dealer.55 

4.3.4. Protected Areas : 

The Wild Life Act envisages establishment of three kinds of protected habitats 

for wild life, namely, sanctuaries, national parks and closed areas. The State Government 

may declare any area of adequate ecol~gical, faunal, floral, geomorphological, natural 

or zoological significance a sanctuary or a national park. By declaration of closed area, 

the State Government may prohibit hunting in such area for the specified period. 56 

If the State Government considers that an area is of adequate ecological, faunal; 

floral, geomorphological, natural or zoological significance, it may declare its intention 

by notification to constitute such area as a sanctuary for the purpose of protecting, 

propagating or developing wild life or its environment. 57 After disposal of all claims 

52. Section 17B. 
53. Section 17C. 
54. Section 17D. 
55. Section 17G. 
56. Section37. 
57. Sectionl8. 
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made in relation to any land in an area intended to be declared as a sanctuary, according 

to the procedure given in the Act, the State Government may by notification declare 
' 

the said area as sanctuary. 58 · 

Section 27( 1) of the Act prescribes restriction on entry in a sanctuary. No persons 

other than-

(a) a public servant on duty; 

(b) a person who has been permitted by the Chief Wild life Warden or the 

authorised officer to reside within the limits of the sanctuary; 

(c) a person who has any right over property within the limits of the sanctuary; 

(d) a person passing through the sanctuary along a public highway; and 

(c) the dependants ofthe person referred to in clause (a), (b) or (c), can enter 

or reside in the sanctuary. 

Every person residing in the sanctuary is bound-

(a) to prevent tb.e commission, in the sanctuary, of an offence against the Act; 

(b) to help in discovering and asserting the offender; 

(c) to report the death of any wild animal and to safeguard its remains until.the 

Chief Wild life Warden or the authorised officer takes charge thereof; 

(d) to extinguish any fire in such sanctuary of which he has knowledge or 

information and to prevent from spreading; and 

(e) to assist any Forest Officer, Chief Wild life Warden, Wild life Warden or 

Police Officer demanding his aid for preventing the commission of any offence against 

the Act or in the investigation of any such offence. 59 

No person is allowed to tease or molest any wild animal or litter the ground of 

sanctuary.60 The chief Wild life Warden may allow, as per section 28, a person to enter 

or reside in a sanctuary for investigation or study of wild life; photography, scientific 

research; tourism or transaction of business with any person residing in the sanctuary. 

The Act prohibits destruction, exploitation or removal of any wild life from a sanctuary. 

No person can destroy exploit or remove any wild life including forest produce from a 

58. Section26(A). 
59. Section27(2). 
60. Section27(4). 



sanctuary except under and in accordance with a permit granted by the Chief Wild Life 

Warden. The Chief Wild Life Warden can grant such permit only where the State 

Government is satisfied after consulting the Board that such removal of wild life from 

the sanctuary is necessary for the improvement and better management of wild life 

therein.61 

· In order to secure the safety of sanctuary and wild life the Act has prohibited 

causing fire in sanctuary.62 Entry into sanctuary with weapon; except with the permission 

of Chief Wild life Warden, is also prohibited.63 No person is allowed to use chemicals, 

. explosives or any other substances which may cause injury to or endanger any wild life 

in a sanctuary.64 
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The over all responsibility to control, manage and maintain all sanctuaries is of 

the Chief Wild life Warden, for this purpose he may, carry out necessary construction 

works, take steps to ensure security of wild animals and sanctuary, take measures for 

the improvement of any habitat of wild life and may regulate, control or prohibit the 

grazing or movement of live-stock. 65 He can also take steps for immunisation measures 

against communicable disease. 66 

Whenever it appears to the State Government that an area by reason of its 

ecological, faunal, floral, geomorpholigical or zoological association or importance, 

needed to be constituted as a National Park for the purpose of protecting or developing 

wild life therein or its environment, the State Government may by notification declare 

its intention to constitute such area as a National Park.67 After disposing all claims in 

relation to any land in an area included to be declared as National Park the State 

Government can declare the specified area as a National Park.68 

The procedure prescribed for declaration of an area as a national park is the same 

61. Section29. 
62. Section 30. 
63. Section 31. 
64. Section 32. 
65. Section 33. 
66. Section 33A. 
67. Section 3 5 (1 ). 
68. Section35 (4). 



except certain minor differences. Sections 18 to 26-A of the Act lay down file procedure 

for the purpose of constituting a sanctuary· while section 3 5(3) States that sections 19 

to 26-A except section 24(2) (c) shall, mutatis mutandis apply in respect of national 

parks as well. 

In respect of a sanctuary the process is initiated by the State Government 
issuing a notification that straight away declares an area as a sanctuary. 
Whereas, in the case of a national park the State Government issues a 
notification only declaring its intention to constitute an area as a national 
park. As a result of this difference, an area is constituted into a sanctuary 
immediately on being so declared by the State Government, while a nation 
park does not technically come into existence until the subsequent 
formalities are completed.69 
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Once the above mentioned notifications are issued, the remaining procedure is entirely 

the same in respect of both sanctuaries and national parks. Sub-section 7 of section 3 5 

prohibits grazing of any life-stock in a National Park and also entry oflive-stock in a 

National Park except where such live-stock is used as a vehicle by a person authorised 

to enter such National Park. The Act also confers power on central govei.nment to 

constitute sanctuaries and national parks in areas leased or transferred to the ' Central 

Government by the State Government.70 

4.3.5. Trade in Wild Animals : 

The Wild life Act declares that every wild animal other than vermin, which is 

hunted or kept or bred in captivity or found dead to killed by mistake, shall be the 

property ofthe State Government. Similarly, animal article, trophy or uncured trophy, 

meat derived from any wild animal, ivory imported to India, article made from such 

ivory, vehicle, vessel~ weapon, trap or tool that has been used for committing an offence 

and has been seized shall be the property of the State Government. _Where any of the 

aforesaid is found in a sanctuary or a National Park declared by the Central Government, 

it shall be property of the Central Government.71 
, 

The Act has made a provision for declaration by existing holder of captive animal 

69. Nandan Nelivigi, "Bioqiversity Wild Life and Protected Area Management in India: A people 
Centred Approach," 37 JILl, 145,150 (1995). 

70. Section 38. 
71. Section 39. 
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specified in Schedule-I or part II of Schedule-II, or animal article, trophy or any 

uncured trophy derived from such animal, skins of such animal or musk of a musk 

deer or the horn of a rhinoceros, within thirty days from the commencement of the 

Act. Further, no person is. allowed to acquire, receive, keep, transfer or transport 

such animal, skins of such animal or the musk of musk deer or the hom of a 

.rhinoceros, except with the previous permission of the Chief Wild life Wardens or 

the authorised officer. 72 The certificate of ownership may be issued to the. person 

having lawful possession of any wild animal article; trophy, uncured trophy by the 

ChiefWild life Warden after inquiry and preparation of inventories.73 No person 

having in his possession captive animal, animal article, trophy or uncured trophy in 

respect of which he has a certificate of ownership shall transfer by way of sale or 

any other mode of consideration of commercial nature, such animal or article or · 

trophy or uncured trophy. 74 

Dealings in trophy and animal articles without licence have been prohibited by 

section 44 of the Wild life Act. According to this section a person without valid licence 

ca'nnot-

(a) commence or carry on the business as a manufacturer of or dealer in, any 

animal article; or a taxidermist; or a dealer in trophy or uncured trophy; or a dealer in 

captive animals; or a dealer in meat; or 

(b) cook or serve meat in any eating house; 

(c) derive, collect or prepare, or deal in,· snake venom. 

The Act permits the purchase of captive animal; etc., from a dealer or from a 

person authorized to sell or otherwise transfer the same under the Act. 75 

Chapter V-A ofthe Act consists of sections 49-A- 49-C and prohibits the trade 

or commerce in captive animals, trophies, animal articles, etc., meat derived from any 

scheduled animal and import of ivory in India or an article made from such ivory and 

cooking or serving meat derived from scheduled animals. 

72. Section 40. 
73. Section42. 
74. Section43. 
75. Section49. 
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4.3.6. Prevention and Detection of Offences : 

Notwithstanding any other law in force, the Act confers power of entry, search, 

arrest and detention on the Director or any other officer authorised by him or the Chief 

Wildlife Warden or officer authorised by him or any Police Officer not below the rank 

of Sub-inspector. Any officer not below the rank of Assistant Director of Wild life 

·Preservation or Wild life Warden has the power, for purposes of making investigation 

into any offence against any provision ofthis Act, -

(a) to issue a search warrant; 

(b) to enforce the attendance ofwitnesses; 

(c) to compel the discovery and production of documents and material objects; 

and 

(d) to receive and record evidence. 

Any evidence recorded as aforesaid, shall be admissible in any subsequent trial 

before a Magistrate provided that it has been taken in the presence of the accused 

person.76 

"A cursory study of the penalties provided under the Act reveals that 'no fault 

liability' has been introduced and 'mens rea' is not required to be proved to punish a 

person" .77 Section 51 of the Act prescribes penalties as follows-

Any person who contravenes any provision of the Act except chapter V-A and 3 8-

J or any rule or order made thereunder or who commits a breach of any of the· conditions 

of any licence or pennit granted under the Act, shall be guilty of an offence under the 

Act, and shall, on conviction, be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may 

extend to three years or with fine which may extend to twenty-five thousand rupees, or 

with both: 

Provided that where the offence committed is in relation to any animal specified 

in Schedule-I or Part U of Schedule-II, ·or meat of ~my such animal or animal article, 

trophy or uncured trophy derived from such animal or where offence relates to hunting 

in a Sanctuary or a National Park altering the boundaries of a Sanctuary or a National 

76. Section 50. 
77. S.C. Shastri, Environmental Law in India, 271 (2002). 
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Park, such offence shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which shall not be 

less than three years but may extend to seven years and also with fine which shall not be 

less than ten thousand rupees. 

Provided further that in the case of a second or subsequent offence of the nature 

mentioned in this sub-section the term of imprisonment shall not be less than three 

·years but may extend to seven years and also with fine which shall not be less than 

twenty-five thousand rupees. 

Any person who contravenes any provision of Chapter V-A shall be punishable 

with imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than three years but which may 

extend to seven years and also with fine which shall not be less than ten thousand rupees. 

Any person who contravenes the provisions of section 38J shall be punishable 

with imprisonment for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may 

extend to two thousand rupees, or with both. Provided that in case of a second or 
' subsequent offences, the term of imprisonment may extend to one year or with fine 

which may extend to five thousand rupees. 

When any person is convicted of an offence against the Act, in addition to the 

above mentioned punishment, the animal, animal article, trophy or meat etc. and the 

tool, trap, vehicle, vessel or weapon issued in the commission of the offences shall be 

forfeited by the State Government; and licence or permit for hunting, etc. and Arnis 

licence shall also be cancelled. 

The attempt or abetment to commit the offence have been treated at par with 

actual commission of such offence under the Act. Therefore, any attempts or abetment 

to contravene the provision of this Act shall be deemed to be contravention of the 

provision of the Act.78 

If any person, exercising powers under the Act, vexatiously and unnecessarily 

seizes the property of any other person, he shall be punishable with imprisonment for 

a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to five hundred 

rupees, or with both.79 

78. Section 52~ 
79. Section 53. 
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Section 54 of the Act makes provision for compounding the offence on payment · 

of money or/and value of the offence committed is such for which no minimum period 

ofimprisonment has been prescribed under Act. 

No court shall take cognizance of any offence against th~s Act except on the 

complaint of any person other than-

(a) the Director of Wild life Preservation or any other officer authorised in 

this behalfby the Central Government; or 

(aa) the Member-Secretary, Central Zoo Authority in matters relating to violation 

ofthe provisions of Chapter IV -A; or 

(b) the ChiefWild life Warden, or any other officer authorised in this behalf by 

the State Government subject to such conditions as may be specified by that 

Government; or 

(bb) the officer-in-charge of the zoo in respect of violation of provisions of 

section 3 8-J; or 

(c) any person who has given notice of not less than sixty days, in the manner 

prescribed, of the alleged offence and of his intention to make a complaint to the Central 

Government or the State Government or the officer authorised as aforesaid.80 

The Act does not bar the operation of other laws provided that no person shall be 

punished twice for the same offence.81 Thus, "the higher punishment provided under 

any other law can be awarded to the offender for an offence under this Act and 

simultaneously under any other law,ifhe is prosecuted under the other law" .81 

Where a company has committed an offence, every person who, at the time the 

offence was committed, was in charge of, and was responsible to the company for the 

conduct ofthe business of the company as well as the company, shall be deemed to be 

guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punishe9 accordingly. 

If such person proves that the offence was committed without his knowledge or that he 

exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence, he is not liable 

to be punished under the Act. When it is proved that the offence has been committed 

80. Section 55. 

81. Section 56. 
82. Supra note 77 at 274. 
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with the consent o~,e6'~nivance of, or is attributable t{) any neglect ~n the part of, any 

director, man~.ef: secretary or other officer of the company, such director, manager, 

secretag.:of-~ther officer shall also be deemed to be guilty of that offence and shall be 

~be proceeded against and punished accordingly." 

The Act authorises both Central Govemment84 and State Govemment85 t.o make 

·rules on different matters for carrying out the provisions ofthe Act. The amending Act 

of2002 has inserted chapter VI -A into the Wild Life Act. The Chapter provides for the 

forfeiture of property derived from illegal hunting and trade. 
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It may be submitted that the Wild Life Act is a comprehensive enactment and 

provides for National and State Boards for wild life, regulations for hunting wild animals 

and birds, protection of specified plants, protected areas, Central Zoo Authority, 

regulations for trade in wild animals, animal articles and trophies, and judicially imposed 

penalties for violating the Act. The Parliament has tried to make the enactment more 

effective by making necessary amendments in the Act from time to time. The latest 

amendment of2002 has brought some new features into the Act which are capable of 

making the Wild Life Act more effective and purposeful. · 

4.4. The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 : 

India is a reach country in terms of biological diversity and traditional and 

contemporary knowledge system relating thereto, therefore, it is important that it must 

protect and conserve it's biological diversity. This responsibility has grown even more 

after India became party to the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity 

signed at Rio de Janeiro in 1992. The convention reaffirms the sovereign rights of the 

states over their biological resources. To give effect to the aforesaid convention the 

Parliament passed the Biological Diversity Act. 

The main obj~ctives of the Act are to provide for conservation of biological . 

diversity, sustainable use of its components and fair and equitable sharing pfthe benefits 

arising out of the use of biological resources, knowledge and connected matters. The 

Biological Diversity Act consists of 65 sections divided into twelve chapters. 

83. Section 58. 
84. Section63. 

85. Section 64. 



The Act defines 'biological diversity' as "the variability among living organisms 

from all sources and the ecological complexes of which they are part, and includes 

diversity within species or between species and of eco-systems" .86 Under the Act 

'biological resources' means plants, animals and micro-organisms or parts thereof, their 

genetic material and by-products (excluding value added products) with actual or 

. potential use or value but does not include human genetic material". 87 

4.4.1. Regulation of Access to Biological Diversity : 
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The Act prohibits certain persons to obtain without previo~s approval of the 

National Biodiversity Authority, any biological resources occurring in In4ia or. 

knowledge associated thereto for research or for commercial utilization or for bio

survey and bio-utilization. Such person includes non citizens; non resident Indian; a 

body corporate, association or organization not incorporated or registered in India; or 

incorporated or registered in India having non-Indian participation in its share capital 

or management. 88 The transfer of the results to aforesaid persons of any research relating 

to any biological resources occurring in, or obtained from, India without the previous 

approval of the National Biodiversity Authority has also been prohibited by the Act.89 

The above mentioned prohibitions, however, ~e not applicable to collaborative research 
' . projects involving transfer or exchange ofbiological resources or information relating 

thereto.90 

Section 6 of the Act makes clear that no person can apply for any intellectual 

property right, in or outside India for any invention based on any research or information 

on a biological resource obtained from India without obtaining the previous approval 

of the National Biodiversity Authority. The application for such permission is required 

to be disposed of by the National Biodiversity Authority within ninety d'ays from. the 

date of receipt thereof. The National Biodiversity AuthoritY may impose benefit sharing 

fee or royalty or both or impose conditions including the sharing of financial benefits 

arising out of the commercial utilization of such rights, 

86. Section 2 (b). 

87. Section 2 (c). 

88. Section 3. 
89. Section4. 
90. Section 5. 



A citizen of India or a body corporate, association or organization registered in 

India may obtain any biological resource for commercial utilization, or bio-survey and 

bio-utilization only after giving prior intimation to the State Biodiversity Board 

concerned, however, the local people and communities of the area including growers 

and cultivators of biodiversity, and vaids and hakims, who have been practising 

. indigenous medicine are exempt from this requirement. 91 

4.4.2. National Biodiversity Authority : 
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The Act provides for the establishment ofthe National Biodiversity Authority by 

the Central Government. Chennai has been made the head office of the National 

Biodiversity Authority. The Authority being a body coq)orate is capable of having 

perpetual succession and a common seal with power to acquire, hold and dispose of 

property and to contract. It can sue and be sued by the aforesaid name. The composition 

of the Authority is as follows -

(a) a chairperson, an eminent person having knowledge andexperience·in the 

conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity and in matters relating to 

equitable sharing ofbenefits; 

(b) three ex official members, one representing the Ministry dealing with Tribal 

Affairs and two representing the Ministry dealing with Environment and Forests of 

whom one should be the Additional Director General ofF orests or the Director General 

of Forest~; 

(c) seven ex official members representing respectively the Ministries of the 

Central Government dealing with-

( i) Agricultural Research and Education; 

(ii) Biotechnology; 

(iii) Ocean Development; 

(iv) Agriculture and Cooperation; 

(v) Indian systems ofMedicine and Homoeopathy; 

(vi) Science and Technology; 

(vii) Scientific and Industrial Research; 

(d) five non-official members to be appointed from amongst specialists and 

91. Section 7. 
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scientists having special knowledge of, or experience in, matters relating to conservation 

ofbiological diversity, sustainable use ofbiological resources and equitable sharing of 

benefits arising out of the use of biological resources, representatives of industry, 

conservers, creators and knowledge-holders of biological resources.92 

It is clear, therefore, that the authority consists of representatives of government 

·along with experts and specialists in the field ofbiological diversity but the majority of 

the members, as evident are ex officio members representing various Ministries of the 

Central Government. Here it may be noted that all questions which come before any 
l 

meeting of the National Biodiversity Authority is to be decided by a majority of votes 

of the members present and voting and in the event of equality of votes, the Chairperson 

has a casting vote.93 

There is a provision under the Act for constitution of committees by the National 

Biodiversity Authority for the efficient discharge of its duties and performance of its 

functions under the Act. A committee to deal with agro-biodiversity may. also be 

· constituted by the National Biodiversity Authority.94 Section 18 ofthe Act enumerates 

the functions and powers ofNational Biodiversity Authority as under-

(1) To regulate activities referred to in sections 3, 4 and 6 and by regulations 
· issue guidelines for access to biological resources and for fair and equitable benefit 
sharing. 

(2) It may grant approval for undertaking any activity referred to in section 3, 4 
and6. 

(3) Itmay-
( a) advise the Central Government on matters relating to the conservation 

of biodiversity, sustainable use of its components and equitable sharing of benefits 
arising out of the utilization of biological resources; 

(b) advise the State Governments in the selection of areas of biodiversity 
importance to be notified under sub-section ( 1) of section 3 7 as heritage sites and 
measures for the management of such heritage sites; 

(c) perform such other functions as may be necessary to carry out the 
·provisions of the Act. ' 

( 4) It may, on behalf of the Central Government, take any measures necessary 
to oppose the grant of intellectual property iights in an country outside India on any 
biological resource obtained from India or knowledge associated with such biological 
resource which is derived from India. 

92. Section 8. 
93. Section 12 (4). 
94. Section 13. 
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4.4.3. Approval by the National Biodiversity Authority : 

As explained· earlier, section 3(2) enlists certain categories of persons who are · 

required to take approval of the Na~ional Biodiversity Auth~rity before obtaining any 

biological resource occurring in India or knowledge associated thereto for research or 

for commercial utilization or for bio-survey and bio-utilization. For this purpose, such 

persons are required to make an application along with prescribed fees to the National 

Biodiversity Authority. Similarly, any person who intends to apply for a patent or any 

other form of intellectual property protection in India or outside India, may make an 
i 

application to the National Biodiversity Authority. 

On receipt of an application as referred ab.ove, the National Biodiversity Authority 

may, after making necessary enquiries and consulting an expert committee, grant 

approval subject to regulations made in this behalf and subject to ·such terms and 

conditions as it may deem fit, including the imposition of charges by way of royalty. 

The application may also be rejected by the National Biodiversity Authority by a reasoned 

decision after giving an opportunity of being heard to the person affected. Every approval 

granted in this manner is required to be notified to the public by the National Biodiversity 

Authority.95 

A person who has been granted approval as aforesaid can not transfer any biological 

resource or knowledge associated thereto which is the subject matter of the approval 

except with the permission of the National Biodiversity Authority. Such permission 

may be granted by the National Biodiversity Authority after making necessary enquiries . 

and consulting expert committee. The application may be rejected by a reasoned decision 

of the Biodiversity Authority after providing an opportunity ofbemg heard to the affected 

person. Public notice of every approval is essential under section 20 of the Act. 

While granting approvals under section 19 or section 20 of the Act~ the National 

Biodiversity Authority is required to secure equitable sharing of benefits arising out of 

the use of accessed biological resources, their by-products, innovations and practices 

associated with their.use and applications and knowledge relating thereto in accordance 

with mutually agreed terms and conditions between the person applying for such approval, 

95. Section 19. 



local bodies concerned and the benefit claimers. Such benefit sharing can be given 

effect in all or any ofthe manner mentioned below -

(a) grant of joint ownership of intellectual property rights to the National 

Biodiversity Authority, or where benefit claimers are identified, to such benefit claimers; 

(b) transfer of technology; 

(c) location of production, research and development units in such areas which 

will facilitate better living standards to the benefit claimers; 

(d) association oflndian Scientists, benefit claimers and the local people with 

research and development in biological resources and bio-survey and bio-utilization; 

(e) setting up of venture capital fund for aiding the cause of benefit claimers; 

(f) payment of monetary compensation and non-monetary benefits to the benefit 

claimers as the National Biodiversity Authority may deem fit. 
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The amount of money received by way of benefit sharing may be directed to be 

deposited in the National Biodiversity Fund by the National Biodiversity Authority. 

Provided, however, where biological resource or knowledge was a result of access 

from specific individual or group of individuals or organizations, the National 

Biodiversity Authority may direct that the amount be paid directly to such individual or 

group of individuals or organizations in accordance with the terms of any agreement 

and in such manner as it deems fit.96 

4.4.4. State Biodiversity Board 

The State Biodiversity Board can be established by the State Governments of the 

respective states. There is no provision of a separate Board for the Union territories 

under the Act, the Act, however, authorises the National Biodiversity Authority to 

exercise the powers and perform the functions of a State Biodiversity Board for the 

union territories. The composition of the StateBiodiversity Board is as follows-

(a) a Chairperson, an eminent person having knowledge and experience in the 
con::!ervation and sustainable use of biological diversity and in matters relating to 
equitable sharing ofbenefits; 

(b) not more than five ex-officio members representing the concerned 

Departments ofthe State Government; 
(c) not more than five members to be appointed from amongst experts in matters 

96. Section 21. 



relating to conservation ofbiologic.al diversity, sustainable use of biological resources 
and equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the use of biological resources.97 

Section 23 of the Biological Diversity Act enumerates the functions of the State 

Biodiversity Board as under-

(a) to advise the State Government, subject to any guidelines issued by the 
Central Government, on matters relating to the conservation ofbiodiversity, sustainable 
use of its components and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out ofthe utilization 
of biological resources; . · · 

(b) to regulate by granting of approvals or otherwise requests for commercial 
utilization or bio-survey and bio-utilization of any biological resource by Indians; 

(c) to perform such other functions as may be necessary to carry out the 
provisions of the Act or as may be prescribed by the State Government. 
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The Act enables the State Biodiversity Board to restrict certain activities. Any 

citizen of India or a body corporate, organization or association registered in India 

intending to obtain any biological resource for commercial utilization, or bio-survey 

and bio-utilization for commercial utilization, is required to give prior intimation to 

the State Biodiversity Board. The State Biodiversity Board may prohibit or restrict any 

such activity if it is of opinion that such activity is detrimental or contrary to. the 

objectives of conservationand sustainable use of biodiversity or equitable sharing of 

benefits arising out of such activity.98 

4.4.5. Biodiversity Funds : 

The Act makes provisions for the establishment of National, State and local 

biodiversity funds. Section 27 of the Act provides for the constitution of a National 

Biodiversity Fund. The fund can be credited to-

(a) any grants and loans made to the National Biodivet~ity Authority under 

section 26; 

(b) all charges and royalties received by the National Biodiversity Authority 

under this Act; and 

(c) all sums received by the National Biodiversity Authority from such other 

sources as may be decided upon by the Central Government. 

The National Biodiversity Fund can be applied for-

97. Section 22. 
98. Section 24. · 
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(a) channelling benefits to the benefit claimers; 

(b) conservation and promotion of biological resources and development of 

areas from where such biological resources or knowledge associated thereto 

has been accessed; 

(c) socio - economic development of areas referred to m clause (b) m 

consultation with the local bodies concerned: 

Section 32 of the Act provides for the constitution ofthe State Biodiversity Fund. 

The fund can be credited to -

(a) any grants and loans made to the State Biodiversity Board under section 31; 

(b) any grants or loan made by the National Biodiversity Authority; 

(c) all sums received by the State Biodiversity Board from such other sources 

as may be decided upon by the State Government. 

The State Biodiversity Fund can be applied for-

(a) the management and conservation of heritage sites; 

(b) compensating or rehabilitating any section of the people economically 

affected by notification under sub-section ( 1) of section 3 7; 

(c) conservation and promotion ofbiological resources; 

(d) socio-economic development of areas from where such biological resources 

or knowledge associated thereto has been accessed subject to any order 

made under section 24, in consultation with the local bodies concerned; 

(e) meeting the expenses incurred for the purposes authorized by the Act. 

Section 43 oftheBiological Diversity Act constitutes local biodiversity fund at 

every area notified by the State Government where any institution of self-government 

is functioning. The local biodiversity fund can be credited to -

(a) any grants and loan made by the State Government for being utilized for the 

purposes of the Act under section 42 of the Act; 

(b) any grants or loans made by the National Biodiversity Authority; 

(c) any grants or loans made by the State Biodiversity Boards; 

(d) fees received by the Biodiversity Management Committees; 

(e) all sums received by the Local Biodiversity Fund from such other sources 

as may be decided upon by the State Government. 
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The Local Biodiversity Fund can be used for conservation and promotion of 

biodiversity in the areas falling within the jurisdiction of the concerned local body and 

for the benefit of the community in so far such use is consistent with conservation of 

biodiversity. Apart from this the State Government can prescribe the manner in which 

the fund is to managed, kept and utilize.99 

·4.4.6. Duties of the Central and the State Governments 

The Biological Diversity Act imposes certain duties on both, the Central and the 

State Governments. The Central Government has been entrusted to develop national 

strategies, plans, programmes for the conservation and promotion and sustainable use 

of biological diversity including measures for identification and monitoring of area 

rich in biological resources, promotion of in situ, and ex situ, conservation ofbiological 

resources, incentives for research, training and public education to increase awareness 

with respect to biodiversity. The Central Government is empowered under the Act to 

issue directives, where it believes that any biological diversity rich area is being 

threatened, to the concerned State Government to take immediate ameliorative measures, 

offering such State Government any technical and other assistance required. The Central 

Government can integrate the conservation, promotion and sustainable use ofbiological 

diversity into relevant sectorial or cross-sectorial plans, programmes and policies. 

The Central Government can undertake following measures -

(i) . wherever necessary, for assessment of environmental impact of the project 

which is likely to have adverse effect on biological diversity, with a view to avoid or 

minimize such effects, and where appropriate, provide for public participation in such 

assessment; 

(ii) to regulate, manage or control the risk associated with the use and release 

ofliving modified organisms resulting from biotechnology likely to have adverse impact 

on the conservation and sustainable use ofbiological diversity and human health. 

It is expected that the Central Government shall endeavour to respect and protect 

the knowledge oflocal people relating to biological diversity. 100 

The Central Government, in consultation with the concerned State Government, 

99. Section 44. 
100. Section 36. 



may notifY any species which is on the verge of extinction or likely to become extinct 

in the near future as a threatened species and prohibit or regulate collection there of 

for any purpose and take appropriate steps to rehabilitate and preserve such species.101 

Another important function assigned to the Central Government by the Act is to 

designate institutions as repositories for different categories of biological resources. 

The repositories are required to keep in safe custody the biological material including 

voucher specimens deposited with them. Any new taxon discovered by any person has 

to be notified to the repositories.102 Central G~vernment also has discretionary power 

to declare that the provisionsofthe Act shall not apply to any items including biological 

resources normally traded as commodities.103 

The Act empowers the State Government to notifY areas ofbiodiversity importance 

as biodiversity heritage sites after consulting the local bodies. It may fame rules for 

the management and conservation of all the heritage sites, in consultation with the 

Central Government. It is responsibility of the State Government to frame schemes 

for compensating or rehabilitating any person or section of people economically affected 

by aforesaid notification.104 'Both, the Central and the State Governments have rule 

making powers for carrying out the purposes ofthe Act. 

4.4. 7. Biodiversity Management Committees : 
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Section 41 of the Act necessitates constitution of a Biodiversity Management 

Committee with the area of every local body for the purpose of promoting conservation, 

sustainable use and documentation of biological diversity including preservation of 

habitats, conservation ofland races, folk varieties and cultivators, domesticated stocks 

and breeds of animals and micro organisms and chronicling of knowledge relating to 

biological diversity. The National Biodiversity Authority and the State Biodiversity 

Boards are required to consult the Biodiversity' Management Committees while taking 

any decision relating to the use ofbiological resources and knowledge associated with 

such resources occurring within the territorial jurisdiction of the Biodiversity 

101. Section38. 
102. Section39. 

103. Section40. 

104. Section37. 
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Management Committee. The Biodiversity Management Committee may levy charges 

by way of collecting fees from any person for accessing or collecting any biological 

resource for commercial purposes from areas f~lling within its jurisdiction. 

4.4.8. Dispute Resolution : 

In case a dispute arises between the National Biodiversity Authority and a State 

Biodiversity Board, an appeal may be preferred to the Central Government within 

prescribed time. Where the dispute is betWeen the State Biodiversity Boards, the Central 

Government can refer the same to the National Biodiversity Authority. For this purpose 

the National Biodiversity Authority has been conferred powers of a civil court for the 

matters mentioned below -

(a) summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person and examining him 

on oath; 

(b) requiring the discovery and production of documents; 

(c) receiving evidence on affidavits; 

(d) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses or documents; 

(e) reviewing its decisions; dismissing an application for default or deciding it 

ex parte; 

(f) setting aside any order of dismissal of any application for default or any 

order passed by it ex parte; 

(g) any other matter which may be prescribed.105 

Section 52 of the Act provides a system of appeal to any person aggrieved by any 

determination of benefit sharing or order of the National Biodiversity Authority or a 

State Biodiversity Board under the Act. The appeal may be preferred to the High Court 

within thirty days from the date of communication to him, of the determination or 

order of the National Biodiversity Authority or the State Biodiversity Board, as the 

case may· be. 

Where the High Court is satisfied that the appellant was prevented by sufficient 

cause from filing the appeal within the said period, it may allow the appeal to be filed 

within a further period not exceeding sixty days. 

105. Section 50. 
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Section 53 of the Act makes it clear that every determination of benefit sharing 

or order made by the National Biodiversity Authority or a State Biodiversity Board 

under the Act or the order made by the High Court in any appeal against any determination 

or order of the National Biodiversity Authority or a State Biodiversity Board shall, on · 

a certificate issued by any officer of the National Biodiversity Authority of a State 

. Biodiversity Board or the Registrar ofthe High Court, as the case may be, be deemed 

to be decree of the civil court and shall be executable in the same manner as a decree of 

that Court. 

4.4.9. Offence and Penalty : 

The Biological Diversity Act prescribes different kind of punishment for different 

offence. A brief description of the offences and the penalties in the tabular form is as 

under 

OFFENCE 

(i) Contravention or abetment for the 
contravention of the provisions of sec
tions 3, 4 or 6 of the Act. 

(ii) Contnwention or attempts to contra
vene or abetments for the contravention 
ofthe provisions of section 7 or any or
der made under section 24(2) of the Act. 

(iii) Contravention of any direction given 
or order made by the Central Government, 
the State Government, the National 
Biodiversity Authority or the State 
Biodiversity Board for which no punish
ment has been, separately provided under 
the Act. 

106. Section 55 (1 ). 
107. Section 55 (2). 

108. Section 56. 

PENALTY 

Imprisonment for a term which may ex
tend to five years, or fine which may ex
tend to ten lakh rupees and where the 
damaged caused exceeds ten lakh rupees 
such fine may commensurate with the 
damage caused, or with both.106 

Imprisonment for a term which may ex
tend to three years, or fine which may 
extend to five lakh rupees, or both.107 

· 

Fine which may extend to one lakh ru
pees and in case of a second or subse
quent offence, fine which may extend to 
two lakh rupees and in the case of con
tinumis contravention with additional 
fine which may extend to two lakh ru
pees everyday during which the default 
continues.108 



The offences under the Act are cognizable and non-bailable.109 No Court can take 

cognizance of any offence under the Act except on .a complaint made by -
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(a) the Central Government or any authority or officer authorized in this behalf 

bythatGovemment;or 

(b) any benefit claimer who has given notice of not less than thirty days in the 

.prescribed manner, of such offence and of his intention to make a compliant, to the 

Central Government or the authority or officer authorized as aforesaid. 110 

The Act attempts to regulate access to biological diversity by introqucing permit 

system and for this purpose constitutes National Biodiversity Authority and State 

Biodiversity Boards. National, State and Local Biodiversity Funds constituted under 

the Act may be used for conservation and promotion of biological resources. Pu~ies .. 

have been imposed on the Central and State Governments with regard to conservation 

and preservation ofbiological diversity. Biodiversity management committees at local 

level have been assigned the job for promoting conservation, sustainable use and 

documentation of biological diversity. The Act prescribes deterrent penalties for the 

contravention ofthe provision of the Act. Only hurdle in successful implementation of 

the Act seems to be the lack of awareness amongst the common people and therefore, 

it is important to start an awareness drive so that people may know their rights and 

duties with respect to biological diversity. 

109. SectionS&. 
ll 0. Section 61. 



CHAPTER-S 

DISPUTE REDRESSAL SYSTEM UNDER SPECIAL LAWS 

To solve the problems and disputes arising out of environmental issues certain 

laws have been enacted by the Parliament. They provide dispute redressal mechanism 

and thereby lessen the burden of judiciary. Speedy disposal of cases, award of 

compensation to the victims of environmental disasters and clearance of project are 

some of the matters covered under these enactments. To understand the nature and 

efficacy of such enactments a brief study of such Acts viz., the Public Liability Insurance 

Act, 1991 (hereinafter referred as PLI Act), the National Environment Tribunal Act, 

1995 (hereinafter referred as NETA) and the National Environment Appellate Authority 

Act, 1997 (hereinafter referred as NEAA Act) is necessary. 

5.1. The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 : 

The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 envisages mandatory insurance for the 

purpose of providing immediate relief to the victim of accident arising out of hazardous -

process and operation. As we know the growth of industries has been accompanied by 

the inherent risk not only to workmen employed in such undertakings but also to the 

innocent members of public who may be in the vicinity. "The Act mainly protects the 

members of weaker sections of society who by reason of their limited resources cannot 

afford the ·prolonged litigation in a court of law. To achieve this goal, it envisages for 

the mandatory public insurance based on the principle of no fault liability" .1 The liability 

of insurance companies are limited under the Act only to the amount of the insurance 

policy though, the owner's liability remains unlimited. 

The preamble of the Act itself makes it clear that the Act is applicable only to 

accidents or incidents resulting from the handling ofhazardous substances. An 'accident' 

is defined under section 2(a) of the PLI Act as "a fortuitous or sudden or unintended 

occurrence while handling any hazardous substance resulting in continuous or 

intennittent or repeated exposure to death of, or injmy to, any person or damage to any 

1. Md. Z. M. Nomani, "Law Relating to Environmental Liability and Dispute Redressal: 
Emergence and Dimension", XXIII (1 & 2) Indian Bar Review 153 (1996) .. 
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property but does not include an accident by reason only of war or radio-activity." 

The word 'handling' has been defmed under Section 2( c) of the PLI Act as 

the manufacture, processing, treatment, package, storage, transportation by vehicle, 

use, collection, destruction, conversion, offering for sale, transfer or the like of 

hazardous substance. Section 2(d) of the PLI Act defines hazardous substance as "any 

substance or preparation which is defined as hazardous substance under the Environment · 

(Protection) Act, 1986 and exceeding such quantity as may be specified, by notification,· 

by the Central Government." Therefore the definition of hazardous substance will be 

applicable under the PLI Act only when the substance in question exceeds in such quantity 

as is specified by the Central Government. 

Thus, even if a substance is hazardous and causes death, injtny to living beings 
or damage to properties, no composition under the PLI Act would be payable 

· unless that substance is covered in the Central Government's notification. 
This does not seem to be proper. When a substance is considered hazardous 
for the purpose of one legislation dealing with environment, it does not 
appeal to reason why that substance should not be treated hazardous for 
another legislation on the same subject.l 

5.1.1. Liability and Duty of Owner :. 

Section 3 of the PLI Act lays down no fault liability for the owners, it provides 

that where death or injury to any person (other than a workman) or damage to any 

· property has resulted from an accident, the owner shal1 be liable to give such relief as 

is specified in the schedule for such death, injury or damage. Sub Section (2) of Section. 

3 makes it very clear that in any claim for relief, the claimant shall not be required to 

plead and establish that the death, injury or damage in respect ofwhi9h claim has been 

made was due to any· wrongful act, neglect or default of any person. 

The PLI Act does not cover workmen as they are compensated under the 

ordinary labour laws which are not as tight as the PLI Act and offer the employer certain 

defences, through which liability can be avoided. Whereas the PLI Act is based on no

fault liability. "It would have been more prudent if the PLIA, had allowed workmen to 

claim under it and thereafter disentitled the person, of pursuing the ordinary remedy 

2. S.N. Singh, "Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 -Scope for Making Provisions More 
Effective", 5 Corporate Law Adv., 234 (1991 ). 



under the labour laws" .3 Section 4 of the PLI Act makes it mandatmy for every owner, 

before he starts handling any hazardous substance, to take one or more insurance policies 

providing for contracts of insurance where by he is insured against liability to give 

relief under sub-section ( 1) of section 3 of PLI Act. 
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The insurance policy required under the Act is to be equivalent to amount of 

paid-up capital of undertaking or an amount not exceeding fifty crore rupees. Further, 

coverage by insurance must be continuous and subject to the periodic renewal. 4 The 

amount of premium received under the insurance policy is required to be credited to 

environmentrelieffund.5 However, according to sub-section 3 of Section 4 of the PLI 

Act the Central Government has discretion to exempt the Central, State and Local 

Governments and Public Corporations from taking out an insurance policy provided a 

fund has been created and maintained by the owner in accordance with the rules made 

in this behalf for meeting any liability under sub-section( 1) of Section 3. This exemption 

provision unnecessarily dilutes the concept of compulsory insurance. Moreover the 

discretionary power of Central Government may lead to arbitrariness. 

5.1.2. Procedure for Award of Relief : 

The PLI Act cast duty on the collector of the place where an accident has occurred, 

to verify the occurrence ofsuch accident and cause publicity to be given for inviting 

applications for claimforrelief.6 An apJ>lication for claim for relief can be filed by a 
( 

person who sustained injury, an owner whose property has been damaged and their 

legal representatives and agents. No scope has been left for the social action groups, 

public interest litigation and participation of public in claiming the compensation. 

However, the payment of award in recorded times following the summary procedure, 

within three months of filing such claim is a welcome provision. No application for 

relief can be entertained under the PLI Act unless it is made within five years of the 

occurrence of the accident. 7 

3. V. Raghavan, 11PublicLiabilitylnsurance Act: Breaking New Ground .. , 39.HU 109(1997). 

4. Section 4 (2 A). , 
5. Section 4 (2) (c) and (d). · 

· 6. Section 5 .. 

7. Section 6. 
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According to Section 7(1) of the PLI Act, the collector is to hold an inquiry into 

the claim after giving the parties an opportunity of being heard. He may make an award 

determining the amount of relief which appears to him to be just, specifying the persons · 

to whom such amount of relief has to be paid. This provision clearly provides some 

discretionary powers to. be exercised by the collector and therefore, creates scope of 

·misuse of power as well. Referring section 7(1) Dr. Mehdi points out-

Contrary to this provision, Section 3 outlines the criterion for payment of 
the relief amount. If the Schedule annexed to the Act has prescrjbed the 
amount to be given in different circumstances of the case, the Collector 
should not be given the power to determine the amount of relief. The 
administrative· authorities should not be given discretionary powers to the 
extent of overriding the express provisions oflaw. Further, this section makes 
even no reference to the preceding section 3, and the interpretation of these 
two clauses, independently, may cause conflicts and controversies. 8 

When the award is made under Section 7 of the PLI Act, the insurer is required to 

deposit the amount within a period of thirty days of the date of announcement of the 

award,. in the manner prescribed by the collector. 9 The Collector has been conferred 

with all the powers of a Civil Court for the purpose of taking evidence in oath, enforcing 

the attendance of witnesses, compelling the discovery and production of documents 

and material objects and for such other pur}loses as may be prescribed.10 

Section 7 A makes a provision for the establishment of 'Environmental Relief 

Fund' by the Central Government, the fund is to be utilised for paying, in accordance 

with the provisions of the PLI Act and the Scheme made under Section 7A(3) of the 

Act, relief under the award made by the Collector under Section 7 of the PLI Act. The 

PLI Act allows victims to seek redressal for a larger quantum of benefits available 

under any other law. Where the owner is liable to give claim for relief as well as liable 

to pay compensation under any other law, the PLI Act provides that the amount of such 

compensation shall be reduced by the amount of relief paid under the PLI Act. 11 

8. Ali Mehdi, "The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991- A Critical Appraisal",A/RJaur. 38 

(1992). 
9. Section 7 (3) (a). 
10. Section4(5). 
11. Section 8. 
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5.1.3. Preventive Measures : 

For ascertaining the compliance of the PLI Act, ~y person authorised by the 

Central Government may require any owner to submit necessary information.12 Any 

person authorised by the Central Government has a right to enter any place, premises · 

or vehicle, where hazardous substance is handled for the purpose of detennining whether 

·any proVision, rule or direction given under the PLI Act is being or has been complied 

with.IJ 

If a person, authorised by the Central Government believes that handling of any 

·hazardous substance is taking place, he may enter into and search such place, premises 

or vehicle. If it is found that such handling is in contravention of Section 4(1) of the 

PLI Act, the authorised person may seize such hazardous substance and other useful or 

relevant things for any proceeding under the PLI Act. He may dispose of the seized 

hazardous substance if he feels it necessary to prevent an accident.14 The Central 

Government has power to issue directions under the PLI Act to any owner or any person, 

officer, authority or agency in exercise of its powers and performance of its function 

under the Act. Such directions include the power to direct prohibition or regulation of 

the handling of any hazardous substance and stoppage or regulation of the supply of 

electricity, water or any other service. 15 

The power to make application to Courts for restraining owner from handling 

hazardous substances has been given under section 13 of the PLI Act to the Central 

Government or any person authorised by it. On receipt of such application the Court 

may pass appropriate order restraining any owner from handling hazardous substance. 

All expenses incurred in such proceeding is recoverable from the owner.16 

5.1.4. Offence and Punishment : 

According to Section 14 of the PLI Act, the Contravention of any of the provisions 

of Section 4 which provides for taking of insurance policies and their renewal from 

12. Section 9. 

13. Section 10. 
14. Section 11. 
15. Section 12. 
16. Section 13. 
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time to time, shall attract minimum punishment of one and half-year imprisonment 

which may extend to six years or a minimum fine of Rs. I Lakh or with both. Similar 

punishment has been provided for the owner or any person, authority or agency who 

fails to ~omply with any direction issued by Central Government under Section 12 of 

the PLI Act, i.e. in regard to prohibition or regulation of the handling of any hazardous 

. substance or stoppage of supply of electricity, water etc. The PLI Act prescribes harsher 

punishment for the habitual offender. If the person having already been convicted of an 

offence mentioned above, commits the second or sub~equent offence he will face more 

deterrent punishment. The punishment provided for the second or subsequent offence 

is, imprisonment for a term not less than two years but it may extend to seven years and 

fine, which can not be less than one lakh rupees. 17 

Minor lapses like default in compliance with directions issued under section 9 or 

· failure to comply with orders issued under sub-section (2) of Section 11 or creating 

obstruction to any person in discharge of his duties under Section 10 or Section 11 (1) 

and 11 (3 ), are punishable with imprisonment which may extend to three months or with 

fme which may extend to 10,000 rupees or with both. 18 

Though the PLI Act prescribes punishment in a graded manner, but in effect this 

has resulted into low deterrent effect. "The chance of non-compliance exists in all 

probability especially in cases where the amount of total compensation awarded exceeds 

Rs. 1 Lakh. Moreover; no punishment has been prescribed to deal with the cases of ' 

non-compliance of liability to pay immediate relief under Section 3. This provision 

keeps the no-fault or strict liability principle in abeyance" .19 

Where the offence has been committed by a company, every person who, at the 

time of the offence was committed, was directly in charge of, and was responsible to, 

the company for the conduct of the business of the company, as well as.the company, 

shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly under the PLI Act. If 

any Director, Manager, Secretary or other Officer of the company is connected to the 

offence they are also liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly.20 

17. Section 14. 
18. Section 15. 
19. Supra note 1 at 155. 

20. Section 16. 



In case where the offender is a Government Department, the Head of the 

Department is deemed guilty of the offence and is liable to be proceeded against and 

punished accordingly.n However, the aforesaid officials of the company and the 

Government are not liable under the PLI Act if they prove that the offence was committed 

without their knowledg~ or that they exercised all due diligence to prevent the 

commission of such offence. 
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The Court shall take cognizance of any offence under the PLI Act only on a 

complaint made by the Central Government or any authority ot officer authorised in 

this behalf by that Government. The Court may entertain a complaint by any person 

who has given notice of not less than sixty days of the alleged offence and of his intention 

· to make a complaint, to the Central Government or the authority or officer authorised 

as aforesaid.22 

The Central Government has been conferred th~ authority to delegate its powers 

and functions under the Act to any person. 23 Section 20 of the PLI Act protects the 

government or any agency acting in relation to the provisions of the Act from legal 

proceedings in respect of acts that were committed by them in good faith. Further the 

PLI Act also envisage for the establishment of an 'Advisory Committee' by the Central 

Government on the matters relating to the insurance policy under the PLI Act.14 The 

Advisory Committee may comprise of representatives of the Central Government, 

insurers, owners and experts of insurance ofhaz-ardous substances. Section 22 of the 

PLI Act makes it clear that the provisions ofPLI Act shall have effect not with standing 

anything inconsistent there with contained in any other law.15 The PLI Act confers the 

power to make rules for carrying out the purposes of the Act on the Central 

Government.16 

5.2. The National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 : 

The NETA is an comprehensive piece oflegislation which provide for strict liability 

21. Section 17. 
22. Section 18. 

23. Section 19. 
24. Section 21. 
25. Section 22. 
26. Section 23. 



. for damages arising out of any accident occurring while handling any hazardous substance. 

To achieve this objective the Act proposes an idea for creation of a National Environment 

Tribunal to effectively and expeditiously dispose of the cases arising from such accidents 

by giving relief and compensation for damages to persons, property and environment. 
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The NETA consist of five chapters and thirty one sections dealing with the liability 

to pay compensation and procedure of it; composition of the tribunal, jurisdiction of 

the tribunal, offences and punishment etc. The preamble of the NETA clearly states 

that the Act has been created to implement the decisions taken at the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development, held at the Rio de Janeiro in J,une, 1992. 

The preamble itself states that the legislation provides for 'Strict liability' for damages 

arising out of any accident occurring while handling any hazardous substance. The 

principle of strict civilliabil~ty suitable for Indian condition was evolved by the Supreme 

Court in Oleum Gas Leak Case. 27 There were two main justifications in favour of the 

strict liability rule; firstly, the enterprise authorised to carry hazardous activity should 

indemnify all those who suffer on account of such activity; secondly, the enterprise 

alone has resources to discover and guard against such activity. 

Section 2 of the NETA defmes various tenns including the 'hazardous substance', 

hazardous substance for the purpose ofNETA means any substance or preparation which 

is defined as a hazardous substance in the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, and 

exceeding such quantity as specified by the Central Government under the Public . 

Liability Insurance Act, 1991. 

5.2.1. Compensation and Damage : 

Section 3 of the NETA incorporates provision with respect to liability to pay 

compensation in certain cases on principle of no fault liability. According to this the 

owner of an enterprise is liable to pay compensation for death or injury to any person, 

other than a workman, or damage to any property or environment resulting from any 

accident.28 Moreover, the petitioner is not required to plead and establish that the death, 

injury and damage were due to wrongful act, neglect or default of any person.29 On this 

27. M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 1086. 

28. Section 3(1 ). 
29. Section 3 (2). 



count the section commits to the principle of no fault liability. Where the death, injury 

or damage due to an accident cannot be attributed to any individual activity but is the 

combined or resultant effect of several such activities, the Tribunal may apportion the 

liability for compensation amongst those responsible for such activities.30 
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Section 4 of the NETA lays down the requisites of application for claim for 

·compensation. The claim for compensation may be made by a person who has sustained 

the injury, by the owner of the damaged property; legal representatives of the deceased; 

by any agent duly authorised by aforesaid persons; by any recognised representative 

body or organisation; or by the Central Government or a State Government or a local 

authority. The Tribunal may, in appropriate cases, take up the cases for claims for 

compensation suo motu. The claimant may also claim before the Tribunal, the relief as 

provided under the Public Liability Insurance Act, I 99 I provided, no relief has been 

received by the claimant earlier or no application before the colle~tor is pending under 

the PLI Act. Every application for claim for compensation has to be made to the Tribunal 

along with prescribed documents and fee within five years of the occurrence of the 

accident. 

On receipt of an application for claim for compensation, the Tribunal may, after 

inquiry, reject the application summarily or it may hold an inquiry into the claim and 

may make an award determining the compensation which appears to be just, specifying 

also the persons to whom such amount of compensation is to be paid. In doing so the 

Tribunal shall be guided by the principle of natural justice and it will follow its own 

procedure. While trying a suit, the Tribunal shall have powers of civil court, in respect 

of certain matters.31 Section 6 of the NETA provides for conditions as'to making of 

interim orders. Section 7 makes it clear, wherein the owner, liable to pay compensation 

under NETA, is also liable to pay any amount as relief under the PLI Act or any other 

compensation under any other l~w, the amount of compensation payable under NETA 

shall be reduced by the amoupt of relief and other compensation paid under any other 

law. 

' 
30. Section 3 (3). 
31. Section 5. 
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5.2.2. Establishment of Tribunal : 

The Central Government may establish the National Environment Tribunal by 

notification, the Tribunal is required to exercise the jurisdiction, powers and authority 

conferTed on it by the NETA.32 The Tribunal is to consist of a chairperson and such 

number of Vice-Chairpersons, Judicial Members and Technical Members as the Central 

Government may deem fit. The jurisdiction, powers and authority of the Tribunal may 

be exercised by Benches thereof.33 A Bench of the Tribunal must consist of one Judicial 

Member and one Technical Member. 34 According to section 9( 4) of NET A, it shall be 

competent for the chairperson or any other member authorised by the chairperson in 

this behalf to function as a Bench consisting of a single member and exercise the 

jurisdiction, power and authority of the Tribunal in respect of such classes of cases or 

such matters pertaining to such classes of cases as the chairperson may specify. In case 

where it appears to the single member bench that the case is fit to be decided by two 

members bench, the case may be transferred to such bench as the chairperson may 

deem fit. 

The Principal bench of the Tribunal may ordinarily sit at New Delhi and the 

situation of other Benches is to be specified by the Central Government by notification.35 

The provisions ofNETA tries to abolish the multi-tier judicial system which have been 

proved insufficient in the matters relating to environmental justice. However, the Bench 

of the Tribunal at a distant place is likely to create problems for the litigants. In this 

regard Prof. C.M. Jariwala rightly suggests-

... like the administrative tribunal, the environmental tribunal must be divided 
into two :the National and the State tribunals. The national tribunal shall 
have the seat at New Delhi and the State tribunal may ordinarily sit in the 
capital city of the state and, if needed, may have additional seat or seats in 
the state as the Central Government may, in consultation with the Chief 
Justice oflndia, decide. There should also be a provision for the joint state 
tribunal for two or more states.36 

32. Section 8. 

33. Section9(1). 

34. Section 9 (2). 

35. Section9(5). 
36. C.M. Jariwala, "The National Environment Tribunal Bill- 1992: A Critical Appraisal" 

(unpublished paper). 
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Section of 10 of the NETA prescribes the qualifications for appointment as 

chairperson, Vice Chairperson and other members. Section 11 enumerates 

circumstances, when the Vice-chairperson can act as chairperson or discharge his -'. 

functions. The chairperson, vice-chairperson and other members may hold office as 

such for a term of five years and are eligible for re-appointment for another term of 

five years. In no case, however, the chairperson can hold the office after attaining the 

age of seventy years. The age of superannuation for vice-chairperson is sixty five years 

and for other members it is sixty two years. 37 

The procedure for resignation and removal of the chairperson, vice-chairperson 

or other member has been given under section 13 of the NETA. The salaries and 

allowances payable to, and,other terms and conditions of service of the chairperson, 

vice-chairperson and other members shall be such as may be prescribed, however, neither 

the salary and allowances nor the other terms and conditions of service can be varied to 

disadvantage after the appointment.38 

The Central Government has power to determine the nature and categories 

of the officers and other employees required to assist the Tribunal in the discharge of 

its functions. 39 Section 18 ofthe NETA provides, where any Benches of the Tribunal 

are constituted, the Central Government may, from time to time make provisions as to 

the distribution of the business of the Tribunal amongst the Benches and specify the 

matters which m~y be dealt with by each Bench. 

5.2.3. Jurisdiction and Proceedings of the Tribunal 

The NETA imposes a bar on all civil courts from entertaining any application or 

action for any claim or compensation which may be entertained or dealt with by the 

tribunal. 40 This provision is a flaw in the present Act, because it bars the jurisdiction of 

'any court' or 'other authority'. Does the expression 'any court' would include the 

jurisdiction ofthe Supreme Court and the High Courts under Article 32 and 226 of the 

constitution respectively? Section 24 of the NETA, however, provides that an appeal 

3 7. Section 12. 

38. Section 14. 

39. Section 17. 

40. Section 19. 



shall lie against any award or other order, not being an interlocutory order, of the Tribunal 

to the Supreme Court. After the decision of L. Chandra Kumar v. Union of India, 41 

now it is clear that the power of judicial review vested in the High Courts under Article 

226. and in the Supreme Court under Article 32 of the Constitution are integral and 

essential features of the Constitution, constituting part of its basic structure. Ordinarily, 
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. therefore, the power of High Courts and the Supreme Court to test the Constitutional 

validity oflegislation can never be vested or excluded. Futiher the Court has pointed 

that the power vested in the High Courts to exercise judicial superintendence over the 

decisions of all Courts and tribunals within their respective jurisdiction is also part of 

the basic structure of the constitution. Therefore, the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court 

and High Courts cannot be ousted, other courts and tribunals may petform a supplemental 

role in discharging the powers conferred by Article 226 and 32 of the Constitution. It 

is recommended that section 19 of the NETA should be amended appropriately to 

include the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court under Articles 32 and 136, and of the 

High Courts under Article 226 of the Constitution. 

The Chairperson has been empowered under the NETA to transfer any case 

pending before one Bench, for disposal, to any other Bench on the application of any 

of the parties or on his own motion.42 Where there is difference of opinion amongst 

the Members of a Bench the decision ofmajority shall prevail.43 Where any amount 

of compensation is ordered to be paid under any award by the tribunal on the ground of 

any damage to environment, the amount is required be remitted to the authority specified 

under Bection 7 A(3) of the Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 for being credited to 

the Environment Relief Fund, this amount may be utilised by such person or authority, 

in such manner aitd for such purposes of environment as may be prescribed. 44 

The award ofthe Tribunal is executable as a decree of civil court, and for this 

purpose, the tribunal has got all the powers of a civil court. Where the oW11er fails to 

comply with the award of the tribunal, the amount of award can be recovered from the 

owner arrears ofland revenue or of public demand.45 

41. AIR 1997 SC 1125. 

· 42. Section 20. 

43. Section:21. 

44. Section 22. 

45. Section 23. 
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Section 24 of the NETA declares that no appeal can lie against an award order 

made by the tribunal with the consent of the parties. However, sub-section (2) of section 

24 provides for an appeal against any award or other order, not being an interlocutory 

order, of the Tribunal to the Supreme Court. Every appeal under section 24 should be 

preferred within a period of ninety days from the date of the award or other order 

. appealed against, the Supreme Court may condone the delay in filing the appeal if it is 

satisfied that the app_ellant was prevented by sufficient cause from preferring the appeal 

in time.46 

5.2.4. Offence and Punishment : 

The penal provision, under the NET A, derives its nourishment from the principle 

of'Strict Liability.' Failure to comply with the orders of the tribunal invites imprisonnient 

upto three years, or with fine which may extend to ten lak}:l rupees, or with both.47 

Unlike the Water Act, 1974 and the Air Act, 1981 and the Environment (Protection) 

Act, 1986 where separate punishment are prescribed for different offences, the NETA 

has no such provision. The maximum fine imposed under the NETA is only Rs. I 0 lakhs 

and no additional fme is prescribed for successive non-compliance or continuance of 

offence. Therefore, in a situation where the amount of compensation awarded exceeds 

Rs. 10 lakhs, the erring industrial unit might prefer non-compliance. The provision of 

· section 25 of the NETA has created the opportunity for big industrial houses to escape 

from the clutches of the Act. The corporate executive has also not been held absolutely 

liable, if the officer proves that the offence was committed without his·knowledge or 

that he exercised due diligence to prevent such offence he can be exonerated from the 

liability. 48 

The NETA also declares that the proceedings before the tribunal shall be deemed 

to be judicial proceedings within the meaning ofsection-193, 219 and228 of the Indian 

·Penal Code, 1960.49 The members and staff of tribunal shall be deemed to be public 

servants within the meaning of section 21 of the lndian Penal Cod~, l960.~The Central 

46. Section 24 (3). 

47. Section 25. 

48. Section 26. 
49. Section 27. 

50. Section 28. 



Government, members and staff of tribunal arc immune from the legal proceedings for 

anything which is in good faith done or intended to be done in pursuance ofNETA or 

any rule or order made under it. 51 

Section 30 of the NETA makes it clear that except as provided in the Public 

Liabiljty Insurance Act, 1991, the provisions ofNETA shall have effect notwithstanding 

·anything inconsistent therewith contained in any other law for the time being in force. 
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The power to make rules for carrying out the purposes ofthe NETA has be conferred 

on the Central Government. 51 

The NETA was passed by the Indian Parliament to achieve very important 

objective of establishment of Environmental Tribunal, but after so many years the Act 

has yet to be fully operative and requires effective implementation, as not a single 

bench of the Tribunal has been established till date. Even the Supreme Court has time 

and again expressed the need of such expert adjudicating bodies in the matters relating 

to environmental disputes.53 

5.3. The National Environment Appellate Authority Act, 1997 : · 

The NEAA Act makes provisions for the establishment of aN ational Environment 

Appellate Authority to hear appeals with respect to restriction of areas in which any · 

industry, operations or processes or class of industries, operations or process can not 

be carried out or can be carried out subject to certain safeguards under the Environment 

(Protection) Act, 1986. 

5.3.1. Establishment of Authority 

The Central Government has the power to establish the National Environment 

Appellate Authority (NEA Authority) by notification in the Official Gazette. The head 

office of the Authority is situated at Delhi. The NEA Authority is required to exercise 

the powers conferred upon, and to perform the functions assigned to under the NEAA 

Act. 54 

51. Section 29. 
52. Section 3 1. 
53. A .P. Pollution Control Board v. M. V. Nayudu, AIR 1999 SC 812. 

54. Section 3. 
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The NEA Authority consists of a Chairperson, a vice-chairperson and not more 

than three other members. 55 Section 5 of the NEAA Act lays down the quali~cations 

for Chairperson, Vice-chairperson and other members. Only a former Judge of the 

Supreme Court; or the former Chief Justice of a High Court can be appointed as the 

Chairperson of the Authority. A person who has held the post of a Secretary to the 

. Government of India for at least two years or any other post under the Central or State 

Government canying a scale of pay which is not less than that of a Secretary to the 

Government of India; and is having the expertise or experience in administrative, legal, 

managerial or technical aspects of problems relating to environment is qualified for 

the post of the Vice-Chairperson. Person having professional knowledge or practical 

experience in the areas pertaining to conservation, environmental management, law or 
. . 

planning and development is qualified to be appointed as a member of the Authority. 

The Vice-Chairperson may act as Chairperson or discharge his functions 

under certain circumstance enumerated in section 6 of the Act. The term of office for 

the chairperson, the vice-chairperson and members is three years from the date of 

· assuming the office, they are also eligible for re-appointment for another term of three 

years. The Act prescribes the retirement age of seventy years for the Chairperson. The 

Vice-Chairperson and other members may hold the office till they re~ch the age of 

sixty five years. 56 The appointment of all the members including chairperson and vice 

chairperson are made by the President of India. In case the Chairperson, Vice

Chairperson or a member wants to resign his office he may do so by addressing his . 

resignation letter to the President in accordance with the provisions prescribed under 

section 8 of the NEAA Act. All members of the Authority gets the salaries and 

allowances prescribed by the Central Government. 57 Section 1 0 of the NEAA Act makes 

it clear that no act or proceedings of the authority can be questioned or can be invalid 

merely on the ground of existence of any vacancy or defect in the establishment of the 

Authority. 

55. Section 4. 
56. Section 7. 

57. Section 9. 
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5.3.2. Jurisdiction and Powers of Authority : 

Any person aggrieved by an order granting environmental clearance in the areas 

in which any industries, operations or processes can not be carried out or can be carried 

subject to certain safeguards may prefer an appeal before the Authority within thirty 

days from the date of such order. If the Authority is satisfied that the appellant was 

prevented by sufficient cause from filing the appeal in time the aforesaid period of 

thirty days may be extended upto ninety days.58 The NEAA Act enumerates five category 

of persons who may prefer an appeal to the Authority they are as follows-

(a) any person who is likely to be affected by the grant of environmental 

clearance; 

(b) any person who owns or has control over the project with respect to which 

an application has been submitted for environmental clearance; 

(c) any association of persons (whether incorporated or not) likely to be affected 

by such order and functioning in the field of environment; 

(d) the Central Government, where the environmental clearance is granted by 

. the State Government and the State Government, where the environmental clearance is 

granted by the Central Government; or; 

(e) any local authority, any part of whose local limits is within the neighbourhood 

of the area wherein the project is proposed tobe located. 59 

Thus it is evident that appellate jurisdiction of the Authority is restricted to cases 

where environmental clearance is granted and does not extend to cases where clearance 

is refused. Only the person or association of persons likely to be affected by the grant 

of environmental clearance have been accorded standing, it is doubtful whether non

governmental organisation working in the field of envirorimental protection is allowed 

to prefer an appeal before the Authority or not? 

The Authority is required to dispose of the appeal within ninety days from 

the date of filing the appeal, after giving the appellant an opportunity being heard. The 

Authority may take thirty more days in disposing the case if it has sufficient reason to 

58. Section 11(1). 

59. Section 11 (2). 
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do so. It is not clear from the provisions of the NEAA Act what will be the fate of the 

appeal, in case the Authority fails to decide the case within the maximum allowable 

time of 120 days? 

The Authority is to follow rules of natural justice and it is free to regulate 

its own procedure including the fixing of places and times of its inquiry and deciding 

whether to sit in public or in private. The Authority have the powers of a civil court 

under the code of Civil Procedure, 1908, in respect of the following matters : 

a) Summotiing and enforcing the attendance ofany person and examining him 

on oath; 

b) requiring the discovel)' and production of documents; 

c) receiving evidence on affidavits; 

d) subject to the provisions of section 123 and 124 of the Indian Evidence 

Act, 1972, requisitioning any public record or document or copy of such record or 

document from any office; 

e) issuing commissions for the examination of witness or documen.ts; 

f) reviewing its decisions; 

g) 

. h) 

dismissing a representation for default or deciding it, ex parte; 

setting aside any order of dismissal of any representation for default or any 

order passed by it exparte; and 
.. 

i) any other matter which is required to be, or may be, prescribed by the Central 

Government. 60 

Section 13 of the NEAA Act empowers the chairperson of the NEA Authority to . 

. exercise such financial and administrative powers as may be vested in him under the 

rules, he may also delegate such powers to the Vice-chairperson and other officer. It is 

Central Government's responsibility to determine the nature and categories of the 

officers and other employees required to assist the Authority and provide the Authority 

with such officers and other employers. Such officers and employees are required to 

discharge their functions under the general superintendence of the Ch~irperson. 61 

60. Section 12. 
61. Section 14 
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The jurisdictions of a civil court or other authority have been bared, they cannot 

entertain any appeal in respect of any matter with which the NEA Authority is so 

empowered under the NEAA Act. 61 All proceedings before th~ Authority are deemed 

to be judicial proceedings within the meaning. of sections 193, 219 and 228 of the 

Indian Penal Code. 63 All the members, officers and other employees of the NEA 

. Authority are deemed to be public servants within the meaning of Section 21 of the 

Indian Penal Code. 64 The Central Government, the Chairperson, the Vice-chairperson, 

a member of the Authority or any other person authorized by the Chairperson, the 

Vice-chairperson or a member are immune from a suit, prosecution or other legal 

proceeding, for anything done or intended to ·be done in good faith in pursuance of the 

NEAA Act or any rule or order made under the Act. 65 

5.3.3. Offence and Punishment : 

The sole offence which is punishable under section 19 of the NEAA Act is 'non

compliance with any order made by the Authority'. The punishment for this offence is, 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years or with fme which may 

extend to one lakh rupees, or with both. Where the offence under the NEAA Act has 

been committed by a company, every person who, at the time the offence was committed, 

was directly in charge of, and was responsible to, the company for the conduct of the 

business of the company, as well as the company are deemed to be guilty of the offence 

and are liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly. But, where such person 

is able to prove that the offence was committed without his knowledge or that he 

exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence, he cannot be 

held liable for any punishment under the Act. 66 Further, if it is proved that the offence 

has been committed with the·consent or connivance of, or is attributable to any neglect 

on the part of, any director, manager, se.cretary or other officer of the company they 

shall also be deemed to be guilty of that offence and may be liable to be proceeded 

against and punished accordingly. 67 

62. Section 15 

63. Section 16. 

64. Section 17. 

65. Section 18. 

66. Section 20 (1). 
67. Section 20 (2). 



Section 21 of the NEAA Act is removal of difficulties clause. It authorises the 

Central Government to make necessary provisions for removing the difficulty within 

three years from the date on which the NEAA Act received the assent of the President. 

The rule making power is with the Central Government, it may make rules for canying 

out the provisions of the Act. 68 
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The judgment of the Supreme Court inA.P. Pollution Control Board v. Prof M V 

Nayudu69 has added a new dimension to the role to be played by the NEA Authority. 

The Court suggested in this case, "with a view to ensure that there is neither danger to 

the environment nor to the ecology and, at the same time, ensuring sustainable 

development, this Court in our view, can refer scientific and technical aspects for 

investigation and opinion to expert bodies such as the appellate authority under the 

National Environmental Appellate Authority Act, 1997". Further, the Court added that 

any opinions rendered by the said authority would of course be subject to the approval 

of the Court. Such a procedure of getting assistance from the NEA Authority, in the 

opinion of the Supreme Court, is perfectly within the bounds of the law. The Court has 

recommended the adoption of such procedure in matte~s arising in the Supreme Court 

under Article 32 or under Article 136 or arising before the High Courts under Article 

226 of the Constitution of India. 

It may be noted that out of three legislations discussed above ·two are confmed 

only to the accident occurring while handling any hazardous substance whereas the 

third one limit3 itself to the disputes arising out of environmental clearance to any 

industry etc. These enactments do not cover many other aspects relating to environment 

and therefore, there is an urgent need for legislation proViding envifonmental courts at 

district level having expertise to deal with all kinds of environmental issues. Only then 

the pressure on the higher judiciruy may be abated and people may get cheap and speedy 

environmental justice at their door step. 

68. Section 22. 
69. AIR 1999 SC 812. 



CHAPTER-6 

PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

JUSTICE 

Traditionally the right to approach the court for judicial redress is available only 

· to a person who has suffered a legal injury bec~use of violation of his legal right or 

legally protected interest or is likely to suffer a legal injury by reason of the threatened 

violation of his legal right or legally protected interest "The basis of entitlement to 

judicial redress is personal injury to property, body, mind or reputation arising from 

violation, actual or threatened, of the legal right or legally protected interest of the 

person seeking such redress. "1 The traditional rule of locus standi or standing ·has 
' 

been relaxed by the Court in certain circumstances and thus paved the way for the 

public interest litigation (PIL)2
• Most ofth~ important environmental decisions of the 

Supreme Court are result of Public Interest Litigation, therefore, proper study of 

nature and scope ofPIL is essential to ascertain the direction of environmental justice 

in India. 

6.1. Meaning ofPIL : 

The concept ofPIL has in its origin in U.S.A. where it is known as 'public interest 

.law'. The Council for Public Interest law setup by the Ford Foundation in U.S.A. has 

defmed the PIL as follows -

Public interest law is the name that has recently been given to efforts to 
provide legal representation to previously unrepresented groups and 
interests. Such efforts have been undertaken in the recognition that the 

· ordinary market place for legal servic~s fails to provide such service to 
significant segments of the population and to significant interests. Such 
groups and interests include the poor, environmentalists, consumers, racial· 
and ethnic minorities, and others.3 

It is difficult to define with any degree of certainty the true meaning of 'Public 

· 1. S.P. Gupta v. Union ofindia, AIR 1982 SC 149, 185. 

2. Some jurists prefer the tenn 'social action litigation' (SAL). 

3. Balancing the Scales of Justice - Financing Public Interest law in America, A report by the 

Council for Puplic Interest Law, U.S.A., 6-7 (1976) quoted in S.K Agarwal, Public Interest 

iitigation in India : A Critique, P.2. 



Interest'. Basically the meaning of the words 'Public Interest' is defined in the Oxford 

English Dictionary" as "the common well being ... also public welfare". In Black's 

Law Dictionary, 5 'Public Interest' is defined as follows -

Public Interest - Something in which the public, the community at large, . 
has some pecuniary interest, or some interest by which their legal right or 
liabilities ar~ affected. It does not mean anything so narrow as mere 
curiosity, or as the interests of the particular localities, which may be 
affected by the matters in question. Interest shared by citiz~ns generally in 
affairs of local, State or national government. .. 
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In different legal systems, public interest is understood differently. In some 

countries, public interest is common interest accountable to the state as to the unit of 

social co-existence, or a private interest which become public in its pursuit by a 

public official. Whereas in some other countries, public interest is viewed as an 

interest separate from that of the State-moreover, an interest which is often in direct 

conflict with the interest represented by the Government. 6 What ~as considered as 

.. public interest at one time may cease to be so at another time and vice-versa, adding 
. ' 

more uncertainty to the meaning of public interest. 

The Supreme Court of India has defmed the Public Interest Litigation in the 

following words -

... (L)exically the expression 'PIL' means a legal action initiated in a Court 
of law for the enforcement of public interest or general interest in which 
the public or a class of the community have pecuniary interest or some 
interest by which their legal rights or liabilities are affected. 7 

The public interest litigation differs from the traditional private litigation 4t 

many aspects. Some differences are as under"-

(1) In a public interest litigation, unlike traditional dispute resolution 

mechanism, there is no determination or adjudication of individual rights. 

(2) While in the ordinaty conventional adjudication the party structure is merely 

4. Vol. XII, znd Edition. 

5. Sixth Edition. 
6. See, Vera Langer, "Public Interest and the Role ofthe Public Prosecutor," American Journal of 

Comparative Law, vol. 36, 279. 
7. .!ant a Dal v. H.S Chaudhary AIR 1993 SC 892, 906-907. 

8. See. Sheela Barse v. Union of India, AIR 1988 SC 2211, 2214-2215. 



bi-polar and the controversy pertains to the determination of the legal consequences 

of past events and the remedy is essentially linked to and limited by the logic of the 

array of the parties, in a public interest action the proceedings cut across and transcends 

these traditional forms and inhibitions. · 

(3) The compulsion for the judicial innovations of the technique of a public 

. interest action is the constitutional promise of a social and economic transformation 

to usher in an egalitarian social order and a welfare State. 
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( 4) The grievance in a public interest action, generally speaking, is about the 

content and conduct of government action in relation to the Constitutional or statutoty 

rights of segments of society and in certain circumstances the conduct of government 

policies. 

( 5) Necessarily, both the party structure and the matters in controversy are 

sprawling and amorphous, to be defmed arid adjusted or readjusted as the case may 

be, ad hoc, according as the exigencies of the merging situations. The proceedings do 

not partake to predetermined private law litigation models but are exogenously 

determined by variations of the theme. 

The seed of the concept ofPIL was initially sown ill India by Krishna lyer, J in 

the year 197 6. In Mumbai Kamgar Sabha v. Abdulbhai, 9 while disposing an industrial 

dispute in regard to payment of bonus, Iyer, J. observed -

Our adjectival branch of jurisprudence, by and large, deals not with 
sophisticated litigations but the rural poor, the urban lay and the weaker 
societal segments for whom law will be an added terror if technical 
misdescriptions and defipiencies in drafting pleadings and setting out the 
cause-title create a secret weapon to non-suit a part. Where foul play is 
absent, and fairness is not faulted, latitude is a grace of processual justice. 
Test litigations, representative actions, pro bono publico and like broadened 
forms oflegal proceedings are in 'keeping with the current accent on justice 
to the common ~d a necessaty disincentive to those who wish to by-pass 
the real issues on the merits by suspect reliance on peripheral procedural 
shortcomings. Even Art. 226, viewed on wider perspective, may be 
amenable to ventilation of collective or common grievances, as 
distinguished from assertion of individual rights, although the traditional 
view, backed by precedents has opted for the narrower alternative. Public 
interest is promoted by a spacious construction of locus standi in our socio-

9. AIR 1976 SC 1455. 



economic circumstances and conceptual latitudinarianism permits taking 
liberties with individualisation of the right to invoke the higher Court where 
the remedy is shared by a considerable number, particularly when they are 
weaker. Less litigation, consistent with fair process, is the aim of adjectival 
law. 
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Though Iyer, J, did not use the terminology "public interest litigation" but 

. certainly he innovated a concept which later on culminated into PIL. The Public 

interest litigation is a totally different field of litigation from the ordinary traditional 

litigation, it is brought before the court to promote and indicate public interest and 

for the purpose of enforcing the right of one individual against another. The purpose 

of PIL is to protect Constitutional and legal rights of large number of people who are 

poor, ignorant or living in a socially or economically disadvantaged position. 

PIL has emerged because of growth of new jurisprudence i.e., jurisprudence of 

masses' Prof. S.C. Shastri has explained the meaning and historical background of 

this jurisprudence as follows -

There has emerged a co-operative and collaborative effort to bring to light 
the common causes and suffering of the Indian masses who are illiterate 
and unable to seek judicial remedies for their maladies. This approach has 
outlawed the old procedural technicalities and barriers of justice in bringing 
the remedies to the aggrieved. This new phenomenon is known as Public 
Interest litigation. 10 

In India the Court seems to have got inspiration from Article 39-A of the 

Constitution which has been inserted in the Constitution of India by the 42"d 

Constitutional amendment. 11 The Article imparts a duty upon the State to secure that 

the operation of the legal system promotes justice, on a basis of equal opportu.Iiity, 

and in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable legislation or schemes or in any · 

other way, to ensure that opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any 

citizen by reason of economic or other disabilities. 

The Courts being one of the organs of the State have followed this directive in 

its true letter and spirit. The Apex Court has added another dimension to the concept 

of'equaljustice and free legal aid', i.e .. speedy justice.t2 These ideas of equal justice, 

10. S.C Shastri, Pollutation and the Environmentallaw,11 (1990). 

11. The Constitution (Forty-Second Amendment) Act, 1976. 

12. Hussainara Khatoon v. Home Secretary. AIR 1979 SC 1360. 
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free legal aid and speedy justice are the main forces which helped the emergence of 

PIL. 

6.2. PIL and Rule of Standing : 

The traditional view that a petition could only be maintained from a person who 

has himself suffered some legal harm and is a 'person aggrieved', has now been 

considerably relaxed by the Supreme Court of India. "Person aggrieved has been 

defmed by James L.J. as a man "who has suffered a legal grievance, a man against 

whom a decision has been pronounced which has wrongfully depiived him of 

something or wrongfully· refused him something or wrongfully affected his title to 

something" .13 

In Re Reed Bowen & Co., 14 Lord Esher M.R. approved this definition and made 

it clear that a 'person aggrieved' must be a man who has been refused something 

which he had a right to demand. In numerous subsequent decisions of the,English 

Court this definition of person aggrieved' has been applied for the purpose of 

determining whether the person seeking judicial redress has locus standi to maintain 

the petition. 

Indian Courts have also followed the similar rule of locus standi. However, 

over the years few exceptions to the na.ITOW and rigid rule have been evolved by the 

English as well as Indian Courts. InK. R. Shenoy v. Udipi Municipality, 15 standing has 

been accorded to a rate payer of a local authority to challenge an illegal action ofthe 

local authority. Similarly, the Madras High Court has recognised the right of a rate 

payer to challenge misuse of funds by a municipality in Varadarjan v. Salem 

Municipality. 16 The tax payer's interest in the application of the money of the 

muni~l.pality has been consid;ered as direct and immediate and therefore, the dilution 

in the rule of standing was permitted. In certain cases the relevant statue itself may 

expressly recognise the locus standi of.such an applicant who has suffer~d no legal 

13. In Ex parte Side batham, (1980) 14 Ch.D. 458. quoted in S.P. Gupta v. Union of India, AIR 

1982 sc 149. 

14. (1987) 19 QBD 174. 

15. AIR. 1947 SC 2177. 

16. AIR 1973 Mad. 55. 
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injury due to violation of his legal right or legally protected interest. Section 133 of 

Criminal Procedure Code is an example where statute expressly gives locus standi to 

persons to complain against a public wrong. In Rat/am Municipality v. Vardhichand, 17 

the local residents invoked section 13 3 of criminal procedure code against the Ratlam 

Municipality which failed to carry out its statutory duty of constructing a dram pipe 

. to carry the filth etc. on a particular road and to keep the city clean. The Magistrate, 

exercising his power under the statute, passed an order requiring the Municipality to 

construct drain pipes. The Municipality preferred an appeal before the Supreme 

Court against the High Court's affirmation of the trial Court's order directing the 

construction of drainage facilities and the like. The Municipality pleaded lack of 

funds but this plea was rejected and the Supreme Court directed the Municipality to 

implement a scheme to improve the situation. The standing of the local residents to 

move the Magistrate was recognised in this case since section 133 of criminal 

. Procedure Code, expressly conferred such right. on them. The Supreme Court has 

also accepted that now. it is·well settled that-

A person who has suffered a legal wrong or a legal injury or whose legal 
right or legally protected interest is violated, is unable to approach the 
Court on account of some disability or it is not practicable for him to 

I 

move the Court for some other sufficient reasons, such a!; his socially or 
economically disadvantaged position, some other person can invoke 
assistance of the Court for the purpose of providing judicial redress to the · 
person wronged or injured, so that the legal wrong or injury caused to 
such person does not go unredressed and justice is done to him. 18 

For instance a minor to whom a legal wrong has been done or a legal injury 

caused cannot on his own approach the court because of his. disability arising from 

minority. Similarly, a detained person may find it difficult to move the Court for. 

securing his release. 

In Sunil Batra v. Delhi Administration, 19 the Supreme Court accepted the habeas 

. corpus petition of a prisoner complaining ofbrutal assault by a head warden on another 

prisoner. In this case the Court broadened the scope of habeas corpus by making this 

17. AIR 1980 SC 1622. 

18. Supra note 1 at 187. 

19. AIR 1980 SC 15 79. 



writ available to a prisoner, not only for seeking his liberty, but also for the enforcement 

of a Constitutional right to which he was lawfully entitled. 

In Dr. Upendra Baxi .v. State ofU.P., :zo two law professors of the Delhi University 

addressed a letter to the Supreme Court seeking enforcement of the Constitutional 

right of the inmates of a Protective Home at Agra who were living in inhuman and 
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· degrading conditions. By reason of their socially and economically disadvantaged 

position, they were not in a position to move the court for judicial redress. The Court 

treated the letter as a writ petition and.permitted the professors to maintain an action 

for an appropriate writ for the Protective Home under Article 21 and providing judicial 

redress to them, so that the inmates could live with human dignity in the Protective 

Home. 

In S.P. Gupta v. Union of lndiau the Supreme Court, after discussing the 

important case and laws relating to locus standi, observed-

Where a legal wrong or legal injury is caused to a person or to a determinate 
class of persons by reason of violation of any Constitutional or legal right 
or any burden is iinposed in contravention of any Constitutional or legal 
provision o~ without authority of law or any such legal wrong or legal 
injury or illegal burden is threatened and such person or determinate class 
of persons is by reason of poverty, helplessness or disability or socially or 
economically disadvantaged position, unable to approach the Court for 
relief, any member of the public can maintain an application for an 
appropriate direction, order or writ in the High Court under Art. 226 and 
in case of breach of any fundamentai right of such person or determinate 
class of persons, in this Court under Art. 32 seeking judicial redress for 
the legal wrong or injmy caused to such person or determinate class of 

persons. 22 

·The Supreme Court further diluted the procedural niceties regarding a writ petition 

by the following observation -

... this Court will not insist on a regular writ petition to be filed by the public 
spirited individual espousing. their cause and seeking relief for them. This 
Court will readily respond even to a letter addressed by such individual acting 
pro bono publico. It is true that there are rules made by this Court prescribing 

20. (1981) 3 Scale 1137. 

21. Supra note 1. 

22. 1d. at 188-189. 
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the procedure for moving this Court for relief under Article 32 and they 
require various formalities to be gone through by a person seeking to 
approach this Court. But it must not be forgotten that procedure is but a 
handmaiden of justice and the cause of justice can never be allowed to be 
thwarted by any procedural technicalities. The Court_ would therefore 
unhesitatingly and without the slightest qualms of conscience cast aside 
the technical rules of procedure in the exercise of its dispensing power 
and treat the letter of the public minded individual as a writ petition and 
act upon if13 

In this case the Court has emphasised the need to liberalise the rule of locus 

standi by citing following reasons.24 -

Firstly, the risk of legal action against the State or a public authority by any 

citizen will induce the state or such public authority to act with greater responsibility 

and care, thereby improving the administration of justice. 

Secondly, it is only by liberalising the rule of locus standi that it is possible to 

effectively police the co~dors of powers and prevent violation of law~ 

Thirdly, the new social and economic rights which are sought to be created-in 

pursuance of the Directive Principle of State Policy essentially require active 

intervention of the State and other public authorities ... [M]ore and more frequently 

the conferment of these socio-economic rights and imposition of public duties on the 

State and other authorities for taking positive action generates situations in which 

single human action can be beneficial or prejudicial to a large number of people, thus .. 

making entirely inadequate the traditional scheme of litigation. 

Fourthly, in case of public injury the duty which is breached,giving rise to the 

injury is owned by the State or a public authority not to any specific or determinate 

class or group of persons, but to the general public. If breach of such public duty 

were allowed to go unredressed because there is no one who has received a specific 

legal injury or who is entitled to participate in the proceedings pertaining to the 

decisions relating to such public duty. The failure to perform such public duty would 

go unchecked and it would promote disrespect for the rule of law. It would also open 

the door for corruption and inefficiency because there would be no check on exercise 

23. Jd. at 189. 

24. !d. at 190-192. 
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of public power except what may be provided by the political machinery, which at best 

would be able to exercise only a limited control and at worst might become a participant 

in misuse or abuse of power. It would also make the new social collective rights and 

interest created for the benefit of the deprived sections of the community meaningless 

and ineffectual. 

Fifthly, unlike the United Kingdom, where the Attorney General represents the 

public to see that the law is obeyed, in India we don't have similar machinery to 

provide judicial redress for public injury and protection of' diffused' rights and interests. 

Therefore, we have to liberalise the rule of standing in order to provide judicial redress 

for public injury arising from breach of public duty or from any other violation of the 

Constitution or the law. 

Lastly, if public duties are to be enforced and social, collective 'diffused' rights 

and interest are to be protected we have to utilise the initiative and zeal of public

minded persons and organisations by allowing them to move the court and act for a 

general or group interest, even though they may not be directly injured in their own 

rights. 

Thus, for the aforesaid reasons, in a public interest litigation undertaken for the 

purpose of redressing public injury, enforcing public duty, protecting social, collective, 

'defused' rights and interest, any citizen who is acting bonafide and who has sufficient 

interest has to be accorded standing. 

What is 'sufficient interest' to give standing to a member of the public is a tricky 

question as it is not possible for the court to lay down any hard and fast rule or any 

strait jacket formula for the purpose of identification of 'sufficient interest'. Bhagwati, 

J. insists that it has necessarily to be left to the discretion of the Court because " ... 

[I]nfinite number of situations are bound to arise which cannot be imprisoned in a 

rigid mould or a procrsutean formula. The Judge who has the correct social perspective 

and who is on the same wave-length as the Constitution will be able to decide, without 

any difficulty and in consonance with the Constitutional objectives, whether a member 

of the public moving the court in a particular case has sufficient inter~st to initiate the 

action".25 

25. /d.at192. 
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Though it is essential to lay down clear guidelines and parameters for entertaining a 

Public Interest .Litigation, specially on the issue of 'standing', yet no hard and fast 
' 

rules have yet been formulated and no comprehensive guidelines have been evolved 

by the Apex Court. 

The Supreme Court has emphasised upon the mandatory requirement of locus 

·standi for a party to a litigation, "because the legal capacity of the partyto' any litigation 

whether in private or public action in relation to any specific remedy sought for has 

to be primarily ascertained at the threshold".26 But so far no precise and inflexible 

working defmition has been evolved in respect of locus standi of an individual seeking 

judicial remedy and various activities in the field of Public Interest Litigation. It 

seems that some reservation and diversity in approach to the philosophy of public 

interest litigation among judges of the Supreme Court is one of the reasons why we 

could not evolve a consistentjurisprudence.in the field of public interest litigation. 

S.R Pandian, J., has accepted the limitation of the Court in this regard and has 

cited the reason in following words: 

... [I]n defining the rule of locus standi no 'rigid litmus test' can be applied 
~ince the broad contours of PIL are still developing apace seemingly with· 
divergent views on several aspects of the concept of this newly developed 
law and discovered jurisdiction leading to a rapid transformation of judicial 
activism with a far-reaching change both in the nature and form of the 
judicial process.27 

6.3. Procedure for PIL : 

Public interest litigation is different form private litigation, therefore, the 

technical rules of procedure applicable to the private litigation cannot be applied 

with the same rigidity in case of PIL. l-ienee the courts have developed procedural 

norms and ethos to suit the philosophy of PIL. 

PIL ca.n be initiated by any public spirited person or group having sufficient 

interest and acting bona fide, on behalf of any person, or determinate class of persons 

who because of any socio-economic handicap or disability cannot approach the Court 

for relief or where the right which is violated is a 'diffused' right. However, no busy 

26. Supra note 7 at 909. 

27. !d. at 910. 



body or meddlesome interloper is allowed to abuse the process of law; "since the 

dominant object of PIL is to ensure observance of the provisions of the Constitution 

. or the law which can be best achieved to advance the cause of community or 

disadvantaged group and individuals or public interest by permitting any person, 

having no personal gain or private motivation or any other oblique consideration ... , 

to put the judicial machinery in motion" .28Thus, only a genuine public spirited person 

or group has been allowed standing in PIL. 
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The Supreme Court and the High Courts have by rules prescribed procedure for 

moving the Court under Article 32 and Article 226 of the Constitution oflndia in PIL 

the Court does not insist on a regular writ petition. In a number of cases courts have. 

entertained 'letters' in lieu of regular petition. In certain cases, the news item published 

in news paper has initiated the judicial process. Therefore, the cause of justice has not 

been allowed to be thwarted by procedural technicalities. In a public interest litigation 

. the person who initiated the litigation cannot claim, as of a right, to withdraw the 

proceedings from the court. The Court has held that the petitioner can withdraw 

himself from the PIL but the petition would stay and the court will ask any other 

person to represent the case. Making this point very clear the Supreme Court in S.P 

Anand v. H. D. Deve Gowda'-' has made following observation -

... [I]n PIL cases, the petitioner is not entitled to withdraw his petition at 
his sweet-will unless the Court sees reasons to permit withdrawal. In 
granting the permis~ion the Court would be guide~ by consideration of 
Public interest and would also ensure that it does not result in abuse of the 
process of law. 

There may be a situation where the number of persons affected by the PIL is 

extremely lar~e and it is difficult to serve individual notices. In such a situation 

indeterminate public notice issued in large number of news papers about the pendency 

of the PIL and the date of next hearing has been considered as sufficient notice to all 

those would be affected by the decision of the court.ln Gopi Aqua Farms v. Union of 

India, 30 the Supreme Court has held that in such type of cases, there is no question of 

invoking the principle of Order I, Rule 8 of the code of Civil Procedure. 

28. /d. 

29. (1996) 6 sec 734,744. 

30. AIR 1977 SC 3519. 
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In the area ofPILjustice is done mostly through Court's directives and the court 

is free to supplement the prescribed procedure by evolving its own rule in this area, 

nevertheless, the supplement procedure must confirm at all stages the accepted 

procedural norms characteristic of a judicial proceeding i.e., "the fundamental 

principles which form the essential constituents of judicial procedure employed in 

every judicial proceeding, and constitute the basic infrastructure along whose channels 

flows the power of the court in the process of adjudication",31 As said by justice 

Bhagwati, "Public interest litigation ... is a strategic arm of the legal aid movement 

and ... is intended to bringjustice within the reach of the poor masses, who constitute 

the low visibility area of humanity" .31 In order to achieve this noble goal of PIL the 

Court devised various procedural innovations such as appointing coriunissions to 

enquire into the facts which form the basis of the petition, allowing interventions and 

wider participation of the affected parties by inviting objections and suggestion from 

them taking expert opinion on technical issues and giving directions in respect of 

matters involving public interest. 

The Court has taken care to lay do\vn some norms regarding the eligibility of 

the social action groups to participate in the PIL proceedings. According to Prof. S.P. 

Sathe33 following conditions are required to be satisfied -

( 1) Persons on whose behalf the petition . is made must be the sufferers of 

injustice who are unable to invoke the court process on their own due to poverty or 

ignorance or some such inhibition. Unorganised labour, 34 migrant workers~ 35 bonded 

labour,36 prison inmates,37 women in protective homes,38 children39 have been the 

categories on whose behalf such petition have been made. All cases of alleged violation 

of human rights fall in this category; 

31. C.K Thakker,Administrative Law, 600 (1995). 

32. Peoples Unionfor Democratic Rights v. Union of Union of India, AIR 1982 561473,1476. 

33. S .P. Sathe, Administrative Law, 410 ( 1999). 

34. Peoples' Unionfor Democratic Rights v. Union of India, AIR 1982 SC 1473. 

35. Labourers Working on Sa/a! Hydro Project v. State of J. & K.. AIR 1984 SC 177. 

36. Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India, AIR 1984 SC 802. 

37. S~nil Batra v. Delhi Administration, AIR 1978 SC 1675. 

38. Upendra BalCi v. State ofU.P, (1983) 2 SCC 308. 

39. Sheela Barse v. Union of India, AIR 1986 SC 1773. 



(2) the interest likely to be adversely affected by government's action or inaction 

may be of the public in general and not of any individual in particular. Cases involving 

environment or governance belong to such a category; and 

(3) the person or the social action group which is the petitioner must not have 

any axe to grind. It should have no personal interest in the matter. Recourse to 
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. proceedings by way of public interest litigation could be made only by persons who 

were genuinely interested in protecting a social interest. It ~annot be invited by a 

person or a group of persons for vindication of their grudge or enmity or for enforcing 

a personal interest. 

Regarding technicalities of procedural laws in public interest litigation the 

Supreme Court observed in Rural Litigation & Entertainment Kendra v. State of 

U.P., 40 as follows-

We may not be taken to have said that for public interest litigations, 
procedural laws do not apply. At the same time it has to be remembered 
that every technicality in the procedural law is not available·as a defence 
when a matter of grave public importance is for consideration before the 
Court. 

6.4. Complexities 

During the earlier days ofPIL, a restrictive approach was adopted by the judiciary. . 

Only the rights of person unable to approach the Court because of their disability 

were protected by the Courts by relaxing the requirement of locus standi. Later on, 

however, standing was also accorded to special interest groups and public spirited 

citizens for bringing PIL challenging governmental decisions, policies and actions. 
( 

Now a day the PIL covers protection of fundamental ·rights, implementation of the 
. ' . 

directive principles of State policy and also the entire area of the Rule oflaw concept. 

"It is ... argued that by extending its jurisdiction through SAL/PIL the court is trying 

to bite more than what it can chew. Lawyers have started complaining that much of 

the courts time is being consumed by SAL/PIL and hence for the court a postcard is 

· more important than a fifty-page af{idavit". 41 

The expectation of the common man is very high from the judiciary and this has 

40. AIR 1988 SC 2187. 

41. I.P. Massey, Administrative Law, 347 (5th ed. 2001). 



resulted into the risk of judiciary being subjected to criticism that it is assuming the 

role of the legislature and· the executive in order to fulfil the expectations of the 

people. Today economic, social and political issues and various policy matters are, in 

a great measure, subject to judicial scrutiny. This appears to transgress the 

Constitutional principle of separation of powers "[O]ne of the justification for the 

. present role assumed by the judiciary is that judiciary being a part of the State, it 

becomes its duty to render Constitutional adjudication in tune with the directive 

principle and the objective contained in the preamble".42 
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Another apprehension against the PIL movement is that in a situation where the 

figures of pending cases before the High Courts and the Supreme Court are 

astronomical and have ever growing tendency, the PIL with the advantage of relaxed 

'standing• would open the floodgates of litigation and may overburden our already . . 
burdened judiciary. According to I.P. Massey this apprehension is baseless as the 

current trend shows a decline in number o~~ fresh PIL being filed. He· has given 

following reasons for this -

The tribe of conscientious citizens who regularly moved social action cases 
is feeling discouraged because of frequent adjournments and long delays 
in the grant of fmal relief and whatever relief is granted, in many cases, 
stops at the gates of the court because of the indifferent attitude of the 
administration. Furthermore, well intentioned persons feel insulted and 
discouraged when administration imputes motives to them. Lawyers who 
readily offered their services for a laudable cause are retracing their feet 
because of the realisation that it is not all publicity and glamour but time 
and money also. Furthermore, those who have been sending letters as 
petitions in the past to. a particular judge have found that it may not be 
heard by~- A new practice developed by the court is to refer such letters 
to Legal Aid Committees which would convert them into writ. It is also 
now being recognised that leading evidence is more difficult than sending 
newspaper clippings to the court. Added to this is the time consumed in 
waiting upon lawyers, for some of whom social action litigation is only a 
cosmetic touch to their public image. Division among judges on the 
desirability of SALIPIL, some of whom even do not hesitate in making a 
sardonic remark in the open court, is also responsible for this backlash 

effect.43 

42. M.N. Rao, J., 11Strength and Weakness of Public Interest Law .. , AIR Jour. 120 (1995). 

43. Supra note 41 at 348. 



Moreover, a PIL may provide re~ief to hundreds and thousands of people and 

thereby, it may cause decline in numerous ordinary litigation. 
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The greatest challenge before the judicimy today is how to control the misuse of 

PIL, as for any small or big issue which can bring some publicity to the litigant or 

highlight the issue we are witnessing a fresh PIL. In Jasbhai Desai v. Roshan Kumar, 44 

Sarkari a, J ., has suggested that the application of ~he busy body should be rejected at 

the threshold. He observed -

... [ A]n applicant may ordinarily fall in any of these categories -
(i) Person aggrieved; 
(ii) 'Stranger'; 
(iii) busy body or meddlesome interloper. 

Persons in the last category are easily distinguishable from those coming 
under the frrst two categories. Such persons interfere in things which do 
not concern them. They masquerade as crusaders for justice. They pretend 
to act in the name of pro bono publico, though they have no interest of the 
public or· even of their own to protect. They indulge in the pastime of 
meddling with the judicial process either by force of habit or from improper 
motives. Often, they are actuated by a desire to win notoriety or cheap 
popularity; while the ulterior intent of some applicants in this category, 
may be no more than spoking the wheels of administration. The High 
Court should do well to reject the applications of such busybodies at the 
threshold. 

Though this case was related to locus standi to apply for a writ of certiorari but 

the views ·expressed by the Judge is equally relevant for PIL cases as well. 

The apex court is very much conscious about the chances of abuse and misuse of 

PIL since its inception. In Fertilizer Corporation v. Union of India, 45 Krishna Iyer J. 

has held, "If a citizen is no more than a wayfarer or officious intervener without any 

interest or concern beyond what belongs to any one of the 660 million people of this 

country, the door of the court will not be a jar for him". While explaining nature and 

scope ofPIL inS.P. Gupta's"' case, Bhag'Wati, J. emphatically made clear that the relaxed. · 

nile of'Standing' in the field ofPIL does not allow a busybody or meddlesome interloper 

to misuse the judicial process in ·the name of public interest. He issued caution in the · 

44. AIR 1976 SC 578. 

45. AIR 1981SC 344, para48. 

46. Supra note 1 at 189. 



following words -

... we must hasten to make it clear that the individual who moves the Court 
for judicial redress in cases of this kind must be acting bona fide with a 
view to vindicating the cause of justice and if he is acting for personal gain 
or private profit or out of political motivation or other oblique consideration, 
the Court should not allow itself to be activised at the instance of such 
person and must reject his application at the threshold, whether it be in the 
form of a letter addressed to the Court or even in the form of a regular writ 
petition filed in Court. · 
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In BondhuaMukti Morcha v. Union of india, 47 the Supreme Court has underlined 

the importance of satisfactory verification of allegations. Pathak, J ., in his separate 

judgement has held -

· ... [D]anger inherent in a practice where a mere letter is entertained as a 
petition from a person whose antecedents and status are unknown or so 
uncertain that no sense of responsibility can, without anything more, be 
attributed to the communication. There is good reason for the insistence 
on a document being set out in a form, accompani~d by evidence, indicating 
that the allegation made in it are made with a sense of responsibility by a 
person who has taken due care and caution to verify those allegations · 
before making them ... There is good reason, ... for maintaining the rule 
that, except in special circumstances, the document petitioning the Court 
for relief should be supported by satisfactory verification. This requirement 
is all the greater where petitions are received by the Court through the 
post. 

Khalid, J. in.his separate supplementing judgement in Sachidanand Pandey v. 

State of West Benga/48 has asked for self imposed restraint on public interest litigants. 

He has made his observation regarding PIL in the following terms -

Public interest litigation has now come to stay. But orte is led to think that 
it poses a threat to Court and public alike. Such cases are now filed without 
any rhyme or reason. It is, therefore, necessary to lay down clear guidelines 
and to outline the correct parameters for entertainment of such petitions. 
If Courts do not restrict the free flow of such cases in the name of publi~ 
interest litigations, the traditional 'litigation will suffer and the Courts of 
law, instead of dispensing justice, will have to take upon themselves 
administrative and executive functions. 

47. AIR 1984 SC 802, 840. 

48. AIR 1987 SC 1109, 1136. 



The Supreme Court expressed full agreement with this view expressed by Khalid, 

J. In RamsharanAutyanuprasi v. Union of/ndia,49 Sabyasachi Mukharji, J. speaking 

for the Bench added to this view that 'public interest litigation' is an instrument.ofthe 

administration of justice to be used properly in proper cases. 

In Chhetriya Pradu..shan A{ukti Sangharsh Samity v. State ofU.P.,50 when the 

reason for filling the PIL was the long history of entity and animosity between the 

parties rather than public interest, the court held that people are entitled to take recourse 

of Article 32 of the Constitution where there is violation of fundamental rights and 

opined-

But this can only be done by any person interested genuinely in the 
protection of the society on behalf of the society or community. This weapon 
as a safeguard must be utilised and invoked by the Court with great deal 
of circumspection and caution. Where it appears that this is only a cloak 
to "feed fact (sic) ancient grudge" and enmity, this should not only be 
refused but strongly discouraged. While it is the duty of this Court to 
enforce fundamental rights, it is also the duty of this Court to ensure that 
this weapon under Article 32 should not be misused or permitted to be 
misused creating a bottle neck in the superior court preventing other 
genuine violation of fundamental rights being considered by the Court. 
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K.N. Singh, J., in Subhash Kumar v. State ofBiha,.S• has expressed his opinion 

about the problem of abuse of PIL in the following words -

Publjc interest litigation cannot be invoked by a person or body of persons 
to satisfy his or its p~rsonal grudge ancl enmity. If such petitions under 
Article 32, are entertained it would amount to abuse of process of the 
court, preventing speedy remedy to other genuine petitioners from this 
court. Personal interest cannot be enforced through the process of the court 
under Article 32 of the Constitution in the garb. of a public interest litigation. 
Public interest litigation contemplates legal proceeding for vindication or 
.enforcement of fundamental rights of a group or person or community 
which are not able to enforce their fundamental rights on account of their 
incapacity, poverty or ignorance oflaw. A person invoking the jurisdiction 
of this Court under Article 32 must approach this Court for the vindication 
of the fundamental rights of affected persons and not for the purpose of 
vindication of his personal grudge or enmity. It is duty of this court to 

49. AIR 1989 SC 549. 

50. AIR 1990 SC 2060. 

s1. (1991) 1 sec 598, 604: 



' 
discourage such petitions and to ensure that the course of justice is not 
obstructed or polluted by unscrupulous litigants by invoking the 
extraordinary jurisdiction ofthis Court for personal matters under the garb 
of the public interest litigation. 
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Here it must be noted that while genuine litigants with legitimate grievances 

relating to civil and criminal niatters, service matters and tax cases etc. are all standing 

·in a long queue for years to be given a chance to be heard before the High Court and 

Supreme Court, the courts are busy with the false complaint lodged through PILs . 

... "[T]he busybodies, meddlesome interlopers, wayfarers or officious interveners having 

absolutely no public interest except for personal gain or private profit either for 

themselves or for glare of publicity break the queue muffling their faces by wearing 

the mask of public interest litigation ... "51 These people. _get the chance before the 

Courts in the name of PIL. There claim in most of the cases are likely to be rejected 

by the Courts but not without washing the precious time and energy of the judicial 

machinery. This unnecessary time consuming exercise creates a frustration in the 

minds of genuine litigant who are gradually losing faith in the system for administration 

of justice. 

The Supreme Court after discussing all important cases on the issue of misuse 

ofPIL has pronounced its judgment inJanta Dal v. H.S. Chowdhary,Sl' as follows.-

It is thus clear that only a person acting bona fide and having sufficient 
·interest in the proceeding of PIL will alone have a locus standi and 
approach the court to wipe out the tears of the poor and needy, suffering 
from violation of their fundamental rights, but not a person for personal 
gain or private profit or political motive or any oblique consideration. 
Similarly, a vexatious petition under the colour of PIL brought before the 
court for vindicating any personal grievance, deserves rejection at the 
threshold. 

There is danger of transgressing its jurisdiction by the courts while protecting 

the public interest, our judiciary seems to have. realize this danger and has held in 

Narmada Bachao Andolan case54 in majority that -

52. JantaDalv. H.SChowdhary. AIR 1993 SC 892,918. 

53. /d. 
54. Narmada BachaoAndolan v. Union oflndia, AIR 2000 SC 3751,3827. 



... [I]n exercise of its enormous power the court should not be called upon 
or undertake governmental duties or functions. The court cannot run the 
Government nor the administration indulge in abuse or non-use of power 
and get away with it. The essence of judicial review is ~ Cons~tutional 
fundamental. The role of the higher judiciary under the Constitution casts 
on it a great obligation as the sentinel to defend the values of the 
Constitution and rights of Indians. The Court must, therefore, act withitl 
their judicially permissible limitations to uphold the rule oflaw and harness 
their power in public interest. It is precisely for this reason that it has been 
consistently held by this court that in matters of policy the Court will not 
interfere. When there is a valid law requiring the Government to act in a 
particular manner the Court ought not to, without striking down the law, 
give any direction which is not in accordance with law. In other words the 
Court itself is not above the law. 
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In Balco Employees' Union v. Union of India, 55 the disinvestment by the 

. Government in M/s Bharat Aluminium Company Ltd. (BALCO) was in question. 

Kripal, J., representing the bench made it very clear that the decision to disinvest and 

the implementation thereof is purely an administrative decision relating to the economic 

policy of the State, Challenge.to such policy at the instance of a busybody cannot fall 

within the parameter of PIL and concluded that -

Judicial interference byway ofPIL is available if there is injury to public 
because of dereliction of Constitutional or statutory obligations on the 
part of the Government. Here it is not so and in the sphere of economic 
policy or reforms the court is not the appropriate forum .. Every matter of 
pub~ic interest or curiosity cannot be the subject matter of PIL. Courts are 
not intended to and nor should they conduct the administration of the 
country. Courts will interfere only if there is a clear violation of 
Constitutional or statutory provisions or non-compliance by the State with 

. its Constitutional or statutory duties. 

From the aforesaid cases and discussion it emerges that in order to check the 

abuse of PIL the courts should follow following precaution while admitting a PIL for 

hearing. 

Firstly, the person who moves the court for judicial redress through PIL must be 

having sufficient interest and acting bona fide with a view to vindicating the caus·e of 

justice. Mere wayfarer, officious· intervener, busybodies or meddlesome interlopers 

55. (2002) 2 sec 333, 381-382. 
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·having absolutely no public interest should be discouraged to file PIL. Penalty may be 

imposed by the courts in appropriate case for unnecessary consuming the precious 

time of the court. 

Secondly, no one should be allowed to use PIL for personal gain or private profit 

or political motive or any oblique consideration. The court must reject a vexatious 

petition under the colour ofPIL for vindicating any personal grievance. 

Thirdly, the courts should not allow, except in very special circumstances, a PIL 

without any supporting document. and verification. Insistence on requirement of 

documents and evidence \)y the court will make the complainant more responsible. 

Lastly, the courts should refrain from undertaking governmental duties or functions 

and therefore, in the matters of policy the courts are not expected to interfere in 

governmental decision. The intervention of court should be limited to only those cases 

where there is a clear violation of constitutional or statutory provisions or non

compliance by the State of its Constitutional or statutory duties. 

6.5. Role of PIL in Environmental Protection : 

The Public Interest Litigation has proved itself as an important tool in the hands 

of environmentalists and the judiciary for protection of environment from pollution 

and degradation. tn certain cases it has paved ways for the improvement of existing 
' 

natural environment. the importance of PIL can easily be understood by the leading 

cases in the area of environment discussed below. 

In Rural Llitigation & Entitlement Kendra v. State ofU.P.56 (Dehradun Quarries · 

cases) a letter received from the Rural litigation and Entitlement Kendra, Dehradun 

was directede to be registered as a writ petition under Article 32 of the Constitution. 

the allegations of unauthorised and illegal mining in the Mussoorie - Dehradun belt· 

which adversely affected the ecology of the area and led to environmental disorder 

were made. The member of parties, involved in this public interest litigation, inflated 

both under the orders of the court and on application to be added. Apart from· the 

56. AIR 1985 SC 652; AIR 1985 SC 1259·; AIR 1987 SC 2426; AIR 1987 SC 359; AIR 1988 SC 

2187. 
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Governments of the Union and of Uttar Pradesh, several governmental agencies and 

mining lessees · apeared in the proceedings. What initially appeared to be simple 

application, in the form of a letter, for limited relief got expanded into a comprehensive 

litigation requiring appointment of committees, inspection and reports in them from 

time to time, serious exercises on the part of the mine owners before the committees, 

filing of affidavits and lengthy arguments before the Court. These also necessitated 

several comprehensive interlocutory directions and orders. Various mines were closed 

by the order of the Court in order to save environment. The court also poised the 

efforts of the petitioner ·and encouraged the people to take up such issues in the 

. following words -

We must place on record our appreciation of the steps taken by the Rural 
litigation and Entitlement Kendra. But for this move, all that has happened 
perhaps may not have come. Preservation of the environment and keeping 
the ecological balance unaffected is a task which not only Governments 
but also every citizen must undertake. It is a social obligation and let us 
remind every Indian citizen that it is his fundamental duty as enshrined in 
Article 51 A (g) of the Constitution. 57 

In M C. Mehta v. Union of Indicf8 (Oleum Gas Leak Case); on a public interest 

petition by a lawyer of the Supreme Court, the Court grabbed the opportunity to 

deliberate upon certain very sensitive issues like scope of Article 32 and principles of 

liability etc. The court held that the power of the Court under Article 32 to grant 

remedial relief may include the power to award compensation in appropriate cases. 
- . ' ' . 

The Court rejected the old rule of strict liability and held that where an enterprise was 

engaged in a hazardous or inherently dangerous activity, it was strictly and absolutely 

liable to compensate, in case of any harm which may result by accident, all those who 
. . 

were affected by the accident. Such liability is not subject to any of the exceptions 

which operate vis-a-vis the tortious principle of strict liability. 

In M C. Mehta v. Union of Jndicf9 (Kanpur tanneries case), on a public interest 
. . 

litigation was filled by an active social worker and Supreme Court advocate for 

restraining tanneries near Kanpur, from ·polluting the river Ganga by discharging 

57. Rural Litigation & Entitlement Kendra v. State ofU.P., AIR 1987 SC 359. 

58. AIR 1987 SC 1086. 

59. AIR 1988 SC 1115. 



trade effluents into it. The Court issued various directions to the tanneries and the 

Kanpur Nagar Nagarpalika to ensure that the trade effiuents of the tanneries be properly 

treated before their discharge. The important aspect of this case was the court's 

pronouncement that what stated in the present case for Kanpur Mahapalika shall 

apply mutatis mutandis to all other Mahapalikas and Municipalities which have 

jurisdiction over the areas through which the river Ganga flows. 
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In order to rouse amongst the people the consciousness of cleanliness of 

environment the Government of India and the Government of the States and of the 

Union Territories were advised by the Court to consider the desirability of organising 

"keep the city clean' week, 'keep the town clean' week and 'keep the village clean' 

week in every city, town and village throughout India at least once a year. The Court 

also expressed its view that "it is the duty of the Central Government to direct all the 

educational institutions throughout India to teach at least for one hour in a week 

lesson relating to the protection and the improvement of the natural environment 

including forests, lakes, rivers and wild life in the first ten classes". 60 Thus, by an writ 

petition which was concerned with the problem of tanneries situated near Kanpur the 

Court passed orders which are applicable for all the areas situated at the bank of 

'Ganga'. The suggestion of the Court to start environmental courses through out India 

is specially praise worthy as the children are the future and if they are aware about the 

problems and solutions relating to the environmental matters, the problem may be 

solved easily. 

In Taj Case61 the court issued directions to industries located and operating in 

Agra to change-over to natural gas as industrial fuel or stop functioning with coal/ 

coke and get relocated in order to save Taj Mahal, an historical monument amongst 

the wodd-wonders, in a public interest litigation. 

In the case of Indian Council for Enviro-legal Action v. union oflndia,61 by a 

public interest litigation the residents of Bichhri village in Udaipur could be saved 

from the dangerous effects of hazardous chemical substances being released by certain 

60. /d.at1127. 
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greedy industrial houses; In this case the Court relied on expert reports and no objection 

was made immediately regarding absence of cross-examination of the experts by the 

respondents, the court held that no such objection can be raised at belated stage. 
I 

M. C. Mehta v. Kamal Nath, 63 is one of sue}) cases where the court initiated the 
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legal action suo-moto. The Supreme Court took notice of the news item appearing in 

the Indian Express dated 25/2/1996 where it was stated that a private company in 

which family of a fanner union Minister has direct link, had built a club at the bank 

of River Beas by encroaching land which was later regularised and leased out to the 

company when the said minister was in power. The main allegation in the news item 

was that the course of the river was being diverted to save the Motel future floods. 

The Court asked the Motel to pay compensation by way of cost for the restitution of 

the environment and ecology of the area and declared that the 'Public Trust Doctrine' 

is a part of the law of the land. 

It is therefore, evident that PIL has played an important role in protection of 

natural environment. It has been proved to be the most potent weapon in the hands of 

the environmentalists who wants to protect and save the environment. The judiciary 

has also used PIL as a tool for protection of the natural environment and has evolved 

various principles and doctrines in the field of environmental jurisprudence in order 

to save the environment. 

63. (1997) 1 sec 388 



CHAPTER-7 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

. -
Sustaitiable development is opposed to the concept that development and 

ecological conservation can not go together. Sustainable development shows the way 

. in which the planning pertaining to development should be approached. "The concept of 

sustainable development sigmfies a policy approach or goal" rather that a substantive 

prescription~ Its principal merit is that it modifies· the- previously unqualified 

development concept" .1 

7.1. Evolution of the Concept 

Though the concept of sustainable use of the natUral- resources is an ancient 

one; the· principle of sustainable development received impetus for the first time in 

modern developmental era through the stockholm Declaration during the United 

Nations Conference on Human Environment in 1972. The World Conservation 

Strategy prepared by the Wodd Consel'Vation Union (IDCN) in 1980, after receiving 

advice and assistance from the United Nations Environment Programme and World 

Wild Fund, gave further strength to the concept of sustainable development. The. 

concept was very well explained and defmed in the Report of the World Commission 

on Environment and Development; 'Otir Common Future' in 1987. The Commission· 

was chaired by the then Prime Minister of Norway, Ms. G.H. Brundtland and as such 

the report is popularly known as 'Brundtland Report'. Thereafter, in 1991 the World· 

Conservation Union, United Nations Environment Programme and World Wide Fund 

for Nature, jointly came out with a document titled as "Caring for the Earth" which is 

·a strategy for sustainable living· and defmes "sustainability" as a characteristic or 

state that can be maintained indefmitdy whereas "development" is defmed as the 

· increasing . capacity to meet human needs and improve the quality of h:uman life. 

Sustainable development. would therefore, imply improving the quality of human life 
. . . 

while liVing within the carrying capaCity of supporting ecosystems. The Earth summit 

hdd in June 1992 is thehallmark for the concept of sustainable development, as the 

suminit ~aw the largest gathering of world leaders deliberating and chalking out a. 
. . . 

··1. G.Singh, Environmental law: International and National Perspectives, 210 (1995). 



blueprint for the survival of the planet. Among the tangible achievements of the ,Rio 

Conference is the signing of conventions by 153 nations on biological diversity and 

on climate change.· The Summit also approved by consensus three non-binding 

documents namely, a Statement on Forestry Principles, a declaration of Principles on 

environmental policy and development initiatives and Agenda 21, a programme of 

action into the next century in areas like poverty, population and pollution. ''During 

the two decades, from stockholm to Rio, "Sustainable Development 'has come to .be 

accepted as a viable concept to eradicate poverty and improve the quality of human 

life while living within the carrying capacity of the supporting ecosystem". 2 

This is an accepted fact that "the exercise of the right to development involves 

exploitation of the environment and its limited natural resources and this gives rise to 

the concept of sustainable development because the environment has to be shared by 

the individuals of a nation with the entire human community in relation to human 

survival. .Thus, the two rights, viz., rights to environment and to development, go 

together as inseparable adjuncts and both have to be exercised· subject to proper 

regulatory control". 3 There is a direct relation between economics and the sustainable· 

development this may be explained as follows -

"We can think of economic and ecological sustainability as overlapping circles . 

. Where they overlap is found the terrain of sustainable development and the starting 

point of a national strategy. 
. ' 

Economic susceptibility can be defined as the way that humans must manage 

an economy to preserve its productiveness". 4 

The main features of the concept of sustainable development may be summarized 

as follows-

"(1) Every human being is part of the community of life, made of all living 

creatures. 

(2) Every human being has fundamental and equal rights, including the right to 

2. Vel/ore Citizens Welfare Forum v. Union of India, AIR 1996 SC 2715. 

3. N. Singh, "Right to Envirorunent and Sustainable Development as a Principle of International 

Law", 29 JJLJ289, 292 (1987). 

4. Boer, "Social Ecology and Environmental Law", Environmental Law and Planning Journal, 28 

(1984). 
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access to the resources needed for a decent standard of living. 

(3) Each person and each society is entitled to respect ofthese rights and is 

responsible for the protection of these rights for all others. 

( 4) Every life form warrants respects independently of its worth to people 

( 5) Everyone should take responsibility for his or her impacts on nature. 

( 6) Everyone should aim to share fairly the benefits and costs of resource use. 

(7) The protection of human rights and the rights of nature· is, a worldwide 

responsibility that transcends all cultural, ideological and geographical boundaries". 
5 

7.2. Recognition of the Concept by the Apex Court : 

The Supreme Court of India has recognised and accepted the concept of 

sustainable development as an important principle in maintaining the right balance 

between the environment and development. In Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum v. 

Union of India6 the Court observed -

"Sustainable Development as defined by the Brundtland Report means development 

that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the future 

generations to meet their own needs. We have no hesitation in holding that sustainable 

development as a balancing concept between ecology and development has been 

accepted as a part of the customary international law though its salient features have 

yet to be fmalized by the international law jurists". 7 

7.3. Elements of Sustainable Development : 

The Court has listed in Vel/ore Case some of the salient principles of sustainable 

development as culled out from Brundtland Report and other international documents, 

as under-

- Inter-Generational Equity. 

Use and Conservation ofNatural Resources. 

- Environmental Protection. 

- The Precautionary Principle. 

- Polluter Pays Principle. 

5. Supra note 1 at 211-212. 

6. Supra note 2. 

7. !d. at 2720. 
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- Obligation to Assist and Cooperate. 

- Eradication of Poverty and Financial Assistance to the developing countries. 

The Court however, expressed its opinion that out of aforesaid the ~Precautionary 

Principle' and the 'Polluter Pays. Principle' were essential.features of Sustainable 

Development. The CounreferredArticles 21, 47, 48-A and 51-A(g) of the Constitution 

· of India along with various statutocy provisions of different enactments and held 

without hesitation that the Precautionary Principle and the Polluter Pays Principle are 

part of the environmental law of the countcy8 and opined as follows-

"[O]nce these principles are accepted as part of the Customary International 

Law there would be no difficulty in accepting them as part of the domestic law. It is 

almost an· accepted proposition of law that the rule of Customary International Law 

which are not contrary to the municipal law shall be deemed to have been incorporated 

in the domestic law and shall be followed by the Courts of law. To support we may· 

refer to Justice H.R. Khanna's opinion inA.D.M v. Shivakaut Shukla, 9 Jolly George 

Varghese case10 and Gramophone Co. case1111 .u 

The aforesaid observation of the three Judges bench of the Supreme Court has 

been quoted by various judges of the Supreme Court in Subsequent judgments while 

deciding environmental issues.13 None of the subsequent judgment has ever raised any 

doubt about the applicability of the principle of sustainable development in India and 

therefore; one may conclude that now it has been accepted as the law of the land. 

7.3.1. Precautionary PrinCiple : 

The Precautionary Principle is one of the important principles under the conc~pt 

8. !d. at 2721. 

9. AIR 1976 se 1207. 
10. Jolly George Varghese v. Bank ofCochin, AIR 1980 se 470. 

11. Gramophone Co. of India Ltd. v. Birendra Bahadur Pandey, AIR 1984 se 667. 

12. Supra note 2 at 2722. 
13. M.C. Mehta v. Union oflndia, AIR 1997 SC 734;MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1997) 3 SCC 

715; A.P Pollution Control Boardv. Prof M V. Nayudu, AIR 1999 SC 812; Consumer Educa

tion and Research Society v. Union of India, (2000) 2 sec 599; Narmada Bachao Andolan v. 

Union of India, AIR 2000 SC 3751; Bittu Sehgal v. Union of India, (2001) 9 SCC 181; 

M.C. Menta v. Union of India, (2002) 4 sec 356. 
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of sustainable development. Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration codified for the frrst 

time at the global level the precautionary approach. The Principle status as follows -

"In order to protect the environment, the Precautionary approach shall be widely 

applied by states according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or 

irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for 

·postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation". 

Thus, the precautionary approach indicates that lack of scientific certainty is no 

reason to postpone action to avoid potentially serious or irreversible harm to the 

environment. At the core of the precautionary principle is the element of anticipation, 

reflecting a requirement of effective environmental measures based upon actions 

which take a long-term approach and which might anticipate changes on the basis of 

scientific knowledge. 

Before the Stockholm Conference, 1972 the concept of 'assimilative capacity' 

was recognized at the international level. As per this concept the natural environment 

has capacity to absorb the ill effects of pollution, but beyond a certain limit the pollution 

may cause damage to the environment requiring efforts to repair it. Therefore, the 

role of environmental protection agencies will begin only when the upper limit of the 

pollution is crossed. Now it is very much clear to the world community that pollution 

cannot wait for effective measures to be postponed for investigation of its quality, 

concentration and boundaries. So there was a necessity to shift from the principle of 

'assimilative capacity' to the 'precautionary principle'. The incorporation of the· 

precautionary principle can be found in various international legal instruments.·For 
. . . . 

example it is included in the Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992 and m the 

Convention on Climate Change, 1992 of the Rio Conference. The.ninth preambular 

paragraph ofthe Convention on Biological Divessity, 1992 provides, "where there is 

a threat of significant reduction or loss of biological diversity, lack of full scientific 

cettainty should not be used as a reason for postponing measures to avoid or minimize 

such a threat". Similarly, Article 3.3 of the convention on climate change, 1992 

· provides as follows -

~'The parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or 

· minimize the causes of cl~ate change and mitigate its adverse effects. Where there 
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are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should 

not be used as a reason for postponing such measures, taking into account that policies 

and measures to deal with climate change should be cost-effective so as to ensure 

global benefits at the lowest possible cost. To achieve this, such policies and measures 

should take into account different socioeconomic.contexts, be comprehensive., cover 

all relevant sources, sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases and adoption, and 

comprise all economic sectors, Efforts to address climate change may be carried out 

cooperatively by interested parties". 

According to the precautionary principle, when reasonable scientific evidence of 

any kind provides enough reason to believe that an activity, technology or substance 

may be hannful, action should be taken to prevent such harm. If one waits for scientific 

certainty, people may suffer and die, and damage to the natural. world may be 

irreversible. Prof. Jariwala has differentiated the concept of 'assimilative capacity' 

from the precautionary principle, according to him -

"The difference in the principles is that, the former concentrates on pollution 

control and the latter an environment management. The frrst one is satisfied with the 

environmental self purifying and pollution recycling capacity, but in case of the other; 

it hits at the root of the process of pollution. Further, the former envisages treatment 

of pollution; whereas in the case of second, it confmes ·its attention to preventive 

envirocare". 14 

It is clear, therefore, that the precautionary principle concentrates on prevention rather 

than cure. The principle embodies the idea of careful planning to avoid risks in the 

frrst place, rather than trying to determine how much risk is acceptable; 

In India, there are lots of environmental regulations, but most environmental 

regulations, like the Water (Prevention and Control of Poilution) Act, 1974 and the 

Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 are aimed at cleaning up pollution · 

and controlling the amount of it released into the environment. They .regulate the · 

harmful substances as they are emitted rather than limiting their use or production in 

14. C.M.Jariwala, "Complex Enviro- Technosciences Issues : The Judicial Direction", 42(1) JILl 

29, 32 (2000). 
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the first place. These laws are based on the assumption that humans and ecosystems 

can absorb a certain amount of contamination without being harmed. But the past 

experience shows that it is very difficult to know what levels of contamination, if 

any, are safe and therefore, it is better to err on the side of caution while dealing with 

the environment. 

A comprehensive definition of the precautionary principle has been spelled out 

in a January 1998 meeting of scientists, lawyers, policy makers and environmentalists 

at Wingspread, headqmirters of the J ohvison Foundation in Racine, Wisconsin. The 

wingspread statement on the precautionary principle has summarised four components 

of the precautionary principle that should guide its implementation -

1. action to prevent harm despite.uncertainty, 

2. shifting the burden of proof to proponents of a potentially harmful activity, 

3. examination of a full range of alternatives to potentially harmful activities, 

including no action, and 

4. democratic decision making to ensure inclusion of those affected. 

The Wingspread statement on the Precautionary principle summarizes the 

principle as follows -

"When an activity raises threats of harm to the environment or human health, 

precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships 

are not fully established scientifically". 

The Indian Supreme Court has accepted in vellore Case15 that the Precautionary 

Principle is part of the environmental law of the· country. The Court explained the 

'Precautionary Principle' in the context of the municipal law as under-

"(i) Environmental measures - by the State Government and the statutory 

authorities - must anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of environmental 

degradation. 

(ii) Where there are threats of serious and irreversible damage, lack of scientific 

certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing m~asures to prevent 

15. Supra note 2 at 2721. 
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environmental degradation. 

(iii) The 'onus of proof' is on the actor or the developer/industrialist to show 

that his action is environmentally benign" .16 

In Taj Case17 the Supreme Court was dealing with the problem of protecting th.e 

'Taj Mahal' from the pollution of nearby industries. The Court applied the 

·'Precautionary Principle' as explained by it in Vel! ore Case and observed-

"[T]he environmental measures must anticipate, prevent and attack the causes 

of environmental degradation. The 'onus of proof' is on an industry to show that its 

operation with the aid of coke/coal is environmentally benign. It is rather, proved 

beyond doubt that the emissions generated by the use of coke/coal by the industries . 

in TTZ are the main polluters of the ambient air" .18 

The Court ordered the industries to change-over to the natural gas as an industrial

fuel or stop functioning with the aid of coke/coal in the Taj trapezium and relocate 

themselves as per the directions of the Court. 

The 'Precautionary Principle' has been invoked by the Supreme Court in various 

cases while deciding environmental issues. In Calcutta tanneries Case19 the Court 

ordered the polluting tanneries operating in the city of Calcutta (about 550 in number) 

to relocate themselves from their present location and shift to the new leather complex 

set up by the West Bengal Government. 

In Badkhal & Surajkund Lakes Case20 the Supreme Court held that the 

·'Precautionary Principle' made it mandatory for the State Government to anticipate, 

prevent and attack the causes of environment degradation; The Court had no hesitation 

in holding that .in· order to protect the two lakes from environmental degradation it 

was necessary to limit the construction activity in the close vicinity of the lakes. 

Even though the Vellore judgment was followed in the subsequent decisions of 

16. !d. 

17. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1997 SC 734. 

18. ld. at 762. 

19. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1997)2 SCC 411,430. 

20. MC. Mehtav. Union oflndia, (1997)3 SCC 715,720. 
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the Supreme Court, the Court felt the need to explain the·meaning of the Precautionary 

Principle in more detail and lucid manner so that Courts and tribunals or environmental 

authorities can properly apply the said principle in the matters which might come 
' 

before them. In A.P. Pollution Cf!ntro/ Board v. Prof M. V Nayudu, 21 tracing the 

evolution of precautionary principle the Court observed-

"Earlier, the concept was based on the 'assimilative capacity' rule as revealed 

from Principle 6 of the Stockholm Declaration of the U.N. Conference on Human 

Environment, 1972. The said principle assumed· that science could provide policy

makers with the information and means necessary to avoid encroaching upon the 

capacity of the environment to assimilate impacts and it presumed that relevant 

technical expertise would be available when environmental harm was predicted and. 

there would be sufficient time to act in order to avoid such harm. But in the 11th 
( 

Princip~e of the U.N. General Assembly Resolution on World Charter for Nature, 

1982, the emphasis shifted to the 'Precautionary Principle', and this was reiterated in 

the Rio Conference of 1992 in its Principle 15." 

Explaining the cause for the emergence of 'Precautionary Principle' the Court 

referred Charmian Barton, who argued "it makes sense to err on the side of caution 

and prevent activities that may cause serious or irreversible harm". 22 The Court opined 

that the inadequacies of science was the real basis that had led to the Precautionary 

Principle of 1982. It was based on the theory that it is better to err on the side of 

caution and percent environmental harm which may indeed become irreversible. The 

principle of precaution involved the anticipation of environmental harm and taking 

measures to avoid it or to choose the least environmentally harmful activity. The 

Court adopted the view that "Environmental Protection should not only aim at 

protecting health, property and economic interest but also protect the environment 

for its own sake. Precautionary duties must not only be triggered by the suspicion of 

concrete danger but also by justified concern or risk potential" .23 

21. AIR 1999 SC 812. 
22. Channian Barton, "The Status of the Preca~tionary Principle in Australia", 22 Har v. Envtl, L. 

Rev., 509, 547 (1998). 

23. Supra note 21. 
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The concept of burden of proof in environmental cases evolved in Vel/ore Case24 

that 'the owns of proof' is on the actor or the developer/ mdustrialist to show that his 

action is environmentally benign", was further elaborated by the Supreme Court in the 

Nahudu case. M. J agannadha Rao, J. noticed, while the inadequacies of science had led 

to the 'Precautionary Principle', the said principle in its turn led to the special principle 

-ofburden of proof in environmental cases where burden as to the absence of injurious 

effect of the actions proposed, was placed on those who wanted to change the status 

quo. This is often termed as a reversal of burden of proof, because otherwise, those 

opposing the change would be compelled to shoulder the evidentiary burden, a procedure 

which is not fair. Therefore, the Court observed, "it is necessary that the party attempting. 

to preserve the status quo by maintaining a less polluted state should not ·cany the 

burden of proof and the party who wants to alter it, must bear this burden". 25 

The Supreme Court favoured the view that if the environmental risks being run by 

regulatory inaction are in some way 'uncertain but non-negligible'' then regulatory 

action is justifies. According to the Court -

"In such a situation, the burden of proof is to be placed on those attempting to 

alter the status quo. They are to discharge this burden by showing the absence of a 

'reasonable ecological or medical concern'. That is the required standard of proof. 

The result would be that if insufficient evidence is presented by them to alleviate concern 

about the .level of uncertainty, then the presumption should operate in favour of 

environmental protection". 26 

Thus, the court by explaining the concept of precautionary principle and the 

new concept of the onus of proof in environmental cases paved the way for greater 

application of this principle in future. 

In Narmadda Bachao Andolan v. Union of India, 27 the Supreme Court decided 

the issues relating to construction of dam on Na1mada river which was a part of the 

Sardar Sarovar Project. Explaining the new concept of burden of proof the Court 

24. Supra note 2_. 

25. Supra note 21 

26. /d. 

27. AIR 2000 SC 3751. 
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held that the 'Precautionary Principle' and the corresponding burden of proof on the 

person who wants to change the status quo will ordinarily apply in a case of polluting 

or other project or industry where the extent of damage likely to be .inflicted is 

unknown. Where the effect on ecology of environment of setting up of an industry is 

known, the Court held -

"What has to be seen is that if the environment is likely to suffer, then what 

mitigative steps can be taken to off set the same. Merely because these will be a 

change is no reason to presume that there will be ecological disaster. It is when the 

effect of the project is known then the principle of sustainable development would 

come into play which will ensure that mitigative steps are and can be taken to preserve 

the ecological balance". 28 

The Court concluded, what was the impact on environment with the construction 

of a dam was well known in India, the dam was neither a nuclear establishment nor a 

polluting industry, therefore, the decision in A.P. Pollution Control Board's Case29 

would have no application in this case. 

Despite of the fact that the Court refused to apply 'Precautionary Principle' in 

this case as the impact on environment was known and could have been mitigated, in 

subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court one may fmd strict adherence to the 

Precautionary Principle and the new concept of onus of proof. 30 

7 .3.2. Polluter Pays Principle : 

. There is no agreed defmition of the term 'Polluter Pays Prmciple, scope of its 

application is also doubtful and there is lack of clear agreement on permissible 

exceptions, That i~ not surprising, because the Principle, though recognised 

internationally, has no global treaty on its application. Various regional organizations 

and the national authorities are applying the principle for their own purposes and . . . 

therefore, interpreting the principle in different m~er. 
. . 

It was the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

28. !d. at 3804. 

29. Supra note 21. 
30. See. A.P Pollution Control Board II v. M V. Nayudu, (200 1) 2 SCC 62; Bitu Sehgal v. Union of 

India, (2001) 9SCC 180;MC. Mehta V. Union of India, (2002) 4 sec 356. 
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which first popularised the polluter pays principle in the early 1970's. "The principle 

. basically means that the producer of goods or other items should be responsible for 

the costs of preventing or dealing with any pollution which the process causes. This 
. . 

includes environmental costs as well as direct costs to people or property. It also 

covers costs incurred in avoiding pollution, and not just those related to remedying 

·any damage"31 the principle may be explained as follows -

"The polluter pays principle is one which is aimed at ensuring that the costs of 

environmental damage caused by polluting activities are born in full by the person 

responsible for such pollution; the polluter. The principle means -

• The polluter should pay for the administration of the pollution control 

system; and 

• The polluter should pay for the consequences of the pollution- for example, 

compensation and clean-up" .31 

Under the Principle it is not the role of Government to meet the costs involved 

in either prevention of damage caused by pollution or in carrying out remedial 

measures, because the effect of this would be to shift the fmancial burden of the 

pollution incident to the taxpayer. It may be noted here that despite the difficulties 

inherent in defming the principle, the European Community accepted it as a fundamental 

part of its strategy on environmental matters, and it has been one of the underlying 

principles of the Community Action Programmes on the environment. The Fourth Action 

Programme makes it clear that 'the cost of preventing and eliminating nuisances must 

in principle be borne by the polluter'. 

"[T]he polluter Pays Principle has now been incorporated into the European. 

Comniunity Treaty as part of the new Articles on the environment which were 

introduced by the smgle European Act of 1986. Article 130-R(2) of the Treaty States 

that environmental considerations are to play a part in all the policies of the community, 

and that action is to be based on three Principles : the need for preventive action; the 

31. S.Ball and S.Bell, Environmental Law, 97 (1994,2nd Ed.). 

32. S.Wolfand J\.White, Environmental Law, 15 (1995). 
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need for environmental damage to be rectified at source; and the polluter should pay" .33 

It seems that the Rio-Declaration adopted in 1992 also recognises the polluter 
.. 

pays principles. According to principle 16 of the Declaration -

"National authorities should endeavour to promote the internalization of 

. environmental costs and use of economic instruments, taking into account the approach 

that the polluter should, in principle, bear the cost of pollution, with due regard to the 

public interest and without distorting international trade and investment". 

It is clear therefore, that without referring to the "Polluter Pays" principle the 

Rio Declaration has put emphasis on the principle of internalization of environmental 

costs i.e. an economic concept which consists in charging a polluter for all the costs 

that his activity created for other persons. 

It may be submitted that the shift in environmental liability principle from 

criminal sanction to economic and fmancial deterrence is the driving force which has 

paved the way for incorporation of polluter pays principle in most of the countries in 

the world. 

Supreme Court of India for the first time applied expressly the polluter pays 

principle in the case of Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. Union of lndial4 

and held that the responsibility for repairing the environmental damage was that of 

the offending industry. The Court further held that sections 3 and 5 of the Environment 

(Protection) Act, 1986 empowered the Central Government to give directions and 

take measures for giving effect to polluter pays principle. 35 

In Vel/ore Citizens Welfare Forum v. Union oflndial6 the Supreme Court declared 
. . . 

in unequivocal terms that the polluter pays principle is part of the environmental 

jurisprudence of India Explaining the meaning and scope of the polluter pays principle 

the Court observed -

33. Carolyss shelboum, "Historic Pollution-Does the Polluter Pay?" Journal of Planning and En

vironmental Law, Aug. 1974 quoted in Indian Council for Enviro:.Legal Action v. Union 

oflndia, AIR 1996 SC 1446, 1466. 

34. AIR 1996 SC 1446. 

35. !d. at 1466. 

36. AIR 1996SC2715. 
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"The Polluter Pays principle as interpreted by this Court means that the absolute 

liability for harm to the environment extends not only to compensate the victims of 

pollution but also the cost of restoring the environmental degradation. Remediation 
. ' 

of the damaged environment is part of the process of sustainable development and as 

such the polluter is liable to pay the cost to the individual sufferers as well as the cost 

. of reversing the damaged ecology". 37 

Further, the Court directed the Central Government to constitute an authority 

under section 3(3) of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 for implementation of 

the polluter pays principle. The Court opined that the authority should, with the help 

of expert opinion, assess the loss to the environment and also identify the victims of 

the pollution and assess the compensation to be paid to the said victim. The authority 

should further determine the compensation to be recovered from the polluters as cost 

of reversing the damaged environment. 

The Court further held in this matter that the polluting tanneries were liable to 

pay for the past pollution generated by them, which resulted in the environmental 

degradation and suffering to the residents of the area. In addition to this pollutions 

fme ofRs. 10,000/- each on all the polluting tanneries was also imposed, this money 

along with th~ compensation amount recovered from the pollutes were directed to be 

deposited under a separate head called "Environment Protection Fund". The fund 

was to be. used for the purpose of giving compensation to affected persons and for 

restoring the damaged environment. 

InM C. Mehta v. Kamal Nathl8 the Court after referring the Vel/ore case reiterated, 

"one who pollutes the. environment must pay to reverse. the damage caused by his 

acts" . .It was proved in the case that Sap an Motels Private Limited used earth-movers 

and bulldozers to turn the course of the river in order to save the Motel from future 

floods. On the basis of Polluter Pays Principle the Court held -

"The Motel shall pay compensation by way of cost for the restitution of the 

environment and ecology of the area. The pollution caused by various constructions 

37. !d. at 2721. 

38. (1997) 1 sec 388. 



made by the Motel in the riverbed and the banks of River Beas has to be removed and 

reversed". 39 

Further, the Court asked the. National Environmental ·Engineering Research 

Institute, Nagpur (NEERI) to submit an assessment of the cost which w~s likely to be 

incuri.-ed for reversing the damage caused by the Motelto the environment and ecology 

·of the area. 

In S. Jagannath v. Union· of India, 40 the Court once again applied the Polluter 

Pays Principle and passed orders against the shrinlp fa.mllng culture industry found 

guilty of Polluting Coastal areas. The Central Government was'directedby the Court 

to constitute· an Authority under section 3(3) of the Environment (Protection) Act, 

1986 to deal with the situation created by the shrimp culture industry in the Coastal 

Stated and Union Territories. The Court held that shrimp culture industry was liable 

to compensate the·affected persons on the basis of the 'Polluter Pays' Principle. The 

Court further held that the aforesaid Authority should assess the loss to the environment 

in the affected areas and identify the individuals or families who had suffered because 

of the pollution, ~d assess the compensation to be paid to them. In addition to this, 

the Court held that, the Authority should further determine the compensation to be 

recovered from the polluters as cost of reversing the damaged environment.. 

The Calcutta Tanneries case 
41 

is yet another illustration where the Court applied 

the 'Polluter Pays' principle as explained by it in Vel/ore Case. The matter before the · 

Court involved issues relating to pollution caused by about 550 tanneries located in 

the adjoining areas in the eastern fringe·ofthe city ofKolkata. The Court in its or~er 

directed the State Government to appoint an Authority/Commissioner to assess the 

loss to the environment in the areas affected by the pollution caused by the tanneries. 

. It was. held by the Court that the said authority should determine the compensation to 

be recovered from the polluter-tanneries as, cost of reversing the damaged environment. . 

It appears that the Court has mairitained the consistency in the application of 

39. !d. at 415. 

40.. (1997) 2 sec 87. 

41. MC.Mehtav. Union oflndia, (1997) 2 SCC 411. 
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polluter pays principle in subsequent cases and invariably followed the Veil ore case. 41 

It may be submitted, however, that the explanation regarding nature, scope and definition 
. . . . . . 

of the 'Polluter Pays' principle in a morelucid mannerby the Court is need of the hour, 

as there ,is no direct statutory provision regarding application of this prinCiple in ltidia. 

7.3.3. Intergenerational Equity : 

One of the important components of sustainable development is the principle of 

Intergenerational equity. This principle gives emphasis to the need of preservation of 

_ the environment for the benefit of present as well as future generations. "The Principle 

of inter"-generation equity envisage_s that each generation has to use the natural 

resources in a sustainable way so that the coming generations get their due share and 

the existing civilization further continues happily its onward journey''. 
43 

The PrinCiple 

has got recognition and acceptance at various international forums. 

The Stockholm Declaration has recognised this principle and has given due 

importance to it. Proclaim 6 of the declaration stressing the principle of Inter 

generational equity states as follows -

" . . . To defend and improve the human environment for present and future 

generations has become an imperative goal for mankind, a goal to be pursued together 
' -

with, and in harmony with, the established and fundamental goals of peace and of 

world-wide economic and social development". 

The Stockholm Declaration, in- very clear terms, has recognised the right to 

environment for· future generation principle 1· and principle 2 of the declaration state 

as follows-

Principle 1 - "Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate 

conditions oflife in an environment of quality that permits a life of dignity and well 

being, and he bears. a solemn responsibility to protect and improve the environment for 

the present and future generations." 

42. See, Consumer Education and Research Society v. Union of India, (2000) 2 SCC 599; 

MC. Mehta v. Kamal Nath, (2000) 6 SCC 213; Bittu Sehgal v. Union of India, (2001) 9 

SCC 181; MC.Mehta v. Union of India, (2002) 4 SCC 356; MC. Mehta v. Kamal Nath, 

AIR 2002 SC~515;(2002) 3 SCC 653. 

43. Supra note 14 at 37. 
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Principle 2 - "The natural resources of the earth including the air, water, land, flora and 

fauna and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems must be safeguarded 

for the benefit of present and future generations through careful planning or 

management, as appropriate". 

Various documents which emerged from the "earth summit" at Rio de Janeiro in 

1992 also underline the concept of Intergenerational equity. Principle' 3 of the Rio 

Declaration Proclaims- "The right to development must be fulfilled so as to equitably 

meet developmental and environmental needs of present and future generations". The 

Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992 also touches the concept oflntergenerational 

equity, while explaining the meaning of' Sustainable use' Article 2 of the convention 

states-

"Sustainable use means the use of components of biological diversity in a way 

and at a rate that does not lead to the long term decline of biological diversity, thereby 

maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of present and future 

generations". 

Similarly, Article 3 of the UN framework Convention on Climate Change, 1992 

reads-

" ... The parties should protect the climate system for the benefit of present and 

future generations of human kind, on~e basis of equity and in accordance with their 

common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities ... " 

. Agenda 21, the monumental centrepiece agreement adopted by participating 

Nations at Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, sets an agenda for the 21st century to 

make the world habitable. "It, inter alia, enumerates a set of priority actions to be 

taken by states during the ensuing century to ensure a sound eco-management and to 

achieve sustainable development. 44 

The Indian Supreme Court has also used the Principle oflntergenerational equity 

while delivering environmental justice. In Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v. 

44. K.I.Vibhute, "Enviroiunent, Present and Future Generations : Intergenerational Equity, Justice 

and Responsibility", 39 JJL/281, 283 (1997). 
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State of Uttar Pradesh, 45 the Court, while dealing with indiscriminate tapping of natural 

resources observed- "It has always to be remembered that these are permanent assets 

of mankind and are not intended to be exhausted in one generation". The Court 

recognised the significance of the concept of sustainable Development and 

Intergenerational equity once again in State ofH.P. v. Ganesh Wood Products. 46 Here 

.the matter was relating to the significance of forest wealth and its impact an 

environment and ecology. 

InS. Jagannath v. Union of India, 47 the Court dealt with the problem of pollution 

caused by shrimp farming culture industries in coastal areas. The Court was of the view 

that there must be an environmental impact assessment before grant of permission to 

install commercial sluimp farms, and such assessment must take into consideration 

the inter-generational equity. 

In A.P. Pollution Control Board v. Prof M V. Nayudu, 48 the Court for the frrst 

time discussed the principle of inter-generational equity in some detail and opined 

that the principle is of recent origin. Referring to the Stockholm Declaration, 1972, 

J agannadha Rao, J. noted that several international conventions and treaties had 

recognised the principle of inter-generational equity and that several imaginative 

proposals such as the locus standi of individuals or groups to take out actions as 

representatives of future generations, appointment of ombudsman to take care of the 

rights of the future against the present, had come up. 

Prof. J ariwala, however, differs from the view of the Court that the pririciple of 

intergenerational equity is of recent again. He rightly points out that the history of 

ancient Indian texts and texts of different religions "provide satisfactory evidences to 

support the conclusion that the basic theme of the principle was in operation even in 

the ancient time. The Shrishti, God of nature did not belong to any particular person 

or generation. The existing generation was ordained not to plunder but use nature 

according to one's is capacity to repay". 49 

45. AIR 1987 SC 359,364. 

46. (1995)6 sec 363, 382. 

47. (1997)2 sec 87, 146. 

48. (1999)2SCC718. 
49. Supra note 14 at 36. 
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It may be submitted that the Court though recognised the principle of 

intergerierational equity in few cases decided by it, never tried to explain the nature, 

scope and meaning of the principle and, therefore, ambiguity regarding the principle is 

still prevailing. One is not sure whether the principle is part of the law of the land and if 

it is, to what extent 8.nd under what circumstances. A clear pronouncement in this 

.connection by the Supreme Court would be highly appreciable specially, in absence of 

any express statutory provision recognizing intergenerational equity in India. 

7.3.4. Doctrine of Public Trust : 

The origin of the 'Doctrine of Public Trust' may be traced to the ancient Roman 

Empire. The Doctrine was founded on the idea that certain common properties such 

as rivers, seashore, forests and air were held by Goven1ment in trusteeshjp for the 

free and unimpeded use of the general public. Under the Roman Law these natural 

resources were either owned by no one (res nullious) or by every one in common (res 

communious). Similar concept of 'Public Trust' may also·be traced under the English 

Common Law. "Under the English common law, however, the sovereign could own 

these resources but the ownership was limited in nature, the Crown could not grant 

these properties to private owners if the effect was to interfere with the public interest 

in navigation or fishing. Resources that were suitable for these uses were deemed to 

be held in trust by the Crown for the benefit of the public". 50 

According to Prof. Joseph L. Sax, proponent of the Modem Public Trust 

Doctrine, the source of modem public trust law is found in the nature of property 

right in rivers, the sea, and the seashore. In this connection he has emphasized following 

two points-

·"First, certain interests, such as navigation and fishing, were sought to be 

preserved for the benefit of the public; accordingly, property used for those purposes 

was distinguished-from general public property which the sovereign could routinely 

grant to. private owners. Second, while it was understood that in certain common 

properties- such as the seashore, highways, and running water- 'Pespetual use was 

dedicated to the public', it has never been clear whether the public had an enforceable 

50. MC Mehta v. Kamal Nath, (1997) 1 SCC 388, 407. 
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right to prevent it.lfringement of those interests. Although the State apparently did protect 

public uses, no evidence is available that public rights could be legally asserted against 

a recalcitrant government''. 51 

· Professor Sax is of the view that the Public Trust Doctrine often imposes three 

kinds of restrictions on governmental authority. Firstly, the property subject to the 

trust must not only be used for a PU:blk purpose, but it must be held available for us·e 

by the general public; Secondly, the property may not be sold, even for a fair cash 

. equivalent; and tlnrdly, the property must be maintained for particular types of uses. 

The doctrine of Public Trust has also got recognition in the American l~gal 
. ' 

system, the decision of the United State Supreme Court in Illinois Central Railroad 

Co. v. People of the State oflllinois52 may be considered trend setter. In this case the 
. . . 

Illinois legislature made a substantial grant of submerged lands to the Illionois Central 

railroad in 1869. Just after four years the legislature changed its decision and repealed 

the grant. The state of lllinois sued to quite title. The Court held that the title of the 

State in the land in dispute was a title different from the title which the United States 

held in public lands which were open to preemption and sale. It was a title held in 

trust for the people of the state so that they may enjoy the navigation of the water, 

carry on commerce over them and have liberty of fishing therein free from ol?struction 

or interference of private parties. The court while accepting the stand of the state of 

illinois held that the abdication of the general control of the state over lands in dispute 

was not consistent with the exercise of the trust which required the government of . 

the state to procure such waters for the use of the public. 

The judgment of the Supreme Court of California in the Mono Lake Case53 is 

another illustration which shows that the public trust doctrine has gained firm ground 

in United States of America. Mono Lake~ which is the second largest lake in California 

consists of saline water and no fish but supports a large number of Brine Ships and bird 

51. Joseph L.Sax, "Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource Law : Effective Judicial Inter:ven

tion", 68 MichL. Rev. 473{1970) quoted inMC. Mehta v. Kamal Nath, (1997) 1 SCC 388, 

407. 

52. 146 us 387 (1892). 
53. National Audubon Society v. Superior Court of Alpine Country, 33 Cal 3d 419. 
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life besides being a tourist attraction. The Plaintiffs filed a suit against the city of~os · 

Angles which was drawing 'water from stream that fed Mono Lake, alleging that as a 

result of the diversion, the lake level was falling marring the scenic beauty and imperilling · 

the birds. Upholding the plaintiffs claim that the Public Trust Doctrine could be used to 

~upersede Los Angels' water diversion, the California Supreme Court explained the 

. concept of Public Tnist Doctrine in the following words -

· "The public trust is more than an a:fflrination of state power to use public property 

for public purpose. It is an a:ffmnation of the duty of the state to protect the people's 

common heritage of streams, lakes marshlands and tidelands, surrendering that sight 

of protection only in rare cases when the abandonment of that right is consistent With 
' . ( 

the purpose of the trust ... " 

Thus, it is clear that the Public Trust Doctrine which is confined ooder the 

English Common Law only to certain traditional uses such as navigation, commerce 

and fishing has got an expanded meaning in United States ()f America. The 

observations of the Supreme Court of California in Mono Lake Case· show beyond 

doubt the judicial concern in protectillg all ecologically important lands, for e.g. fresh 

water, wet lands, riparian forests etc. 

The Indian Supreme Court has also adopted the Public Trust Doctrine and 

declared that it is part of the lawoftheland. InMC. Mehtav. Kamal Nath, 54 the Court 

for the fri'st time explained the nature and scope of Public Trust Doctrine. Here the 

court was dealing with the potential threat to ecology caused by the diversion of the 

course of river Beas bya private company, Sapan Motels pvt. Ltd., to save the Motel 

from future floods. The Court, after discussing various views expressed by noted jurists 

and foreign Courts, regarding Public Trust Doctrine observed as under-

"Our legal. system-based on English common law-includes the Public Trust 

Doctrine as part of its jurisprudence. The state· is the trustee of all natural resources 

which are by nature meant for public use and enjoyment. Public at large is the 

beneficim.y of the sea-shore, running waters, airs, forests and ecologically fragile lands. 

The state as trustee is under a legal duty to protect the natural resources. These resources 

54. (1997) 1 sec 388. 
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meant for public use cannot be converted into private ownership". 55 

The Court noted that large area of the bank of river Beas which was part of 

protected forest had been given on a lease purely for commercial purposes to the Motel 

and therefore, the Himachal Pradesh government committed patent breach of public 

trust by leasing the ecologically fragile land to the Motel management. Further, the 

Court termed the issue in the case as "the classic struggle betWeen those members of 

the public who would preseiVe our rivers, forests, parks and open lands in their pristine 

purity and these charged with administrative responsibilities, who, under the pressure 

of the changing needs of an increasingly complex society, find it necessary to encroach 

to some extent upon open lands heretofore considered inviolate to change". The conflict 

can be resolved, according to the court, by the legislature by making suitable laws. The 

court was however, of the opinion that in the absence of any such legislation, "the 

executive acting under the doctrine of public trust cannot ~bdicate the natural resources 

and convert then i.Q.to private ownership, or for commercial use". 

Assigning the role of custodian to the judiciary, the Court head - "The aesthetic · 

use and the pristine glory of the natural resources, the environment and the ecosystems 

of our country cannot be permitted to be eroded for private, commercial or any other 

use unless the courts find it necessary, in good faith, .for the public good and in public 

interest to encroach upon the said resources". 56 The Court made it very clear that the 

Public Trust doctrine, as discussed by it in the Kamal Nath case was a part of the law 

of the land". 57 

In MI. Builders v. Radhey Shyam Sahu, 58 the Court held that allowing an 

underground shopping complex to collie up below a public park violated the doctrine 

of Public Trust and ordered the·demolition of the structures and restoration of the 

·park. The Court. was of the view that by allowing. underground construction t:Pe 

Mahapalika had deprived itself of its obligatory duties to maintain the park. The Court 

held. "The Mahapalika is the trustee for the proper management of the park. When the 

55. ld. at 413. 

56. Id. 

57. Id. at 415. 

58. AIR 1999 SC 2468. 
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. true nature of the park, as it existed, is destroyed it would be violative of the doctrine 

of public trust". 59 The Court reiterated the view expressed by Kuldip Singh, J. in Kamal 

Nath case and remarked, "This public trust doctrine in our country, it would appear, has 

grown from Article 21 of the Constitution". 60 No suitable reasoning or argument was 

placed by the Court to support the remark, however, this may me treated as an indication 

.by the Court that scope of the Doctrine may be expanded in near future. 

It is evident therefore, that the Court has recognised and adopted the concept of 

sustainable development, various components of the concept have been resorted to 

by the Court in matters relating to environmental protection. It may be submitted that 

the concept has been used by the Court as a supplement to the right to wholesome 

environment. 

59. Id. at 2498. 

60. Id. 
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CHAPTER-8· 

PRINCIPLE OF ABSOLUTE LIABILITY 

Both in civil and criminal laws, mens rea or guilty mind is considered necessary 

to hold a person responsible. However, there are some exceptions to the general rule 

and in certain circunistances a person may be held responsible irrespective of the 

existence of either wrongful intent or negligence. Such cases are known as the wro~gs 

of strict liability and a person may be punished for committing wrong, even if he has 

no guilty mind. The strict liability rule does not enquire whether the guilty person has 

committed the wrong intentionally, negligently or innocently. It merely pres~es the 

presence of the formal conditions of liability. The most important reason for such_ 

assumption is that it is. difficult to secure adequate proof of the intention or the 

negligence of the offender. In this connection the rule laid down by fue House of. 
Lords in Rylands v. Fletcher is a milestone. The rule is based on the principle of 'no 

fault' liability, and. therefore, even if the defendant· was neither negligent nor 

intentionally caused the harm or was careful, still he could be held liable under the . 

rule. 

In Rylands v. Fletcher the defendant got a reservoir constructed, through 

independent contractors over his land for providing water to his mill. There were· old 

disused shafts under the site of the reservoir, which the contractors failed to observe 

and so did not block them. When the water was fuled in the reservoir, it burst through 

the shafts and flooded the plaintiff's coalmines on the adjoining land: 

The defenruint did not know of the shafts and had not been negligent, although the 

independent contractors had been. Even though the defendant had not been negligent he 

was held liable on the basis of the following rule propounded by Blackburn 1.1 - • 

We think that the rule of law is, that the person who for his own purposes 
brings on his lands and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it 

1. (1968) LR 31.-IL 330. 
2. The rule was formulated by Blackburn J. in Exchequer chamber in Fletcher v. Rylands (1866) 

L.R.I Ex.265 and the same was approved by the House of Lords in Rylands v. Fletcher (18~8) 

L.R.3 HL 330. 
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escapes, must keep it in at his peril, and if he does not do so, is Prima facie 
answerable for all the damage, which is the natural consequence of its escape. 
He can excuse himselfby showing that the escape was owing to the plaintiff's 
default; or perhaps that the escape was the consequence·ofvis major, or the 
act of God; ... and it seems but reasonable and just that the nei~bour, who 
has brought something on his own property which was not naturally there, 
haimless to others so long as it is confmed to his own property, but which 
he knows to be mischievous if it gets on his neighbour's, should be obliged 
to make good the damage which ensues if he does not succeed in corifiD.ing 
it to his own property. 

An· important qualification was added to the aforesaid -rule by the House of 

Lords when the case came before it tinder appeal. It was held that fo{ the liability . 

under the rule, the use of land should be 'non natural'. Thus, the liability arises, not 

because there was any fault or negligence on the part of the person, but because he 

kept some dangerous thing on his land and the sam~ escaped from there and·caused. 

damage. 

8.1. Limitations of the Strict Liability Rule 

To ascertain the exact nature of the rule it is essential to know about the limits of 

the rule. It is clear from the study of case Law that "there is no liability under the rule 

unless there is some 'escape' from the defendant's land, but there is no necessity that 

the thing be likely to escape. What matters from this purpose is that if it escapes it is 

likely to do· mischief and this is the meaning to be given to dangerous thirig in this 

context". 3 In Read v. ·Lyons & Co. Ltd, 4 the nece.ssary factors for establisrung liability 

under the strict liability rule were clarified. They are -

* dangerous thing likely to do mischief; 

* brought on 'to land; 

* escape; 

* non-natural use of the land. 

8.1.1. Dangerous Thing : 

One of the essential.factors in the application of the strict liability rule is that it 

applies to 'anything likely to do mischief if it escapes'. There may be numerous 
... 

3. W.V.H. Rogers (ed.), Winfield and Jolowicz on Tort, 425 (13th ed. 1989). 

4. (1947) A.C. 156. 



examples of 'dangerous thing', including gas, 5 explosives, 6 electricity, 7 noxious fumes, 8 

colliery spoil,9 vibration, 10 oi111 etc. "In determining the 'dangerous thing' the Courts 

will use a factual test whether the thing is likely to mischief if it escapes'. Following 

the decision in Cambridge Water v. Eastern Counties Leather Pic (1994), it would 

appear that there is a requirement that the damage is foreseen as a result of the escape, 

· and possibly that the escape itself is foreseeable" .12 

8.1.2. Land : 
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It is not enough for the dangerous thing to be naturally present on the land, it must 

have been brought onto the land. The strict liability rule as originally formulated refers 

to a person who for his own purposes brings on to his lands and collects and keeps 

there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes. Now it is clear that the rule applies to 

a local authority which is required to receive sewage into its sewers; one who uses land 

by permission of the tenant or occupier and brings on to it a dangerous thing is also 

liable for its scope.13 The rule applies in those case as well where the defendant has a 
( 

right to use land, e.g. for laying pipes to carry gas, 14 or cables for electricity.15 "Although 

there are conflicting dicta it seems that an owner who is not in occupation of the land at 

the time when the thing escapes is liable if he has authorised the accumulation, and that 

anyone who collects the dangerous thing and has control of it at the escape would be 

liable".16 

8.1.3. Escape : 

There must be an escape ofthe substance, which is dangerous from the land where 

5. Waschakv. Moffat, 379 Pa. 441, 109 A. 2 d 310 (1954). 

6. Miles v. Forest Rock and Granite Co. Ltd. (1918)34 TLR 500. 

7. Eastern &S. African Telegraph Camp. Ltd. v. Cape Town Tarmways Co. Ltd., (1902),A.C. 381. 

8. West v. Bristol Tramways Co., (1908) 2 K.B. 14. 

9. Attorney Generalv. Cory Bros. Ltd., (1921) 1 A.C. 521. 

10. Hoare & Co. v. McAlphine (1923), 1 Ch. 167. 

11. Smith v GW Railway (1926) 135 LT 112. 

· 12. S. Wo1fand A. White, Lecture Notes . .. Environmental Law, 97 (1995). 

13. Rainham Chemical Works v. Belvedere Fish Guano Co. (1921) 2 A.C. 465. 

14. Northwestern Utilities Ltd. v. London Guarantee Ltd. (1936) A.C. 108, 118. 

15. Charing Cross Electricity Supply Co. v. Hydrdnlic Power Co. (1914) 3 KB 772. 

16. Supra note 3 at 428. 



it is kept otherwise strict liability rule cannot be invoked. It is not sufficient for the 

application of the rule that there was merely the potential for escape. 'Escape' for the 

p:urpose of applicability of strict liability rule mc:;ans, "escape from a place where the 

defendant has occupation or control over land to a place which is outside his occupation 
. . 

or coritrol".17Thus, if there is.projection of the branches of a poisonous tree on the 

. neighbour's land, this amounts to an escape and if the. cattle lawfully there on the 

neighbour's land are poisoned by eating the leaves of the same, the defendant will be 

liable under the nile" .18 

8.1.4. Non-natural Use of Land : 

It is a basic requirement of the strict liability principle that the defendant should 

have brought onto his land something, which was not present there naturally. The term 

'natural' has been interpreted in Rylands v. Fletcher to mean "that which exists in or by 

nature and is not artificial" .. Non natural use-"must be some special use bringing with it 

increased danger to others, and must not merely be the ordinary use of land or such a 

use as is proper for the general benefit of community" .19 · 
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In Read v. L)JOns, 20 Lord Porter observed, "non-natural uses seems to be a question · 

of fact ... and in deciding this question I think that all the circumstances of time and · 

practice of mankind must be taken into consideration so that what may be regarded 

as dangerous or non-natural may vary according to the circumstances;." Thus, the 

concept of non-natural user was understood by Court as being shnilar t~ the idea of 

unreasonable risk in negligence. In Mason v. Levy Auto Parts of England Ltd, 21 large 

quantities of combustible materials, stored on defendants land, ignited in· mysterious 

circUmstances. Mackenna J. paid regard to the quantities of combustible -materials 

·which the defendants brought onto the land; the way in which they stored them; and 

the character of the neighbourhood in order to determine whether the defendants 

ought to be held liable under the strict liability rule. He concluded, "it may be that 

17. Readv.Lyons, (1947)A.C.156, 168. 

18. R.K. Bangia, Law of Torts, 323 (17th ed., 2003). 

19. Richards v. Lothian, (1913) A. C. 263, 279-280. 

20. Supra note 17 at 176. 

21. (1967) 2 Q.B. 530. 



these consideratio11s would be the same as I have reached by a more laborious, and 

perhaps more questionable route" ;:z:z "The identification of non-natural uses with 

conduct creating an abnormal risk that ought not to be borne by the public has given 

to the Courts a device for determining liability in accordance with what they consider 

to be public policy. There is no objective universal test of what is non-natural".23 

· 8.2. Exceptions to the Strict Liability Rule : 

Although ~t is widely acknowledged that the dedsion of Rylands v. Fletcher 

created a regime of strict liability, the liability is not absolute and Courts have developed 

a number of defences. The following exceptions to the -rule of strict liability have 

been recognised by Courts; 

(i) Plaintiffs own fault 

(ii) Act of God 

(iii) Statutory authority 

(iv) Common benefit 

(v) Act of third party 

8.2.1. Plaintiff's own Fault 
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~ere the plaintiff suffers as a result of his own act or default the defendant 

cannot be held liable. In Rylands v. Fletcher itself, this was considered as a defence. 

In Panting v. Noakes, 14 the plaintiff's horse intruded into the defendant's land and 

died after having nibbled the leaves of a poisonous tree there. If was held by the 

Court that the plaintiff could recover nothing, for the damage was due to the horse's 

own intrusion. 

8.2.2. Act of God : 

Act of God or vis major means - "circumstances which no human foresight can 

provide against, and . of which human prudence is not bound to recognise the 

possibility" .15 It was considered to be a defence to the strict liability rule in Rylands v. 

22. Id. at 542-543. 

23. Supra note 3 at 430. 

24. (1849) 2 Q.B. 281. 

25. Tennet v. Earl ofGlasgow, (1864) 2M (H.L.) 22,26-27. 
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Fletcher by Blackburn, J. himself.26 In Nichols v. Marsland,"' the defendant created 

artificial lakes on his land by damming up a natural stream. An extraordinary rainfall, 

greater and more violent than any within the memory of witnesses broke down the 

artificial embankments and the rush of escaping water carried away four bridges in 

respect of which damage the plaintiff sued. The Court found no negligence on the . 

. part of the defendants and held that the defendants were not liable because the accident 

had been caused by an act of God. 

8.2.3. Statutory Authority : 

The strict liability rule may be excluded by statute. In Green v. Chelsea Watetworks 

Co., 28 It was the statutory duty of the defendant to maintain continuous supply of water .. 

A main belonging to the company burst without any negligence on its part,· as a 

consequence of which the plaintiffs premises were flooded with water. The Company 

was held not liable as it was engaged in performing a statutory duty. 

8.2.4.. Common Benefit : 

Where the source of the danger is for the benefit of both the defendant and the 

plaintiff, the defendant can not be held liable for·its escape. This is similar to the 

defence of consent of the plaintiff. In Carstair v. Tayloi; 29 the plaintiff hired ground 

floor of a warehouse from the defendant, the upper part of the warehouse was occupied 

by the. defendant himself. Water stored on the upper floor leaked without any ·. . . 

negligence on the part of the defendant and damaged the plaintiffs goods on the 

ground floor. The defendant was held not liab~e, as the water had been stored for the 

common benefit of the plaintiff and the defendant. 

8.2.5~ Act of Third Party : 

The unforeseeable act of a stranger is a defence under the strict liability rule, 

where the defendant has no control over his actions. The burden of proving this 

defence lies with the defendant. In Box v. Jubb, 30 the reservoir of the defendant 

26. (1866) L.R. 1 Ex .. 265, 280. 

27. (1876) 2 Ex. D.I. 

28. (1894) 70 L.T. 547. 

29. (1871) L.R. 6 Ex. 217. 

30. (1879) 4 Ex. D. 76. 
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' ' 

overflowed partly because of the acts of a neighbouring reservoir-owner· and the. 

defendant was held not liable. Where the act oftht; stranger could have been foreseen 

or action could have been taken to prevent the consequences then the defendant will. 

still be liable.31 

The implications of this rule, as far as enviro:Iimental protection is concerned, 

are clear. There are many instances of pollution being causes by materials or substances 

brought onto land· escaping from that land. "Over the years the rule has been applied 

in relation to . water, fire, gases, electricity, oil, chemicals, colliery spoil, poisonous 

vegetation and even a chair-o-plane at a fairground! The sheer simplicity of the principle 

would seem to cover many potentially hazardous situations. However, the limitations 

of the principle are such that it is rarely successful nowadays" .31 

8.3. Non-delegable Duty of the Enterprises : 

The rule of stric~ liability was applicable. as much in India as in England before · 

the historical judgment of the Supreme Court of India in the case of M C. Mehta v. 

Union of India, 33 (Oleum Gas Leak Case). The Constitutional Bench of the Supreme 

Court modified the 19th century English law principle of' strict liability' and evolved 

a new rule suitable to the social and economic conditions prevailing in India, i.e., the 

rule of 'Absolute Liability'. In this case the Supreme Court was dealing with claims 

arising from the leakage of oleum gas on 4th and 6th December, 1985 from one of the 

units of Shriram Foods and Fertilizers industries in the city of Delhi, belonging to 

Delhi Cloth Mills Ltd. As a consequence of this leakage, it was alleged that one advocate 

practising in the Tis Hazari Court had died and several others were affected by the 

same. 

The Supreme Court utilized this occasion for taking a bold decision by holding 

that it was not bound to follow the 19th century rule of English law, and it could 

evolve a rule suitable to the social and economic conditions prevailing in ~dia at the 

present time. While explaining the reasons for adoption of the new rule, Bhagwati C.J. 

31. Northwestern Utilities Ltd. v. London Guarantee and Accident Co. Ltd., (1936) A.C. 108. 

32. S. Ball and S. Bell, Environmental Law, 161 (2nd Ed., 1994). 

33. AIR 1987 SC 1 086; the case was decided by a Bench consisting of five judge~ on a reference 

made by a Bench of three judges. 



observed, "This rule (f?ylands v. Fletcher) evolved in the 19th century at a time when all 

these developments of science and technology had not taken place, cannot afford any 

guidance in evolving any standard ofliability consistent with the Constitutional norms 

and the need of the present day economy and social structure".34 
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The Court further opined that law has to grow in order to satisfy the needs of 

the fast changing society and keep abrest with the economic development taking 

place in this country. As new situ~tions arise the law has to be evolved in order to 

meet the challenge of such new situations. The Court formulated the rule of' Absolute 

Liability' in the following words -

[ A]n enterprise which is engaged in a hazardous or inherently dangerous 
indus tty which poses a potential threat to the health and safety of the persons 
working in the factory and residing in the surrounding areas ewes an 
absolute and non-delegable duty to the community to ensure that no harm 
results to anyone on account of haZardous or inherently dangerous nature 
of the activity which it has undertaken. The enterprise must be held to be 
under an obligation to provide that hazardous or inherently dangerous 
activity in which it is engaged must be conducted with the highest standards 
of safety and if any harm results on account of such activity, the enterprise 
must be absolutely liable to compensate for such harm and it should be no 
answer to the enterprise to say that it had taken all reasonable care and 
that the harm occurred without any negligence on its part. 35 

The Court gave following reasons for its decision -

Firstly, the persons harmed on account of the hazardous or inherently dangerous 

·activity carried on by the enterprise would not be in a position to avoid such harm; 

Secondly, such hazardous or inherently dangerous activity for private profit can 

be tolerated only on condition that the enterprise indemnifies all those who suffer due 

to the activities of the enterprise regardless of whether it is carried on carefully or not; 

Lastly, the enterprise alone has the resource to discover and guard against hazards 

or dangers and to provide warning against potential hazards. 

After citing the reasons the Court held in explicit terms -

Where an enterprise is engaged in a hazardous or inherently dangerous 
activity and harm results to anyone on account of an accident in the 

34. !d. at 1098. 

35. !d. at 1099. 



operation of such hazardous or inherently dangerous activity resulting for 
example, in escape of toxic gas the enterprise is strictly and absolutely 
liable to compensate all those who are affected by the' accident and such 
liability is not subject to any of the exceptions which operate vis-a-vis the 
tortious principle of strict liability under the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher. 36 

The Court further laid down that the measure of compensation must be correlated 

. to the magnitude and capacity of the enterprise because such compensation must 

have a deterrent effect. "The larger and more prosperous the enterprise, greater must 

. be the amount of compensation payable by it for the harm caused on account of an 
. . 

accident in the canying on of the hazardous or inherently dangerous activity by th~ 

enterprise" .37 
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According to Prof. C.M. J ariwala, "the present ruling now makes it mandatory 
. . 

for the industrialist to pay serious attention in conducting their business with·· the 
I 

highest standard of safety so as to avoid strict and absolute liability".38 There is _no 

doubt about the justness and relevancy of 'absolute liability' in developing country 

like India. But, some judges of the Supreme Court have doubted the validity of this 

new principle on technical grounds. 

8.4. Viability of the Principle : 

The legal basis and statUs of the 'absolute liability' principle was frrst time put 

on the acid test in Bhopal Case. 39 On the night of December 2/3, 1984 the worst 

industrial. mass disaster of 20th century occurred due to leakage of Methyl Isocyanate 

Gas (MIC) from the Plant if Union Carbide India Ltd. (UCIL) in Bhopal. UCIL was 

a subsidiary company of Union Carbide Corporation (UCC), a multinational company, 

registered in United States of America. The disaster resulted in the death of at least 

3, 000 persons and very large number of people suffered serious injuries, permanently . . . 

affecting their eyes, respiratory system ari.d causing scores of other complications 

including damage to the foetus of pregnant women. After long drown litigation for 

over four years there was a settlement between the Union of India and the Union 

36. Id. 

37. !d. at 1099-1100. 
38. C.M. Jariwala, "Direction of Environmental Justice in India: Critical Appraisal of 1987 Case 

Law", 35 JILl, 101 (1993). 

39. Union Carbide Crop. v. Union oflndia, AIR 1992 SC 248. 



Carbide Corporation. In terms of the aforesaid settlement the Supreme Court in Union 

Carbide Corporation v. Union of India, 40 passed order directing the payment of a 

sum of 4 70 million US Dollars or its. equivalent amount in Rupees. The ·'Absolute 

Liabihty' principle was invoked by the Supreme Court (Pathak bench) during the 

. settlement accounting exercise. Thus, the 'Absolute liability' principle, it seems, got 

. indirect positive support under the settlement order dated 4th May 1989. 
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At the stage of review of the settlement in. Union Carbide Corporation v. Union 

of India, 41 the principle laid down in Oleum Gas leak Case was not allowed to operate 

by the Supreme Court because it was "notionally submitted by the settlement fund 

which now represent and exhaust the liability of alleged hazardous entrepreneurs". 

According to Venkatachaliah J., "the settlement can not be assailed as violative of 

Mehta (Oleum Gas leak Case) principle which might have arisen for consideration in 

strict adjudication". 42 

Ranganath Misra,. C.J ., iii his concurrfug opinion, however, specially went into 

this question and observed that what was said by the Supreme Court in Oleum Gas 

Leak case was "essentially obiter". Pointing out the 'due process' condition as laid 

down by the American Courts, he advocated for a pragmatic approach. 

This opinion of Misra. C.J. attracted criticism from jurists and the issue was 

agitated before the three different Constitution Benches subsequently, but due to one 

or another reasons none of the Benches felt it a necessity to apply the absolute liability 

principle in the Bhopal Case, yet, except Misra, C.J ., none of the remaining fourteen 

justices put a question mark on the ratio of the Oleum Gas Leak Case principle itself.· 

On the contrary the absolute liability principle was used by the Pathak Bench, as 

mentioned before, to demonstrate the reasonability and justness of the settlement · 

amount. 

At some occasion during the Bhopal Litigation, the principle of' absolute liability' 

as enunciated in Oleum Gas Leak case was termed as 'uncertain province of the law', 

the reason behind this statement was not the in-viability of the principle but the fact 

40. AIR 1990 SC 273. 

41. Supra note 39. 

42. ld. at 309. 
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that any Indian decree based on this principle had to be executed in USA -.a place 

beyond the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of India. Perhaps, this was the logic in 

theminds of the judges of the Supreme Court while promoting and upholding a settlement . 

instead of deciding the Bhopal case on merit. It seems, however, that the Supreme 

Court deliberately missed an opportunity to develop new principle relating to 

·MultiD.ational Corporations operating with inherently dangerous technologies in the 

developing countries like India, without taking proper safety measures. 

The doubts relating to viability of absolute liability principle, to a great extent, 

has been removed by the judgment ofthe Supreme Court in the case of Indian Council 

for Enviro-legal Action v. Union of India. 43 The writ petition was filed by an 
. . 

organization on behalf of villagers who were suffering from the pollution caused by 

. the toxic industrial wastes of the chemical industries situated in the vicinity of the 

village. Here, again a question mark was put on the validity of 'absolute liability' 

principle, learned council for the respondents argued before the Court that the rule of 

'absolute liability' was not accepted in England or other conimon wealth countries, 

and that the rule evolved by the House of Lords inRylands v. Fletcher was the correct 

rule to be applied in such matters. 

The Supreme Court rejected this argument in view of binding decision of Oleum · 

Gas Leak Case and held the contention of respondents untenable, for, the said decision 

expressly .refers to the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher but refuses to apply it saying that it 

is not suited to the conditions in India. 

During the course of judgment the two judges bench of the Supreme Court 

discussed some recent judgments of English and Australian Courts along with the 

Rylands v. Fletcher case, to indicate why the Rylands v. Fletcher rule is inappropriate 

and unacceptable in India. Firstly, the Court took the case of Cambridge Water Co. 

Ltd v. Eastern Counties Leather, Pic., 44 where the House of Lords had approved the 

rule of 'strict liability' as propounded in Rylands v. Fletcher. The plaintiff, Cambridge 

Water Company, was a statutory corporation engaged in providing public water supply 

within a certain area including the city of Cambridge. The Cambridge Water Company 

43. AIR 1996 SC 1446. 

44. (1994) 1 AllER 53. 
,.. 



began to abstract the water for public co:l).sumption in June 1979. Unknown to the 

water company was the fact that the water was contaminated by a solvent, which had 

leached into the aquifer from a nearby tannery operated by Eastern Counties leather. 

The plaintiffs case was that on account of the solvent percolating into the ground, 

the water in its well became contaminated and unfit for human consumption and that 

·on the account it was obliged to fmd an alternative source at a substantial cost. It sued 

the defendant for the resulting damages on the grounds of nuisance, negligence. and 

the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher. 
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The High Court dismissed the action in nuisance and negligence because it was 

decided that the defendants could not have foreseen the damage caused to the aquifer 

arising from their tannery operations. Regarding Rylands v. Fletcher rule it was held 

that the solvent used by the defendants .was a 'natural use' of the land. The decision of 

the High Court was, however, reversed by the Court of Appeal and Cambridge Water 

Company was awarded£ 1,000,000 in damages, plus costs. The Court of Appeal based. 

its decision on basis of the tort of nuisance and the case of Ballard v. Tomlinson. 
45 

The 

Court of Appeal held that no person having a right to use a common source is entitled 

to contaminate that source so as to prevent his neighbour from having a full value ofhis 

right of appropriation. 

On appeal by the defendant, the House ofLords·allowed the appeal holding that 

foreseeability of the harm of the relevant type by the defendant was a prerequisite to . . 

the right to recover damages both under the heads of nuisance and also under· the rule 

in Rylands v. Fletcher and since that could not be· established by the pl$tiff, it has to 

fail. The House of Lords, though, held that the defendant's use of the land was a non

natural use but dismissed the suit because of the plaintiffs failure to establish that 

pollution of water by the solvent used by the defendant was, in the circumstances of 

the case, foreseeable by the defendant. 

The Court, after discussing the Cambridge Water Co. case went on to discuss 
46 

an Australian case, Burnie Port Authority v. General Jones Pty. Ltd. General Jones 

Ltd. had stored frozen vegetables in three cold storage rooms in the building owned 

45. (1881-5)AllERRep688. 

46. (1994) 6, 8 Australian Law Journal, 331. 



by the Burnie Port Authority. The remaining portion of the building remained under the 

occupation of the Authority. The Authority wanted to extend the building. The extension 

work was partly done ·by the Authority itself and partly by an independent contractor. 

The contractor used an insulating material called EPS for the purpose of its work, 

which was highly inflammable substance. On account of negligent handling of EPS, 

·there was a fire, which damaged the rooms in which the vegetables were stored. On an 
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action by the General Jones, the Australian High Court held by a majority that the rule 

in Rylands v. Fletcher having attracted many difficulties, uncertainties, qualifications· 

and exceptions, should now be seen, for the purposes of Australian Common Law, as 

absorbed by the principle of ordinary negligence. It was held further that "under the 

rules governing negligence, if a person: in control of a premises, introduces a dangerous 

substance to carry on a dangerous activity, or allows another to do one of those things, 

owes a duty of reasonable care to avoid a reasonably foreseeable risk of injmy or 

damage to th.e person or property of another. In a case where a person or the property 

of that other is lawfully in a place outside the premises, the duty of care varies in 

·degree according to the magnitude of the risk involved and extends to ensuring that 

such care is taken." 

Applying the aforesaid principle the Australian High Court held that the authority 

owed a non-delegable duty of care to General Jones to ensure that its contractor took 

reasonable steps to prevent the occurrence of a fire and the breach of that duty attracted 

liability pursuant to the ordinary principles of negligence for the damage sustained 

by General Jones Ltd. 

After considering different lines of thought in aforesaid foreign cases the C<?urt 

observed, "we are of the opinion that any principle evolved in this behalf should be 

simple practical and suited to the conditions obtaining in this country. We are convinced 

. that the law stated by this Court in Oleum Gas Leak Case is by for the most appropriate 

one".47 

.. 
The Court expressed its disagreement with the view that the 'absolute liability' 

prin~iple stated in the Oleum Gas Leak case was obiter. Referring to the opinion of 

47. /d. at 1465. 



Misra, C.J. in Union Carbide case48 the Court observed-

The majoricyrjudgment delivered by M.N. Venkata Challah J. (on behalf of 
himself and two other learned judges) has not expressed any opinion on the 
issue. We on our part fmd it difficult to say, with great respect to the learned 
chief Justice, that the law declared in Oleum Gas Leak Case is obiter~ it 
does not appear to be unnecessary for the purposes of that case. Having 
declared the law •. the Constitution Bench directed the parties and other 
organizations to institute action on the basis of the law so declared.49 
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Though there is no doubt about the worthiness of the absolute liability principle 

under the Indian conditions.A state of confusion regarding the actuaJ. status of the 

absolute liability principle in the judicial sphereis still·prevailing, nevertheless, the 

principle of 'no fault liability' has got statutory recognition in laws enacted by the 

Parliament i.e. The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 and theN ational Environment 

Tribunal Act, 1995. 

48. Supra note 39. 

49. Supra note 43 at 1463. · 



CHAPTER-9 

FORMULATION OF ISSUES 

India, apart from being a fast developing country in the world, also has the 

. responsibility to feed its more than one billion human population. This factor certainly · 

creates pressure on the government to use available natural resources judiciously. 

Sacrifice of forests for developmental projects and for mining activities had been getting 

nod from the government most often than not. Decreasing forest cover is a direct threat 

to the existence of wild life which forms essential component of biological diversity 

and maintains the required balance in the natural eco-system. We cannot expect wild 

life without a wil9 habitat which is possible only in the forests free from human 

interference. 

Besides this, one of the major environmental problems faced by the common 

people in India is pollution of water in rivers and lakes. We all are aware, since time 

immemorial, human civilization prefers banks of river for settlement as water is 

indispensable for existence of life. Unfortunately, today the pollution load of all the 

rivers have increased so much that the self cleansing mechanism of flowing rivers is 

unable to keep the rivers free from pollution being created by the industries and human 

population situated on the banks. Common people's suffering has no end as they have 

no other source of water available for drinking, bathing and agricultural purposes. 

Further, the mad race of industrial progress has brought us to a situation where 

we are forced to inhale toxic gases and live in the danger of exposure to hazardous 

chemicals. World's greatest disaster due to leakage of a toxic gas has occurred in Bhopal, 

suffering of the Bichhri village people is well know to the nation, still we are struggling 

to find a fool-proof system through which life of people may be saved from reckless 

handling ofhazardous substances. 

Under the pressure of environmentalists, the government has started closure and 

relocation of heavy and hazardous industries in certain cities including the capital, Delhi. 

The major challenge faced by the government on this front is rehabilitation of the workers . 

employed in such industrial units. The conflict between right to clean environment and 

the right to livelihood cannot be more evident than this. 
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One can not deny the importance of green belt, parks and open space in the making 

of a good human habitat. If we want to live in wholesome environment, it is possible 

only through better town planning. A well planned town or city is ofno use, whatsoever, 

if sanitation and waste management is not upto the mark It is, therefore, highly desirable 

that the machinery entrusted with the job of cleanliness and waste management must 

perform its duties with utmost sincerity and caution. The problems relating to town 

planning, sanitation and waste management are basically the problems ofritban areas 

and therefore, lack of space is major hurdle being faced by the agencies working in this 

field. Another problem centring around urban areas is that of traffic management and 

vehicular pollution. Vehicular pollution has risen alarmingly in recent years and unless 

alternative modes of public transport, which are eco-friendly, are not promoted it riright 

create havoc. 

There are various other issues which need to be addressed in order to keep the 

mother earth in healthy condition. One such issue is protection of coastal regions. It 

is important to save the natural habitat of marine life and to preserve the biological 

diversity found in the coastal region. Controversial issues· of shrimp farming and 

construction of big structures near the coast should, be tackled with utmost caution. 

Thus, the need to protect and preserve the natural environment cannot be 

overemphasised. On the other hand one can not rule out developmental needs of a 

developing nation at the same time. Large infra-structural projects, some of which 

might be mjurious to the nature and environment but at the same time valuable for 

the national development, are inevitable. The answer to the difficult question how to · 

struck a balance between environment and development has been found in the .concept 

of sustainable development. 

With the beginning of the new millennium and the new century we have reached a 

situation where one can t~e an informed decision knowing fully we11 the benefits 
. . 

arising from the process of development and the losses which the human race is 

likely to suffer in present and future. Under such a situation the role played by the 

apex court of the country becomes very significant as the fate of environmental 

protection and development is ultimately being decided by the judgments of the Court. 

In order to know the direction of environmental justice top ten issues have been chosen 
\ . . 
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and decisions of the Supreme Court relating to them have been examined below. 

9.1. Conservation ofForest : 

Deforestation causes ecological imbalance and leads to environmental' 

deterioration. Deforestation has been taking place on a large scale in India ·and it has 

caused widespread concern. The Parliament has responded to this problem by passing · 
. ' 

·!he Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980, the Government of India has. also come ~ut 

with a new forest policy in 1988. The judicial response has also favoured.t:J:ris great 

cause of forests conservation. This is evident from the judgments of the Supreme 

Court of India discussed here under -

In Rural Litigation and Environment Kendra v. State ofU.P.l, the Court treated 

a letter received from the Rural Litig_ation and Entitlement Kendra, Dehradun along 
. ' ., 

with· accompanying affidavits as a writ petition. The main allegation therein was 

related to unauthorised and illegal mining operations carried on in the Mussoorie. 

hills and the area around, adversely affecting the ecology of the area and leading to 

environmental dist!lfbances. The Court observed "the Himalayas has been the store 

house ofherbs, shrubs and plants. Deep forests on the lower hills have h~lped to generate 

congenial condition for good rain ... Mining operations in these area have led to cutting 

down of the forest" .7· 

The Court rightly assessed the gravity of the problem and suggested as follows

Over thousands of years men had been successfully exploiting the ecological 
system for his sustenance but with the growth of population the demand for 
land has increased and forest growth has been and is being cut down and man 
has started encroaching upon nature and its assets ... It is necessary that the 
Himalayas and the forest growth on the mountain range should be left 
uninterfered with so that there may be sufficient quantity of rain. The top 
soil may be preserved without being eroded and the natural setting of the 
area may remain intact.3 

Thus
2 

the Court realised the importance of protecting nature and forests and 

showed its concern in fascinating ways but when the question arose whether the 

deposits should b.e exploited at the cost of ecology and environmental considerations 

1. AIR 1987 SC 359. 

2. /d. at 362, 363. 

3. /d. at 363, 364. 
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or the industrial requirement should be otherwise satisfied, the Court shrug its shoulders . 

and left the question to be decided by the Government and the Nation. It may be 

noted here that the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 was in force when the Court 

heard the arguments and passed its judgment but no where this important Act and its 

. ramifications were discussed. This led to passing of another judgment by the Supreme 

Court in the same matter. 4 

This time again the judgment was delivered by Rartga N ath Misra, J. (as he then 

was) along with M.M. Dutt, J. Justice Misra explained the importance of forest in 

more emphatic manner .-

Forests have natural growth of herbs which provide cure for diseases. Our 
ancestor knew that trees were friends of mankind and forests were necessary 
for human existence and civilization to thrive. It is these forests that 
provided shelter for the "Rishies" and accommodated the 'ancient 
"Gurukulas". They also provided food and sport for our forefathers living 
in the state of nature. That is why there is copious reference to forests in 
Vedas and the ancient literature of ours. In ancient times trees were 
worshipped as gods and prayers for up-keep of forests were offered to ~e 
divine ... 

In due course civilization developed and men came to live away 
from forests. Yet the human community depended heavily upon the forests 
which caused rains and provided timber, fruits, herbs and sports".5 

He expressed concern over the outburst of human population an related 

developments and blamed them forthe present gloomy.condition of forests, as men 

required more of space for living and cultivation as well as more of timber. ill that 

pursuit the forests were cleared and exploitation was arbitrary and excessive. One 

can fmd a poetic description about importance of forests in this judgment when Misra, 

J. observed-

It has been rightly said that there is a balance on earth between air, water, 
soil and plant. Forests hold up the mountains, cushion the rains and they 
discipline the rivers and control the floods. They sustain the springs; they 
break the winds; they foster the bulks; they keep the air cool and clean. 
Forests also prevent erosion by wind and water and preserve the carpet of 

the soil.6 

4. Rural Litigation & Entitlement Kendra v. State of U.P, AIR 1988 SC 2187. 

5. /d.at2197. 

6. !d. at2198. 
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After discussing the relevant provisions of the Indian Constitution, the Indian 

Forest Act, 1927 and the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 the Apex Court concluded 

that the power to dereserve a forest which was vested in the State Government under 

section 27 of the Indian Forest Act of 1927 or any other law containing a similar 

provision is now exercisable subject to prior approval of the Central Government. 

. The Court further held that "the Conservation Act of 1980 applies to renewals as well 

and even if there was a provision for renewal in the lease agreement on exercise of 

lessee's option, the requirements of 1980. Act had to be satisfied before such renewal 

could be granted". 7 

Here it may be noted that before the commencement of the Forest (Conservation) 

Act, for mining in a forest area prior approval of the Central Government was not 

required. One can find many cases decided by the Colirt involving the question of 

whether or not prior approval is essential when the government grants licences for 

mining in forest area, some of them ·are discussed below -

In State of Bihar v. Bans hi Ram Modi, 8 a mining lease for mining mica was 

granted by the State Government in respect of an area of 80 acres of land which 

formed part of reserved forest before coming into force of the Forest (Conservation) 

Act. However, the forest land had been dug up and mining operations were being 

carried on only in area of 5 acres out of the total lease area of 80 acres. While carrying 

on mining operations, the respondent came across two associate minerals felspar and . . . 

quartz in the area. The respondent, therefore, made an application to the State 

Government for execution of a deed of incorporation to include the said minerals 

also in the lease. Though the Forest (Conservation) Act had come into force, the 

State Government executed the deed of incorporation, incorporating these items 

without obtaining prior sanction of the Central Government under section 2 of the 

Forest (Conservation) Act. The respondent made a statement before the Court that 

he would carry on the mining operations only on 5 acres of land which had already 

been utilised for non-forest purposes even before the Act came into_ force. 

The question for determination in this case was whether prior approval of the 

7. !d. at 2201. 

8. AIR 1985 SC 814. 
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Central Government under section 2 of the Act is necessary for the State Government 

before granting permission to win associate minerals also within the same area of 5 

acres of land? The Court observed -

If the State Government permits the lessee by the amendment of the lease 
deed to win and remove felspar and quartz also . in addition to mica it 
cannot be said that the State Government has violated section 2 of the Act 
because thereby no permission for fresh breaking up of forest land is being 
given. The result, taking the contrary view will be that while the digging 
for purposes of mining mica can go on, the lessee would be deprived of 
collecting felspar or quartz which he may come across while he is carrying 
on mining operations for mining mica. That would lead to an unreasonable 
result which would not in any way subserve the object of the Ac~.9 

Based on the above mentioned reasons the Court held, while befor~ granting 

permission to start mining operations on a virgin area section 2 of the Act. has to be 

complied with, it is not necessary to seek the prior approval of the Central Government 

for purposes of carrying out mining operations in forest area which is broken up or 

cleared before the commencement of the Act. 

The decision of the Court is appreciable in the sense that Court instructed that 

the mining should not lead to further felling of trees. "However, the assumptions. 

without any scientific evidence, that mining more minerals than the one for which 

license is given in an area alr~ady broken up would not bring environmental damage, 

does not seem to be correct" .10 

The question, whether after coming into operation of the Forest (Conservation) 

Act, 1980 the lease holders are entitled to renewal of either first or second of their 

quarry leases, came before the Court once again in Ambica Quarry Works v. State of 

Gujrat11 in the form of two appeals. Explaining the object of the Forest (Conservation). 

Act Sabyhasachi Mukherjee, J. pointed out -

1980 Act was an Act in recognition of the awareness that deforestation 
and ecological imbalances as a result of deforestation have become social 
menaces and further deforestation and ecological imbalances should be 
prevented. That was the primary purpose writ large in the Act of 1980. 

9. Id. at 816. 
10. P. Leelak.rishnan, Environmental Law in India, 21 (1999). 

11. AIR 1987 SC.1073. 



Therefore, the concept that power coupled with the duty enjoined upon the 
respondents to review the lease stands eroded by the mandate of the 
legislation as manifest in 1980 Act in the facts and circumstances of these 
cases. The primary duty was to the community and that duty took 
precedence, in our opinion, in these cases. The obligation to the society 
must predominate over the obligation to the individuals. 12 
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The Appellants argued that on the basis of the ratio of State of Bihar v. Bans hi 

Ram Modi13 their quarry leases should be renewed. The Court however, held that in 

the instant case the situation is entirely different. The renewal of the quarry leases 

will lead to further deforestation or at least it will not help reclaiming back the areas 

where deforestation has taken place. The Court further held that the primary purpose 

of the Forest (Conservation) Act, which must subserve the interpretation in order to 

implement the Act, is to prevent further deforestation. Therefore, where Central 

Government has not granted approval, no renewal should be granted. 

The trend set by the Apex Court has been reiterated in subsequent cases. In 

Divisional Forest Officer v. S. Nageswaramma, 14 it held that section 2 of Forest 

(Conservation) Act prohibits mining operatiqns if the mines are situated within the 

forest area. It is a total prohibition unless the State Government grants mining lease 

with the prior concurrence of the Central Government. In Supreme Court Monitoring 

Committee v. Mussorie Dehradun Development Authority, 15 the Supreme Court 

however made slight deviation in the observation from the path followed by it in 

earlier cases involving matters relating to prior approval by the Central Government. 

Here the Supreme Court directed the respondent to enlist proposals for ex post facto 

approval by the Central Government and did not order to stop non-forest activity. It 

may be noted that there is no provision for ex post facto approval in the Forest 

(Conservation) Act, instead it provides for 'prior approval' of the Central Government. 

The Court, however, directed the Central Government to ascertain, whether the grant 

was based on an extraneous consideration and if so, the person for it responsible and 

also directed to look .into the possibilities for criminal actiori against the person 

12. /d. at 1076. 

13. Supra note 8. 

14. (1996) 6 sse 442,443. 

15. (1997) 11 sse 605. 
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responsible for the wrong, if any. 

The issues of protection and conservation of forests need for development and 

rights of forest dwellers, tribal and local peoples have been other much debated matters 

before the Supreme Court. In Banwasi SevaAshram v. State ofU.P 16
, on the basis of 

a letter by Banwasi Seva Ashram the Court started the procee~ings under Article 32 

of the Constitution. Adivasi people were protesting agairist their eviction because or" 

reservations of forest land by the State. These Advasi people lived in or near the 

forest for generations and enjoyed forest products such as fruits, vegetables, fodder, 

flowers, timber, animals and fuel wood. They alleged violation of their right to life 

under Article 21 of the Constitution, as the forest dwellers were asked to evict and 

restrain from enjoying forest products which they enjoyed for generations. 

The Supreme Court passed an order restraining the State from eviction of the 

forest dwellers pending ·investigation of their claim over the forest. Meanwhile, the 

State Government informed the Court that it needed the disputed forest land for NTPC 

for building a project for the generation of electricity. The Court, despite its earlier 

order preventing dispossession of occupants, allowed acquisition ofland as the scheme 

for generating electricity was of national importance. The Court held -

Indisputably forests are a much wanted national asset on account of the 
depletion thereof ecology has been disturbed; climate has undergone a 
major change and rains have become scanty. These have long term adverse 
effeCts on national economy as also on the living process. At the same 
time, cannot lose sight of the fact that for industrial growth and also for 
provision of improved living facilities there is great demand in this country 
for energy such as electricity.17 

While allowing the super thermal power project on forest land the Court issued · 

various orders for the determination of the rights of oustees and for their rehabilitation. 

This case is a burning examp~e that "current law and policy governing forests allows 

wholesale destruction of forests for mega projects but does not encourage or facilitate 

potentially less harmful uses of forest products by local peoples" .18 The Court has 

shown, however, its sensitivity toward balancing the need to preserve forest wealth 

16. AIR 1987 SC 374. 

17. /d. at 376. 
18. S.Divan and A.Rosencranz, Environmental Law and Policy in India,316 (2nded., 2001). 
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and sustainable development. In State of H.P. v. Ganesh wood products19 th1e Court 

held-

The obligation of sustainable development requires that a proper assessment 
should be made of the forest wealth and the establishment of industries. 
based on forest produce should not only be restricted accordingly but their 
working should also be monitored closely to ensure that the required 
balance is not disturbed. In. this view of the matter, we must say that insofar 
as forest-based industries are concerned, there is no absolute or wrrestricted 
right to establish industries not with standing the policy of liberalisation 
announced by the Goveriunent oflndia. The policy ofliberalisation has to 
be understood in the light of the National Forest Policy devised by the 
Government of India· itself and in the light of the several enactments 

· applicable in that behalf. · 
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The Court further held that no distinction can be made between Government 

forests and private forests in the matter of forest wealth of the nation ·and in the 

matter of environment and ecology. 

Once again the Court has asked to resolve the conflict between forest and mining 

operations in Samatha v. State of A. P., 20 the Court held that "miriing operations, though 

detrimental to forest growth, are part of layout of the industry; provision should be 

made for investment or infrastructural planning of reforest the area and to protect the 
'. 

environment and regenerate forest. 21 The Court took this opportunity to explain the 

meaning of term "Forest" used in the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 and held, 

"Forest" bears extended meaning of a tract of land covered with trees, shrubs~ 

vegetation and under growth intermingled with trees and pastures, be it of natural 

growth or man-made forestation". 22 

.. ' 

Also making clear the meaning of the term "forest land" the Court laid down 

that the expression "forest land" does not mean only reserved forest but should be 

given extended meaning in the respective Acts so as to preserve forest land from 
. . 

deforestation to maintain ecology and to prevent environmental degradation and 

hazardous effects on the right to life. The Court emphasized as under -

19. (1995) 6 sse 636,389. 

20. AIR 1997 SC 3297. 

21. !d. at3347. 

22. !d. at 3380. 



It is ... the duty of evexy citizen and indust:Iy to conserve, and if it becomes 
inevitable to disturb its existence, it is concomitant duty to reforest and 
restore forestation; duty of the State to coordinate with all concerned and 
to ensure adequate measures to promote, protect and improve both man
made, natural environment flora and fauna as well as biodiversity.13 

In TN Godavarman Thirumulkpadv. Union of India, 24 the Court discussed the 

·matters relating to the protection and conservation of the forests throughout the count:Iy. 
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In view of the importance of issues involved, the Court gave notice to both the Central 

Government and. State Government enabling than to present their views. Several 

points which emerged during the course of the hearing requiied further study and 

therefore, the Court deferred the hearing for some time and passed certain interim 

directions. 

The Court removed the misconception about the word 'forest' by declaring that 

the provisions of the Act must apply to all forests irrespective of the nature of 

ownership or classification thereof. The Court explained the meaning of forest in the 

following words -

The word "Forest" must be understood according to its dictionary meaning. 
This description covers all statutorily recognised forests, whether 
designated as reserved, protected or otherwise for the purpose of section 
2(i), of the Forest (Conservation) Act. The term 'forest land', occurring in 
section 2, will not only include 'forest' as understood in the dictionary 
sense, but also any area recorded as forest in the Government record 
irrespective of the ownership. This is how it has to be understood for the 
purpose of section 2 of.the Act. The provisions enacted in the Forest 
(Conservation) Act, 1980 for the conservation afforests and tht! matters 
connected there with must apply clearly to all forests so understood 
irrespective of the ownership or classification thereof. 25 

The Court further directed· as follows26 
-

(i) Prior approval of the Central Government is required for any non-forest 

activity within the area of any forest. In accordance with section 2 of the Act, all on

going activity within any forest in any state throughout the count:Iy, without the prior 

23. ld. at 3346. 

24. AlR1997 SC 1228. 

25. Id. at 1230. 

26. Id. at 1230-1233. 



approval of the Central Government, must cease forthwith. 

( ii) . The running of saw mills of any kind including veneer or plywood mills, and 

mining of any mineral are non-forest purposes and are therefore, not pennissible without 

prior approval of the Central Government. Every State Government must promptly 

ensure total cessation of all such activities forthwith. 
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(iii) In the tropical wet evergreen forests oftirap and changlong in Arunachal 

Pradesh, there would be a complete ban on felling of any kind of trees because of 

their particular significance to maintain ecological balance needed to preserve bio

diversity. All saw mills in these areas in Arunachal Pradesh and within a distance of 
~~:· 

100 Kms. from its border, in Assam should also be closed immediately. 

(iv) The felling of trees in all forests is to remain suspended except in accordance 

with the working plans of the State Governments, as approved by the C~ntral Government. 

In absence of such plan, the felling under the permits can be done only by the Forest 

Department of the State Government or the State Forest Corporation. 

(v) There shall be a complete ban on the movement of cut trees and timber 

from any of the Seven North-Eastern States to any other State except certified timber 

required for defence or other Government purposes. 

(vi) Each State Government should constitute within one month an Expert 

Committee to identify areas which are forests; areas which were earlier forests; but 

stand degraded, denuded or cleared; and areas covered by plantation trees belonging 

to the Government and those belonging to private persons. 

(vii) Each St~te Government should constitute within one month, an Expert 

Committee to assess the sustainable capacity of the forests of the state qua saw mills 

and timber based industry etc. 

(viii) A Committee comprising of the Principal Chief Conservator of Forests 

and another Senior Officer would be constituted by each State to oversee the 

compliance of these order and file status report. 

(ix) In the state of Jammu and Kashmir, there will be no felling of trees in any 



forest, public or private. No private agencies should deal in felled trees or in timber. 

No permission should be given for saw mills within a distance of eight kilometres 

from the boundary of demarcated forest area. 
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(x) In the State of Himachal. Pradesh and the hill regions of the States of Uttar 

Pradesh and West Bengal, there will be no felling of trees permitted in any forest, 

public or private. Only State Government may remove fallen trees or fell and remove 

diseased-or dty standing timber. The disposal of felled trees shall be done exclusively 

by the State Forest Corporation. 

(xi) In the State of Tamil Nadu, there will be a compiete ban on felling trees in 

all forest areas.· Tribals, who are part of the social forestry programme in respect of 

patta lands, other than forest, may continue to grow and cut trees in accordance with 

the law. There will be no further expansion of the plantations in a manner so as to 

involve encroachment upon (by way of clearing or otherwise) of forests. 

The case came back for review of the. follow 'up action as directed by the Court 

and for further hearing. The Court, issued order, supplementing its earlier order, no 

substantial variation was done in the earlier order dat~d 12-12-1996 except some 

minor variations. In its order dated March 4, 199727 the Court proceeded to constitute 

a High Powered Committee (HPC) to oversee the strict and faithful implementation 

of the orders of the Court in the North-Eastern Region. The Court clarified that the 

directions ·contained in the order dated 12-12,;.1996 and the present order would not 

-" apply to minor forest produce, including bamboos,' etc. Unlicensed saw mills and veneer 

and plywood industries in the states ofMaharastra and Uttar Pradesh we're directed to· 

be closed. A total of5322.97 cubic metres of timber held by the private parties in their 

stock purchased from the J & K State Forest Corporation was permitted to be moved. 

The stock ofkail, chir and frr in the depots ofthe Forest Corporation were permitted to 

be disposed of by the Forest Corporation. 

The Court once again issued interim direction in modification of its earlier orders 

on May 8, 1997.28 The Court directed the transfer of a case pending in the Shillong 

27. T.N. Gadavarman Thirumulkpadv. Union_oflndia, AIR 1997 SC 1233. 

28. T.N. Gadavarman Thirumulkpadv. Union oflndia, (1997) 7 SSC 440. 
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Bench of the Guwahati High Court19 to the Supreme Court in view of the fact that in the 

matters pending before the Supreme Court eveiy fact of the problem throughout the 

country was under consideration and it was appropriate that no aspect of the matter be 

considered separately by any Court in any form. In its order the Court directed that in 

the State of Uttar Pradesh the Principal Chief Conservator of Forest may consider 

. grant of permission to an existing hcensed saw mill to relocate itself away form more 

than 10 kms of any existing forest. To alleviate the unintended hardship to ordinary 

populace in the hill areas who need forest produce for their survival, the Court clarified 

that U.P. Forest Corporation may directly collect the message produce including fallen 

wood, and distribute the same to the people living in the hill areas. 

In the Seven North-Eastern States the ban on felling and transportation of trees 

and timber was ·directed to be continued. The Government was directed to take all 

measures necessary to bring the felled timber lying in the forest to the depots/storage 

points, and have it stacked. After the process of inventorisation HPC may permit saw 

mills and other wood-based industry to utilise their own legitimate stocks of timber 

for conversion into finished produce. The Court further directed that the HPC may 

permit sale of such rounded timber for utilisation within the State to the extent it is 

·from a lawful source. The movement of rounded timber within the State as well as 

the movement, offmished products within and outside the State shall be under transit 

passes - the issuance and disposal of which will be under the overall supervision of 

the HPC .. 

The Supreme Court after having regard to the perception of Ministry of 

Environment and Forests set out by Attorney General and report of the HPC as also· 

having heard the amicus c~ae, the Attorney General and the counsel for North

Eastern States, issued order on January 15, 199830 regarding disposal of the illicitly 

felled trees and ancillary matters. The order includes preparation of an action plan by 

the Principal Chief Conservator of Forest/ Chief Forest Officer for intensive patrolling 

and other necessary protective measures to be undertaken in identified vulnerable 

areas, and action upon such plan. Empowering forest officer with authority to 

29. Paul Lyngdoh v. State. ofMeghalaya, Civil Rule (PIL) SHNO. 1 of 1996. 

30. AIR 1997 SC 796. 
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investigate, prosecute and confiscate on the lines ofthe powers conferred on the forest 

officers in many other states, to ensures protection of the forest wealth. The order 

emphasised upon the scientific management of forest, identification of ecologically 

sensitive areas and exclusion of such area from any kind of exploitation. 

Various other orders have been passed by the Court in GodaVarman 's case 

clarifying and modifying earlier orders, some new directions have also been issued. 31 

The pronouncements in the Godavarman 's case are significant in many respects, on 

the line of the Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972, under .which trade and commerce of 

wild animals, animal articles and trophies could be done only through a State_ 

Corporation. 32 "The Godavarman cases seem to suggest that sale of timber and felled 

trees also be made through state corporations and not through private agencies". 33 

In order to preserve the forests of the country the-Court assumed the role of an 

active administrator in r_egulating the felling, use and movement of trees, licensing of 

wood based industries, forest protection~ scientific management of forest and timber 

across the country. The super active gesture shown by the Supreme Court has however, 

doubts and questions over the role of judiciary. Is this a legitimate extension of the 

judge's role? Can the directions issued by the Court be reasonably derived from the 

provision of the Forest (Conservation) Act or any other statutory or Constitutional 

provision?"34 The Court has appointed several committees to give advice andto oversee 

the implementation of it's order. This illustrates a dilemma. "Besides the lack of 

confidence in the commitment of the executive in enforcing the orders, it indicates a 

disappointing size for the failure of the advisory mechanism envisaged under the 

Forest (Conservation) Act in matter of prior approval.35 

In K.M. chinnapa v. Union of India, 36 the petitioner alleged that flora and fauna 
I 

in the around Kudremukha National Park were being destroyed by the mining activities 

conducted by Kudremukh Iron Ore Co. Ltd. (KIOCL). It may be noted that the forests 

31. See. (1998) 6 SSC 190; (1999) 5 SSC 736 and AIR 2000 SC 1636. 

32. Section 49.B (3). 

33. Supra ri.ote 10 at 25, 26. 

34. Supra note 18 at 305. 

35. Supra note 10 at 26. 

36. AIR 2003 SC 724. 
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in the area were among 18 immediately recognized 'Hosts posts' for bio-diversity 

conservation in the world. The Kudremukha National Park in which mining activities 

were being conducted w~s declared to be a National Park in terms of section 35(1) of 

the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972. The Central Committee constituted under section. 

3 of the Environment (Protection) act, 1986 was of the view- "the KIOCL be asked 

,to mind up its operations within a period of five years or on the exhaustion of the 

oxidized weathered secondary ore, whichever is earlier, in the already broken up 

area".37 

The ForestAdvism:yCommittee, under the Forest(Conservation) Act, 1980, on 

11-7-2001 examined the renewal proposal in respect of the company's mining lease. 

It recommended that mining may be allowed for a period of four years i.e. upto the year 

2005 by which time the weathered secondary ore available in the already broken up 

. area would be eXhausted. The Ministry of Environment and Forests deferred, however, 

a formal decision on the said recommendation as the matter was sub-judice. 

The KIOCL contended that there was no violation of any law relating to forests 

·and environment and pointed out that the State and the Central Governments at earlier 

points of time had acceded to the request of the KIOC~ for renewing the lease for 

twenty years. It was submitted by the KIOCL that the company had subsisting contracts 

. with foreign buyers, and if the lease is not renewed or the mining activities are required 

to be aban~oned, there shall be large fmancial implications on account of impossibility 

to perform the contracts. It was argued that for the purpose of renewal, no consent was 

necessary as an existing right was only to be extended further. 

The seminal issue before the Court was whether the approach should be 'dollar 

friendly' or 'eco-friendly'? The Court after taking note of the factual background and 

legal position, accepted time period fixed by the Forest Advisory Committee i.e. 

mining was allowed till the end of 2005 by which time the weathered secondary ore 

available in the already .broken are should be exhausted. 

In his judgment Arijit Pasayat, J. made following observation regarding the 

National Forest Policy, 1988 framed by the Union Government-

37. Id. at 726. · 



The Union Government framed National Forest Policy in 1988. Though the 

basic objectives are very laudable, it is dad to note that it has virtually been 
confmed in papers containing it, and not much had been done to translate 
them into reality. Nevertheless, it reflects anxiety of the Union Government 
to protect and preserve natural forests with vast variety of flora and fauna, 
representing biological diversity and genetic resources of the country.38 
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· Criticising the inconsistent of the State and the Central Government regarding the period 

for which the mining activities can be permitted the Court expressed its dissatisfaction 

as under-

Reasons have been highlighted to justify the somersault. Whatever be the 
justification, it was nut imperative that due application of mind should 
have been made before taking a particular stand and not to change colour 
like a chameleon, and that too not infrequently. 39 

It is clear from the aforesaid discussion that the power of the State Government 

to dereserve a forest could be exercised only with the prior approval of the Central 

Government. The requirement of prior approval is essential even in case of renewal 

of an existing agreement relating to non-forest activities like mining etc. in forest 

areas. The Court has shown enough flexibility in order to create a balance ·between 

the need to preserve the forest and sustainable development. It is significant to note 

that the Court did not make any distinction between the government forests and private 

forests as both are equally important for maintenance of a balanced ecosystem. By · 

explaining the meaning of the terms 'forest' and 'forest land' the Court has widened 

the scope afforest laws. The role of the Court in Godvarman's case may be subject to 

criticism by some people, for assuming the role of super administrator by it, 

nonetheless, one can not doubt the concern of the Court to save the invaluable forest 

wealth of the nation. 

9.2. Protection ofWild life 

Apart from the interpretation of wild life laws the Supreme Court is facing two 

major challenges in the area of wildlife protection. Firstly, resolving the conflict 

between nature lovers and industrialist exploiting natural resources in the protected 

38. /d. at 737. 
39. !d. at 739. 
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regions, amidst consistent pressures on the Government for implementation of 

developmental plans. Secondly, balancing the need for protection of wild life and rights 

of forest dwellers and villagers living in and around sanctuaries and national park, and 

minimizing human intervention in such protected areas. 

The Court has explained the object of the Wild life (Protection) Act, 1972 in 

· State of Bihar v. Murad Ali khan, 40 as follows -

The policy and object of the wild life laws have a iong history and are the 
result of an increasing awareness of the compelling need to restore the 
serious ecological imbalances introduced by the depredations inflicted on 
nature by man. The State to which the ecological imbalances and the 
consequent environmental damage have reached is so alarming that unless 
immediate, determined and effective steps were taken, the damage might 
become irreversible. The preservation of the fauna and flora, some species 
of which are getting extinct at an alarming rate, has been a great and urgent 
necessity for the survival of humanity and these laws reflect... a grave 
situation emerging from a long history of callous insensitiveness to the 
enormity of the risk to mankind that go with the deterioration of 
environment. .. Environmentalists' conception of the ecological balance in 
nature is based on the fundamental concept that nature is a series of complex 
biotic communities of which a man is an interdependent part and that it 
should not be given to part to trespass and diminish the whole. The largest 
single factor in the depletion of the wealth of animal life in nature has 
been the 'civilized man' operating directly through excessive commercial 
hunting or more disastrously, indirectly through invading or destroying 
natural habitats. 

The question before the Court in this case was whether the first class magistrate 

before whom, a range officer makes a complaint, could take cognizance of the offence 

while an investigation by the police is pending with regard to the same offence. It 

was alleged that the respondents shot and skinned an elephant and removed the tusks 

in the Kundurugutu Range of forest. The Supreme Court allowed the State 

Government's appeals and held that the magistrate can proceed with the case even 

while the police investigation is pending, as the Wild Life (Protection) Act allows the 

magistrate to take cognizance of a case on complamt by forest officials. 

40. AIR 1989 SC 1, 3-4. 
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In Tarun Bhart Sangh, Alwar v. Union of India,41 Tarun Bhart Sangh, a non

governmental organisation engaged in rural development in Rajasthan challenged the 

. mining operation in an area declared as a sanctuary. The State Government pleaded that 

the licence was valid, as the area was no yet declared as reserved forests. The Court 

noted the contradictions in the Rajasthan Government's policy as under -

The purpose of the notification declaring the area as a game r~serve under 
the Rajasthan Wild Animals and Birds Protection. Act, 1951; or the 
declaration of the area as a sanctuary under the Wild life (Protection) Act, 
1972 and the notification dated 1-l-197 5 declaring the area as a protected 
forest under the Rajasthan Forest Act, 1953 is to protect the forest wealth 
and wild life of the area. It is, indeed, odd that the State Government 
while professing to protect the environment by means of these notifications 
and declarations should, at the same time, permit degradation of the 
environment by authorising mining operations in the protected are.41 

As there was some doubt with regard to the limits of the area, the Court appointed 

a committee to identity the protected area and assess the damage to th~ environment 

in case mining was carried out in the area. 

The committee in its report dated 28th September .1992, indicated that the area 

declared as protected forest. The report indicated that the area declared as protected 

forest under the said notification was not in one contiguous block but comprised of · 

several blocks or areas, as it may be called. The matter came before the Court once 

again: This time the Court clarified the nature of the case in hand in the following 

words43
-

This is not a case where we are called upon to shut down an activity being 
. . 

carried on lawfully, in the name of higher considerations of ecology and 
environment. This is simple case where we are. called upon to ensure 
observance of enacted laws made by the State to protect the environment 
and ecology of the area. In such a case, we need not be oppressed by 
considerations of balancing the interests of economy and ecology. That 
has already been done by the legislature and parliament. 

An application filed by state of Rajasthan for permission to delete an extent of 

5. 02 sq. kms. from out of the protected forest was also considered by the Court and the 

. 41. AIR 1992 SC 514. 

42. !d. at516. 

43. Tarun Bharat Sangh, A/war V. Union of India, (1993) supp (3) sse 115. 



Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India was asked by the Court to 

examine the merits of the said proposal. 
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The Court also examined the effect of notification issued by the Central 

Government under section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 on 7th May 

1992. This notification expressly prohibited the carrying on of the mining operations, 

except with the Central Government's prior permission, in the 'areas covered under 

project tiger'. The prohibition extended to existing mining leases in Sactuaries/National 

Park. 

The directions issued by the Court may be summarised as follows -

1. The mines listed in Appendixes 'A' and 'B' of the report submitted by the 

committee, to stop forthwith. 

2. The Central Government to submit a report within 3 months on the State 

Government's proposal to delete 5.02 sq. kms. from the protected area. 

3. Mines situated outside the protected forests within the tiger reserve 

permitted to continue for four months, within which period they were permitted to 

approach the Central Government for permission to continue their operations. In 

case no permission was obtained, they were directed to cease mining activity. 

Here it may be submitted that the Courts' sympathy for the State proposal to 

delete forest by de-reserving about 5.02 sq. kms. of protected forest and offering 

compensatory reservation of an equal area may set a dangerous precedent. As the 

courts shifted the ball in the Central Government's side instead of deciding the matter 

itself on the basis of fact and law available before it. 

The Supreme Court has recognised the difficulties in balancing the need of the 

environment and the need of economic development and has refused to apply the 

principle of prohibition in such a case. In Consumer Education and Research Society 

v. Union of India. 44 The petitioner challenged the State's attempt to cut down the total 

area of the "Narayan Sarovar Chinkara Sanctuary" before the Gujrat High Court. The 

High Court quashed the notification intended to reduce the size of the sanctuary, 

44. AIR 2000 SC 975. 
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there after, the State moved the State legislature seeking the passing of a resolution 

under Section 26-A(13) of the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972. The resolution was 

passed, reducing the sanctuary limit to 444.23 sq. kms. from 765.79 sq. kms. and 

designating an area of321.56 sq. kms. rich in lime stone, lignite, bauxite and bentonite 

available for development. The State Government's notification for giving effect to the 

. resolution was again challenged by the petitioner society before the High Court. The 

High Court dismissed the writ petition, taking the view that 444.23 sq. kms. would be 

adequate for 1200 chinkaras; ·that economic development would benefit the people of 

kutch and would also be helpful in protecting the wildlife and vegetation of the area, 

and that proper conditions had been imposed as regards mining and the setting up of a 

cement plant near the denoti:fied area, so that pollution would be prevented~ This order 

of the High Court was challenged by the petitioner society before the Supreme Court 

by special leave petition. 

The Supreme Court agreed that some aspects deserved better consideration and 

some other relevant aspects should also have been taken into accoun~ by the state 

legislature while passing the resolution, reducing the area of the sanctuary. But the · 

court felt it not proper to invalidate the resolution on such a ground as the state legislature 

consists of representatives of the people and it can be presumed that those 

representatives know the local areas well and are also well aware of the requirements 

of that area". 45 The Court held further, " [ e ]ven when it is found by the Court that the 

decision was taken by the state legislature hastily and without considering all the relevant 

aspects it will not be prudent to invalidate its decision unless there is material to show 

that it will have irreversible adverse effect on the wild life and the environment". 46 

The Court noted that the reports of the three different committees accepted the 

ecological importance of the area and expressed an apprehension that any major mining 

operation within the notified area and large-scale industrialisation near about the 

sancturuy as originally notified, may adversely affect the ecological balance and 

biodiversity of that area. The Court observed-

... [T]his part of Kutch District is a backward area. There is no other 

45. !d. at 978. 

46. !d. 
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possibility of industrial development in that area, though it contains rich 
mineral deposits. Therefore, if an attempt is made by the State legislature 
and the State Goveniment to balance the need of the environment and the 
need of economic development it would not be proper to apply the principle 
of prohibition in such a case ... it would, therefore, be proper and safer to 
apply the "principle of protection" and the "principle of polluter pays" keeping 
in mind the "principle of sustainable development" and the "principle of 
intergeneration equity". 47 

The Court directed as under -
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(a) The interim order passed by the Court shall continue for a period of one 

year. 

(b) The State Government shall constitute a committee headed by a retired 

judge of the Gujrat High Court and other experts in the field of hydrology, soil erosion 

and other related disciplines to make comprehensive study of the effects of the present 

limited mining operation permitted by the Court and effect of mining of the cement 

plant setup outside the old sanctuary area. 

(c) The State Government is restrained from giving pennission to others to 

carry on any mining operation or to put up a cement plant within the area of 10 km. 

from the periphery of the old sanctuary area without obtaining an order from the 

Court. 

It appears that the provisions to keep the national parks and sanctuaries free 

from human intervention has affected badly the forest dwellers and tribals. 11Severing 

forest dwellers from their traditional access to forest produce 'criminalizes' honest 

citizens who have little choice but to tap the forests for fodder, fuel, food and minor 

forest produce. Conservationists sympathize with this view, but justify the extension 

of the national park and sanctuary network because of the degraded condition of our 

forests. They argue that the. best preserved wildnesses in India are within the national 

parks and sanctuaries" .48 The Supreme Court has taken the task of harmonising these 

competing interests as evident from the cases decided by it. 

In Pradeep Krishen v. Union of India, 49 the petitioner, an environmentalist filed 

47. !d. at 979. 

48. Supra note 18 at 335 . 

. 49. AIR 1996 SC 2040. 
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a public interest litigation challenging the legality and Constitutional validity of an 

order dated 28-3-1995 issued by the State of Madhya Pradesh, Department of Forest, 

permitting collection of tendu leaves from Sanctuaries and National parks by villagers 

living around the boundaries thereof with the avowed object of maintenance of their 

traditional rights. The petitioner alleged that the said orqer has ignored the need to 

protect the flora and the fauna as well as wild life which are, so to say, nature's 

laboratory where evolutionary process of life in all forms takes place and which 

ought tiot to be interfered with. The presence of human beings, albeit in earmarked 

parks, will not only adversely affect the flora and the fauna but will also scare away 

wild life. 

The Court found that neither the traditional rights of those living in the vicinity of . 

those parks and sanctuaries had been acquired nor provisions were made to either 

compensate or rehabilitate them, the fmal declaration under sections 26-A and 35 of 

the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 had not been possible. That is the reason why 

the State Government had to permit collection of tendu leaves by the impugned order. 

The Court observed-

In our country, the total forest cover is less than the ideal minimum of 
one-third of the total land. We cannot, therefore, afford any further 
shrinkage in the forest cover in our country. If one of the reasons for this 
shrinkage is the entry of villagers and tribals living in and around the 
sanctuaries and the national parks, there can be no doubt that urgent steps 
must ·be taken to prevent any destruction or damage to the environment, 
the flora and fauna and wild life in those areas. 50 

· Without quashing the impugned order of 28.3.1995 the Court directed the State 

Government to take immediate action under the Wild Life (Protection) Act and institute 

an mquiry, acquire the rights of those who claim any right in or over any land proposed 

to be included in the Sanctuary/National Park and thereafter proceed to issue a fmal 

notification under sections 26-A and 35 of the Act declaring such areas as SanctUaries/ 

National Parks. The State Government was asked to expedite the process "showing 

that sense of urgency as is expected of a State Government in such matters as enjoined 

50. ld. at 2047. 



by Article 48-A of the Constitution and at the same time keeping in view the duty 

enshrined in Article 51-A(g) of the Constitution" .51 
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The question of native people's right again came before the Court in Animal and 

Environmental Legal Defence Fund v. Union of India. 52 The petitioner was an 
/ . ' 

association of lawyers and other persons who were concerned with the protection of 

the environment. They filed the petition in public interest challenging the order of the 

Chief Wildlife Warden, granting 305 fishing permits to the tribals formerly residing 

within the Pench National Park area for fishing in the Totladoh reservoir situated in the 

heart of Pench National Park Tiger Reserve. These tribal did not initially make any 

claim ptirsuant to proclamation issued under section 19 and 21 of the Wild Life 

(Protection) Act, 1972. Later on they claimed that fishing was their only source of 

livelihood and a traditional right. The Court held that issuanc.e of such permits did 

not fall under section 33 of the Act as they were issued before the fmal notifications 

under section 35(4) notifying the area as National Park. The Court held-

... [W]hile every attempt must be made to preserve the fragile ecology of 
the forest area, and protect the Tiger Reserve, the right of the tribals 
formerly living in the areas to keep body and soul together must also receive 
proper consideration. Undoubtedly, every effort should be made to ensure 
that the tribals, when resettled, are in position to earn their livelihood. In 
the present case it would have been far more desirable, had the tribals 

. been provided with other suitable fishing areas outside the National Park 
or h~d been given land for cultivation. 53 

The Court was of the opinion that urgent steps must be taken to pr«?vent any 

destruction or damage to the environment, the flora and fautia and wildlife in the 

notified area. The State Goveniment was therefore, directed t<;> issue the fmal 

notification expeditiously, under section 35(4) of the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 

in respect of the area of the Pench National Park falling within the State of Madhya 

Pradesh. 

It is evident, therefore, that the Court is conscious about the urgent need for 

protection of wildlife and their habitat. The Court's approach, generally, has been 

51. /d. 

52. AIR 1997 SC 1071. 

53. /d. at 1073. 
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that the mining operations could not be pennitted in the protected area and areas covered 
( 

under the project tiger. In Tarun Bharat Sangh'Case the Court's consideration ofth~ 

proposal by the State Government to delete forest by de-reserving protected forest and 

offering compensatory reservation, subject to approval of the Central Government, 

rriight set a dangerous precedent. The Court has tried to harmonise the competing 

interests of forest dwellers and wild life protection by ensuring on the one hand, the . 

preservation of wild life in protected areas and on the other hand, the right to livelihood 

to the tribals formerly living in the areas. 

9.3. Pollution of Rivers and Lakes : 

No one can doubt the importance of rivers and lakes, as they provide drinking 

water, water for agriculture, habitat for a number of aquatic plants and animals and are, 

a very important component of ecosystem. Many great civilizations have grown around 

rivers. This fact also suggests the importance of rivers as the lifeline for people. The 

river Ganga is one of the greatest rivers of the world. The Ganga rises in the Himalays 

from the Gangotri Glacier, some 4100 meters above the sea level under the name of 

'Bhagirathi': Two streams, the Madakani and the Alakhnandajoin it at Devprayag and it , 

is beyond this confluence that the river is known as the 'Ganga'. During the course of its 

journey of 2525 kms. from the hills to the Bay of Bengal, municipal sewage from 

cities, trade effluents from industries and polluting waste from several sources are 

discharged into the river resulting in its pollution. 

In M C. Mehta v. Union of India, 54 (Kanpur Tanneries Case) an active Social 

Worker and environmental activist Mr. M.C. Mehta filed a public interest litigation 

for the issue of a writ/ order/direction in the nature of a mandamus to arrest the pollution 

of the river water, specially the pollution caused by the tanneries at J ajmau, Kanpur. 

The Court pointed out that water is the most important of the elements of nature and 

river valleys have been the cradles of civilisation from the beginning of the world. It 

is the popular belief that the river Ganga is the purifier of all but we are now led to the 

. situation that action has to be taken to prevent the pollution of the water_ofthe river 

Ganga since we have reached a stage that any further pollution of the river water is 

54. AIR 1988 SC 1037. 



likely to lead to a catastrophe. 

K. N. Singh, J. (as he then was) is his supplementing judgment ~escribed the 

importance of the river Ganga in the following words -

It is great because to lllillions of people since centurie's it is the most sacred 
river. It is called "Sursari", river ofthe Gods, "Patitpawani"purifi.er of all 
sins and "GangaMa"Mother Ganges ... Its water has not only purified the 
body and soul of the inillions but it has given fertile land to the c_ountry in 
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Ganga has been U$ed as means of water transport 
for trade and commerce. The Indian civilization of the Northern India thrived 
in the plains of Ganga and most of the important forms and places of 
pilgrimage are situated on its banks .... Millions of our people bathe in the 
Ganga, drink its water under abiding faith and belief to purify themselves 
and to achieve moksha, release from the cycle of birth and death. 55 
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The learned Justice further said that it was tragic that the Ganga, which had since 

time immemorial, purified the people was being polluted by man in numerous ways, by 

dumping of garbage, throwing carcass of dead animals and discharge of effiuents. 

Therefore, apart from the government, it was the sacred duty of all those who reside or 

carry on business around the river Ganga to ensure the purity of Ganga. The Court 

referred 'an Action Plan for prevention of pollution of Ganga' prepared by the 

Department of Environment, Government oflndia in the year 1985, which pointed out 

the main sources of pollution of the Ganga as follows -

(a) . Urban liquid waste (sewage, stormdrainage mixed with sewage, human, 

cattle and kitchen waste carried by drains etc.); 

(b) industrial liquid waste; 

(c) Surface run-off of cultivated land where cultivators use chemical fertilisers, 

pestiCides, insecticides and such manures the mixing of which may make the river 

water unsafe for drinking and bathing; 

(d) surface run-off from areas on which urban solid wastes_ are dumped; 

(e) surface run-off from areas on which industrial solid wastes are dumped. 

There was not much dispute on the question that the discharge of the tr~de 

eftl.uents from tanneries into the river Ganga had been causing considerable damage 

55. !d. at 1046-1047. 
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to the life of the people who were using water of the river Ganga and also to the aquatic 

life in the river. The Court remarked, the effluent discharged from a tannery is ten 

times noxious when compared with the domestic sewage water which flows into the 

river from any urban area on it banks". 56 The Court issued notices. to pollutjng tanneries 

but in spite of notice many industrialists did not bother either to respond to the notice 

or to take elementary steps for the treatment of industrial effluent before discharging 

the same into the river. 

The Court therefore, issued order directing the closure of those tanneries which 

had failed to take minimum steps required for the primary treatment of industrial 

effluent. Tanneries having the primary treatment plants were allowed to cany on 

production subject to the condition that they should continue to keep the primary 

treatment plants established by them in sound working order. The Court adjourned 

for the next date of hearing with direction that the case in respect of the municipal 

bodies and the industries which were responsible for the pollution of the water in the 

_river Ganga would be taken up.for consideration. Accordingly, the case against the 

municipal bodies was considered by the Court inM C. Mehta v. Union oflndia. 57 (Ganga 

Pollution (Municipalities Case). 

The Court took up the case of the Kanpur Nagar Mahapalika, since it was found 

that Kanpur was one of the biggest cities on the banks of the river Ganga. The Court 

noted that there were a large number of dairies in Kanpur in which there were about 

80,000 cattle. The Kanpur Nagar Mahapalika was asked by the Court to prevent 

pollution of water in the fiver Ganga on account of the waste accumulated at the 

dairies. 

It was submitted before the Court that whenever the Board constituted under 

the Water Act initiates any proceedings to prosecute industrialists or other pet.:son 

who pollute water in the river, the persons accused of the offences immediately obtain 

stay orders from the High Court, thus frustrating the attempt of the Board to. enforce 

the provision of the Water Act. The facts of any particular case, however, was riot 

placed before the Court. The Court expressed its view on this issue as under -

56. /d. at 1045 
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... since the problem of pollution of the water in the river Ganga has 
become very acute the High Courts should not ordinarily grant orders 
of stay of criminal proceedings in such cases and even if such order 
of stay is made in any extraordinary case the High .Court should 
dispose off the case within a short period, say about two months, 
from the date of the institution of such case. We request the High 
Courts to take up for hearing all the cases where such orders !Jave 
been issued under section 482 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 
1973 staying prosecutions under the Water Act within two months. 58 
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This interesting order of the Court can be debated, as the Court has advised the 

High Courts regarding their judicial function, what should be done and how it should 

be done when the matter is relating to water pollution. It may be submitted that High 

Courts decide cases on their merit and there cannot be a judgment without proper hearing, 

therefore, it should be left to the High Court to decide what is just and fair. 

The practice of throwing corpses and semi-burnt corpses into the river Ganga is 

another factor which contributes to its pollution. The Court held that this practice 

should be immediately brought to an end with the cooperation of the people and police. 

Nagar Mahapalika and police authorities were directed to take steps and ensure that 

dead body or half-burnt bodies are not thrown into the river Ganga. The Court further 

ruled that applications for licence to establish new industries should be refused unless 

adequate provision for the treatment of trade effluents flowing out of the factories 

were made. 

The judgment of the Supreme Court is not confined only to the Nagar Mahapalika, 

Kanpur but it is applicable mutatis mutandis to all other Mahapalikas and Municipalities 

which have jurisdiction over the area through which the river Ganga flows. This shows 

the concern of the Apex Court to deal with the menace of river pollution. 

The scope of the writ initially directed against the Kanpur tanneries was enlarged, 

while .monitoring the directions issued under the earlier orders9 of the Court and the 

industries located in various cities on the banks of river Ganga were also called upon to 

58. !d. at 1127. 
59. Supra note 54. 
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stop discharging untreated effluent into the river subsequently.lnM.C. Mehta v. Union 

of India, 60 (Calcutta Tanneries Case) the Court was concerned with the tanneries located 

at Tangra, Tiljala, Topsia and Pagla Danga the four adjoining areas in the eastern fringe 

of the city of Calcutta (the Calcutta tanneries). These areas accommodate about 550 

. tanneries. It was found by the National Environmental Engineering Research Institute 

.(NEERI), on examination that ninety percent of the Calcutta tanneries use chrome

based tanning process, while the remaining utilise vegetable tanning process. On the 

basis of NEERI Report, the Court inferred that the Calcutta tanneries have all along 

been operating in extremely unhygienic conditions and are discharging highly toxic 

effiuents all over the areas. The Court pursued the State of West Bengal to initiate 

shifting of over 500 tanneries functioning on the bank of River Ganges and passed 

directions as follows -

(a) Relocation of Calcutta tanneries (About 550 in number) from their present 

location to the new leather complex set up by the West Bengal Government. 

(b) The land which would become available on account of shifting/relocation 

closure of the tanneries shall be permitted for green purposes. 

(c) All the Calcutta tanneries shall stop functioning at the present sites on 

30.9.1997, even if the relocation of tanneries is not completed by this date. 

In Vel/ore Citizens' Welfare Forum v. Union oflndia61 the petition filed by Vellore 

Citizens' Welfare Forum was directed against the pollution which was being caused 

by enormous discharge of untreated effluent by the tanneries and other industries in 

the State of Tamil Nadu. Tanneries were discharging untreated effluent into agricultural 

fields, road sides, water ways and open lands. The untreated effluent finally discharged 

in river Palar which is the main source of water supply in the residents of the area. 

The petitioner alleged that the entire surface and subsoil water of river Palar has been 

polluted resulting in non-availability of potable water to the residents of the area. 

The court appreciated the problem in the following words -

If the conditions in the five districts of Tamil N adu, where tanneries are 
operating, are permitted to continue this in the near future all rivers/canals 

60. (1997)2SCC411. 

61. AIR 1996 SC 2715. 



shall be polluted, underground water contaminated, agricultural lands turned 
barren and the residents of the area exposed to serious diseases. 
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The Court directed all the tanneries in the five districts ofN orth Arcot Ambedkar, 

Edore Periyar, bivaligul Anna, Trichi and Chengai M. G .R., to set up Common Efiluent 

Treatment Plants (CETP) or Individual Pollution Control Devices on or before 

November 30, 1996. 

Most of the India's fresh water lakes are in pathetic condition because of civic 

and developmental pressure. In Dr. A jay Singh Raw at v. Union oflndia, 61 the petitioner 

a member of social action group approached the Supreme Court seeking the assistance 

of the Court to pass orders and directions to prevent further pollution of already 

suffocating National and to save the lake which had virtually became a dumping 

ground for rubble and public sewage. Hansaria, J. noted the contention of the petitioner 

that the pollution in the lake is because of both inorganic and organic causes. The 

nearby minerals, namely, manganese, lead salts, copper, cobalt and zinc make the 

lake toxic for life forms. the discharge of waste water into the lake is another polluting 
I . 

factor. But the most potent source of pollution is human faeces from leaking sewers". 

The throwing of plastic bags and dumping of other materials have added to the throes 
( 

of the lake. The Court appointed a commissioner for local inspection and to give 

report on the matter. The reports submitted by the commissioner con:fmned the 

allegations of the petitioner. 

After considering the fmdings and recommendations of the co~ssioner the 

Court held that the~e can be no doubt about some preventive and remedial measures to · 

. be taken on war footing, as any delay would cause further degradation and complicate 

the matters. The Court further directed that certain steps deserve to be taken urgently 

including following -

(i) Sewage water has to be prevented at any cost from entering the lake. 

(ii) So far as the drains which ultimately fall in the lake are concerned, it has 

to be seen that building materials are not allowed to be heaped on the drains to prevent 

siltation of the lake. 

62. (1995)3 sec 266. 
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(iii) Care has been taken to see that horse dung does not reach the lake. If for 

this purpose the horse-stand has to be shifted some whe~e, the same would be done. 

The authorities would examine whether trotting of horses around the lake is also required 

to be prevented. 

In Badkhal and Surajkund Lake matters63 the Court had no hesitation in holding 

that in order to protect the Badkhal and Surajkund lakes from environmental degradation 

it is necessruy to limit the construction activity in the close vicinity of the lakes. 

The Court arrived at the decision after considering the inspection report in respect 

of those lakes by the National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI). 

According to the report -

Surajkund lake impounds water from rain and natural springs. Badkhal 
lake is an impoundment formed due to the construction of an earthen dams . 
. . . The land use and soil types as explained in the report show that the 
Badkhallake and Surajkund are monsoon-fed water bodies. The natural 
drainage pattern of the Surrounding hill areas feed these water bodies 
during rainy season. Large-scale construction in the vicinity of the tourist 
resorts may disturb the rain water drain which in turn may badly affect the 
water level as well as the water quality of these water bodies. It may also 
cause disturbance to the aquifer which are the source of ground water. 
The hydrology of the area may also be disturbed. 64 

The observation of Court that the functioning of ecosystem and the status of 

environment cannot be same every where in the country. The preventive measures 

therefore, is very relevant in the fast developing society have to be taken keeping 

in view the carrying capacity of the ecosystem operating in the environmental 

surroundings under consideration. It may be noticed that the Court has taken a 

firm stand against river pollution caused by the discharge of untreated trade 

effluents in river and has insisted that effluent treatment plants be installed or 

else the polluting industries be shifted or closed down. Similar degree of protection, 

it seems, has been extended to the fresh water lakes suffering from pollution. 

Wherever the Court found that the lakes were suffering from pollution due to 

63. M. C.Mehta v. Union of India (1997)3 SCC 715. 

64. /d. at 718. 
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discharge of sewage etc., directions were issued to stop the source of pollution. 

Even construction activities in the close vicinity of the lakes were limited by the 

order of the Court. The concern of the Court, therefore, for facilitating availability 

of pollution free water is highly appreciable. 

9.4. Town Planning : 

One of the most important judgmentJon town planning is the judgment of Supreme 

Court in Bangalore Medical Trust v. B.S. Muddappa. 65 A site in the city ofBangalore 

was reserved as public park/playground in the developmental plan of the city. The 

Bangalore Development Authority (BAD) allotted the said space in favour of a medical 

trust, for the purpose of constructing a hospital in pursuant to the orders of the State 

Government. This allotment was challenged by the residents of the locality on the ground 

that it is contrary to the provisions of the scheme prepared under the Bangalore 

Development Authority Act, 1976 and the legislative intent to protect and preserve the 

environment by reserving open space for ventilation, recreations, playgrounds and parks 

for the general public. The writ petition was dismissed by the learned single Judge of 

the High Court. On appeal the learned Judges of the Division Bench held that, the area 

having been reserved in the sanctioned scheme for a public park, its diversion from that 

object and allotment in favour of a private body could not be allowed. The Court, 

therefore, set aside the allotment of the site to the medical trust. The Bangalore Medical 

Trust brought the case before the Supreme Court. R.M. Shahai, J. explained the origin 

and importance of public parks in the following words -

Public park as a place reserved for beauty and recreation was developed in 
19th and 20th centlny and is associated with growth of the concept of equality 
and recognition of importance of common man. Earlier it was a prerogative 
of the aristocracy and the affluent either as a result of royal grant or as a 
place reserved for private pleasure. Free and healthy air in beautiful 
surroundings was privilege of few. But now it is a 'gift from people to 
themselves'. Its importance has multiplied with emphasis on environment 
and pollution. In modem planning and development it occupies an important 
place in social ecology ... No town planner would prepare a blue print without 
reserving space for 1t. Emphasis on open air and greenery has multiplied 
and the city or town planning or development Acts of different States require 

65. AIR 1991 SC 1902. 



even private house owners to leave open space in front and back for lawn 
and fresh air ... Absence of open space and public park, in present day when 
urbanisation is on increase, rural exodus is on large scale and congested 
areas are coming up rapidly, may give rise to health hazard. 66 
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The Court held that a private nursing home cannot be a substitute for a public 

park. What is lost by removal of a park cannot be gained by establishment of a nursing · 

home. Referring to Indian and foreign statutes as well as English and American case 

laws, in his concurring judgment, Thommen, J. in complete agreement with Sahai, J. 

added-

Any reasonable legislative attempt bearing a rational relationship to a 
permissible State objective in economic and social planning will be 
respected by the Courts. A duly approved scheme prepared in accordance 
with the provisions of the Act is a legitimate attempt on the part of the 
Government and the statutocy authorities to ensure a quiet place free of 
dust and din where children can run about and the aged and the infirm can 
rest, breathe fresh air and enjoy the beauty of nature. These provisions are 
meant to guarantee a quiet and healthy atmosphere to suit family needs of 
persons of all stations. Any action which tends to defeat that object is 
. alid 67 mv . 

The case has two important pro-citizen dimensions. "It lays down that power 

exercised under an environmental statute must further the legislative object of. the 

Act. Further, it invalidates a favour by the Karnataka Chief Minister on the ground 

. that it was in breach of public trust since it deprived Bangalore residents of a public 

park".68 

In ML. Sud v. Union of India, 69 the Court, in order to preserve the greenecy of 

Delhi, secured an undertaking from the Delhi Development Authmjty (DDA) not to 

fell trees in a 453 acre forest belt 'J ahanpana Forest'. The petitioner apprehended that 

DDA was destroying the forest by cutting trees and constructing roads and buildings 

in the said area. The Court issued directions to the conservator of forest to visit the 

forest evecy quarter to ensure its preservation. 

66. /d. at 1916. 

67. /d. at 1914. 

68. Supra note 18 at 375. 

69. (1992) Supp(2) sec 123. 
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The Court extended its 'save Delhi drive' in M C. Mehta v. UniOf} of India, 70 while . 

admitting that environmental changes are the inevitable consequences of industrial 

development in otir country, the Court stressed at the same time that the quality of 

environment cannot be permitted to be damaged by polluting the air, water and land to 

such an extent that it becomes a health hazard for the residents of the area. The Court 

. expressed its displeasure about the matter in following words -

Utter disregard to enVironment has placed Delhi in an unenviable position 
ofbeing the world's third grubbiest, most polluted and unhealthy city as per 

· a study conducted by the World Medical Organisation. Needless to say that 
every citizen has arightto fresh air and to live in pollution-free environment.71 

Directions were issued by the Court fo~ stopping mechanical stone crushing 

activities in and around Delhi, Faridabad, Ballabgarh complexes. Directions were 

also issued for allotment of sites in the new 'crushing zone' set up at village Pall in 

State of Haryana to the stone crushers who have been directed to stop their activities 

in Delhi, Faridabad and Ballabhgarh complexes. 

In Vi render Gaur v. State ofHaryana, 72 the Municipal land earmarked for open 

space for public use i.e. to maintain ecology and hygienic environment was transferred 

by the Government by sanctioning grant of lease to a private party, Punjab Smaj 

Sabha. The Sabha after paying the price obtained sanction for construction of a 

Dharamshala and started construction. The Court referred to the Bangalore Medical 

Trust Case73 and held-

It is seen that the open lands, vested in the Municipality, were meant for the 
public amenity to the residents of the locality to maintain ecology, sanitation, 
recreation, playground and ventilation purposes. The buildings directed to 
be constructed necessarily affects the health and environment adversely, 
sanitation and other effects on the residents in the locality. Therefore, the 
order passed by the Government and the action taken pursuant thereto by 
the Municipality would clearly defeat the purpose of the scheme. 74 

10. (1992) 3 sec 256. 

71. !d. at 257. 

12. (1995) 2 sec 577. 

73. Supra note 65. 

74. Supra note 72 at 583. 
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The Court also opined that there is a Constitutional imperative on the State 

Government and the municipalities, not only to ensure and safeguard proper environment 

but also to take adequate measures to promote, protect and improve both the man

made and the natural environment. 

The environmental problem of Delhi was once again addressed by the Supreme 

·Court in M C. Mehta v. Union of India. 75 The Master Plan for Delhi - 'Perspective 

200 1' specifically provided that the hazardous/noxious/heavy/large industries can not 

be permitted to operate in the city of Delhi and the existing industrial units falling in 

the aforesaid categories be shifted/relocated. One of the important questions before 
' . 

the Court was, how and in what manner the land made available as a result of the shifting/ 

relocating of these industries should be used by the owners/occupiers of the said land? 

After taking view of various Departments, Governments officers and·experts the Court 

made following observations -. 

Delhi is one of the most polluted cities in the world._ The quality of ambient 
air is so hazardous that lung and respiratory diseases are on the increase·. 
the city has become a vast and unmanageable conglomeration of 
commercial, industrial, unauthorised colonies, resettlement colonies and 
unplanned housing. There is total lack of open spaces and green areas. 
Once a beautiful city Delhi now presents a chaotic picture. The most vital 
'community need' as at present is the conservatio~ of the environment and 
reversal of the environmental degradation. There are virtualiy no 'lpng 
spaces' in the city. The Master Plan indicates the "approximately 34'percent 
of recreational areas have been lost to other uses". We are aware that 
housing, the sports activity and the recreational areas are also part of the 
"community need" but the most important community need which is wholly 
deficient and needed urgently 1s to provide for the 'lung spaces' in the city 
of Delhi in the shape of green belts and open spaces.76 

The Court expressed its view that totality of the land which was surrendered 

and dedicated to the community by the owners/occupiers of the relocated/shifted 

industries should be used for the development of green belts and open spaces. The 

land left with the owner must to be developed in accordance with the uses permitted 

under the Master Plan. In either way the development must meet the community 

75. (1996) 4 sec 351. 

76. /d. at 560-561. 

., 



needs, in conformity with the provision of the Master Plan. The Court further clarified 

that implementation of its order was possible without making amendments in the 

said Master Plan. 
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This judgment of the Court is an illustration of the Court's skill to balance the 

need of the community against the need of the factocy owners who needed resources 

to bear the expenditure of shifting of their industrial units. By devising a land use 

pattern which allowed the owner to develop a part of the land for his own benefit and 

to surrender the remaining land for open ~pace and green belt, the Court successfully 

struck the required balance. 

The Court passed another order in the same case on July 8, 1996.77 According to 

the Master Plan for Delhi, the hazardous and noxious industrial units [H(a) industries] 

were not permitted to operate in Delhi and the existing H(a) industries were required 

to be shifted within a maximum prescribed period of three years. The Court noted -

The Master Plan came into force in August 1990. H(a) industries should 
have been shifted by the end of 1993. It is unfortunate that no action in 
this respect was taken by the authorities concerned ... we have no hesitation 
in holding that the H(a) industries are operating in Delhi illegally and in 
~tter violation of the mandatocy provisions of the Master Plan ... The Master 
Plan provides that no new heavy and large industrial units shall be permitted 
in Delhi. Heavy and large industries have been categorized as H(h) under 
the Master Plan. It is further provided that the existing H(b) industries shall 
shift.to DMA (Delhi Metropolitan Area) and the NCR (National Capital 
Region) keeping in view the Regional Plan and the National Industrial Policy 
of the Government of India. Although no period has been prescribed for the 
shifting of these industries but in the absence of any such provision the 
shifting has to be done within a reasonable time period of six years from 
August 1990 when the Master Plan came into force, is more than reasonable 
period for these industries to shift from Delhi.78 

Some of the industries had, during the course of the arguments, offered for 

modernization and also for conversion from polluting to non-polluting industries. 

The Court rejected these offers holding them simple ipse dixit with no ,material and 

said, "they should have modernized or changed the process of manufacture during the 

77. MC.Mehta v. Union of India, {1996) 4 SCC 750. 

78. /d. at 753. 
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six years they have been operating ih violation of the Master Plan 11
•
79 The Court identified 

168 industries as hazardous/noxious/heavy/large industries, operating in non

conforming areas and directed the unconditional closure of such industries with effect 

from 3 0-11-1996 in Delhi. 11 Apart from the designated units, the Court also directed 

the Delhi Pollution Control Committee (DPCC) to issue individual notices to other 

·industries asking them to show cause why they be not categorized as 'H' industries. "In 

February, 1998, the DPCC confmned the closure of 1,328 industries.80 

' 
In D.L.R ltd v. Prof A Lakshmi Sagar, 81 a scheme for development of sites for 

270 country villas on banks of Arkavati River in Kamataka was approved by the 

State Government, after the scheme was considered by concerned departments of the 

State and State Pollution Control Board, with the following conditions -

(a) Each country villa shall have a septic tank coupled with soil absorption 

system; 

(b) Each septic tank will cater for 15 users arid the septic tanks will be located 

at a minimum distance of 100 metres away from the river line; 

(c) Design for the septic tank, soak pit and dispersion system shall be submitted 

to the Pollution Control Board and approval obtained before commencement of 

building activities; 

(d) Sludge from the septic tank shall be removed compulsorily once in two 

years, dried in a separate yard following scientific method for which records must be 

maintained and pr!Jduced for verification by the. Pollution Control Board; 

(e) Pesticides, fungicides and insecticides shall be applied on the vegetation 

in the area in a scientific method as approved by the Agricultural Department to 

avoid contamination of surface water; 

(f) Peasemeters shall be positioned at regular intervals along with reservoir 

of river borders in the proposed site after getting the advice form the NEERI, N agpur 

for appropriate monitoring of contamination of ground water likely to be leached to 

79. !d. 
80. N. Dasgupta, 11Tall Blunders11

, Down to Earth, 22 (3 Sept. 1998) Cited in S. Diwan and 

A. Rosencranz, Environmental Law and Policy in India, 413 (2001). 

81. AIR 1998 SC 3369. 
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either the river or the reservoir. 

Some residents of the city ofBangalore filed a public interest litigation before 

the High Court on the ground that the approval of the scheme would adversely affect 

quantity and quality of the water i.e., there would be depletion as well as pollution of 

the water in the river and water reservoir constructed at Thippa-gondanahally across 

·the river which is one of the main sources of supply of water to the city of Bangalore. 

The High Court allowed the said writ petition and set aside the order of the State 

Government. Against the decision of the High Court appeal was preferred before the 

Supreme Court. The Supreme Court came to the conclusion that it could not be said 

that iti passing the impugned order granting approval to the proposed scheme submitted · 

by DLF, the State Government had failed to take into consideration the matters of 

public interest raised by the petitioner-respondents. The Court h'?ld that the State 

Government had taken into consideration all relevant factors and its approval was given 

after it was satisfied that the project did not imperil Bangalore's water supply, and set 

aside the judgment of the High Court while dismissing the writ petition filed by the 

petitioner-respondents. 

The decision of the Supreme Court allowing scheme of DLF Ltd. without 

consulting an expert committee or body, as has been done by the Court in many cases 

in past, might create confusion in the mind of environmentalists about the apprmtch . 

of the Ap~x Court. 

A strong judgment was delivered by the Supreme Court against the illegal 

development of an underground market below a public park in Lucknow, in the case 

of MI. Builders Pvt. Ltd v. Radhey Shyam Sahu. 82 The matter came before the Supreme 

Court in the form of the appeal against the judgment of the High Court of Allahabad 

(Lucknow Bench). The High Court held that the decision of the Lucknow Nagar 

Mahapalika permitting M.I. Builders Pvt. Ltd. to construct an underground shopping 

complex in Jhandewala Park situated at Aminabad Market, Lucknow was illegal, 

arbitrary and unconstitutional. Writ of mandamus was issued to the Mahapalika to 

restore back the park to its original position. 

sz. (1996) 6 sec 464. 
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The Supreme Court after examining all facts and circumstances of the case came 
' 

to conclusion that the purpose of constructing the underground shopping complex was 

a mere pretext and the dominant purpose was to favour M.I. Builders to earn huge 

profits. "In depriving the citizens ofLucknow of their amenity of an old historical park 

in the congested area on the specious plea of decongesting the area the Mahapalika and 

its officers forgot their duty towards the citizens and acted in a most brazen manner". 83 

The Court directed that the underground shopping complex should be dismantled and 

demolished except one of the blocks meant for parking and on those places the park 

should be restored to its original shape. On the plea of the appellant and the prospective 

allottees of the shops, to exercise judicial discretion in moulding the relief, the court 

held as follows -

Such a discretion cannot be exercised which encourages illegality or 
perpetuates an illegality. Unauthorised construction if it is illegal and cannot 
be compounded has to be demolished. There is no way out Judicial 
discretion cannot be guided by expediency. Courts are not free from 
statutory fetters. Justice is to be rendered in accordance with law. Judges 
are not entitled to exercise discretion wearing the robes of judicial discretion 
and pass orders based solely on their personal predilections and peculiar 
dispositions. Judicial discretion wherever it is required to be exercised 
has to be in accordance with law and set legal principles. 84 

Thus, when ever the Court was asked to choose between open space, park etc. and 

construction of building, shopping complex etc., it gave its verdict in favour of parks 

and lung space. The Court has shown its detemlination of protect the right of the residents 

of Delhi to live in a pollution free environment in the matter of shifting/relocation of 

industries from thickly populated Delhi. The Court ensured development of green belts 

and open spaces on the land available due to shifting/relocation of industries. The Court 

did not hesitate in passing demolition order against a shopping complex constructed 

with approval of the State Government for restoration of an old park in the congested 

city of Lucknow. Barring one exception of DLF Case the Court favoured the 

environmentalists and reached to its· decision after taking opinion from various 

committees and expert bodies. It is, therefore, apparent that the Court has always insisted 

83. /d. at 527. 

84. /d. at 529. 
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on better town planning and green space in cities. 

9.5. Closure I Relocation of Industries : 

liidustries play an important role in progress of a nation by providing job 
? 

opportunities and means of livelihood to the people along with fulfilling the · 

requirements of raw material and finished products to be used by the ~ation for various 

purposes. But at the same time certain industries may be harmful to the environment 

and many pose danger to the people living around it. The judiciary thus faces the 

challenge of balancing the need to protect environment and industrial growth. 

In Rural litigation and Entitlement Kendra, Dehradun v. State of UP., 85 the 

Supreme Court faced the challenge of protecting the environment in and around 

Mussoorie Hills from the mining operations carried on by the limestone quarries in 

the area. This was the frrst case of its kind in the country involving issues relating to~ 

environment and ecological balance. The case brought into sharp focus the conflict 

between development and conservation and emphasised the need for reconciling the 

two in the larger interest of the country. The Court by its order dated 12/3/1985 

closed down some of the limestone quarries permanently. The lessees of these quarries 

had invested a large sum of money and expended con~iderable time and effort. 

Therefore, the closure order undoubtedly caused hardship to them. But the Court· . 

held, "it is a price that has to, be paid for protecting and safeguarding the right of the 

people to live in healthy environment. .. "86 However, in order to mitigate this hardship , 

the Court directed the Government of India and the state of Uttar Pradesh as under -

... [W]henever any area in the state of Uttar Pradesh is thrown open for 
grant of lime-stone or dolomite quarrying , the lessees who are displaced 
as a result of this order shall be afforded priority in grant of lease of such 
area and intimation that such area is available for grant of lease shall be 
given to the lessees who are displaced so that they can apply for grant of 
lease of such area and on the basis of such application, priority may be 
given to them subject, of course, to their otherwise being found fit and 
eligible. 87 · 

The Court was conscious that as a result of its order, the workmen employed in 

85. AIR 1985 SC 652. 

86. Id. at 656. 

87. Id. at 656-657. 
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the lime stone quarries which have been or which may be directed to be closed down 

permanently, will be thrown out of employment. But permanently closed lime stone 

quarries were to be reclaimed and afforestation and soil conservation programme were 

to be taken up in respect of such quarries, therefore, the Court directed -

... immediate steps shall be taken for reclamation ofthe areas forming part 
of such lime stone quarries with the help of the already available Eco-task. 
Force of the Department of Environment, Goverrtment of India and the 
workmen who are thrown out of employment in consequence of this order 
shall, as far as practicable and in the shortest possible time, be provided 
employment in the afforestation and soil conservation programme to be 
taken up in this area. 88 · 

In the same matter the Court passed a judgment dated 3 0/9/198889 and noted that 

there is no material on record if any alternate provision has been made either by the 

State of Uttar Pradesh or the Union of India for the displaced lessees after the closure 

of quarries by the order of the Court without provision for compensations. The Court 

further observed -

Indisputably displacement has been suffered by these lessees and the sudden 
displacement must have upset their activities and brought about substantial 
inconvenience to them. The Court has no other option but to close down 
the mining activity in the broad interests of the community. This, however, 
does not mean that the displaced mine owners should not be provided 
with alternative occupation. Pious observations or even a direction in that 
regard may not be adequate, what is necessary is a time frame functioning 
if rehabilitation is to be made effective. It is therefore, necessary that a 
Committee should be set up to oversee the rehabilitation of the displaced 
mine owners. The Uttar Pradesh Government, as apprehended by many of 
these mine owners, by itself may not be able to meet the requirements of 
the situation. It may be that all the displaced mine owners may not fmd 
suitable placement within the State of Uttar Pradesh. It is therefore, 
necessary to associate some of other States in the programme.90 

The Court was of the view that a High-powered committee be set up wherein 

Union of India is also represented. Consequently, the Court directed to constitute a 

Rehabilitation Committee consisting of following members -

88. Id. at 657. 
89. Rural Litigation & Entitlement Kendra v. State ofU.P., AIR 1988 SC 2187. 

90. Id. at 2203. 



1. Secretary, Department of Mines, Government of India- Chairman. 

2. Secretary, Department of Environment and Forest, Government of India

Member. 
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3. Secretaries, Department of Mining of the State of U.P., Rajasthan and 

Gujrats - Memb.ers. 

4. Mr. Anil Agarwal, Centre for Science and Environment and Mr. Subrata · 

Sinha, Senior Deputy Director General, Geological Survey of India- Expert Members. 

The Committee was directed by the Court to make an initial report on the problem 

and the manner it proposes to tackle it within eight weeks from the date of the judgment, 

keeping in view the laws in force. 

Thus, the Court while protecting .the environment has shown equal concern to the 

problems faced by the industrialist as well as the workers employed in such industries 
. . 

and has tried to solve·the problems as far as possible through rehabilitation of the 

displaced mining owner and workers. 

In M. C Mehta v. Union of India, 91 the petitioner filed a public interest litigation 

for the issue of a writ/order/direction in the nature of mandamus to the tanneries 

located at Jajmau area in Kanpur (U.P.), restraining them from letting out the trade 

effluents into the river Ganga till the time they put up necessary treatment plants for 

treating the trade effluents in order to arrest the pollution of river water. 

The Court held that having regard to the adverse effect the effl~ents are having 

on the river water, the tanneries at J ajmau, Kanpur should, at least set up of the 

primary treatment plants and that is the minimum which the tanneries should do in 

the circumstances of the case". 91 The Court reminded that the effluent discharged from 

a tannery was ten times·noxious when compared with the domestic sewage water which . 
flowed into the river from any urban area on its banks. Further the Court observed-

The fmancial capacity of the tanneries should be considered as irrelevant 
while requiring them to establish primary treatment plants. Just like an 
industry which cannot pay minimum wages to its workers cannot b~ allowed 
to.exist a tannery which cannot set up a primary treatment plant cannot be 

91. AIR 1988 SC 1037 

92. ld. at 1045 



permitted to continue to be in existence for the adverse effect on the public 
at large which is likely to ensue by the discharging of the trade effluents. 
from the tannery to the river Ganga would be immense and it will outweigh 
any inconvenience that may be caused to· the management and the labour 
employed by it on account of its closure.93 
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The Court issued notices to the polluting tanneries at Jajmau but many 

industrialists did not bother either to respond to the notice or to take elementary steps 

for the treatment of industrial effluent before discharging the same into the river. The . 

Court, therefore, issued the directions for the closure of those tanneries, which failed · 

to take minimuni stapes required for the primary treatment of industrial effluent. K.N. 

Singh, 1. said, "[W]e are conscious that closure oftanneries may bring unemployment, 

loss of revenue, but life, health and ecology have greater importance to the people" .94 

It is evident from this decision of the Court that in circumstances where there is 

direct threat to the life and health of the people from any industrial operation, the 

balance will be tilted in favour of environmental protection and ecological balance 

rather than the polluting industry or its workmen. 

lnM C. Mehta v. Union of India, 95 stone crushing operations around Delhi caught 

the attention of the Supreme Court. The petitioner objected to the quarrying because 

the dust particles polluted the air and the quarries violated town planning regulations. 

The Court issued a detailed order by which the mechanical stone crushers in Delhi 

and in the. surrounqing areas of Haryana were asked to close down their operation 

within three months.· The stone crushers operating without licences from the· town 

planning authorities or which were issued closure orders by the Central Pollution 

Control Board un.der section 3 1-A of the Air (Protection and Control of Pollution) 

Act, 1981 or by the Central Government under section 5 of the Environment 

(Protection) Act, 1986, were directed to cease their operation immediately. The 

Authorities of state of Haryana were directed to demarcate and allot the sites to the 

stone crushers in a new 'crushing Zone' within six months. The order of the Supreme 

Court was prefaced with following observations -

93. !d. 
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We are conscious that environmental changes are the inevitable consequence 
of industrial development in our country but at the same time quality of 
environment cannot be permitted to be damaged by polluting the air, water 
and land to such an extent that it becomes a health hazard for the residents 
of the area. We are constrained to record that Delhi Development Authority, 
Municipal Corporation of Delhi, Central Pollution Control Board and Delhi 
Pollution Control Committee have been wholly remiss in the performance 
of their statutory duties and have failed to protect the environments and 
control air pollution in the Union Territory of Delhi. Utter disregard to 
environment has placed Delhi in an unenviable position of being the world's 
third grubbiest, most polluted and unhealthy city as per a study conducted 
by the World Health Organisation. Needless to say that every citizen has a 
right to fresh air and to live in pollution free environments.96 
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The Haryana State Government allowed the stone crushers to re-locate ·their 

operation in the new 'crushing zones' around pall and Mohabatabad 011:. the direction 

of the Court. 

In Vellore Citizens' Welfare Forum v. Union of India, 97 the petitioner alleged that 

untreated efiluent by the tanneries and other industries in the state of Tamil Naduis 

causing pollution. The Supreme Court opined, "It is no doubt correct that the leather 

industry in India has become a major foreign exchange earner and at present Tamil 

Nadu is the leading exporter of fmished leather accounting for approximately 80 

percent of the country as it generates foreign exchange and provide employment 

avenues, it has no right to destroy the ecology, degrade the environment and ·pose as 

a health-hazard". 98 

Keeping in view the circumstance of the case, the Court ordered that the Central 

Government should constitute an authority under Section 3 (3) of the Environment 

(Protection) Act, 1986 and confer on the said authority all the powers necessary to 

deal with the situation created by the tanneries and other polluting industries in the 

state of Tamil Nadu. The Court ordered a pollution fine ofRs. 10,000 each an all the 

tanneries in the districts ofN orth Arcot Ambedkar, Erode Periyar, Dindigul Anna, Tirchi 

96. Id. at 257. 

97. AIR 1996 SC 2715. 

98. /d. at 2720. 
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and Chengai M. G.R. The Court further directed all the tanneries in the above five districts 

to setup CETPs or individual pollution control devices on or before November 30, 

1996. All the tanneries were directed to obtain the consent of the Board to function 

and operate with effect from December 15, 1996 or face closure. To achieve the desired 

result in the case, the Court requested the Chief Justice of the Madras High Court to 

constitute a special "Green Bench" to deal with this case and other environmental 

matters. 

In M C. Mehta v Union of India,99 the petitioner alleged that the foundries, 

chemical/hazardous industries and the refmery at Mathura are the major source of 

damage to the "Taj Mahal". The Sulphur DioXide emitted by the Mathura Refmery and 

the industries when combined with oxygen-with the aid of moisture in the atmosphere 

forms sulphuric acid called "acid rain" which has a corroding effect on the gleaming 

white marble. Industrial emissions, brick-kilns, vehicular traffic and generator-sets were 

allegedly responsible for polluting the ambient air around Taj Trapezium (TTZ). The 

· petitioner sought appropriate directions against the authorities concerned to take 

immediate steps to stop air pollution in the TTZ and save the Taj. 

After careful examination ofthe two Varadharajan Reports (1978 and 1995), four 

NEERI Reports and several reports of the Board the Court reached to the conclusion 

that industries should be relocated from the TTZ as the industries in the TTZ were 

active contributors to the air pollution in the said area. The Court issued order for 292 

industries located. and operating in Agra. Such industries included foundries, pit 

furnaces, rubber sole, chemical, refectory brick, engineering and lime processing etc. 

The Court made it clear that the relocation of industries from TTZ is to be resorted to 

only if theN atural Gas which has been brought at the door step ofTTZ is not acceptable/ 

available by/to the industries as a substitute for coke/coal. The Court observed-

"The Taj, apart from being a cultural heritage, is an industry by itself. More than . 

two million tourists visit the Taj every year. It is a source of revenue for the country. 

This Court has monitored this petition for over three years with the sole object of 

preserving and protecting the Taj from deterioration and damage due to atmospheric 

99. AIR 1997 SC 734 
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and environmental pollution. It cannot be disputed that the use of coke/coal by the 

industries emits pollution in the ambient air. The objective behind this litigation is to 

stop the pollution while encouraging development of industiy. The old concept that 

development and ecology cannot go together is no longer acceptable. Sustainable 

development is the answer. The development of industiy is essential for the economy 

. of the countiy, but at the same time the environment and the ecosystems have to be 

protected. The pollution created as a consequence of development must be 

commensurate.with the canying capacity of our ecosystems" .100 

The Court further held that the said 292 industries should change over to the 

Natural Gas industrial fuel within the prescribed schedule. The industries which were 

not in a position to obtain gas connections-for any reason - were asked to stop 

functioning with the aid of coke/coal in the TTZ and relocate themselves. Special 

attention was given by the Court to the problems of workers employed in such industries. 

This is evident from the judgment of the court which clearly mentioned -

"The workmen employed in the above-mentioned 292 industries shall be entitled 

to the rights and benefits as indicated hereunder -

(a) The workmen shall have continuity of employment at the new town and 

place where the industiy is shifted. The terms and conditions of their employment 

shall not be altered to their detriment. 

(b) · The period between the closure of the industiy in Agra and its restart at 

the place of relocation shall be treated as active with continuity of service. 

(c) All those workmen who agree to shift with the industiy shall be given one 

year's' wages as "shifting bonus" to help them settle at the new location. The said 

bonus shall be paid before 31-1-1998. 

(d) The workmen employed in the industries who do not intend to relocate/ 

obtain Natural Gas and opt for closure, ·shall be deemed to have been retrenched by 

31-5-1997, provided they have been in continuous service for not' less than one year 

in the industries concerned before the said date. They shall be paid compensation in 

100. Id. at 760. 



terms of section 25-F (b) of Industrial Disputes Act. These workmen shall also be paid, 

in addition six years wages as additional compensation. 

(e) The compensation payable to the workmen in terms of this judgment shall be 

paid by the management within two months of the retrenchment. 

(f) The gratuity amount payable to any workman shall be paid in addition" .101 
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In_ Calcutta Tanneries' Matter01 the petition was initially directed against the 

tanneries located in the city of Kanpur but later on the scope of the petition was 

enlarged and the industries located in various cities on the banks of river Ganga were 

called upon to stop discharging untreated eflluent into the river. In present case the 

court was concerned with the tanneries located at Tangra, Tiljala, Topsia and Pogla 

Davga the four adjoining areas 4J the eastern fringe of the city of Calcutta. These areas 

accommodated about 550 tanneries. These tanneries were operating in extremely 

unhygienic conditions and were discharging highly toxic effluents all over the area. 

During the proceedings of the case the State Government informed the Court that the 

Calcutta tanneries were being shifted from their present location and the new location 

would be fully equipped with pollution control devices. The tanneries were reluctant 

to shift and therefore, the State Govern1nent applied before the Court for extension of 

time for the shifting of tanneries. Therefore, the Court directed the Board to examine 

the possibility of setting up of common eflluent treatment plants for the Calcutta 

tanneries. Pursuant to the direction of the Court the Board filed affidavit in Court 

stating that adequate space was not available in Tiljala, Tangra and Topsia area for 

construction of common effluent treatment plant. Moreover, environmental 

degradation in such areas and their surroundings was extremely alarming and therefore, 

the Board suggested, "virtually shifting of the tanneries from the present location to 

another place and construction of common eflluent treatment plant is the· only 

practicable solution to control the environmental degradation as a whole".103 

The Court agreed with the above-quoted opinion of the Board and came to the 

·conclusion that the only liable solution was to relocate the Calcutta Tanneries. The 

101./d. at 762-763. 

1 02.M C. Mehta v. Union of India, (1997) 2 SCC 411. 

103./d. at 415. 
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Court in its order directed the Calcutta tanneries operating in Tangra, Tiljala, Topsia 

and PaglaDanga areas in the eastern fringe of the city of Calcutta (about 550 in number) 

to relocate themselves from their present location and shift to the new leather complex 

set up by the West Bengal Government. The Court made it clear that the tanneries 

which decline to relocate shall not be permitted to function at the present sites. The 

·Court directed the State Government to render all assistance to the tanneries in the 

· process of relocation and set up unified single agency consisting of all the departments 

concerned to act as a nodal agency to sort out all the problems. The Court also passed 

order relating to rights and benefits of the workmen employed in the Calcutta tanneries. 

A fme of Rs. 10,000 each was imposed by the Court on all the ta.nt?-eries. They were 

also held liable to pay compensation as cost of restoring the damaged environment. 

Though the judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court is a welcome step as far as 

protection of environment is concerned but one may wonder how the industry can survive 

after paying compensation, fme, one year's wages to its workers as 'shifting bonus' and 

other expenditure incurred on relocation. 

The Court has shown equal concern for the protection of the natural environment 

from industrial pollution as well as proper rehabilitation of the closed and relocated 
( 

industries and their workers. It has been endeavour of the Court to make the operation 

of Industries pollution free by pursuing them to install pollution control devices. The 

option of-closure and relocation of industries has been resorted to only in those cases · 

where there was no other viable option to stop pollution. 

9.6. Regulation of Hazardous Substance : 

Hazardous substances are present every where in the modem industrialized 

societies. Industries are generating, using and discarding as by-products, these dangerous 

substances. Agricultural sector is using highly toxic chemical in the form of pesticides 

and insecticides to protect crops from pathogens. The waste generated in hospitals and 

even that ofhousehold may contain hazardous substances. Hazardous substances include 

flammables; explosives; heavy metals such as lead, arsenic and mercury; nuclear and 

petroleum fuel by-products; dangerous micro-organisms; and scores of synthetic 
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chemical compounds like DDT and.dioxins" .104 

Hazardous substances are extensively regulated in India. In exercise of the powers 

conferred by the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, the Central Government has . 

passed some important rules to deal with hazardous substances, they include -

1. Hazardous Wastes (Management and Handling) Rules, 1989. 

2. Manufacture, Storage and Import of Hazardous Chemical Rules, 1989. 

3. Manufacture, Use, Import, Export and storage of Hazardous Micro-

Organisms, Genetically. Engineered Organisms or Cells Rules, 1989. 

4. Bio-Medical Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998. 

5. Recycled Plastic Manufacture and Uses Rules, 1999. 

6. Municipal Solid Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 2000. 

7. Batteries (Management and Handling) Rules, 2001. 

In Oleum Gas Leak Case105 the petitioner raised some seminal. questions 

concerning the principles and norms for determining the liability of large enterprises 

engaged in manufacture and sale of hazardous products, the basis on which damages 

in case of such liability should be quantified and whether such large enterprises should 

be allowed to continue to function in thickly populated areas and if they are permitted 

to function, what measures must be taken for the purpose of reducing to a minimum 
' 

the hazards to the workmen and the community living in the neighbourhood. The 

petition sought to close and relocate Shriram's Caustic Chlorine and Sulphuric acid 

plant located in Delhi. 

These questions came before the Court because on 4th and 6th December, 1985 

there was leakage of Oleum gas from one of the units ofShriram Fertiliser Industries 

and as a result of the leakage several persons were affected and one advocate died. 

The Court admitted that the questions raised by the petitioner were questions of great 

importance particularly since, following the leakage of MIC Gas from the Union 

Carbide Plant in Bhopal, lawyers, judges and jurists were considerably exercised as 

to what controls, whether by way of relocation or by way of installation of adequate 

104. Supra note 18 at 514. 
105. M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 965. 
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safety devises, need to be imposed on corporations employing hazardous technology 

and producing toxic or dangerous substances. Chief Justice Bhagwati, who presided 

· over the Supreme Court bench, was deeply concerned for the safety of citizens residing 

in Delhi and was anxious to improve plant safety at the caustic chlorine unit-a task 

which the statutory agencies seemed incapable of performing. Moreover, the Chief 

_Justice, who was a year away from the mandatory retirement age at the time of the 

Oleum gas leak, saw in the Oleum leak case a chance of influencing the pending and 

far more important case relating to Bhopal gas tragedy. 

Whilst the proceedings of the case were going on, the caustic chlorine plant was 

closed by the order of the Assistant Commissioner (Factories) as the factory lacked 

adequate safety measures required for such plants. 

The Court considered the reopening of the caustic chlorine plant in the light of 

recommendations made by various expert committees relating to safety of the plant. 

There was no doubt that there would be hazard to the life and health of the community, 

if there is escape of chlorine gas from the caustic chlorine plant, whether by reason of 

negligence of the management or due to accidental release. It is for this reason the 

Court made following observation -

We cannot, therefore, ignore the possible hazard to the health and well
being of the workmen and the people living in the vicinity on account of 
escape of ;chlorine gas. We also cannot overlook the old and worn out 
state of machinery and equipment, the negligence of the management in 
the maintenance and operation of the caustic chlorine plant and the 
indifference shown by the management in installing proper safety devices 
and safety instruments and taking proper and adequate measures for 
ensuring safety of the workmen and the people living in the vicinity. These 
are considerations which are very relevant fu deciding whether the caustic 
chlorine plant should be allowed to be restarted. 106 

But at the same time the Court took into account the fact that all the 

recommendations made in the reports of expert committees had been carried out by 

the management of Shriram and it was the opinion of the expert committees that 

since all the recommendations had been complied with by the management in 

106. !d. at 521. 



satisfactozy manner, Shriram might be allowed to restart the caustic chlorine plant. The 

Court further observed -

We cannot also ignore the interests of the workmen while decidjng this 
delicate and· complex question. It could not be disputed either by the 
Government of India or by the Delhi Administration or even by the 
petitioner that the effect of permanently closing down the caustic chlorine 
plant would be to throw about 4, 000 workmen out of employment and 
that such closure would lead to their utter ·impoverishment. The Delhi 
Water Supply Undertaking which gets its supply of chlorine from Shriram 
would also have to fmd alternative sources of supply and it was common 
ground between the parties that such sources may be quite distant from 
Delhi. The production of down stream products would also be seriously 
affected resulting to some extent in short supply of these products. 107 
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After weighing various considerations from both sides, with considerable 

hesitation, bordering almost on trepidation, the Court reached to the conclusion that, 

pending consideration of the issue whether the caustic chlorine plant should be directed 

to be shifted and relocated at some other place, it should be allowed to be restarted by 

the management of Shriram, subject to certain stringent conditions laid down by the 

Court. The Court further pointed out that there were many other plants in Delhi which 

were employing hazardous technology or were engaged in manufacture of hazardous 

goods. and if proper and adequate precautions were not taken, they too were likely to 

endanger the life and health of the community. Therefore, the Court requested the 

Government of India to take the necessazy steps at the earliest for setting up of a High 

Powered Authority for overseeing functioning of hazardous industries with a view to 

ensuring that there were no def~cts or deficiencies in the design of their plant and 

machinezy, there was no negligence in maintenance and operation of the plant ·and 

proper safety standards and procedures were strictly followed. The Court further 

pointed out -

[W]hen science and technology are increasingly employed in producing 
goods and service calculated to improve the quality oflife, there is a certain 
element of hazard or risk inherent in the vezy use of science and technology 
and it is not possible to totally eliminate such hazard or risk altogether. We 
cannot possibly adopt a policy of not haviilg any chemical or other hazardous 
industries merely because they pose hazard or risk to the community. If 

107. /d. 



such a policy were adopted, it would mean the end of all progress and 
development. Such industries, even if hazardous, have to be set up since 
they are essential for economic development and advancement of well-being 
of the people. We can only hope to reduce the element of hazard or risk to 
the community by taking all necessary steps for locating such industries in 
a manner which would pose least risk or danger to the community and 
maximising safety requirements in such industries .108 
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For the reasons given above, the Court impressed upon the Government of 

India to evolve a national policy for location of chemical and other hazardous industries 

in areas where population is scare and there is little hazard or risk to the community 

and when hazardous industries are located in such area, every care must be taken to 
' 

see that large human habitation does not grow around them. The Court further stated 

that there should preferably be a green belt of 1 to 5 km. width around such hazardous 

industries. 

The effort of Court is really praise worthy as this was the first case of its kind and 

the Court had no previous experience of solving the techno scientific questions involved 

in the case. The Court took help from the views of experts in the field and minimized 

the danger to workers and the surrounding community by asking Shriram to take stringent 

safety measures before restarting its caustic chlorine plant. "Some of these conditions, 

viz, making senior level management responsible for hazardous industrial operations, 

· introducing workers' participation in safety management, publicizing preventive 

meastires in the case of an emergency and requiring trained and experienced personnel 

to handle hazardous substances -have been codified into the Factories Act by the 1987 

amendment" .109 By appointing monitoring committees that were requi!ed to report back 

to the Court regarding the measures taken to make the Shrirams plant and operational 

procedure safe, the Court ensured the strict compliance of its order. 

This writ petition was subsequently referred to a Bench of five judges.110 The 

reference was made because certain questions of seminal importance and high 

Constitutional significance were raised before the three judges bench in the course of 

arguments when the writ petition was originally heard. One such question was about 

108. !d. at 981. 
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the measure of liability of an enterprise which was engaged in an hazardous or inherently 

dangerous industry, if by reason of an accident occurring in such industry, persons die 

or injured. 
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The Court held that since the victim would not be in a position to isolate the 

process of operation from the hazardous preparation of substance that caused the 

·harm, "the enterprise must be held strictly liable for causing such harm as a part of 

the social cost for carrying on the hazardous or inherently dangerous activity" .m The 

Court further pointed out that the enterprise alone has the resource to discover and 

guard against hazards and, therefore, where an enterprise is engaged in an hazardous 

or inherently dangerous activity and harm results to any one on account of an accident 

in the operation of such activity, the enterprise was strictly and absolutely liable to 

compensate all those who were affected by the accident and the measure of compensation 

in such case must be correlated to the magnitude and capacity of the enterprise.112 

The validity of the principle laid down in aforesaid case relating to measure of 

compensation was questioned in Charan La/ Sahu v. Union of India. 113 The case was 

relating to Constitutional validity of Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster (Processing of Claims) 

Act, 1985, but certain opinion expressed by learned Judges appear to weaken the Oleum 

gas leak Case principle that the quantum of damages should be on the basis of the 

monetary capacity of the delinquent. 

On the night of December 2, 1984, there was massive escape of lethal gas from 

the MIC storage tank at Bhopal plant of the Union Carbide (I) Ltd. (UCIL), resulting 

in large scale death and disaster. When the matter was pending before the Supreme 

Court, a settlement was arrived at between the Union of India and UCC under which 

a sum of US Dollars 470 million was agreed to be paid by the UCC. The Union of 

India also agreed to withdraw certain prosecutions that had been initiated against the 

officials of the UCC and UCIL in this connection. It was contended before the Court 

that the UCC and UCIL were accountable to the public for the damages caused by 

their industrial activities not only on a basis of strict liability but also on the basis that 

111. !d. at 1099. 
112: See Chapter 8 for more discussion on 'absolute liability' principle. 
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the damages to be awarded against them should include an element of pu¢tive liability 

and that, this had been lost sight of while approving of the said settlement. 
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Mukharji, C.J. for himself and Saikia J. opined that the formulation of a concept 

of damages, blending both civil and criminal liabilities i.e. 'concept of punitive 

damages' in respect of a civil action which can be integrated and enforced by the judicial 

process involves serious difficulties. Further he pointed out that it is still very uncertain 

how far decision based on such a concept would have been a decision according to 'due 

process of law acceptable by intemati onal standard' .114 

Justice Ranganathan for himself and Ahmadi J. concurred with the views expressed 

by Mukherji J. and observed-

Whether the settlement should have taken into account [the Oleum gas leak 
principle of punitive liability] is, in the first place, a moot question. Mukharji, 
C.J. has pointed out-and we are inclined to agree - that this is an 'uncertain 
province of the law' and it is premature to say whether this yardstick has 
been, or will be, accepted in-this country, not to speak of its international 
acceptance which may be necessary should occasion arise for executing a 
decree based on such yardstick in ano~er country.115 

However, Justice K.N. Singh who was also a member of the Oleum gas leak 

Cqurt did not express any opinion on the issue of quantum of damages and allowed 

the majority opinion to cast serious doubts over his earlier decision. 

The Court stressed upon formulation of the principles of law guiding the 

Government and the authorities to permit carrying on of trade dealing with materials 

and things which had dangerous consequences within sufficient specific safeguards 

especially in case of multinational corporations trading in India. Further more 

K.N. Singh J., in his concurring opinion suggested as follows-

Industrial development in our country and the hazards involved therein, 
pose a mandatory need to constitute a statutory 'Industrial Disaster Fund', 
contributions to which may be made, by the government, the industries 
whether they are transnational corporations or domestic under takings, 
public or private ... The Fund should be permanent in nature, so that money 
is readily available for providing immediate effective relief to the victims .. : 

114. !d. at 1532. 
115. !d. at 1557. 



The Government and the Parliament should therefore take immediate steps 
for enacting laws,· having regard to these suggestions, consistent with the 
international norms and guidelines as contained in the United Natim,1s Code 
of conduct on Transnational Corporations. 116 
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As per Ranganathan and Ahmadi, J.J while it may be a matter for scientists and 

technicians to find solutions to avoid such large scale disasters, the law must provide 

. an effective and speedy remedy to the victims of such torts. Such law accordmg to 

· them should inter-alia contain appropriate provisions in regard to the following matters-

"(i) The payment of a fiXed minimum compensation on a 'no fault liability basis, 

pending fmal adjudication of the claims by a prescribed forum; 

(ii) The creation of a special forum with specific power to grant interim relief 

·in appropriate cases; 

(iii) The evolution of a procedure to be followed by such forum which will be 

conducive to the expeditious determination of claims and avoid the high degree of 

formalism that attaches to proceedings in regular Courts; and 

(iv) A provision requiring industries and concerns engaged in hazardous activities 

to take out compulsory insurance against third party risks" .117 

It seems that opinions given by the Court in this case were taken seriously by the 

Government and therefore, the Parliament enacted the Public Liability Insurance Act, 

1991 on the lines of the suggestion made by the judges. 

In review of the Bhopal Case settlement118 Chief Justice Ranganath Misra 

questioned the validity of absolute liability enunciated in the Oleum Gas Leak Case. In 

his concurring judgment Misra, C.J. observed that in Oleum case no compensation·was 

awarded as the Court could not decide that the delinquent company came within the 

meaning of'State' in Articlel2 so as to be liable under Article 32 of the Constitution. 

Thus, what was said was essentially obiter.119 Here it may be noted, that the majority 

· judgment delive~ed by M.N. Venkatachaliah, J. did not express any opinion on this issue. 

116. !d. at 1551 - 1552. 
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The controversy relating to validity of Oleum Gas leak principles again surfaced 

in Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. Union of Jndia. 120 Here a writ petition 

filed by an environmentalist organisation brought to light the woes of people living in 

the vicinity of chemical industrial plants in India. People living 'in a small village called 

Bichhri in Udaipur District of Rajasthan became victim of certain chemical industries 

producing chemicals like oleum and single super phosphate and 'H' acid. These chemical 

industries were r~leasing enormous quantities of highly toxic eftluents- in particular, 
' 
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iron based and gypsum-based sludge - which if not treated properly could poison the 

earth, the water and everything in contact with it. Here it may be noted that because of 

pernicious wastes emerging from the production of 'H' acid, its manufacture has been 

banned in the western countries. But the need of 'H' acid continues in the West. That 

need is being catered by the industries like the industries which were in question. The 

production of 'H' acid by the two chemical industries namely, Silver Chemicals and 

Jyoti Chemicals had given birth to about 2400-2500 MT ofhighly toxic sludge besides 

other pollutants. 

The petitioner alleged that the toxic untreated waste waters were allowed to flow · 

out freely and because the untreated toxic sludge was thrown in the open in and around 

the complex, the toxic substances had percolated deep into the bowels of the earth 

polluting the aquifers and the subterranean supply of water. The water in the wells and 

the streams had turned dark and dirty rendering it unfit for human consumption. It· 

becrurie w1fit for cattle to drink ru1d tor irrigating the land. It spread disease, deatli and 

disaster in the village and the surrounding areas. 

J eevan Reddy, J. referred the Oleum Gas Leak Case and expressing his view said 

that he found it difficult to say that the law declared in Oleum Gas Leak Case was 

obiter as it did not appear to be unnecessary for the purposes of that case. Further, the 

Court concluded that on account of the continuous, persistent and insolent violation of 

law, the attempts to conceal the sludge, the discharge of toxic effluents from the 

Sulphuric Acid Plant and the non-implementation of the order of the Court, the 

respondent industries had earned the dubious distinction ofbeing characterised as 'rogue 

120. AIR 1996 SC 1446. 
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industries'. The Court ordered the closure of all the plants and factories which were 

causing hazards in Bichhri village. The reopening of these plants was made dependent 

upon their compliance with the directions made and obtaining of all requisite permission 

and consent from the relevant authorities. 121 

The Court asked the Central Government to consider whether it would be 

appropriate that chemical industries be treated as a category apart and held as follows-

All chemical industries, whether big or small, should be allowed to be 
established only after taking into consideration all the environmental aspects 
and their functioning should be monitored closely to ensure that they do 
not pollute the environment around them. It appears that most of these 
industries are water..:intensive industries. If so, the advisability of allowing 
the establishment of these industries in arid areas may also require 
examination. Even the existing chemical·industries may be subjected to 
·such a study and if it is found on such scrutiny that it is necessary to take 
any steps in the interests . of environment, appropriate directions in that 
behalf may be issued under sections 3 and 5 of the Environment Act. The 
Central Government shall ensure that the directions given by it are 
implemented forthwith. 122 

Thus, the tough stand taken by the Court against chemical industries operating 

illegally and without any concern for environment and health problems of villagers, 
. . 

once again established the grit and determination of the Apex Court to protect the 

environment from pollution caused by hazardous substances. 

Occupational health hazards to the workmen employed in asbestos ip.dustries was 

the concern of the Court in Consumer Education & Research Centre v. Union·of 

India123 The petitioner, an accredited society wanted the.Court to fill in the yearning 

gaps in regulations and remedial measures for the protection of the health of the 

workers engaged in mines and asbestos industries. 

The Court referred various papers and documents relating to the 'Asbestos

related disease' and observed -

... [The] disease occurs wherever the exposure to the toxic or carcinogenic 

121. ld. at 1463. 

122. Id. at 1468-1469. 

123. AIR 1995 SC 922. 



agent occurs regardless of the country, the type of industry, job title, job 
assignment or location of exposure. The disease will follow the trail of the 
exposure and extend the chain of carcinogenic risk beyond the work.;.place ... 
The exposure to asbestos and the resultant long tragic chain of adverse 
medical, legal and societal consequences, reminds the legal and social 
responsibility of the employers ot the producer not to endanger the 
workmen or the community or the society.124 
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Furthermore, the Court held that the employer or the producer were not absolved 

of the. inherent responsibility to the exposed workmen or the society at large. They 

had the responsibility - legal, moral and to the public or all those who were exposed 

to the harmful consequence of their products. The Court allowed the writ petition 

and passed following directions to industries -

( 1) to maintain and keep maintaining the health record of every worker up to 

a minimum period of 40 years from the beginning of the employment or 15 years 

after retirement or cessation of the employment whichever is later; 

(2) the Membrane Filter test to detect asbestos fibre should be adopted by all 

the factories or establishments; 

(3) all the factories whether. covered by the Employees' State Insurance Act 
' 

or Workmen's Compensation Act or otherwise were directed to compulsorily insure 
' 

health coverage to every worker. 

Following directions were issued by the Court for the Union and the State 

Governments -

(1) to review the standards of permissible exposure limit value offibre/cc in 

tune with the international standards reducing the permissible content; 

(2) to consider inclusion of small-scale factory or factories or industries to 

protect health hazards of the workers engaged in the manufactUre of asbestos or its 

ancillary products, 

The apropriate inspector of Factories, in particular of the State of Gujrat, was 

directed by the Court to send all the workers, who were examined earlier by the ESI 

hospital concerned, forre-examination by the Nationallnstitute of Occupational Health 

to detect whether all or any of them were suffering from asbestos. Those workers who 

124. !d. at 937-938. 
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test positive for the disease were directed to be paid compensation of a sum of rupees 

one lakh each, payable by the factory or industry or establishment concerned within a 

period of three months from the date of cer:tification by the National Institute of 

Occupational Health. 

The judgment of the Supreme Court seems to be a path finder as judges indulged 

themselves in solving an issue involving technical question relating to law and medical 

sciences and found a visible solution for the problem. 

In Dr. Ashok v. Union ojlndia, 125 on the basis of a letter by one Dr. Ashok addressed 

to the Chief justice oflndia indicating therein that several insecticides, colour additives, 

food additives were in widespread use in India which had already been banned in several 

advanced countries as it had been found that they were carcinogenic, the Supreme Court 

treated the letter as a petition under Article 32 of the Constitution and took up the 

matter as a Public Interest Litigation. 

On examining the counter-affidavits of the different ministries of the Government, 

it appeared to the Court that though sufficient steps had been taken to either ban or to 

allow restrictive use of insecticides but still there was no coordinated effort and 

different ministries of the Government oflndia were involved. It wa,s realized by the 

Court that there had been no continuous effort to have research conducted or to have 

minimum information about the adverse effects of the use of such pesticides and other 

chemicals as a result of which people at large suffer to a great extent. The Court opined 

If insecticides and chemicals are permitted to be freely used in protecting 
the food grains and in increasing the agricultural production then that will 
bring insurmountable hazards to all those countrymen who consume those 
food articles. To check these maladies what is essential for the Government 
of India is to have a coordinated and sustained effort. 

The Court was by and large satisfied with the different measures taken by the ·. 

Central Government in totally prohibiting hazardous insecticides and chemicals in 

some cases and in permitting restricted use in some other cases, as the Court felt that 

such measures were adequate steps from the health hazards point of view. Therefore, 

125. AIR 1997 SC 2298. 
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no further direction was issued by the Court in respect of 40 items of insecticides and 

chemical identified in the petition filed. However, the Court directed that a Committee 

of four senior officers from the different ministries involved should be constituted 

and that committee should have deliberations at least once in three months and take 

suitable measures in future in respect of any other insecticides and chemicals which 

was found to be hazardous for health. 

In the same judgment the Court examined various provisions of the Insecticides 

Act, 1969 and pointed out -

Once a substance is specified in the Schedule as contemplated under section 
3(e)(i) then there is no power for cancelling the registration certificate 
issued in respect of the same substance even if on scientific study it appears 
that the substance in question is grossly detrimental to the human health. 
This is a lacuna in the legislation itself ... 126 

The Court, therefore, held that steps should be taken for appropriate amendment 

to the legislation. 

The Supreme Court tried to strengthen import barriers for hazardous substances. 

The Court banned the import of hazardous wastes as an interim measure on 5th May 

1997 in a writ petition t:lled by the research foundation for science, technology and 

Natural Resource Policy.127 On 4th August 1997, the Court found that despite the lapse 

of several years, the authorities had not taken effective steps; for implementing the 

Hazardous Wastes Rules and observed, "We are left with the impression that even now 

all the authorities do not appear to appreciate the gravity of the situation and the need 

for prompt measures being taken to protect serious adverse consequences if the problem 

is not tackled immediately" .128 The Court constituted a High-Powered Committee ~m 

13111 October, 1997 with a charter to examine in depth all matters relating to hazardous 

waste and to give their report and recommendations at the earliest. Again on 15th 

December,_1997 the Court directed the Committee to examine the quantum and nature 

of hazardous stock lying at the docks/ports/1 CDS and also to recommend a mechanism 

126. !d. at 2311. 

127. Writ petition (Civil) No 657/1995. 

128. Research Foundation for Science v. Union of India, 1997 (5) SCALE 495. 
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for its safe disposal or re-export to original exporter. 129 The_ coinmittee found containers 

holding hazardous wastes at Delhi and Bombay. Pending the committee's fmal report 

and recommendations, the authorities having custody of hazardous wastes directed 

neither to release nor auction such waste.130 On lOth December 1999, the disposal of 

hazardous wastes that were lying at the ports were permitted by the Court-in accordance 

with the recommendations of the committee. The Court also directed the Central 

Pollution Control Board to over see the disposal of the imported wastes by the industries 

having proper storage, processing and disposal facilities. 131 

The Court insists that the hazardous substances be handled with utmost care and 

caution, the workers of such undertaking where these substances are being handled 

must be provided with all safeguards and medical treatment if required. The liability 

of the owners of hazardous industries is absolute and they are liable to pay for the 

reversal of damages to the environment, remedial measures and also for the 

compensation to the victim in case an accident occurs iri their undertaking. It is note 

worthy that on the initiatives of the Court the Parliament and the government of India 

have come out with various laws and regulations to regulate the hazardous substances. 

9.7. Sanitation and the Waste Management : 

One of the major environmental problem being faced by the Indians,_ specially 

the urban population, is the poor sanitation and waste management. The leading case on 

sanitation and the duty of a municipal corporation to keep the city clean is the Rat/am 

Municipality v. -Vardhichand. 132 Residents· of a locality within .limits ·of. Ratlarn 

Municipality w~re suffering because of stench and stink caused by the eflluents from · 

the Alcohol Plant flowing into the street, open drains and public excretion by nearby 

slum-dwellers. They moved the Magistrate under Section 13 3 of Criminal Procedure 

Code to require Municipality to do its duty towards the members of the public. The 

Magistrate held that the Municipality have taken no steps what so ever to remove the 
. . 

nuisance and ordered, for the health and convenience of the people, the removal of all 

129. Research Foundation for Science v. Union of India, (1999)1SCC 223. · 

130. Id. at 225. 

131. Research Foundation for Science v. Union of India, 1999 (7) SCALE 612. 

132. AIR 1980 SC 1622. 
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the nuisance, construction of proper drainage system and covering of pits etc. In appeal, · 
. . 

Sessions Court reversed the order. The High Court, however, approved the order of. 

Magistrate. The Municipality then preferred an appeal against the order of the High 

Court before the Supreme Court where Krishna lyer, J., on behalf of 0. Chinnappa 

Reddy and himself passed the remarkable judgment. The Court noted that the 

"circumstances of the case are typical and overflow the particular municipality and the 

solutions to the key questions emerging from the matrix of facts are capable of universal 

app~cation" .133 

The Court examined the relevant provisions of Criminal Procedure Code and the 

Indian Penal Code and observed-

Public nuisance, because of pollutants being discharged by big factories to 
the detriment of the poorer sections, is a challenge to the social justice 
component of the rule of law. Like wise, the grievous failure of local 
authorities to provide the basic amenity of public conveniences drives the 
miserable slum-dwellers to ease in the streets, on the sly for a time, and 
openly thereafter, because under nature's pressure, bashfulness becomes a 
luxury and dignity a difficult art. A responsible municipal council 
constituted for the precise purpose of preserving public health and 
providing better finances cannot run away from its principal duty by pleading 
fmancial inability. Decency and dignity are non-negotiable facets of human 
rights and are a first charge on local self-governing bodies. Similarly, 
-providing drainage system - not pompous and attractive, but in working 
condition and sufficient to meet the needs of the people - cannot be evaded 
if the municipality is to justify its existence. A base study of the statutory 
provisions makes this position clear.134 

. 

The Supreme Court affirming the Magistrate's order and upholding the High 

Court's decision issued supplementary directions to the municipal authority and the 

state Government. The directions may be enumerated as follows -

(i) The Ratlam Municipal Council was directed to, take immediate action, to 

stop the effiueilts from the Alcohol Plant flowing into the street. The State Government 

and the Sub-Divisional Magistrate were also asked by the Court to exercise their 

powers to stop the pollution and the nuisance so caused. 

133. /d. at 1623. 

134. Id. at 1629. 
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(ii) The Municipal Council was asked by the Court to construct a sufficient 

number of public latrines within six months and to provide water supply and 

scavenging service morning and evening for ensuring sanitation along with training 

to the local people in using and keeping the toilets in clean conditions. 

(iii) The State Government was directed to instruct the Malaria Eradication 

. Wing to stop mosquito breeding in the Ward. 

(iv) The Municipality was also directed to fill up cesspools and other pits of 

filth and use its sanitary staff to keep the place free from accumulations of filth. 

The Court in order to ensure the strict compliance of its order directed the Health 

Officer of the Municipality to furnish a report, at the end of the six-monthly term, 

that the work has been completed.· Further the Court made it clear that in case of non

compliance of its direction, the Sub-Divisional Magistrate will prosecute the Officers 

responsible and the Court may also punish any officer for its contempt. The Court 

also expressed hope that the State Government will make available suffiCient fmancial 

aid to the Ratlam Municipality to enable it to fulfil its obligations under the order 

passed by the Court. 

On the plea of the municipal council that the Court should be pragmatic and should 

not enforce impracticable orders on it since the municipality had no where withal to 

execute the order, the Court's response was positive. Krishna Iyer, J. accepted that "law 

is realistic and not idealistic and what cannot be performed under given circumstances 

cannot be prescribed as a norm to be carried out". 135 But at the same time the Court held 

the budgetary constraints did not absolve a municipality from perfoiming its statutory 

obligation to provide sanitation facilities. The case is a path fmder for another reason 

as well, here the Court interpreted sectiqn 133 ~fCriminal Procedure Code to impose 

a mandatory duty on a magistrate to rem:ove a public nuisance whenever orie exists. 

In Delhi Garbage Case, 136 the petitioner, an advocate, sought directions to the 

Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) and the New Delhi Municipal Council 

(NDMC) to perfonn their statuto:ry.duties in particular the collection, removal and 

135. !d. at 1630. 

136. Dr. B.L. Wadehra v. Union of India, AIR 1996 SC 2969. 



disposal of garbage and other waste. The Court observed that-

River Yamuna-the main source of drinking water supply-is the free dumping 
place for untreated sewage and industrial waste. Apart from·air and water 
pollution, the city is virtually an open dustbin. Garbage strewn all over Delhi 
is a common sight..: It is no doubt correct that rapid industrial development, 
urbanisation and regular flow of per~ons from rural to urban areas have made 
major contribution towards environmental degradation but at the same tiine 
the authoriti.es - entrusted with the work of pollution control - cannot be 
permitted to sit back with folded hands on the pretext that they have no 
fmancial or other means to control pollution and protect the environment. 137 
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In its earlier order dated 16/12/1994 the Court had directed the MCD and DDA 

to place on record the list of all garbage dumping places and city garbage collection 

centres. They were also asked to state what steps were being taken by them to keep 

those places clean and tidy. 

The gravity of the garbage disposal problem can easily be understood by the 

affidavit filed before the Court by the Executive Engineer, M CD, dated 3 0/0 1/199 5. It 

was mentioned that "about 4, 000 metric tons (MT) of garbage is collected daily by the 

MCD. The disposal of the garbage is done mainly by 'Land Fill Method'. The total 

number of garbage collection centres are 1804 (337 dhalaos, 1284 dustbins, 176 

open sites and 7 steel bins). The garbage collection trucks collect the garbage from the 

collection centres and take it to the nearest Sanitary Land Fill (SFL )" .138 It was further 

. stated that." 19 hospitals, 156 dispensaries, 160 maternity and child welfare centres, 5 

primary health centres and 14 clinics are functioning under the control ofMCD. Except 

RBTB Hospital, no other hospital etc. has installed incinerator to burn the hospital 

waste" .139 It was highlighted in the affidavit that "about 45o/o of the total pop~lation of 

Delhi is living in slums; unauthorised colonies and clusters. There are about 4,80,000 

jhuggies in Delhi. According to a rough estimate about 6 persons stay ineachjhuggi. 

They throw their garbage on the road or nearby dustbins" .140 

The Court passed another order in this case on 15/09/1995, where it was pointed 

137. !d. at 2970. 
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out by the Court that the collection and disposal of garbage in the city ,of Delhi was 

causing serious problem. It was not for the Courtto keep on monitoring such problems. 

The officers who were manning institutions like MCD and NDMC must realize their 

responsibilities and show the end result. Further the court asked the petitioner and 

other learned counsel to assist the Court on next hearing regarding the statutory duties 

.and functions of various authorities in regard to the sanitation in the city of Delhi. 

The officers concerned with the problem of sanitation were directed by the Court to 

consider various issues arising in the petition, at their own level and give information · 

to the Court on the next date of hearing i.e. 12/10/1995, regarding the final date by 

which they shall short out the problem of collection and disposal of the garbage in 

the city. Authorities were also asked by the Court to place before the Court, the 

difficulties which were likely to come up in their way. But at the same time the Court 

made it clear that from the date which may be given by the authorities concerned, 

"not a drop of garbage is to be seen any where in the city of Delhi on early morning 

each day. The whole of the work of garbage collection must be completed over-night 

and the city is to be left absolutely clean of the residents for their use" .141 The Court 

issued notice to the Secretary (Health), Delhi Administration, for the purpose of seeking 

assistance regarding nursing homes and hospitals under the control of Delhi 

Administration. 

Pursuant to the above mentioned order the NDMC, MCD, Ministry of Health, 

Government of India, Government of National Capital Territory of Delhi etc. filed 

. affidavits and various proposals to improve the sanitation in Delhi. The Court 

mentioned that MCD ha,d a very large force of workers, it had 38311 safai karamcharis 

and more than 1400 Sanitary Inspectors to keep clean and tidy an area of 1399.29 sq. 

km. The simple arithmetic showed that there were 27 safai karamchari~ and one sanitary 

inspector for one sq. km. of area. The NDMC was found by the Court in still better 

. position, having 2172 safai karamcharis for cleaning an area of 42.40 sq. km. i.e. 50 

karamcharis for one sq. km. The Court held that there was no reason whatsoever why 

with such a huge manpower at their command the MCD and NDMC cannot present a 

141. /d. at2972. 



(6) The Government of NCT, Delhi was directed to appoint Municipal 

Magistrates for the trial of offences under the Delhi Act and the New Delhi Act. 
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(7) 'Doordarshan' wa~ asked to undertake a pro!:,rramme of educating the residents 

of Delhi regarding their civic duties under the Delhi Act and the New Delhi Act. 

(8) The Ministry of Defence Production, Government oflndia was directed to 

have the already ordered Tippers supplied to the MCD as expeditiously as possible and 

preferably within three months. 

(9) The Developmen~ Commissioner, Government ofNCT, Delhi was directed 

to hand over two sites, neat Badarpur on Jaitpur/Tejpur pits and Mandi village near 

J aunpur Quiry pits, to be used as SLF sites within three months. 

( 1 0) Direction was issued to review and put into operation the compost plant at 

Okhla MCD was also asked to examine the construction of four additional compost 

plants as recommended by Jag Mohan Committee. 

( 11) The MCD was instructed not to use the filled-up SLFs for any other purpose 

except forestry. MCD was directed to develop forests and gardens on alll2 such sites. 

(12) The MCD and NDMC were directed to construct or install additional 

garbage collection centres in the form of dhalaos, trolley and steelbins within four 

months. 

(13) The directions were issued to the Union of India and NCT, Delhi 

Administration to consider the request from MCD and NDMC for financial 

assistance~ in a just and fair manner. 

( 14) As disposal of garbage and solid waste by 'SLF' method may not be possible 

after some time due to non-availability of sites, the NCT Delhi Administration and 

also the MCD and NDMC were directed by the Court to join hands and engage an 

expert body like NEERI to find out alternate methods of garbage and solid waste 

disposal. 

In order to ensure strict compliance of its directions the Court asked the concerned 

officer, authority or bodies to file affidavits before the Court regarding steps taken by 

them to fulfil the requirements of directions issued to them by the Court. 

The question of solid waste disposal was once again brought before the Court in 



Almitra H. Patel v. Union of India. 146 In its order dated 16th January, 1998 the Court 

constituted a Committee to look into all aspects of urban solid waste management and 

in particular to the following areas -

( 1) Examine the existing practices and to suggest hygienic processing and 

waste disposal practices and proven technologies on the basis of economic feasibility 

and safety which the corporations/Government may directly or indirectly adopt or 

sponsor. 

(2) Examine and suggest ways to improve conditions in the formal and informal 

sector for promoting eco-friendly sorting, collection, transportation, disposal, recycling 

and reuse. 

(3) To review municipal bye-laws and the powers of local bodies and regional 

planning authorities and suggest necessary modifications to ensure effective budgeting, 

financing, administration, monitoring and compliance. 

( 4) Examine and formulate standards and regulations for management of urban 

solid waste, and set time - frame within which the authorities shall be bound to 

implement the same. 

The local authorities and State Governments and Union Territories concerned 

were instructed by the Court to extend all cooperation and assistance to the Committee 

for its proper functioning. 

The committee first submitted first a preliminary and then the fmal report before . 

the Court. Notices were issued to all the states who were required to file their responses 

to the report of the Committee. The Court noted that none of the States really opposed 

the recommendations made by the committee and their responses were in fact positive. 

The Court in its order dated 151h October, 1999 indicated that it will take up the 

question of cleaning of four metropolitan cities, namely, Murnbai, Chennai, Calcutta 

and Delhi as also the city of Bangalore. During the proceedings of the case the Court 

carne to know that the 14 directions issued by it in Dr. B.L. Wadehra's Case have not 

146. AIR 2000 SC 1256. 
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been complied till date. The Court opined that keeping Delhi clean was not an easy task 

but then it was not an impossible one either. What was required was initiative, selfless 

zeal and dedication and professional pride. The Court pointed out that domestic garbage 

and sewage was a large contributor of solid waste and the problem became more complex 

because of a large number of inhabitants living in unauthorised colonies and slums, 

having no proper means of dealing with the domestic effluence. The Court stressed 

upon the need to deal with the garbage and solid waste generated by slums most 

expeditiously and on the basis of priority. 

The effect of failure of the direction issued in Delhi garbage Case was clearly 

reflected in the judgment when the Court accepted its limitations and observed -

We believe it is not for this Court to direct as to how the municipal 
authorities should carry out their functions and resolve difficulties in regard 
to the management of solid waste. The Court, in fact, is ill equipped to do 
so. Without doubt the Government agencies including the local authorities 
have all the powers of the State to take action and ensure that the city 
remains clean. They have only to wake up and act. The Court should, 
however, direct that the local authorities, Government and all statutory 
authorities must discharge their statutory duties and obligations in keeping 
the city at least reasonably clean. 147 

Thus, the same Court which was averse to see "a drop of garbage any where in 

the city of Delhi an early morning each day" just four years ago148 settled for discharge 

of duties by local authorities and Government in keeping the city "at least reasonably 

clean" this time. The Court passed further directions which were in addition to and not 

in derogation of the orders passed by it in Delhi Garbage Case. Those directions may 

be enumerated as follows. 149 

( 1) The Municipal Corporation ofDelhi, the Cantonment Board and all concerned 

officials were directed to ensure that the relevant provisions of the DMC Act, 1957, 

New Delhi Municipal Council Act, 1994 and the Cantonments Act, 1924 relating to 

sanitation and public health prohibiting accumulation of any rubbish, filth, garbage or 

147. ld. at 1259. 

148. Supra note 136 at 2972. 

149. Supra note 146 at 1260-1261. 



other polluted obnoxious matters in any premises and/or prohibiting any person from 

depositing the same in any street or public place shall be scrupulously complied. 

(2) The streets, public premises such as parks etc. shall be surface cleaned on 

. daily basis, including on Sundays and public holidays. 
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(3) The MCD, NDMC and other statutory authorities were authorised to levy 

.and recover charges and costs from any person littering or violating .provisions of the 

diverse Acts, bye-laws and regulations relating to sanitation and health, for violating 

the directions being issued by the Court. 

(4) The MCD, NDMC and other statutory authorities were directed to ensure 

proper and scientific disposal of waste in a manner so as to sub serve the common good. 

(5) The Court directed that sites for landfills be identified bearing in mind the 

environmental considerations and the requirement of Delhi for the next twenty years 

within a period of four weeks. The sites so identified shall be handed over to the MCD 

and/or NDMC within two weeks of the identification, free from all encumbrances and 

without MCD or the NDMC having to make any payment in respect thereof. 

(6) Union of India, Government of NCT Delhi, MCD, NDMC and other 

statutory authorities like DDA and Railways were directed to take appropriate steps 

for preventing any fresh encroachment or unauthorised occupation of public land for 

the purpose of devilling resulting in creation of a slum. Further direction was given 

to take appropriate steps to improve the sanitation in the existing slums hill they are· 

removed and the land reclaimed. 

(7) The Court further directed to identify and make available to the MCD and 

NDMC within four weeks eight sites for setting up compost plants. Such sites be handed 

over to the MCD/NDMC free of cost and free from all encumbrances within two weeks 

of identification. MCD and NDMC were asked to take appropriate steps there after to 

have the compost plants/processing plants established or caused to be established and 

to be in operation by 30th September, 2000. 

(8) Direction was issued by the Court to regularly publish the names of 

concerned Superintendents of sanitation and such equivalent officers who are 

responsible for cleaning Delhi, who can be approached for any complaint/grievance by 

the citizens of Delhi together with their latest office and residential telephone numbers 
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and address. 

(9) The Government ofNCT Delhi was directed to appoint Magistrates within a 

period of six weeks for each Board/Circle/Ward for ensuring compliance of the 

provi~ions of the MCD and NDMC Acts and to try the offences specified therefore in 

relation to littering and causing nuisance, sanitation and public health. 

( 1 0) The Court asked all the concerned authorities to file compliance reports 

of these directions within eight weeks. The Central Pollution Central Board was also 

directed to file within the same time an affidavit indicating as to what extent the 

directions issued have been complied with. 

It is clear from aforesaid discussion, the Court has maintained that Municipalities, 

Nagar mahapalikas and other similar local bodies must perform their duties to keep 
I 

town:s clean and tidy. The expert committees were constituted by the Court for solving 

the problems relating to sanitation and waste management. The Central and State 

Governments were also asked by the Court to help local bodies in maintaining proper 
•' 

sanitation and waste management facilities. 

9.8. Vehicular Pollution and the Traffic Management 

One of the major problem being faced by the city dwellers in India is the air 

pollution being caused by automobile vehicles. The badly maintained cars, buses, 

trucks, two-wheelers and three-wheelers along with adulterated fuel and chaotic 

situation of traffic management create the deadly cocktail of gases that constitute the 

unhealthy air iri urban India. The Supreme Court has been concerned with the problem 

of traffic management and control of vehicular pollution specially since 1985, when 

Mr. M.C. Mehta filed a petition150 asking the Court to close down hazardous industries 

located in the densely populated areas in Delhi, to regulate air pollution caused by 

automobiles operating in the areas and to reduce pollution from the thermal power 

stations generating energy for the Delhi Electricity Supply Undertaking (DESU). 

The Ministry of Environment, Government of India, accepted before the Court 

that the pollution in Delhi is mainly on account of the high rise in the number of vehicles 

150. Writ Petition (Civil) No. 13029 of1985. 
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driven by petrol and diesel operating within the Delhi and New Delhi areas.151 

Consequently on March 14, 1991 the Supreme Court passed a judgment. The judgment 

ofthe Courtwas deliveredbyRan~anathMisra, C.J. on behalfofM.H. Kania, Kuldip 

Singh, J .J. and himself. The Court pointed out that the Union Territory of Delhi had 

a total population of about 96 lakhs, out of which a population of around 90 lakhs 

. lived in the urban area and the vehicles in Delhi were increasing at the rate of about 

1 lakh per year. In course of the hearing of the matter the Court called upon counsel 

to look at the problem not as an adversariallitigation but to come forward with useful 

deliberations so that something concrete could fmally emerge for easing the situation. 

On the insistence of the Ministry of Environment and Forests the Court 

recommended the constitution of a committee consisting of Mr. Justice K.N. Saikia as 

Chairman and Chairman of the Central Pollution Control Board; representative of the 

Association oflndianAutomobile Manufacturers and the petitioner, Mr. M.C. Mehta 

were other members of the Committee. The Joint Secretary in the Ministry of 

Environment and Forests was made the Convener Secretary of the Committee. 

Mr. Justice Saikia was provided all the benefits to which a retired Judge of the Supreme 

Court while called back to duty is entitled. 

The Court held ~at the Committee may be constituted with effect from March 

18, 1991, under ·an appropriate notification of the Union Government. The terms of 

reference as recommended by the Ministry were the following -

(i) · To make an assessment of the technologies available forvehlcular pollution 

control in the world; 

(ii) To make an assessment of the current status of technology available in India 

for controlling vehicular pollution; 

(iii) To look at the low cost alternatives for operating vehicles at reduced 

pollution levels in the metropolitan cities of India. 

(iv) To examine the feasibility of measures to reduce/eliminate pollution from 

motor vehicles both on short term and long term basis and make appropriate 

recommendations in this regard; 

(v) To make specific recommendations on the administrative/legal regulations . 
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required for implementing the recommendations in (iii) above. 

The Court held that apart from these, other relevant aspects may ulso be taken 

into consideration by the Committee. 151 The Committee was asked to submit a report 

to the Court once in two months as to the steps taken in the matter. 

The aspect of proper management and control of the traffic in the National 

Capital Region (NCR) and the National Capital Territory (NCT), Delhi to ensure the 

maximum possible safeguard which are necessary for public safety has been considered 

by the Court in M. C. Mehta v. Union of India. 153 

The Court opined that the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, in addition 

to the provisions in the existing laws, such as, the Police Act and the Code of Criminal · 

Procedure, confer ample powers on the authorities to take necessary steps to control 

and regulate road traffic. Further the Court held, "the requirement of maintaining the 

motor vehicles in the manner prescribed and its use if road worthy in a manner which 

does not endanger the public, has to be ensured by the authorities" .154 1n exercise of 

the power under Article 32 read with Article 142 of the Constitution, the Supreme 

Court issued directions to the police and all other authorities entrusted with the 

.administration and enforcement of the Motor Vehicles Act. The directions included

installation of speed control devices in heavy and medium vehicles; restriction on over 

taking; segregation of bus lanes; stoppage of bus at designated bus stop; photograph of 

authorised driver in the vehicle; eligibility of a school bus driver; constitution of flying 

squads to enforce the Motor Vehicles Act; reduction of traffic congestion; and removal 

ofhording from the road sides. The Court ensured the publicity of its order by directing 

the Union Government to give coverage in print as well as the electronic media. In its 

order dated 10/12/1997155 the Court clarified that every hoarding, other than traffic 

signs and road signs on the road sides have to be removed irrespective of its kind. 

Further directions regarding traffic management and control in National Capital 

151. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 137. 

152. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 353, 359. 

153. (1997) 8 sec no. 
154. /d. at 776. 

155. M.C. Mehta v. Union of India, (1998) 1 SCC 363. 
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Region and National Capital Territory were issued by the Court in its order dated 16/ 

12/1997.156 This order also modified the earlier order dated 20/11 I 1997 by the Court. 

Various affidavits and the status report filed by the Government identified the TSR 

(two-seater rickshaw using a two-stroke engine) as one of the major pollutants. In the 

interest of the environment, the Court directed to freeze the number of TSRs at the 

. existing level by banning the grant of fresh permits in respect of the TSR. 

The Court expressed dissatisfaction O!l the performance of concerned authorities 

in tackling the acute problem of vehicular pollution and traffic regulation in Delhi. In 

its order dated 12/05/1998157 the Court noted that the directions given by the Court, 

from time to time, had not evo~ed the response they were expected to evoke . 

. Meanwhile the Government oflndia, Ministry of Environment and Forests constituted 

an authority under the ~hairmanship of Shri Bhure Lal, known as the 'Environment 

Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority' (EPPCA). The Court directed this 

Authority to submit a report about the action taken by it for controlling vehicular 

pollution and the connected matters, and also to submit a draft action plan to tackle 

the situation within ten weeks. 

In its order dated 28/07/1998158 the Supreme Court yet again expressed distress 

at the apathy of the State Administration and pointed out, "in spite of the matter 

having engaged the attention of this Court for a longer time and lengthy debates on 

each hear~g, precious little appears to have been done by the State Administration to 

check and control the vehicular pollution" .159 This time the Court insisted that to arrest 

the growing pollution of air, certain steps need to be taken immediately and therefore, 

all commercial vehicles including taxis which were 15 years old directed to remain off 

the road by 2 October 1998. The Court approved the following directions and the time

frame given by the EPPCA -

(A) Augmentation of public transport to 10,000 buses. 
(B) Elimination ofleaded petrol from NCT Delhi. 

156. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1998) 1 SCC 676. 

157. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1998) 6 SCC 60. 

158. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1998) 6 SCC 63. 

159. /d. at 64. 

Time-frame 
01-04-2001 
01-09-1998 



· (C) Supply of only pre-mix petrol in all petrol-filling stations 
to two ,.; stroke engine vehicles. 

(D) Replacement of all pre-1990 autos and taxis with new 
vehicles on clean fuels. 

(E) Financial incentives for replacement of all post-1990 autos 
and taxis with new vehicles on clean fuels. 

(F) No 8 year old buses to ply except on CNG or other clean 
fuels. 

(G) Entire city bus fleet ( DTC and Private) to be steadily 
converted to single fuel mode on CN G. 

(H) New ISBTs to be built at entry points in North and South
West to avoid pollution due to entry of inter-state buses. 

(I) GAIL to expedite and expand from 09 to 80 CNG supply 
outlets. 

(J) Two independent fuel-testing labs to be established. 
(K) Automated inspection on maintenance facilities to be set up 

for commercial vehicles. 
(L) Comprehensive 11M programme to be started by Transport 

Department and private sector. , 
(M) CPCB/DPCC to set up new stations and strengthen existing 

air quality monitoring stations from critical pollutants. 160 
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31-12-1998 

31-03-2000 

31-03-2001 

01-04-2000 

31-03-2001 

31-03-2000 

31-03-2000 

01-06-1999 
, Immediate 

31-03-2000 

01-04-2000 

Later on the Court modified latter, its direction relating to commercial vehicles 

which were more than 15 years old. To mitigate the hardship to the owners of such 

vehicles in particular and to the general public which makes use of such vehicles in 

general, the Court directed that -

(a) · all commercial/transport vehicles which are more than 20 years' old (9349) 

shall be phased out and not permitted to ply in the national capital territory of Delhi 

after 02-1 0-1998; 

(b) all such commercial/transport vehicles which are 17 to 19 years' old (3200) 

shall not be permitted to play after 15-11-1998; 

(c) such of the commercial/transport vehicles which are 15 years and 16 years' 

. old ( 4962) shall not be permitted to ply after 31-12-1998.161 

The directions by the Court relating to vehicular pollution and traffic conditions 

were applicable over all concerned not with standing any order or direction given by 

160. !d. at 65. 

161. (1998) 8 sec 206. 
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any authority, Court or tribunal.162 

The pollution problem created by the diesel driven vehicles got Court's attention 

when it was informed that more than 90o/o of the nitrogen oxide (NOx) and respirable 

particulate matter (RSPM) from vehicular exhaust over Delhi was due to diesel 

emissions and that diesel particulate had potential to cause cancer. The Court noticed 

that more and more private vehicles (non-commercial) were turning to diesel as the 

fuel of choice primarily because of the price differential between diesel and petrol. It 

was felt by the Court that on account of extensive use of diesel there was rise in 

environmental pollution at a phenomenal level in the NCT of Delhi. 163 On the prayer 

of learned amicus that· registration of diesel vehicles be suspended forthwith, the 

Court sought the information about the number of diesel and petrol-driven private 

vehicles registered inN CR in 1997 and 1998 through affidavit of a responsible officer. 
{ 

After considering the suggestions made by Bhure Lal Committee and in the 

application field by the learned amicus and hearing learned counsel for various parties 

including automobile manufacturers, the Court issued the· following interim directions-

1. All private (non-commercial) vehicles which conform to Euro-11 norms 

may be registered in NCR without any restriction. 

2. All private (non-commercial) vehicles shall conform to Euro-1 norms by 

01.06.1999. All private (non-commercial) vehicles shall conform to Euro-11 norms 

by 01.04.2000. Vehicles may in the mean while be registered in the manner indicate 

below-

With effect from 01.05.1999, 250 diesel-driven vehicles per month and 1250 

petrol-driven vehicles per month may be registered on frrst-cum-frrst-service basis in 

NCR, till 01.04.2000 only if they conform to E~o-1 norms. From 01.04.2000, no 

vehicle shall be registered unless it conforms to ~uro-11 norms. 164 

The aforesaid directions of the Court were applicable for both diesel as well as 

petrol dri~en car (Private non-commercial vehicles). Further the Court reiterated that 

162. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1999) 1 SCC 413, 416. 

163. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 9, 10. 

164. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 12, 1"3. 



no diesel taxi would be registered unless it conforms to Euro-II norms. The Supreme 

Court clarified that Euro-1 norms for the purpose of its order meant India 2000 norms 

as notified by the Government of India vide GSR No. 493 (E) dated 28.08.1997 but 

those norms would be effective from 01.06.1999. 165 
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In its order 26.03.2001 166 the Supreme Court showed great dissatisfaction over 

·steps taken by the governmental authorities and the private bus operators in order to 

comply with the Courts directions issued on 28.07.1998167 to the effect that the entire 

"city bus fleet was to be steadily converted to a single-fuel mode of CNG by 

31.03.2001" and "no eight-year old buses were to ply except on CNG or other clean 

fuel after 0 1.04.200". 

The transport operators contended before the Court that all their existing buses 

were meeting emission norms for diesel vehicles as prescr~bed under the Motor 

Vehicles Act and, therefore they could not be denied their right to ply their buses 

even if they did not confonn to the directions issued by the Court, since ;they were not · 

heard before fixing the time schedule. The Court rejected this argument and held that 

its order was an order in rem and not an order in personam and therefore, all private 

operators, who operate their buses in Delhi are bound by the orders. Further the 

Court held that directions issued by the Bhure Lal Committee had legal sanctions and 

when accepted and incorporated by the Couti9became a part of its order, binding on 

all parties. The Court removed all doubts about the validity of directions issued by it 

in following words -

Besides, directions given for safeguarding health of the people, a right 
provided and protected by Article 21 of the Constitution, would override 
provisions of every statute including the Motor Vehicles Act, if they militate 
against the constitutional mandate of Article 21. We must, however, hasten 
to add that norms fixed under the Motor Vehicles Act are in addition to 
and not in derogation of the requirements of the Environment Protection 
Act. If the owners of the stage-carriage buses chose to ignore the directions 

165. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 14, 15. 

166. M.C. Mehta V. Union of India, (2001) 3 sec 756. 

167. Supra note 158. 
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issued by this Court on 28.07.1998, they did so at their own peril.168 

The Court however, in public interest and with a view to mitigate the suffering of 

the commuter public in general and the school children, in particular made certain 

relaxations and exemptions in earlier directions and reiterated that except such 

relaxation, no other commercial vehicles should ply in Delhi unless converted to single

. fuel mode of CNG with effect from 0 1. 04.200 1.169 

The quality. of fuel has. direct relationship with the level of pollution. On the 

assurance of the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas to supply diesel and petrol. 

with 0.05% of sulphur content as well as petrol with 1% benzene content from 

01.04:2000 and 01.10.2000 respectively in NCT, Delhi, the Supreme Court directed 

the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas to ensure that -

(i) Petrol with 0.05% sulphm content is made available in National Capital 

Region (NCR) by 31.05.2000 .. 

(ii) Petrol with 1% benzene content is made available in National Capital 

Territory (NCT), Delhi by 01.10.2000. 

(iii) Petrol with 1% benzene content is made available inN. C.R. by 31.03.2001. 

(iv) Diesel with 0.05% sulphur content is made available in N.C.T., Delhi by 

31.12.2000. 

(v) Diesel with 0.05% sulphur content is made available in N.C.R. by 

30.06.2001.170 

In M. C. Mehta v. Union of India, 171 the Court observed that it had been passing 

various orders since 1986 only to protect the health of the people of Delhi and to 

persuade the governmental authorities to take such steps as would reduce the air 

pollution. It was as a result of intervention by the Supreme Court that the following 

measures were taken in coJ].trolling pollution to some extent -

(a) Lowering of sulphur content in diesel, first to 0.5% and then to 0.05%~ 

(b) ensuring supply of only lead-free petrol~ 

168. Supra note 166 at 759. 

169. Id. at 762. 
170. MC. Mehta v. Union of India, (2001) 3 SCC 767, 768. 

111. (2002) 4 sec 356. 



(c) requiring the fitting of catalytic converters; 

(d) supply of pre-mix 2T oil for lubrication of engines of two-wheelers and 

three-wheelers; 

(e) phasing out of grossly polluting old vehicles; 

(f) lowering of the benzene content in petrol; and 
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(g) ensuring that new vehicles, petrol and.diesel, meet Euro-11 standards by 

September 2000.172 

The Court pulled up the Government of India for setting up a Committee headed 

by Mr. R.A. Mashelkar and pointed out that none of its members was either a doctor, 

or an expert in public health. The recommendation of the Committee that emission 

norms should be laid down, and that the choice of the fuel should be left to the users, 

was rejected by the· Court. The Court opined, "the Committee seemed to have 

overlooked the fact that such norms had been in place-for a long time with hardly any 

compliance hereof ... it is naive of the Mashelkar Committee to expect that merely 

laying down fresh emission norms will be effective or sufficient to check or control 

vehicular pollution" .173 

The Court rejected the plea of the Government that CNG was in short supply, 

and that it was not possible to supply adequate quantity. The Court said, "this is 

clearly a deliberate attempt to frustrate the orders passed by this Court. Particulars 

filed in the Court show that as of today no CNG is being imported. The indigenous 

produce is far in excess of what is supplied to the transport sector" .174 Further the 

Court observed that if there was a short supply of an essential commodity, then the 

priority must be of public health, as opposed to the health of the balance sheet of the 

private company .. The Court criticised the action of the government for allocating 

CNG earmarked for the Pragati Power Station, Delhi to the industries in the 

neighbourhood of Delhi and not to the transport sector. The Court observed, "to enable 

industries to cut their losses, or make more profit at the cost of public health,· is not a 

sign of good governance, and this is contrary to the Constitutional mandate of Articles 

172. Jd. at 363. 

173. ld. at 364. 

174. ld. at 366. 
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39(e), 47 and48-a".175 

Serious charges were levied against the government by the Court on the proposal 

to cut supply of CNG to Maruti Udyod Limited (MUL) when the Court observed-

It is not as if there has been a pro rata cut of all the industrial units in and 
around Delhi, including MUL, with a view to increase supply to the 
transport sector. The proposed cut appears to be nothing more than an attempt 
to punish MUL because its Managing Director is a member of the Bhure 
Lal Committee, which has recommended CNG and, therefore, the Managing 
Director and this company must suffer. It is clear that there is a desire to 
benefit private industries at the cost of public health and the public exchequer. 
A major portion of CNG goes to industries, and the Government and its 
undertakings get less than what it would realise from supplying CNG to the 

transport sector. Such economics is bafiling, to say the least.176 

Further, the Court suggested import ofCNG like crude oil in case of shortage of 

supply, so that less pollution could be ensured. 

On the submission of the Union oflndia that diesel and CNG are not materially 

different in the matter of air pollution and instead of 100% switch· over the CN G if 

there was a mix of CN G and diesel buses of equal proportion the difference would 

only be of 2% in the pollution levels, the Court opined that there was no valid basis 

for the aforesaid submission as the emissions from the CNG vehicles were more than 

comparable with Euro-IV standards. The Court made it aptly clear that the alternative 

fuel ofCNG, LPG and electricity was a preferred technology which critically polluted 

cities like Delhi needed as a leapfrogging technological option.177 

The Court took notice of the CPCB data which showed that at least nine other 

polluted cities in India have the critical air quality. These cities are Agra, Lucknow, 

Jharia, Kanpur, Varanasi, Faridabad, Patna, Jodhpur and Pune. The Court observed, " ... 

there appears to be no effective action plan to address the problem of these cities and 

the Mashelkar Report ensures their suffering for quite some time. If no immediate 

action is taken, then it inay become necessary for some orders being passed so as to 

175. !d. 

176. /d. at 367. 

177. /d. at372. 



bring relief to the residents of those cities" .178 This remark of the Supreme Court is in 

the true spirit of PIL and has brought hopes for the country men residing out side the 

capital of India as well. 
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In absence of proper response from the governmental authorities, the Court issued 

following directions in order to ensure CNG based transport system in Delhi-

1. The Union of India will give priority to the transport sector 
including private vehicles all over India with regard to the allocation of CN G. 

· This means that first the transport sector in Delhi, and in the other air polluted 
citi~s of India, CNG will be allocated and made available and it is only 
thereafter, if any CNG is available, that the same can be allocated to the 
industries, preference being shown to public sector undertakings and 
projects. 

2. IA of the Union of India for extension of time to run diesel buses 
is dismissed with costs ofRs. 20,000. It is made clear, and it is obvious in 
our Constitutional set-up, that orders and directions of this Court cannot be 
nullified or modified or in any way altered by any administrative decision 
of the Central or the State Governments. The administrative decision to 
continue to ply diesel buses is, therefore, clearly in violation of this Court's 

· orders. 
3. Those persons who have placed orders with the bus 

manufacturers, and have not taken delive:ry of the saine shall do so within 
two weeks from today, failing which their pennits shall stand automatically 
cancelled. 

4. As owners of diesel buses have continued to ply diesel buses 
beyond 31-01-2002, contrary to this Court's orders, for the disobedience 
of the said orders, the Directors of Transport, Delhi, will collect from them 
costs at the rate of Rs. 500 per bus per day increasing to Rs. 1000 per day 
arter 30 days of operation of the diesel buses ·with effect from tomorrow 
and the same shall be deposited in this Court by the Director of Transport 
by the 1Oth day of eve:ry month. 

5. NCT ofDelhi shall phase out 800 diesel buses per month starting 
from 01.05.2002. Till all the diesel buses are replaced, the bus-owners who 
continue to ply the diesel buses shall pay as per direction 4 here in above. 

6. For implementing these directions, the Union oflndia and all 
governmental authorities, including IGL shall- . . 

(a) allocated and make available 16.llakh kg. per day (2 mmscmd) 
ofCNG in NCT of Delhi by 30.06.2002 for use by the transport sector; 

(b) increase the above supply ofCNG whenever the need arises; 

178. ld at 374. 



(c) prepare a scheme containing a time schedule for supply of 
CNG to the other polluted cities of India and furnish the same to this 
Court by 03.05.2002 for its consideration; and 

(d) it will be open to the Union of India to supply LPG in addition to 
CNG as an alternate fuel or to supply any other cle~ non-adulterable fuel 
as the Bhure Lal Committee may recommend. 

7. NCT of Delhi had announced a scheme for financing CNG vans, 
. to be run as taxis, for SC/ST. We direct a similar fmancing scheme be framed 
by the Union oflndiajointly with NCT ofDelhi, whereby those of the permits 
of owners of diesel buses which are cancelled due to non-conversion to 
CNG, the same should, in the first instance, be allotted to SC/ST and to the 
other weaker sections of the society. Such a scheme should be prepared and 
implemented and a compliance report be ftled within four weeks. The costs 
deposited under direction 4 above can be utilised in implementing the 
proposed scheme.179 
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It appears, therefore, that the Court had tried everything possible to improve traffic 

management and control of vehicular pollution. The Court, after consulting expert bodies 

and committees, issued various orders relating to vehicular problems of Delhi and also 

ensured publicity of such orders so that general public may understand and follow the 

directives issued by it. The Court has achieved commendable success in controlling 

the vehicular air pollution by ensuring supply oflead free petrol, petrol and diesel with 

less sulphur content and pre mixing of 2T oil for all two stroke engine vehicles. 

Introduction of CNG based public transport system for Delhi is yet another glaring 

example of Court's commitment to ensure the right to clean environment for Delhiites. 

The remark of the Court that vehicular pollution problem of nine other highly polluted 

cities of the country. need to be addressed effectively has raised hopes for the 

co1m~en living out side the capital of India as well. 

9.9. Protection of Coastal Regions : 

India has a privilege to own lengthy coastline, running into 6000 kms which 

has abundance of natural endowments, geographic attraction and natural beauty 

. supporting national economic needs, fishing communities and sea transport. Many 

villages, towns and cities are wholly dependent on sea for the survival of their habitants. 

The struggle to fmd the right balance by protecting coastal ecology and at the same 

179. !d. at 374-375. 
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time fulfilling the economic need.s of the local community as well the nation, is still 

on. Human interventions like maritime trade, over exploitation of ocean resources, 

on-land coastal development and pollution brought by the rivers ending into the ocean 

are s~me of the problems which require immediate attention in order to save the 

ecosystem of the coastal areas and the ocean. 

"India's ocean resources are primarily threatened by terrestrial sources of 

pollution, seemingly regulated under the Water Act of 1974 and the Environment 

(Protection) Act of 1986. Several Indian coastal cities such as Bombay directly 

discharge untreated city sewage into the sea. Industrial wastes and pesticide run off 

contaminate the ocean through rivers and creeks" .180 The marine pollution control 

mechanism has been provided by the territorial waters, continental shelf, Exclusive 

Economic Zone and other Maritime Zones Act of 1976. The Act confer exclusive 

jurisdiction on the Central Government to preserve and protect the marine environment 

and to prevent and control marine pollution within the continental shelf and· the 
I 

Exclusive Economic Zone. The Indian Coast Guard patrols the maritime zones and is 

responsible for taking such measures as are necessary to preserve and protect the 

maritime environment and to prevent and control marine pollution under the Coast 

Guard Act, 1978. 

Here it may be noted that working groups set up by the Ministry of Environment 

and Fore~ts in 1982 for the purpose of preparing environmental guidelines for 

development of beaches and coastal areas promulgated environmental guidelines for 

beaches in July 1983 which, inter alia, stated -

The traditional use of sea water as a dump site from our land-derived 
waste has mcreased the polluted loads of sea and reduced its development 
potential including the economic support it provides to people living nearby. 
Degradation and misutilization of beaches are affecting the aesthetic and 
environmental loss. These could be avoided through prudent coastal 
development and management based on assessment of ecological values 
and potential damages from _coastal developments.181 

These guidelines further stated that adverse direct impact of development activities 

180. Supra note 18 at 475. 
181. Quoted in Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. Union of India, (1996) 5 SCC 281, 
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was possible within 500 metres from the high water mark or beyond two kilometres 

from it. The example which was given was that the sand-dunes and vegetation clearing, 

high density construction etc. along the coast could alter the ecological system of the 

area. 

··One of the major problems that has disturbed the ecology of the coastal region is 

the development along coastal stretches. The Union Ministry of Environment and Forests 

issued the Coastal Regulation Zone ( CRZ) notification, 1991181 (hereinafter referred 

to as the main notification) under the Environment (Protection) Act of 1986 to check 

the growing problem. But the bad drafting of the CRZ Regulation created lot of 

uncertainty. The non-standard format of these regulations contributes to the confusion. 

The regulations defmes the regulatory zone as under-

(T)he coastal stretches of seas, bays, estuaries, creeks, rivers and back 
waters which are influenced by tidal action (in the landward side) upto 500 
metres from the High Tide Line (HTL) and the land between the Low Tide 
Line (LTL) and the HTL. . 

Clause 2 of the main Notification prohibits 13 designated activities including 

establishing new industries and expanding existing units, except those directly related 

to water front or directly needing foreshore facilities. The prohibition extends to 

dumping of wastes, land reclamation, binding or disturbing the natural course of sea 

water, the mining of sand, rocks and other substrata materials, the harvesting or drawl 

of ground water, the construction activities in ecologically sensitive area and the 

dressing or altering of sand dunes, hills natural features etc. 

Clause 3 provides for the regulation of permissible activities. Clearance may be 

granted within the Coastal Regulation Zone only where the activity requires water 

front and foreshore facilities. The clause designates certain activities, such as 

construction for defence ports and harbours and light houses, thermal power plants, 

and all other activities with investment exceeding rupees five crores, that require 

environmental clearance from the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MEF), 

Government of India. Clause 3(3) requires coastal states and union territory 

182. Vide S.O. No.114(E) dated 19th February, 1991. 
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administrations to prepare within one year from the date of the 'main notification' Coastal 

Zone Management Plans (CZMPs) identifying and classifying the CRZ areas within 

their respective territories and obtain approval (with or without modifications) of the 

Central Government in the MEF. All development within the CRZ should conform to 

the CZMP. Pending approval of the CZMP, all development along the coast must not 

.violate the provisions of the 'main notification'. 

Clause 4 of the notification envisages monitoring and enforcement of the CRZ 

Regulations by the Ministry of Environment and Forests and the Government of 

State of Union Territory and such other authorise at the State or Union Territory 

levels, as may be designated for this purpose, within their respective jurisdiction. 

There are two annexure, namely, Annexure-! and Annexure-11 to the main 

Notification. While Annexure-I contains the coastal area classification ~d Development 

Regulations which are for general application, Annexure-11 is the specific provision 

which contains th~ guidelines for development of beach resort/hotels in the designated 

area of CRZ-111 for temporary occupation of tourists/visitors _with prior approval of the 

Ministry of Environment and Forests. 

In Indian Council for Enviro-Lega/ Action v. Union of India, 183 the main grievance 

of the petitioner in this Public Interest Litigation was that the notification dated 19-

02-1991 declaring coastal stretches as Coastal Regulation Zones (hereinafter refeqed 

to as 'the Regulation Zones') which regulates the activities in the said zones had not 

been implemented or enforced resulting into continued degradation of ecology in the 

coastal areas. There was also a challenge to the validity of the notification dated 

18.08.1994 whereby the frrst notification dated 19.02.1991 had been amended, 

resulting in further relaxations of the provisions of the 1991 notification. 

The petition was filed by a registered voluntary organisation working for the 

cause of environment protection in India. According to the petitioner those coastal 

areas were highly complex and had dynamic ecosystems, sensitive to development 

pressures. The stresses and pressure ofhigh population growth, non-restrained 

183. (1996) 5 sec 281. 
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development, lack of adequate infrastructure facilities for the resident population were 

stated to be some of the factors responsible for the decline in environmental quality in 

those areas. The development activities in the coastal areas were stated to cause short

term and long-term physical chemical and biological changes that would and had caused 

damage to flora and fauna, public health and environment. It was further alleged that as 

a consequence of indiscriminate industrialisation and urbanisation, without the requisite 

pollution control systems, the coastal waters were highly polluted. The petitioner also 

alleged that over exploitation of ground-water in the coastal areas in places like Madras 

and Vishakhapatnam, had resulted in growing intrusion of salt water from the sea to 

inland areas and fresh water aquifers previously used for drinking, agriculture and 

· horticulture were getting highly damaged. 

The petitioner contended that there had been a blatant violation of the CRZ 

notification and industries were illegally being set up, thereby causing serious damage 

to the environment and ecology of the area. It was· also alleged .that the Ministry of 

Environment and Forests had taken no steps to follow up its own directions contained 

in the CRZ notification. 

The Supreme Court after examining the facts agreed that there were serious lapses 

on the part of various governmental authorities. The Court remarked as follow-

The present case also shows that having issued the main notification, no 
follow-up action was taken either by the Coastal States and Union Territories 
or by the Central Government. The provisions of the main notification appear 
to have been ignored and, possibly violated with impunity. The Coastal States 
and Union Territory administrations were required to prepare Management 
Plans within a period of one year from the date of the Notification but this 
was not done. The Central Government was to approve the plans which were 
to be prepared but it did not appear to have reminded any of the Coastal 
States or the Union Territory administrations that the plans had not been 
received by it. Clause 4 of the main notification required the Central 
Government and the State Governments as well as Union Territory 
administrations to monitor and enforce the provisions of the main 
Notification, but no effective steps appear to have been taken and this is 
what led to the filing of the present writ petition!84 

184. !d. at 293 - 294. 
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According to the Union of India, while implementing the main notification, certain 

practical difficulties were faced by the authorities concerned. There was a need for 

having sustaimible development oftourism in coastal areas and that amendments were 

effected after giving due consideration to all relevant issues pertaining to environment 

protection and balancing of the same with the requirement of development. A committee 

headed by Mr. B.B. Vohra and having three environmentalist members was set up by the 

Government in response to the need for examining the issues relating to development 

of tourism and hotel industry in coastal areas and to regulate the same keeping in view 

the requirements of sustainable development and the fragile coastal ecology. According 

to the Union of India, the Government had accepted the recommendations of the Vohra 

Committee with slight modifications. According to it, there had been no blanket 

relaxation in any area as alleged and adequate environmental safeguards had been 

provided in the 1994 notification. · 

The Supreme Court gave greater emphasis on the role to be played by the High 

Courts in environmental matters by making following observation -

For effective orders to be passed so as to ensure that there can be protection 
of environment along with development, it becomes necessa.cy for the Court 
dealing with such issues to know about the local conditions. Such conditions 
in different parts of the country are supposed to be better known to the High 
Courts. The High Courts would be in a better position to ascertain facts and 
to ensure arid examine the implementation of the spreading of pollution or 
.non-compliance of other legal provisions leading to the infringement of 
the anti-pollution laws. For a more effective control and monitoring of such 
laws, the High Courts have to shoulder greater responsibilities in tackling 
such issues which arises or pertain to the geographical areas within their 

' ' 

respective states.185 

The Court has resolved the issue of six amendments in the main Notification by 

strucking the right balance between the protection of coastal areas and the developmental 

and other needs. This is evident from the table given below containing the important 

points of the main Notification, the recommendations made by the Vohra Committee, 

the amendments made by notification of 1994 and the Judgment of the Court. 

185. /d. at 301. 



SL Main CRZ Notification : Vohra Committee 
No. Issues for relaxation recommendations 

1. 200 metres from HTL is no de- Relaxation allow_ed in rocky and 
velopment zone. hilly areas; no limit specified. 

2. No-development zone for rivers, Clarification demanded about 6m-
creeks and back-waters -1 00 me- its; no relaxation suggested. 
tres 

" 3. No levelling or digging of sand- Allows destruction of sand-
dunes or sand. dunes. 

4. No-development zone area can- no-development zone area be per-
not be used for FSI calculations. mitted for FSI calculations. 

5. No basements allowed area not Basements permitted. 
to be included in FSI. 

'· 

6. No fencing permitted within 200 Only green fencing permitted, no 
metre-zone from HTL. barbed wire fencing allowed. 

Amending notification 
dated 18.8.94 

Blanket relaxation for all areas up to 
HTL if Central Government so desires. 

No-development zone relaxed to 50 
metres. 

No destruction of sand-dunes al-
lowed. However, goal-posts, net-

. posts, lam-posts allowed. 

Relevant section not amended but 
explanation added as an after 
thought in the notification permit-
ting no-development zone area to 
be included for FSI calculations.· 

Basements allowed subject to the 
satisfaction of the authorities con-
cerned. 

Allows green and ·barbed wire 
fencing. 

Judgment of the Supreme Court 
dated 18.4.96 

The amendment quashed. 

The amendment was declared contrary to the 
object of the Environment Act and therefore, 
held to be illegal. 

No illegality in allowing the goalposts, 
netposts and lamposts, the erection of these 
would facilitate or lead to more enjoyment of 
the beaches. Therefore, the challenge to this 
amendment fails. 

A private owner of land in NDZ shall be enti-
tied to take into account half of such land for 
the purpose of permissible FSI in respect of 
the construction undertaken by him outside 
the NDZ. 

Basements allowed subject the satisfaction 
of the authorities concerned. 

Fencing should not be raised in such a man-
ner so as to prevent access of the public to 
public beaches. The amendment as made, does 
not call for any interference. 

' 

N 
\C) 
00 



Following directions were issued by the Supreme Court in the case -

1) If any question arises with regard to the enforcement or 
implementation or infringement of the main Notification as amended by 
the notification of 1994, the same should be raised before and dealt with by 
the respective High Courts. 

2) Any allegation with regard to the infringement of any of the 
notifications dated 19.02.1991,20.06.1991 and 18.08.1994 be filed in the 
High Courts having territorial jurisdiction over the areas in respect of which· 
the allegations are made. 

3) The Central Government should consider setting up under section 
3 of the Act, State Coastal Management Authorities in each State or zone . ' 

and also a National Coastal Management Authority. 
4) The States which have not filed the Management Plans with the 

Central Government are directed to file the complete plans by 30.06.1996. 
The Central Government shall fmalise and approve the said plans with or 
without modifications within three months thereafter. The decision by the 
Ministiy of Environment and Forests in this regard shall be final and binding. 

5) Pending finalisation of the plans, the interim orders passed by 
the Court shall continue to operate. 

6) Four States, namely, Andhra Pradesh, Gujrat, Karnataka and Kerla 
have not yet submitted their Management Plans to the Central Government. 
The Court issue notices to these States asking explanation for this non
compliance.186 
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Thus, the Court not only solved the questions before it but· also reminded the 

High Courts, the State Governments and the Union Government to perform their 

duties towards environment. The idea of having the State Coastal Management 

Authorities along with the National Coastal Management Authority is appreciable as 

it is not possible for a single Authority to look after the iengthy coastal stretches of the 

Nation. 

InS. Jagannath v. Union of India, 187 a PIL under Article 32 of the Constitution 

of India was ·filed by S. Jagannathan, Chairman of Gram Swaraj Movement, a 

voluntarY organisation working for the upliftment of the weaker section of society. 

Along with other prayers the petitioner sought the enforcement of Coastal Zone 

Regulation Notification dated 19.02.1991 issued by the Government of India, stoppage 

186. Id. at 303-304. 

187. AIR 1997 SC 811. 
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of intensive and semi-intensive type of prawn farming in the ecologically fragile coastal 

areas, prohibition from using the waste lands/wet lands for prawn farming and the 

Constitution of a National Coastal Management Authority to safeguard the marine life 

and coastal areas. 

Shrimp (Prawn) Culture ;Industry is taking roots in India. Since long the fishermen 

in India have been following the traditional rice/shrimp rotating aquaculture system. 

However, in recent years the traditional system which, apart from producing rice, 

produced 140 kgs. of shrimp per hectare of land began to give way to more intensive 

methods of shrimp culture which could produce thousands of kilograms per hectare. A 

large number of private companies and multinational corporations have started investing 

in shrimp farms. In the last few years more than eighty thousand hectares ofland have 

been converted to shrimp farming. The shrimp farming advocates regard aquaculture as 

potential saviours of developing countries because it is a short-duration crop that provides 

a high investment return and enjoys an expanding market. The said expectation is sought 

to be achieved by replacing the environmentally benign traditional mode of culture by 

semi-intensive and intensive methods. The new trend of more intensified shrimp farming 

in certain parts of the country-without much control of feeds, seeds and other inputs 

and water management practices - has brought to the fore a serious threat to the 

environment and ecology which was high-lighted before the Supreme Court. 188 

Mr. M.C. Mehta, learned counsel for the petitioner vehemently contended before 

the Court that setting up of shrimp farms on the coastal stretches of seas, bays, estuaries, 

creeks, rivers and back waters up 500 metres from the High Tide Line (HTL) and the 

· line between the Low Tide Line (LTL) and the HTL is totally prohibited under Para 2 

of the CRZ Notification dated 19.02.1991. According to him the shrimp culture 

industry was neither "directly related to water iron" nor "directly needing foreshore 

facility" and as such it was a prohibited activity under Para 2(f) of the CRZ Notification. 

On the other hand the representative of shrimp industries argued that a shtimp farm is 

· an industry which is directly related to water front and cannot exist without foreshore 

facilities. 

188. Id. at 814. 
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The Court held after a close scrutiny that shrimp culture farming had no relation 
.. 

or connection with the 'water front'. What was required was the "brackish water" and 

not the 'water front' and the brackish water can be drawn from any source including sea 

and carried to any distance by pipes etc. It was not possible to set up a shrimp culture 

farm in the "foreshore" because it would completely submerge in water at the High 

Tide, therefore, foreshore facilities were neither directly nor indirectly needed in the 

setting up of a shrimp fann. Further, the Co~ observed-

The purpose ofCRZ Notification is to protect the ecological fragile coastal 
areas and to safeguard the aesthetic qualities and uses of the sea coast. The 
setting up of modem shrimp aquaculture farms right on the sea coast and 
construction of ponds and other infrastructure there on is pe se hazardous 
and is bound to degrade the marine ecology, coastal environment and the 
aesthetic uses of the sea coast. 189 

The issue was examined by the Court from another angle as well. The Court 

opined that sea coast and beaches are a gift of the nature to the mankind and therefore, 

the aesthetic qualities and recreational utility of the said area has to be maintained. 

Any activity having effect of degrading the environment cannot be permitted. Apart 

from that the right of the fishermen and fanners living in the coastal areas to eke their 

living by way of fishing and farming cannot be denied to them. After considering the 

Alagarswami report, two reports ofNERI dated April23, 1995 and July 10, 1995 and 

the report prepared by Solon Barraclong and Andrea Finger called some 'Ecological 

and Social Implications of Commercial Shrimp Farming in Asia', dated June 19, 

1995 (The UN Report), the Court concluded that the traditional and improved 

tradit~onal types of shrimp farm technologies were environmentally benign and 

pollution free. Other types of technologies - extensive, modified extensive, semi 

intensive and intensive- created pollution and had degrading affect on the environment 

and coastal ecology.190 

The Court was of the view that before any shrimp industry ot shrimp pond is 

permitted to be installed in the ecology Fragile coastal area it must pass through a 

strict environment test. The Court held - · 

189. Id. at 823. 

190. !d. at 844. 



There has to be high powered 'Authority' under the Act to scrutinise each 
a.Ild every case from the environmental point of view. There must be an 
environmental impact assessment before permission is granted tp install 
commercial shrimp fanns. The conceptual framework of the assessment 
must be broad based primarily concerning environmental degradation 
linked with shrimp fanning. The assessment must also include the social 
impact on different population strata in the area. The quality of the 
assessment must be analytically based on superior technology. It must take 
into consideration the inter-generational equity and the compensation for 
those who are affected and prejudiced.191 
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In this case the Supreme Court issued sixteen directions which may be 

summarised as follows -

1) The Central Government shall constitute an authority under section 3(3) 
of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 before January 15, 1997 and shall confer 
on the said authority all the powers necessary to protect the ecologically fragile coastal 
areas, sea shore, water front and other coastal areas arid specially to deal with the 
situation created by the shrimp culture industry in the Coastal States ·and Union 
Territories. The authority shall be headed by a retired judge of a High Court. 

2) The authority so constituted by the Central Government shall implement 
'the precautionary principle' and 'the polluter pays' principles. 

3) No Shrimp culture pond can be constructed or set up within the coastal 
regulation zone. This shall be applicable to all seas, bays, estuaries, creeks, rivers and 
back waters. This direction shall not apply to traditional and improved traditional types 
of technologies. 

4) All aqua culture industries/shrimp culture industries/shrimp culture ponds 
operating/set up in the coastal regulation zone shall be demolished and removed 
from the said area before March 31, 1997. 

5) The fanners who are operating traditional and improved traditional systems 
of aquaculture may adopt improved technology for increased production, productivity 
and return with prior approval of the 'authority' constituted by the Court's order. 

6) The agricultural lands, salt pan lands, mangrove, wet lands, forest lands, 
· land for village common purpose and the land meant for public purposes shall not be 
used/converted for construction of shrimp culture ponds. 

7) No aquaculture industry/shrimp culture industry/shrimp culture ponds shall 
be constructed/set up within 1000 meter of Chilka Lake and Pulica_t Lake (including 
Bird Sanctuaries namely Yadurapattu and Nelapattu ). 

8) Aquaculture industry/shrimp aquaculture industry/shrimp culture ponds · 
already operating and functioning in the said area of 1000 meter shall be closed and 

(' demolished before March 31, 1997. · 
9) Aquaculture industry/shrimp culture industry/shrimp culture ponds other 

191. !d. at 848. 
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than traditional and improved traditional may be set up/constructed outside the coastal 
regulation zone and outside I 000 meter of Chilka and Pulicat Lakes with the prior 
approval of the authority as constituted by the Court. The existing industries shall 
detain authorisation from the 'Authority' before April. 30, 1997 failing which the 
industry concerned shall stop functioning with effect from the said date. 

10) Aquaculture.industry/shrimp culture industry/shrimp culture ponds which 
have been functioning/operating within the coastal regulation zone and within 1000 
. meter from Chilka and Pulicat Lakes shall be liable to compensate the affected persons 
on the basis of the 'polluter pays' principle. 

11) The authority shall, with the help of expert opinion anq after giving 
opportunity to the concerned polluters assess the loss to the ecology/environment in 
the affected areas and shall also identify the individuals/families who have suffered 
because of the pollution and shall assess the compensation to be paid to the said 
individuals/families. 

12) The authority shall compute the compensation under two heads namely, for 
reversing the ecology and for payment to individuals. 

13) Any violation or non-compliance of the directions of the Court shall attract 
the provisions of the Contempt of Courts Act in addition. 

14) The compensation amount recovered from the polluters shall be deposited 
under a separate head called 'Environment Protection Fund' and shall.be utilised for 
compensating the affected persons as identified by the authority and also for restoring 
the damaged environment. 

15) The authority in consultation with expert bodies like NEERI, Central 
Pollution Control Board, respective State Pollution Control Boards shall from scheme/ 
schemes for reversing the damage caused to the ecology and environment by pollution 
in the Coastal States/Union Territories. 

16) The workmen employed in the shrimp culture industries which are to be 
closed in terms of.this order, shall be deemed to have been retrenched with effect from 
30.04.1997 provided they have be~n in continuous service for not less than one year in 
the industry concerned before the said date. They shall be paid compensation in temis 
of section 25-F(b) of the Industrial Disputes Act, 194 7. These workmen shall also be 
paid, in addition, six years' wages as additional compensation. The compensation shall 
be paid to the workmen before 31.05.1997. The gratuity amount payabie to the workmen 
shall be paid in addition. 19

.
2 

The Court allowed the writ petition with the costs ofRs. 1,40,000 (Rupees one 

lakh forty thousand) to be paid by the states of Gujrat, Maharastra, Orissa, Kerala, 

Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal in equal shares of Rs. 20,000 each. 

·In Gopi Aqua Farms v. Union of India, 193 the petitioners argued that they were 

192. !d. at 848 - 850. 
193. AIR 1997 SC 3519. 
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not parties to the proceedings before the Court in the case of Jagannath, and therefore, 

the decision is not.binding upon them. The Court rejected the argument and said that 

the case of Jagannath194 had received widest publicity. It was difficult to believe that 

the petitioners were unaware of all those events. A large number of shrimp farmers and 

organisations representing them appeared in Court and placed their points of view about 

the dispute. The Court further held -

... (T)here is no question of invoking the principle of Order- I, Rule 8 of the 
Code of Civil Procedure. It was a public interest litigation. There are Aqua 
Culture farms all over India along the coast-line. A large number 6f them 
appeared and the case was argued at great length for very many days and the 
decision was ultimately given. Now a few persons cannot come up and says 
that they were not made parties in that case or that they were unaware of that 
case altogether and, therefore, the judgment does not bind them and the 
case should be heard all over again. If this practice is allowed, there will be 
no end to litigation. 195 

The Court dismissed the petitions as they were not maintainable. 

In P. Navin Kumar v. Bombay Municipal Corporation, 196 the petitioner contended 

against the observation of the Bombay High Court that "the entire city of Mumbai 

would fall within the ambit of Coastal Regulation Zone-II". Earlier the petitioners 

had filed a PIL under Article 226 before the Bombay High Court seeking to prevent 

the construction of a new public toilet,block abutting the sea on the northern side of 

the plaza ~fthe Gateway of India and for the demolition of the existing old toilet block. 

The High Court found the case not fit for interference under Article 226 holding that 

since the Gateway of India was a place visited by thousands every day, public toilets 

were necessary in its vicinity in order to prevent the nuisance of unauthorised use of 

open spaces there about. 

Instead of pressing their case against the toilets, the petitioners contended that 

the observation of the High Court that "the entire city of Mumbai would fall within 

the ambit of Coastal Regulation Zone-ll" would be fatal for other writ petitions pending 

194. Supra note 187. 

195. Supra note 193 at 3520. 

196. (1999) 4 sec 120. 



before the High Court seeking relief under the CRZ Notification 1999 and other 

provisions of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. 
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After examination of the record of the case the Supreme Court held, "we do not 

think it is any body's case that the whole of Mumbai would fall within the ambit of 

CRZ-II. Observations of the Htgh Court that the entire city of Mumbai would fall 

·within the ambit of CRZ-ll do not appear to be quite warranted" .197 The Court further 

held that the matter need not be considered at this stage in view of the State 

Government's statement and that revised guidelines for the CRZ would soon be issued. 

In pursuance of the judgment passed by the Supreme Court in Indian Council 

for Enviro-Legal Action Case, 198 the Central Government constituted the central 

authority by its notification dated 26.11.1998. The Supreme Court Suo motu raised 

question as to why three persons from the same State (Maharastra) had been inducted 

into Central Authority, moreover, when none were specialists.199 The Court opined 

that "one from State ofMaharashtra is understandable, but why the other two persons 

have been inducted in the national authority is not understandable, as· in their place 

some other states could have been represented." The Court asked the learned Additional 

Solicitor General to obtain instructions within two weeks as to whether it would be 
' 

possible to induct people from other coastal states in the national authority in place of 

at least two persons from the state of Maharastra. 

In Goa Foundation, Goa v. Diksha Holdings Pvt. Ltd, 200 an appeal was filed 

against the judgment of the Bombay High Court dated 08.10.1999 before the Supreme 

Court. The appellant had filed the writ petition before the High Court as a public 

interest litigation, objecting to the construction of a hotel on a plot ofland situated in 

the area ofNagorcem, Palolem, Taluka Concona, Goa, inter alia, on the ground that 

the lands in question comes within CRZ-I, and as such it is not permissible to have 

any. construction on the same plot of land. It was also contended that the plan and 

sanction obtained for such construction from the competent authority, are in · 

197.Jd. at 122. 

198.Supra note 183. 
1')9.Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action v. Union of India, (2000) 2 SCC 293. 

200.AIR 2001 SC 184. 
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contravention of the provisions of the Environment (Protection)Act and, .there. exist 

large number of sand dunes and by permitting the respondent to have the hotel complex 

on the plot ofland will ultimately lead to irreversible ecological damage of the coastal 

area, and, therefore, the Court should prevent such construction. 
, 

The High Court in the impugned judgment took into consideration the balancing 

·task of maintaining and preserving the environment and ecology of the pristine beach 

with sand dunes and the development of hotels and holiday resorts for economical 

development of the state. After considering relevant laws and expert opinions relating 

to the issue and applying the law relating to the approach of a Court in a public 

interest litigation, the High Court came to the conclusion that "the appropriate authority 

have accorded permission for construction of the hotel on the disputed side, after 

consideration of relevant and germane materials and the writ petitioner has failed to 

establish any illegality in the matter of grant of such permission." The High Court further 

held that site where the hotel complex was proposed to be build up was under category 

CRZ-111 and as such there was no prohibition for construction of the hotel within that 

area and accordingly, dismissed the writ petition filed by the Goa Foundation. 

The Supreme Court bench consisting ofPattnaik, J. and Banerjee, J.J. concluded 

as follows-

In our considered opinion, the appellant has utterly failed to establish by · 
referring to any authentic material that there has been an infraction of any 
proVisions of the CRZ Notification or the approved Management Plan of 
Goa nor is there any illegality in the order of the Government of India, 
granting environmental clem:ance as well as the order of the state authorities 
in sanctioning the project on the basis of such environmental clearance. 
This appeal, accordingly fails and is dismissed.101 

Banerjee, J. in his supplementing and concurrent judgment observed, "while it 

is true that nature will not tolerate after a certain degree of its destruction and it will 

have its toll defmitely, though, may not be felt in present; and the present day society 

. has a responsibility towards the posterity so as to allow normal breathing and living 

in cleaner environment but that does not by itself mean and imply stoppage of all 
. . 

201./d. at 191. 
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projects" _:zoz He further added that hannonisation of the two namely, the issue of ecology 

and development project canno~ but be termed to be the order of the day and the need 

of the hour. About Goa and its Costal Zone he observed -

Coastal Zone of Goa attracts tourists by reason of availability of nature's 
bounty but infrastiuctural facility is also required to develop this recently 
growing tourism industry provided, of course, there is no permanent 
affection of environment in the area in question. The record depict that 
the issue of affectation of environment, be it permanent or even temporary 
does not and cannot arise in the contextual facts. Environment is' beauty, 

· environment is our sustenance, as such in the event, the same perishes, 
humanity also would perish may not be today or tomorrow but certainly a 
day or two later. 203 

The aforesaid observation of the Court shows its concern and inclination towards 

the protection of the natural environment of coastal region. But in absence of any lacunae 

on the part of hotel project the Court held that thejudgment under appeal cannot be 

faulted in any way, and allowed the. construction of the hotel. 

It is evident that the Supreme Court favoured sustainable development but at the 

same time prime importance to the coastal environment was also accorded by it. The 

Court foiled the attempt to dilute the criteria for development in the coastal zones and 

asked the Central Government to constitute Authority for tackling the problems 

pertaining to the coastal regions. The High Courts were persuaded by the Court to 

share greater responsibilities for protection of coastal region. The Court insisted on 

the compliance of precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle and directed 

the authority to assess the amount to be paid by the polluter for compensating. the 

damage done to the environment and to the victims of pollution. 

9.10. Large lnfrastructural Projects : 

India ranks among the countries which are developing with a considerable pace. 

For the proper development of a nation sufficient power supply, irrigation faCilities, 

transport facilities and other infrastructural facilities are must. But construction of a 

Dam ·which is important for hydro electric power plant and provides irrigation to a 

202.ld. at 192. 

203.ld at 196. 
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large area may involve destruction of forests, ecological disturbances and displacement 

of the people living in the area. Similarly in order to create transport facilities if the 

state tries to construct High ways or Railways track one cannot rule out some damage 

to the environment. Thus, the nation is facing the problem of balancing the need to 

develop and protection of the natural environment. One way of reducing the 

.environmental hann from a large project could be the environmental impact assessment 

· of the said project. "Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is an effort to anticipate, 

meas~e and weigh the socio-economic and bio-physical changes that may result 

from a proposed project. It assists decision-makers in considering the proposed 

project's environmental costs and benefits. Where the benefits sufficiently exceeds 

the costs, the project can be viewed as environmentally justified".204 · 

The Environment Impact Assessment in India was carried out under administrative 

guidelines prior to the issuance of Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations in 

January, 1994 by the Ministry of Environment and Forests, Government of India. 205 

The EIA Regulation has made it mandatory to seek prior environmental clearance from 

the Central Government if the said project falls in any of the 29 categories enumerated 

under schedule-I of the Regulation. Now it is obligatory to prepare and submit a project 
• 

report including the EIA, an Environment Management Plan, and details of public hearing 

to an Impact Assessment Agency for clearance of the proposed project. The Regulations 

provide for the Union Ministry of Environment and Forests to act as the Impact 

Assessment Agency. The Agency may con.sult a Committee of experts if required. 

According to the Regulations, "the assessment shall be completed within a period of 

ninety days from receipt of the requisite documents and data from the project authorities 

and completion of public hearing and decision conveyed within thirty days thereafter. 

The clearance granted shall be valid for a period of five years from commencement of 

the construction or operation of the project" .206The EIA, if done properly can save the 

earth by reducing the environmental risk and at the same time may reduce chances of 

any possible role back of the project in advance stage resulting into huge loss of money 

204.Supra note 18 at 417. 

205. Vide Notification No. S.O. 60 (E), dated 27 January, 1994. 

206.The Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 1994, Sub-para III (C) of para 2. 
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time and energy. 

The Courts are facing challenges relating to land acquisition, resettlement and 

rehabilitation, human rights violations and environmental threats in matters relating 

to construction of large projects. 

In Dahanu Taluka Environment Protection Group v. Bombay Suburban 

Electricity Supply01 (BSES), the petitioner, an Environment Protection Groups 

objected to the clearance, by the State of Maharastra and the Union of India, of a 

proposal of the Bombay Sub-urban Electricity Supply Company Limited (hereinafter 

· referred to as 'BSES') for the construction of a thermal power plant over an area of 

800 hectares in Dahanu, Maharashtra. They filed writ petitions in the Bombay High 

Court challenging the aforesaid clearance. The High Court, dismissed the writ petitions. 

Against this order of the High Court, the petitioners filed special leave petition before 

the Supreme Court. 

The three judge bench of the Supreme Court thought that the scope for any 

interference by it under Article 136 of the Constitution is primarily very narrow and 

observed as under-

... (I)t is primarily for the governments concerned to consider the importance 
of public projects for the betterment of the conditions of living' of the 
people on the <;me hand and the necessity for preservation of social and 
ecological balances, avoidance of deforestation and maintenance of purity 
of the atmosphere and water free from pollution on the other in the light 
of various factual, technical and other aspects that may be brought to its · 
notice by various bodies oflaymen, experts and public workers and strike 
a just balance between these two conflicting objectives. The Court's role is 
restricted to examine whether the Government has taken into account all 
relevant aspects and has neither ignored nor overlooked any material 
considerations nor been influenced by extraneous or immaterial 
considerations in arriving at its fmal decision.208 

As the project was very vital for the citizens of Bombay and its suburbs and the 

petitioner claimed that the decision of the Govemnient was arrived at in disregard of 

certain guidelines prescribed and the recommendations of an expert committee set up 

207.(1991) 2 sec 539. 

208.Jd. at 541. 
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by the Union Government itself, the Court agreed to look into the matter in detail. 

The contention of the petitioner was that after surveys in 1976 the BSES selected 

about ten probable sites for establishment of a thermal power station and Dahanu 

was not one of them. After consideration, a site at Bassein was cleared in 1985 but 

the State Government objected to this site as it was located within a distance of one 

·kilometre from the sea shore and 500 meters from the river banks. When this happened, 

the petitioner alleged that the company manoeuvred to get approval for the plant 

location at Dahanu although even the company had not found it suitable earlier and 

the objections raised about Bassein equally apply to Dahanu. 

The Court held the criticism unfounded as the Bassein site fell within the 

extended Bombay metropolitan region whereas Dahanu was outside this region. 

· Dahanu being close to Bombay after Bassein and beyond the metropolitan development 

region ·had been chosen, there was nothing wrong in it. 

The principal objection on behalf of the petitioner was that the Appraisal Committee 

for Thermal Power Stations (EAC), after examining the ,various aspects, considered 

the site at Dahanu unsuitable and listed nine reasons for this conclusion. The Government 

of India cleared the proposal, despite the opinion of the EAC, without disclosing any 

reasons for rejecting the expert body's report. This, it was urged, showed absence of 

application of mind on the part of the government to the dimensions of the problem. 

The Court opined that the fmdings of the EAC could not be treated as conclusive 

or binding on the Central Government, Central Government had before it, not only 

the EAC report but also the fmdings of a State Expert Committee which had gone 
( 

into the matter in detail and reconimended the Dahanu site. The State Government in 

tum had before it several reports of expert bodies. Further more, the Court held -

We are not concerned with the question whether the decision taken is right 
or wrong; tlie question is whether it has been taken after a consideration of 
all relevant aspects. It is clear that in the circumstances outlined above and 
having regard to all the material that has been made available, it is not possible 
to agree with the counsel for the petitioners that the government decision 
should be faulted as it runs counter to the views of the EAC or that the 

. government has· not applied its mind to all relevant aspects of the setting up 
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of a thermal power station at Dahanu. 209 

Another grievance of the petitioner was that the clearance had been issued 

contracy to the 'Environmental Guidelines for Thermal Power Plants' issued by the 

Government of India in 1987. The guidelines lay down various criteria including 

following-

1) thermal power plants should not be located within 25 kms. of the outer 
peripheries of metropolitan cities, national parks, and wildlife sanctuaries and 
ecologically sensitive areas like tropical forests; and 

2) in order to protect coastal areas, a distance of 500 metres from the high 
tide line (HTL) and a further buffer zone of 5 km. from the seashore should be kept 
free of any thermal power station. 

It was pointed out that the EAC had decided against the Dahanu location as it is 

the only green belt left in the region having about 40 to 60 per cent of forest cover 

located in Thane district and. also as Dahanu town has chikoo gardens and forests 

areas located at about 3 to 7 kms. from the power station. 

The Court agreed with the argument placed by the Government that "the distance 

mentioned in the guidelines are only intended as a safeguard against ·possible pollution 

effects; it cannot be treated as rigid and inflexible irrespective of local conditions. It 

is, therefore, quite natural for the Govequnent of India to.decide that the site could be 

cleared subject to stringent conditions to prevent danger ofpollution".210 

Finally the Court dismissed the special leave petition and held -

[W]e are satisfied that the clearance to the thermal power station was 
granted by the Central Government after fully considering all relevant 
aspects and in particular the aspects of the environmental pollution. 
Sufficient safeguards against pollution of air, water and environment have 
been insisted upon in the conditions of grant. 211 

The Court also directed at the same time that in case any proposal from the company 

comes to relax any condition subject to which the plant has been cleared, neither the 

State Government nor the Union Government should permit such relaxation without 

209./d. at 543-544. 

210./d. at 545. 

211./d. at 548. 
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giving notice. of the proposed changes to the petitioner groups and giving them an 

opportunity ofbeing heard. 

Thus, it is clear that the Court has adopted a soft line by not insisting the strict 

compliance of the Environmental Guidelines for Thermal Power Plants. Also the 

Court instead of having independent expert opinion relied upon the Governmental 

reports. It seems therefore that the Court gave prio~ty to the need ofpower.supply in· 

and around Bombay (Mumbai) over the environmental apprehensions. 

Narmada Bachao Andolan v. Union oflndia, 112 is the case where the objections 

were raised against the construction of the Sardar Sarovar Dam which was a part of 

the Narmada Valley Project. It is perhaps the largest irrigation project as a single unit, 

anywhere in the world. The Narmada Bachap Andolan, the petitioner flied the petition 

before the Court in April, 1994 inter alia praying that the Union of India and other 

respondents should be restrained from proceeding with the construction of the Sardar 

Sarovar Dam and they should be ordered to open the sluices. The petitioner sought to 

contend that it was necessary for some independent judicial authority to review the 

entire project, examine the current best estimates of all costs (social, environmental, 

fmancial), benefits and alternatives in order to determine whether the project was 

required in its present form in the national interest or whether it needed to be 

restructured/modified. 

Here it may be noted that the Narmada Valley Project was conceived in 1946 

but the fmal planning and work on it could commence only after the passing of its 

fmal award by the 'Narmada Water Disputes Tribunal' on 7th December, 1979. This 

Tribunal was established-in 1969 under section 4 of the Inter-State Water Disputes 

Act, 1956 to resolve the dispute on river water among the riparian states of Madhya 

Pradesh, Gujrat and Maharashtra. The Tribunal was headed by Hon'ble Mr. Justice V. 

Ramaswamy, a retired judge of the Supreme Court. In arriving at its fmal decision, 

the issues regarding allocation, height of dam, hydrology and other related issues 

came to be subjected to comprehensive and thorough examination by the Tribunal. 

212.AIR 2000 SC 3751. 
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Extensive studies were done by the irrigation commission and Drought Research Unit 

of India Meteorological Department in matters of catchment area ofNarmade Basin, 

major tributaries ofNarmada Basin, drainage area ofNarmada Basin, climate, rainfall, 

variability of rainfall, arid and the semi-arid zones and scarcity area ofGujrat. Various 

technical literature were also consulted by the Tribunal before giving its award. 

One can note a fraC?tured verdict from the Apex Court. Mr. Justice S.P. Bharucha 

took the minority view where as the majority decision was taken by Dr. A.S. Anand, 

C.J. and B.N. Kirpal, J. 

The minority opinion of the Court was that the environmental clearance to the 

Project given in 1987 by the Union Government was based on next to no data in 

·regard to the environmental impact of the project. It was contrary to the terms of the 

then policy of the Union oflndia in regard to environmental clearances and, therefore, 

no clearance at all. It was clear from the record before the Court that the necessary 

particulars in regard to the environmental impact of the project, as required by the 

guidelines, were not available when the environmental clearance was given. The 

conditions upon which the environmental clearance was given were the detailed surveys 

and studies would be carried out and the Narmada Control Authority would ensure that 

environmental safeguard measures were planned and implemented pari passu with the 

progress of work on the Project. No further assessment of the environmental impact 

of the project was contemplated for the environmental clearance, nor, indeed, was it 

ever carried out. Bharucha, J. observed -

An adverse impact on the environment can have disastrous consequences 
for this generation and generations to come. This Court has in its judginents 
on Article 21 of the Constitution recognised this. This Court cannot place 
its seal of approval on so vast an undertaking as the project without frrst 
ensuring that those best fitted to do so have had the opportunity of gathering 
all necessary data on the environmental impact of the project, and of 
assessing it. They must then decide if environmental clearance to the project 
can be given, and, if it can, what environmental safeguard measured have to 
be adopted, and their cost.113 

213./d. at 3770. 
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Furthermore, he directed the Ministry of Environment and Forests ofthe Union 

of India to appoint forthwith a committee of experts in the fields mentioned in 

Schedule-III of the Environmental Impact Assessment Notification, 1994 for taking 

d~Cision over environmental clearance of the Project. It was held by him, "until 

' environmental clearance to the project is accorded by the committee of experts as 

/ .aforestated, further construction work on the dam shall cease" .214 
//• 

The argument relating to the petitioners being guilty oflaches was also rejected 

by Bharucha, J. and he opined, "given what has been held in respect of the 

environmental clearance, when the public interest is so demonstrably involved, it 

would be against public interest to decline relief only on the ground that the Court 

was approached belatedly" .215 

The majority opinion of the Court, however, was that the petitioner which had 

been agitating against the dam since 1986 were guilty of latches in not approaching 

the Court at an earlier point of time. The Court held -

When such projects are undertaken and hundreds of crores of public money 
is spent, individual or organisations in the grab of PIL cannot be permitted 
to challenge the policy decision taken after a lapse of time. It is against the 
national interest and contrary to the established principles of law that 
decisions to undertake developmental projects are permitted to be 
challenged after a number of years during which period public money has 
been spent in the execution of the project. .. The pleas relating to height of 
the dam and the extent of submergence, environment studies and clearance, 
hydrology, seismicity and other issues, except implementation of relief 
and rehabilitation, cannot be permitted to be raised at this belated stage.216 

The Court also made it clear that only protection of the fundamental rights of 

the oustees under Article 21 of the Constitution of India led them to entertain the 

present petition. The Court held, "it is the Relief and Rehabilitation measures that 

this Court is really concerned with'_'.217 However, the Court dealt with some _other 

issues as well raised in the petition. 

214./d. at 3771 - 3772. 

215./d. at 3771. 

216./d. at 3782. 

217./d. at 3783. 
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One contention of the petitioner was supported by the view of Madhya Pradesh 

Government to the effeci.that the height of the dam should be reduced in order to 

decrease the number of oustees. The Court pointed out that the Tribunal had in no 

uncertain terms came to the conclusion that the height of the dam should be 445 ft.· It 
' had rejected the contention of the State of Madhya Pradesh for fixing the height at a 

lower level. Moreover, any issue which had been decided by the Tribunal would, in 

law, be binding on the respective states." The Court made it aptly clear, once the 

Award is binding on the States, it will not be open to a third party like the petitioners 

to challenge the correctness thereof. Thus, "in terms of award, the State of Gujrat has 

a right to construct a dam upto the height of 455ft. and, the same time, the oustees 

. have a right to dentand relief and resettlement as directed in the Award" .118 

The petitioners submitted that the forcible displacement of tribals and other 

marginal farmers from their land and other sources of livelihood for a project which 

was not in the national or public interest was a violation .of their fundamental rights 

under Article 21 of the Constitution of India read with ILO Convention 107 to which 

India is a signatory. The Court while accepting the petitioners submission observed 

that International Treaties and Covenant can be read into ·the domestic laws of the country 

and pomted out that Article 12 of the ILO Convention No. 107119 clearly suggested, 

when removal of the tribal population was necessary as an exceptional measure, they 

should be provided with land of quality at least equal to that of the land previously 

occupied by them and they should be fully compensated for any resulting loss or injury. 

The Court held that prima facie it seemed that the land required to be allotted to the 

tribals was likely to be equal, if not better, than what they had owned. 

The allegation that the said project was not in the national or public interest was 

also turned down by the Court. The Court was convinced with the following contention 

of the respondents that ~ 

There would be a positive impact on preservation of ecology as result 

218.Jd. at 3783 • 3784. 
219. The ILO Convention No. 107, Article 12 - the populations concerned shall not be removed 

without their free consent from their habitual territories except in accordance with national 

laws and regulations relating to national security, or in the interest of national economic development · 

or of the health of said populations. 



from the project. The SSP would be making positive contribution for 
preservation of environment in several ways. The project by taking water to 
drought-prone and arid parts ofGujarat anq Rajasthan would effectively arrest 
ecological degradation which was returning to make these areas inhabitable 
due to salinity ingress, advancement of desert, ground water depletion, 
fluoride and nitrite affected water and vanishing green cover. The ecology 
of water scarcity areas is under stress and transfer ~f Narmada water to 

· these areas will lead to sustainable agriculture and spread of green cover. 
There will also be improvement of fodder availability which will reduce 
pressure on biodiversity and vegetation. The SSP by generating clean eco
friendly hydro power will save the air pollution which would otherwise take · 
place by thermal generation power of similar capacity.110 
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The Court inferred that the displacement of the tribals and other persons would 

not per se result in the violation of their fundamental or other rights rather, gradual 

assimilation in the main stream of the society will lead to their betterment and progress. 

The petitioners raised following four major environmental issues before the 

Court-

(i). Whether the execution of a large project having diverse and far reaching 
environmental impact, without the proper study and understanding of its environmental 
impact and without proper planning of mitigative measures is .. a violation of 
fundamental rights of the affected people guaranteed under Article 21 of the · 
Constitution of India? 

(ii). Whether the diverse environmental impacts of the Sardar Sarovar Project 
have been properly studied and understood? 

(iii).· Whether any independent authority has examined the environmental costs 
and mitigative measures to be undertaken in order to decide whether the environmental 
costs are acceptable and mitigative measures practical? 

(iv). Whether the environmental conditions imposed by the Ministry of 
Environment have been violated and if so, what is the legal effect of the violations?111 . 

The petitioners challenged the validity of the environmental clearance granted 

·in 1987 inter alia on the ground that it was not preceded by adequate studies and it 

was not a considered opinion and there was non-application of mind while clearing 

the project. The Court, however, reached to the conclusion after going through the 

documents and records placed before it that, "it is more than evident that the Government . · 

220.Supra note 212 at 3786-3787. 

221.Jd. at 3787. 
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of India was deeply concerned with he environmental aspects of the Narmada Sagar and· 

Sardar ~arovar Project." Rejecting the plea of the petitioners that the environmental 

clearance of the project was given without application of mind the Court held-

The Government was aware of the fact that number of studies and data had 
to be collected relating to environment. Keeping this in mind, a conscious 
decision was taken to grant environmental clearance and in order to ensure 
that environmental management plans are implemented pari passu with 
engineering and other works, the Narmada Management authority was 
directed to be constituted. :m 

The petitioners contended on the basis of A.P. Pollution Control Board v. 
Professor M V. Nayadu, 113 that in cases pertaining to environment, the onus of proof 

is on the person who wants to change the status quo and therefore, it is for the 

respondents to satisfy the Court that there will be no environmental degradation. The 

Court, differentiated the pres~nt case with that oftheA.P. Pollution Control Board's 

and held, "we are not concerned with the polluting industry which is being established." 

What is being constructed is a large dam. Further the Court made following 

observations -

The dam is neither a nuclear establishment nor a polluting industry. 
The construction of a dam undoubtedly would result in the change of 
environment but it will not be correct to presume that the construction of a 
large dam like the Sardar Sarovar will result in ecological disaster. India has 
an experience of over 40 yeats in the construction of dams.· The experience 
does not show that construction of a large dam is not cost effective or leads 
to ecological or environmental degradation. On the contrary there has been 
ecological upgradation with the construction of large dams. What is the 
impact on environment with the construction of a dam is well-known in 
India and, therefore, the decision in A.P. Pollution Control Board's Case 

will have no application in the present case214
• 

On the issue of a fresh environmental clearance according to the Notification of 

1994, the Court held that the notification was clearly prospective and inter alia 

prohibited the ll:lldertaking of a new project listed in Schedule-! without prior 

222./d. at 3795. 

223.AIR 1999 SC 812. 

224.Supra note 212 at 3804. 
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environmental clearance of the Central Government in accordance with the procedure 

specified. In the present case clearance was given by the Central Government in 1987 

and at that time no procedure was prescribed by any statute, rule or regulation. "The 

proced)rre now provided in 1994 for getting prior clearance cannot apply retrospectively 

to the project whose construction commenced nearly eight years prior thereto". 225 

The Court strongly favoured the projects of national importance and held that it 

was well-settled that the Courts, in the exercise of their jurisdiction, would not 

transgress into the field of policy decision. "Whether to have an infrastructural project 

or not and what is the type of project to be undertaken ~dhow it has to be executed, 

are part of policy making process and the Courts are ill equipped to adjudicate on a 

policy decision so undertaken". 226 Further the Court said that it had, a duty to see that 

in the undertaking of a decision, no law was violated and people's fundamental rights 

were not transgressed upon except to the extent permissible under the Constitution. 

The Courts made the following observation as policy statement -. 

In respect of public projects and policies which are initiated by the 
Government the Courts should not become an ~pproval authority. Normally 
such decisions are taken by the Government after due care and 
consideration. In a democracy welfare of the people at large, and not merely 
of a small section of the society, has to be the concern of a responsible 
Government. If a considered policy decision has been taken, which is not 
in conflict with any law or is not mala fide, it will not be in Public Interest . 
to require the Court to go into and investigate those areas which are the 
function of the-executive. For any project which is approved after due 
deliberation the Court should refrain from being asked to review the 
decision just because a petitioner in filing a PIL alleges that such a decisio~ 
should not have been taken because an opposite view against the under 
taking of the project, which view may have been considered by the 
Government, is possible.227 

The Court found no material so that it could conclude that the decision to 

construct the dam was mala fide and therefore, it observed that "a hard decision need 

not necessarily be a bad decision". Further, the Court stressed upon the need to look 

225.Jd. at 3805. 

226.Jd. at 3827. 
227.Jd. at 3827- 3828. 



at the environmental problem with a holistic approach and observed -

While an area of land will submerge but the construction of the Dam will 
result in multifold improvement in the environment of the areas where the · 
canal waters will reach .. Apart from bringing drinking water wit:hln easy 
reach the supply of water to Rajasthan will also help in checking the 
advancement of the Thar Desert.228 
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The petition was disposed ofbythe Court with the direction that "every endeavour 

shall be made to see that the project is completed as expeditiously as possible". 

It is clear from the decisions of the Court that in cases where a public project 

designed to provide infrastructur~ facilities comes under challenge, the Court will 

not interfere in it unless and until it can be proved that there is a blatant illegality in 

the undertaking of the project or in its execution. 

228./d. at 3828. 



CHAPTER- tO 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

The Constitution of India is one of the most comprehensive and well drafted 

Constitutions in the world today. The preamble of the Constitution sets out the mairi 

objects and priorities and declares precisely what is embodied in the Constitution. 

Environmental justice dose not find a place in the body of the preamble along with 

'Justice; social, economic and political'. The preamble, however, assures dignity of 

individual, which along with other attributes also includes living in a quali~ environment. 

The founding fathers of the Indian Constitution did not consider the protection of 

environment a priority. As there was not a single reference to the term 'environment' in 

the entire Constitutional scheme before the 42nd Constitutional Amendment in the 

year 1976. The Amendment inserted two Articles related to environment protection, 

Article 48-A and 51-A(g) in the form of Directive Principles of State Policy and 

Fundamental Duties respectively. The incorporation of these provisions indicates the 

Constitutional concern for the natural arid pollution free enviro~ent. 

The Directive Principles of State Policy are the active obligations of the State, 

they provide policy prescriptions for the guidance of the government. Article 37 of 

the Constitution restricts application of these principles by declaring that their 

implementation cannot be secured through judicial proceedings. The importance of 

Directive Principles, however, cannot be undermined as these principles are fundamental 

in governance of the country and the State is duty bound to consider them during the 

process oflaw making. Article 48-A oftheConstitution persuades the State to endeavour 

to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the 

· country. It is manifestation ofthe awareness aboutthe need to preserve the environment 

for better living. Although non-justifiable, these principles are increasingly being cited 

by judiciary as complementary to the fundamental rights. 

There are provisions in the Directive Principles. Chapter wherein some 

environmental issues may be covered. Article 39(e) of the Constitution directs State 
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to secure the health and strength of workers. Article 47 of the Constitution insists the 

State to regard the raising of the level of nutrition and standard of living of its people 

and the improvement of public health as among its primary duties. Public health cannot 

be assured without a wholesome environment free from pollution and, therefore, the 

Article does direct the State to protect and improve the environment. 

Environmental pollution might cause damage to the monuments of national 

importance, it is duty of the State under Article 49 of the Constitution to protect such 

monuments. The directions issued by the Supreme Court in Taj case for the protection 

of Taj Mahal, one of the wonders of the world, from the ill effects of the pollution 
.. 

caused by nearby industries is an example, how Directive Principles can be utilized by 

the Court to check the pollution menace. Article 51 (c) of the Constitution read in 

conjunction with an international treaty on environment may also serve. cause of 

environment as this directive is· about State's obligation tci foster respect for international 

law and treaty obligations. 

The task of conservation and protection of natural environment cannot be 

completed by the efforts of the State alone. Fundamental Duties, inserted in the 

Constitution through the Forty Second Amendment in 1976, therefore, put every citizen 

of India under obligation in this regard. Article 51-A(g) of the Constitution makes 

every citizen of India duty bound to protect and improve the natural environment 

including forests, lakes, rivers and wild life and to have compassion for living creatures. · 

Since the duties are imposed upon the citizen a~d not upon the state, legislation is 

necessary for their implementation, but Courts have used this provision as an effective 

tool to combat the problems of environment. The Rajasthan High Court is of the opinion 

that Article 51-A gives a right to the citizen to move the Court for the enforcement of 

the duty cast on State. 

The Constitution oflndia has, therefore, imposed a joint responsibility upon the · 

State and every citizen oflndia to protect and improve natural environment. The neglect 

or failure to perform the duty is nothi!lg short of a betrayal of the fundamental law, 

·which the State as well as every citizen is bound to uphold and maintain. The High 

Court of Andhra Pradesh has rightly held that the duty to protect the environment is on 

Courts also, as judiciary is one of the organs of the State. The Courts have remineded 
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time and again to both, the State and citizens, about their duties towards environment. 

Part-III of the Constitution oflndia contains Fundamental Rights. These rights 

represent the basic values cherished by the people of India since long and they are 

calculated to protect the dignity of the individual and create conditions in which 

every human being can develop his personality to the fullest extent. Article 21 of the 

Constitution of India guarantees 'right to life and personal liberty'. The Supreme 

Court oflndia has held that the right to life includes right to live with human dignity 

and all that goes along with it. The Supreme Court made it aptly clear in Maneka 

Gandhi Case that the right to life and personal liberty can be infringed only by a ]ust 

fair and reasonable' procedure. The post Maneka developments truly reflects the ideals 

of democratic freedom as the Courts started recognizing several unarticulated liberties 

that were implied by Article 21 and during this process the Supreme Court has declared 

that the right to life and personal liberty includes the right to wholesome environment. 

The Supreme Court regulated the lime stone mining in Doon valley area in 

Dehradun Quarries Case in order to save the fragile ecosystem of the Mussorie Hills 

and the Doon valley area. The orders of the Court were passed under Article 32 ofthe 

Constitution, though Article 21 of the Constitution was not referred to in the orders, 

one can understand easily that the Supreme Court entertained environment compl~ints 

under Article 32 as involving violation of right to life enshrined under Article 21 of the 

Constitution. The indirect mode of approval to the right to humane and clean environment 

by the Supreme Court continued further in the Oleum Gas Leak Case. The Court was 

dealing with the issue, whether caustic chlorine plant ofShriram Foods and Fertilizer 

industries, after an accidental leakage of oleum gas from its plant, be allowed to restart 

or not. The Court allowed the restart subject to certain stringent conditions and observed 

that the case raised some seminal que_stions concerning the true scope and ambit of 

Articles 21 and 32 of the Constitution. Clearly the Court was referring to the right to 

life under Article 21 and its enforcement under Article 32 of the Constitution. 

In Kanpu.r Tanneries Case the Court rejected contentions of some polluting 

tanneries who wanted to avoid the installation of primary treatment plants and directed 

them to stop running their units if they fail to set up primary treatment plants within 

specified time. Knowing fully well that closure of tanneries might result in loss of 
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jobs and revenues, the Court held that life, health and ecology have greater importance 

to the people. The Court's intervention and issuance of directions under Article 32 of 

the Constitution, despite the fact that remedy was available under the Water Act, clearly 

suggested that orders were passed on the basis of violation of fundamental rights. · 

Various High Courts in the country took a leaf out of above mentioned judgment 

of the Supreme Court and in more specific and clear terms declared that right to life .. 

envisages the right to clean environment. The Supreme Court also in Subhas Kumar 

Case explicitly declared· that Article 21 includes the right to enjoy pollution free water 

and air as they are necessary for full enjoyment of life. It was in Virendra Gaur Case 

that the Supreme Court revealed the identity of the fundamental right being protected 

by it in clear and unambiguous terms. It was held that right to life under Article 21 of 

the Constitution encompasses within it's ambit, the protection and preservation of 

environment; ecologicai balance free from pollution of air and water; and sanitation 

without which life cannot be enjoyed. 

There is a real chance of conflict between the right to wholesome environment 

and the right to livelihood, another right enshrined under Article 21 of the Constitution. 

The Court has struck a balance in such a situation by directing State agencies and 

concern person to resettle and rehabilitate the workers or other persons who were 

displaced in order to save environment from the polluting industries. Article 14 of the 

Constitution guarantees to every person the right to equality. The Article strikes at 

arbitrariness, because an action that is arbitrary must necessarily involve ~negation of 

equality. The Article has a potential to be used by environmental activists for challenging 

governmental sanctions for mining, infrastructure projects, bigDams and other activities 

which may have adverse impact on the environment and where such sanctions involves 
1. 

arbitrary and extraneous considerations. An aggrieved industrialist may resort to Article 

19( 1 )(g) in case his trade and business interests are affected by the action of the 

government in the name of environmental protection. In such situation onus is on the 

Courts to create the right balance between environmental interests and the fundamental 

right to carry on any occupation, trade or business guaranteed under Art;icle 19( 1 )(g) . 
of the Constitution. 

The right to environment is one of the attributes of'right to life' under Article 21 
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· of th~ Constitution and therefore, it can be enforced against the State. A law that is 

inconsistent or in derogation of a fundamental right is void by virtue of Article 13 of 

the Constitution. To prevent the State effectively from making infringement of 

fundamental rights, Article 32 of the Constitution guarantees the right to move the 

Supreme Court. The 'right to life' is available to the individuals to protect themselves 

·against the State action. Article 12 of the Constitution defines the term 'State' which 

includes the Government and Parliament oflndia; the Government and legislature of 

each of the States; all local authorities; and other authorities within the territory of 

India or under the control of the Government of India. The question relating to the 

meaning of the phrase other 'authorities' has created lot of debate before the High 

Courts and the Supreme Court oflndia. In Rajasthan Electricity Board Case the Supreme 

Court held that 'other authorities' will include all Constitutional or statutory authorities 

on whom powers are conferred by law. In Sukhdev Singh Case the Court declared 

public corporations as 'other authorities' and therefore, the State under Article 12 of 

the Constitution as they were created by statutes and had the statutory power to make . 

binding rules and regulations. In R.D. Shetty v. International Airport Authority the 

Court adopted the doctrine of'agency' and the 'State instrumentality' and inferred, if a 

statutory corporation, body or other authority is an instrumentality or agency of 

Government it would be 'State' under Article 12 of the Constitution. 

After the decision of the Constitution bench of the Sup;eme Court in A jay Hasia 

Case now it is clear that for a corporation to be considered as 'State' under Article 12 

of the Constitution it is not important whether it was created by or under a statute; or 

was a Government company; or a company incorporated under the companies Act; or 

was a society formed under the societies Registration Act or any similar statute. If it is 

an instrumentality or agency of Government, it is 'State' under Article 12 of the 

Constitution. In Oleum Gas Leak Case the Court appeared to have been convinced that 

Shriram Food and Fertilizer Industry, a private enterprise under the functional control 

of the State and having social responsibilities at par with the State in the matter of 

protection ofhuman rights, be treated- as a 'State' under Article 12 of the Constitution. 

The final decision on the issue, however, was not given by the Court as the Court left it 

· for a detailed consideration at a later stage. Although the settlement of the controversy 
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was obviously desired, appropriate and opportune. 

The fundament right to move the Supreme Court for the enforcement of any of 

the fundamental right guaranteed under Constitution is enshrined under Article 32 of 

the Constitution. The Court is free to devise any procedure appropriate· for this purpose 

and it has implicit power to issue whatever direction, order or writ is necessary in a 

given case. The power of the Court is not only injunctive in ambit but it is also 

remedial in scope and provides relief, including compensation, in appropriate cases 

against the breach of fundamental right . 

The Constitutional scheme of distribution oflegislative powers gives exclusive 

law making power to Parliament with respect to any of the matters enumerated in list-

1 of the seventh schedule of the Constitution. Similarly, the State has power to make 
' 

laws with respect to any of the matters enumerated in list-H. Both, Parliament and 

State legislature have power to make laws with respect to any of the matters enumerated 

in list-III. The residuary legislative powers have been assigned to the Parliament. None 

of the aforesaid lists contain the entry 'environment', nevertheless subjects having 

direct bearing on the natural environment can be traced to some of the items in all the 

three lists. The Constitution, therefore, imposes joint liability on Centre and State to 

protect and improve environment through legislation. 

The Constitutional sc}?.eme of distribution of legislative powers exhibits a strong 

Central bias as it provides for certain circumstances under which the Union Parliament 

may legislate with respect to a matter in the list-II (State List) as well. Article 252 of · 

the Constitution enables Parliament to make a uniform law for two or more than two 

States who had consented by a resolution to this effect. Article 252 has been instrumental 

in passing some landmark environment legislation like the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 

1972 and the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974. Article 253 of 

the Constitution authorises Parliam~nt to make any law for the whole or any part of the 

territory oflndia in order to implement any international treaty, agreement or convention. 

Thus, a law passed by Parliament to give effect to an international treaty, agreement or 

convention cannot be invalidated on the ground that it contained provisions related to 

State subjects. This provision has been used by the Parliament for enacting 

environmental legislation like the Air (Prevention and Control ofPollution) Act, 1981; 
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the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 etc. 

The seventy third and seventy fourth amendments to the Constitution in 1992 

have conferred a Constitutional status to the Panchayats and Municipalities respectively. 

Article 243-G authorises the legislature of a State to endow the Panchayats by appropriate 

law, with such powers and authority as may be necessary to enable them to function as 

institution of self-government. The powers and functions which may be conferred in 

this connection also includes matter enumerated in eleventh schedule some of which 

are related to environmental protection as well. Similarly, as per Article 243-W, The 

State legislature may endow the Municipalities with necessary powers and authority to 

enable them to function as institution of self government. Such powers and authority 

may also be in relation to the matters enumerated in the twelfth schedule of the 

Constitution, some of which has direct relation with the betterment and protection of 

the environment. 

Management of environment in some of the north eastern states having rich natural 

resources has been entrusted upon the District Council, Regional Council and 

Autonomous Council. Jbe sixth schedule of the Constitution empowers these Councils 

with law making powers with respect to their areas, such law making powers also include 

along with other subject, subjects which are relevant for protection and improvement 

of natural environment. 

Thus, the Constitution of India imposes duty to protect and preserve the 

environment on every citizen; government, i.e. Central, State and local; Parliament and 

State legislature. Every person living in India has the right to live in a wholesome 

environment which is enforceable by the Courts in the form of a fundamental right. The 

effects of seventy third and seventy fourth amendments have ,however, yet to see the 

light of the day. 

The Parliament oflndia has passed certain legislation exclusively for prevention 

control a~d abatement of environmental pollution. The Water Act is first in such 

category oflaws, its main objectives are preventionand control ofwaterpollution and 

creation of specialised bodies like the pollution control boards. The Water Act defines 

water pollution in very comprehensive way covering all changes in physical, chemical 
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or biological properties of water. The Act has created a Central Pollution Control Board, 

State Pollution Control Boards and Joint Pollution Control Boards. These boards have 

been eJ;llpowered to carry out a variety of functions to promote cleanliness of streams 

and well and for prevention, control and abatement of water pollution. The Act makes 

the contravention of its provisions an offence and prescribes punishment for such 

offence. 

The Central Board is dominated by the members representing the Central 

Government interest and there is no representation of private enterprises, legal experts. 

or environmentalists who may play an important role in the functioning ofthe board. 

The functions of the Central Board include advise to the Central Government; co

ordination of the activities of State Boards, laying down Water quality standards and 

execution of nation wide plan for the prevention, control or abatement of water pollution. 

The State Pollution Control Boards are constituted by respective State Governments. 
( 

The State Boards are constituted on the line of Central Board and therefore, lack 

representation of private enterprises, legal experts and environmentalists. The State 

Boards carry out programmes very similar to.those of the Central Board. within the 

territory of the State. The functions of the State Board includes advice to the State 

Government; collection and dissemination of relevant information; inspection of sewage 

and trade effluents treatment plants; laying down standards of water quality; requiring 

any person to contract or modify sewage or trade effluents disposal system; planning a 

comprehensive programme at State level. 

Central Board as well as the State Boards have powers to lay down the Standards 

for the water quality. This is·likely to cause difference and inconsistency between the 

standards, therefore, this power should be exercised only by the Central Board so that 

uniform standards of water quality can be maintained through out the country. It is 

important that the boards be equipped with sufficient and appropriate infrastructure 

enabling them to function independently and efficiently. After its amendment in 1988 

the Water Act now prohibits a person to establish any industry etc. which is likely to 

discharge sewage or trade effluent without the previous consent of the State Board. 

Moreover, without the previous consent of the State Board a person cannot bring into 

use any new or altered outlet for the discharge of sewage. The Supreme Court has 
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clarified that without taking such permission, neither can the industry be established 

nor can any steps be taken to establish it. The Act has provision of appeal, for any 

. person aggrieved by an order of the State Board, to an appellate authority. It does not 

specifY qualification of the members of the authority but looking at powers and functions 

ofthe authority it is rather desired that members must be a sitting or retired High Court 

judge and persons having understanding and experience of environmental science. The 

Boards are empowered under the Water Act to issue binding directions to any person, 

officer or authority including the closure, prohibition or regulation of any industry, 

operation or process. It is suggested that such sweeping powers should be exercised 

only after compliance of the requirement of rules of natural justice otherwise, there 

always be an apprehension of misuse of the powers by Board officials. 

The punishment for contravention of the provisions of Act has been prescribed in 

the form of fine as well as imprisonment. For habitual offender the Act prescribes 

higher punishment. In case of a company or a government department the liability is 

joint as well as vicarious. The court will take cognizance of the offence only when the 

complaint is made by a Pollution Control Board or its oflker. The citizen suit provision 

has been inserted in the Act through amendments in 1988, now it is possible for any 

person to file a complaint before the court provided he has given notice of not less than 

sixty days to the Board in this connection. This is a significant provision and will help 

local environmental activist to function in more purposeful way. 

The Water Act empowers the Central and State Government to supersede the 

Central and State Boards respectively, if Boards are not performing their function 

properly or it is necessary in public interest. Such provisions are good in the sense that 

they assign the role of a guardian to the Governments but at the same time they undermine 

the powers of the Boards and are bound to create hesitation in the minds of Board 

officials taking action against a government department. The Water Act gives rule making 

powers to both, the Central Government as well as the State Government but they are 

required to consult the Central Board and State Board respectively before framing the 

rules. 

The Air Act has been enacted for prevention, control and abatement of air pollution. 

The Central and State Pollution Control Boards created under the Water Act, carry out 
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the functions ofthe Boards envisaged under the Air Act. The two laws have identical 

provisions with regard to enforcement of administrative powers of the government 

vis-a-vis the Board, The Air Act also provides for the rule-making powers of the Central · 

. Government and State Government. The definition of'air pollution' is wide enough to 

cover the noise pollution but the pollution caused by heat or nuclear radiation is not 

covered under it. 

In those states, where the State Pollution Control Boards have not been constituted 

under the Water Act, it is responsibility of the State Governments to appoint and 

constitute a State Board under the Air Act. The main function of the pollution control 

boards are to improve the quality of air and to prevent, control or abate air pollution. In 

this regard the Central Board may advice the Central Government; plan and execute. 

nation wide programmes; co-ordinate the activities of the State Boards; lay down 

standards for the quality of air; and perform such other functions as may be prescribed 

by the Central Government. Similarly, the function of State Board includes-advice to 

the State Government, planning and execution of State level programme; .inspection of 

industrial plants and pollution control areas; laying down standard for emission with 

consultation with Central Board; and such other things, which are necessary for the 

purpose of carrying into effect the purposes of the Act. The Central Board and State 

Board are bound by directions of the Central and State Governments respectively. The 

Central Government may ask the Central Board to perform th~ functions of a State · 

Board if the State board has defaulted in complying with directions of the Central Board; 

or it is necessary in public interest. 

The Air Act prescribes various measures to be adopted by the Government and 

Boards to improve the quality of air; one such measure is the power of the State 

Government to declare air pollution control areas. Prior consent ofthe State Board is 

essential for establishment of any industrial plant etc. in an air pollution control area. 

The Air Act, like the Water Act, also provides for an Appellate Authority. A Board has 

the'power to give directions including the closure, J?rOhibition or regulation of any 

industry, operation or process such person, officer or authority to whom such direction 

is issued, shall be bound to comply with it. The Act prescribes punishment for the 

contravention of its provision. The punishment is more for continuing contravention. 
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The punishment includes fine or/and imprisonment. It is clear under the Air Act that 

when the Water Act comes into force in any State, after the constitution of the State 

Pollution Control Board under it, the State Board constituted under the Air Act.shall · 

stand dissolved. 

The Enviroqment Act is a general legislation providing for environmental 

protection. It covers the lacunae, if any, left by the Water Act and the Air Act. The 

definition of'environment' under the Act is very wide, clear and covers the entire field 

of environment. The definition is an inclusive one and, therefore, does not necessarily 

exhaust the entire field that is not mentioned in the definition. The definitions of 

'environmental pollutant' and 'environmental pollution' are not satisfactory as matters 

like heat, radiation, plasma and organisms such as bacteria and virus ·can not be covered 

by them. Moreover, it is not only the presence of certain substance that forms pollution 

but also the absence or lack in concentration, or non-availability of a non-pollutant 

may also from pollution. The definition of environmental pollution requires some 

changes to overcome the shortcomings. 

The Environment Act gives extensive powers to the Central Government for 

prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution. The Central. 

Government has power to take all such measures that are necessary. or expedient for 

the purpose of protecting and improving the quality of the environment. The Central · 
·, . 

Government is empowered to constitute authorities for the purpose of exercising and 

performing powers and functions of the Central Government under the Act. These 

powers are coupled with the duty and it is because of this the Supreme Court has directed 

the Central Government in some cases to exercise the power to constitute authority. 

The Central Government can issue binding directions to any person-officer or any 

authority. Such directions may include direction for the closure, prohibition or 

regulation of any industry, operation or process. The Act does not provide any safeguards 

for preventing misuse of such sweeping powers by an officer of the Centr~ Government. 

It is suggested that before passing directions like closure ofindustries, the concerned 

industries must get the opportunity to present their case. 

Every person carrying on any industry, operation etc. or handling hazardous 

substances is bound to take adequate precautions and preventive measures. In case 
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environmental pollution occurs or apprehended to occur due to any accident or other 

unforeseen event, person in-charge of the place must prevent or mitigate the pollution. 

Further, he must inform and assist the concerned authorities. The Authorities are required 

to take necessary remedial measures, the expenses incurred on such measures may be 

recovered from the person responsible for causing pollution. Thus the Act did recognise 

the 'polluter pays principle' in the year 1986 itself .. 

The Environment Act authorises any person, empowered by the Central 

Government, for entry and inspection at any place. It is duty of every person carrying 

on any industry or handling hazardous substance to render all assistance to the person 

empowered by the Central Government. The Central Government or any officer 

empowered by the Central Government can take samples from any factory, premises 

or other places for the purpose of analysis; if the procedure prescribed under the Act, 

for taking sample, is followed the result of such analysis is admissible in evidence. 

The Environment Act prescribes punishment in case of failure to comply with or 

contravention of any provision of the Act or the rules made or orders issued there 

under. The Act provides for very heavy penalties for it's violation like, imprisonment 

up to five years and fme up to llakh rupees. But at the same time it does not prescribe· 

any mjnimum punishment. It is important to incorporate the provision of minimum 

punishment in order to enhance the deterrence effect of the Act. The Act prescribes 

additional fine up to five thousand rupees per day for continued contravention or failure. 

If such contravention or failure extends beyond one year, after the date of conviction, 

the prescribed punishment is imprisonment up to seven years. Thus the Act envisages 

different degree of punishment for the same offence depending upon the period of 

continued violation of its provisions. For big enterprises, fine of five thousand rupees 

per day is a punishment without any real deterrence and therefore, the Act should be 

suitably amended to incorporate the provision of fine which is proportionate to the 

gravity of the offence and paying capacity of the enterprise, for this purpose it is 

suggested that a minimum fine of five thousand rupees per day should be prescribed in 

the Act. It should be the power of the court to impose higher fine in cases on their 

merit. 
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On the line of Water Act and the Air Act the Environment Act also provides for 

vicarious liability as well as joint liability where the offence is committed by a company 

or government department. However, if the person in charge ofthe company or head of 

the gove~ent department is able to prove ~at the offence has been committed without 

his knowledge or he was careful enough to prevent the commission of offence he cannot 

be held liable for the offence. This dilutes the effect of the penal provision and therefore, 

it should be suitably amended, so that liability may be fixed strictly. Where an offence 

under the Environment Act is also an offer:tce under any other Act, the offender can be 

punished only under the other Act. This is strange provision and makes the enactment 

even softer. If an offence is reported and offender is prosecuted under the Act why the 

court should look for any other law for punishment? The gravity of offence and 

punishment thereof looses significance if the punishment under the other law is less or 

more. The Act requires amendment in this connection as such a provision has the effect 

of obliterating the Act itself for all intentions and purposes. 

The protection and conservation of forests is indispensable if one wants to retain 

the natural character of the environment. The Indian Forest Act, 1927 is a 

comprehensive legislation providing for forest management in the country. It 

consolidates the pre-existing laws relating to forest, transit of forest-produce and duty 

· leviable on timber and other forest produce. The Act authorises a State to constitute 

rese~ed ff?rest, village forests and protected forests. In order to keep the forests safe, 

the Act prohibits certain activities in a reserved forest including clearing of forests; 

setting fire; trespassing or pasturing cattle; felling of trees; stone q1;larrying; hunting 

etc. In a village forest the State Government may prescribe the conditions under which 

the village community shall be duty bound to protect and improve such forest and in 

lieu it may be provided with timber or with other forest produce. In a protected forest 

the State Government may declare any tree to be reserved; close any portion of such 

forest up to thirty years;. prohibit quarrying of stone and the breaking up or clearing of 

any land in such forests. The State Government has power to exercise its control over 

those forests and lands as well which are not the property of the government. In such 

forests the breaking up or clearing of land; pasturing of cattle or the .tiring may be 

prohibited under certain conditions. Such forests may be placed under the control of a . 
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Forest Officer and it may be declared that provisions relating to reserved forests shall 

apply to such forest land; if necessary such forests may be acquired by the state for 

public purposes. The owners of private forests may also request the State Government 

to manage such forest on their behalf. 

The powers to contJ;ol transit of timber and forest produce are vested in the State 

Government and it may make rules in this regard. Any forest officer or police officer 

may seize forest produce together with all tools, boats, carts or cattle used in committing 

any forest offence. The power to arrest without orders from a magistrate, and without 

a warrant is with forest officer or police officer in case the alleged offence is punishable 

with imprisonment for one month or more. The Act, though designed to get maximum 

revenue out of forest resources, may be utilized for protection and conservation of 

forests to a limited extend as well. Specially the division of forests into four categories 

and varying degree of accessibility to these forests is useful in protection arid 

conservation of forest wealth. 

The sole object of the Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980 is to conserve forests. 

The Act makes the prior approval of the Central Government mandatory for State 

Governments or other authority if they want to de-reserve a forest or to use any forest 

land for any non-forest purpose. This provision has transformed the Central Government 

into a guardian of forest protection. The Supreme Court has made clear in Ambica 

Quarry works Case that renewal of a mining licence in a forest is possible only with 

prior permission from the Central Government. In Godavarman Case it was held that 

the Act is applicable to all forests irrespective oftheir classification or ownership~ In 

Samatha Case the court rightly held that 'forest land' does not mean only reserved 

forest but should be given extended meaning to cover a tract ofland covered with trees, 

shrubs, vegetation and undergrowth intermingled with trees and with pastures, be it of 

natural growth or man made forestation. The aforesaid pronouncements have certainly 

enhanced the strength of the Act and will help to preserve forest land from deforestation 

and thus maintain ecological balance. 

The Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972 is a comprehensive legislation providing 

the statutory framework for protection of wild animals, birds, plants and their habitat. 
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The Act provides for the appointment of various authorities and ~fficers including a 

Director of wild life preservation at National level and Chief wild life warden at state 

level, for implementation of the provisions of the Act. The National Board has been 

established under the Act to promote the conservation and development of wild life 

and forests. But the mammoth size of the National Board is likely to create difficulties 

. in reaching to a defmite conclusion therefore, it is suggested that the Board should 

consists of only 10 to 15 members only. The Act constitutes a State Board for wild life 

also on the line of National Board. The Central Government has power to constitute 

the Central Zoo Authority which looks after and controls the functioning of zoos situated 
' 

all over the country. It is necessary to obtain the prior approval of the Authority for 

establishment of a zoo. The sale or transfer of any wild animal or captive animal specified 

in Schedules-I and II of the Act, except prior permission of the Authority, is prohibited. 

The Wild Life Act prohibits hunting of wild animals, however, hunting of an animal 

which has become dangerous to human life or to property or disabled or diseased can 

be allowed by the chief wild life warden. A permit to hunt any wild animal may be 

obtained on payment of fee from the chief wild life warden for the purpose of education; 

scientific research; scientific management; collection of specimen; derivation of snake

venom for the manufacture of life-saving drugs. It is suggested that the present permit 

system of hunting should be abolished to make the wild life more secure in the country. 

The Act extends its protection to the specified plants as well. The Chief Wild life 

warden, however, may grant a permit to any person to pick, uproot, acquire or collect 

or transport any specified plant for the purpose of education; scientific research; 

collection; or propagation. 

The Wild Life Act envisaged establishment of three kinds of protected habitat for 

wild life by the State Government, viz, sanctuaries, national parks and closed areas. The 

Act regulates the trade or commerce in wild animals. There is a provision for declaration 

by holder of captive animal, trophy, animal article etc. Further, no person is allowed to 

acquire, receive, keep, transfer or transport such animal, skins of animal or the musk or 

the hom of rhinoceros, except with the prior permission of the ChiefWild Life Wardens 

or the authorised officers. Dealings in trophy and animal articles without licence have 

been prohibited by the Act. The Act prohibits the trade or commerce in captive animals, 
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trophies, animal articles etc. The contravention of provisions of the Act or any rule or 

order made there under is an punishable offence. The attempt or abetment to commit 

the offence has been treated at_par with actual commission of such offence under the 

Act. The Act does not bar the operation of other laws, therefore, the higher punishment 

provided under any other law can be awarded to the offender for an offence under this 

Act and simultaneously under any other law, if he is prosecuted under the other law. 

The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 aims for conservation ofbiological diversity, 

sustainable use ofits components and fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising 

out of the use of biological resources, knowledge and connected matters. The Act 

prohibits foreigners to obtain without previous approval of the National Biodiversity 

Authority, any biological resources occurring in India or knowledge associated thereto 

for research or for commercial utilization or for bio-survey and bio-utilization. An 

Indian may obtain any biological resource for commercial utilization, or bio-survey 

and bio-utilization only after giving prior intimation to the State Biodiversity Board, _ 

however, the local people and communities of the area are exempt from this requirement. 

The Act provides for the establishment of the National Biodiversity Authority by the 

Central Government. The National Biodiversity Authority is empowered to grant 

approval to foreigners interested in obtaining any biological resource occurring in India. 

Any person who intends to apply for a patent or any other form of intellectual property 

protection in India or outside India, may apply to the National Biodiversity Authority. 

The approval may be granted by -the National Biodiversity Authority along with 

conditions, including the imposition of charges by way of royalty. During grant of 

approvals the National Biodiversity Authority is required to secure equitable sharing 

of benefits arising out of the accessed biological resources. The State Biodiversity 

Board can be established by the State Governments of the respective states. The State 

Biodiversity Board may advise the State Government on matters relating to the 

conservation of biodiversity, sustainable use of its components and equitable sharing 

of the benefits. It regulates commercial utilization or bio-survey and bio-utilization of 

any biological resource by Indians. 

The Biological Diversity Act establishes the National, State and local biodiversity 

funds. These funds are used for conservation and promotion of biological resources 
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along with other purposes. The Act imposes certain duties relating to protection and 

preservation of biological diversity on both, the Central Government and the State 

Government. At local level the Act provides for the Constitution of a Biodiversity 

Management Committee for the purpose of promoting conservation, sustainable use 

and documentation ofbiological diversity. The contravention of the Biological Diversity 

Act attracts punishment, which may be imprisonment and/or.fme according to the nature 

of offence. The offences under the Act are cognisable and non-bailable. The Act though 

based on permit system of control prescribes deterrent penalties for the 'offence. 

The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 envisages mandatory insurance for the 

purpose of providing immediate relief to the victim of an accident arising out of 

hazardous process and operation. The liability of msurance companies are limited under 

the Act only to the amount of the insurance policy whereas, the owner's liability remains 

unlimited. The PLI Act lays down no fault liability for the owners. The insurance policy 

required under the Act is to be equivalent to amount of paid-up capital of undertaking 

or an amount not exceeding fifty crore rupees. The amount premium received under 

the insurance policy is credited to environment relief fund, which is to be utilised for 

paying relief under the Act. The payment of award in recorded time following the 

summary procedure by the collector, within three months is a welcome provision. The 

Act allows the victim to seek redress for a larger quantum of benefits available under 

any other law. 

For ascertaining compliance of the PLI Act, any person authorised by the Central 

Government may require any owner to submit necessary information; he may enter any 

place, premises or vehicle, where hazardous substance is handled. If it is found that 

such handling is in contravention of the Act, the authorised person may seize such 

hazardous substance other relevant things. The Central Government may issue directions 

to any owner, officer, authority or agency; such directions may include the prohibition 

or regulation of the handling of any hazardous substance and stoppage or regulation of 

. the supply of electricity, water or any other service. The Central Government or any 

person· authorised by it may make application to courts for restraining owner from 

handling hazardous substances. All expenses incurred in such proceeding is recoverable 

from the owner. The Act prescribes punishment for the contravention of its provisions 
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in a graded manner; the habitual offenders are liable for harsher punishment. 

Nevertheless, the chance of non;.,compliance exists in all probability especially where 

the compensation amount exceeds Rs. 1 lakh; an amount which exceeds the maximum 

limit of fine that can be imposed. under the Act. The Act does not prescribe any 

punishment in: case of non:..compliance of liability to pay immediate relief under the 

Act and therefore, keeps the no-fault liability principle in abeyance. It is suggested that 

non compliance of the award within stipulated time should be made punishable. 

The National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995 is yet another piece oflegislation 

providing for strict liability for damages arising out of any accident occurring while 

handling any hazardous substance. The Act proposes an idea for creation of a National 

Environment Tribunal to effectively and expeditiously dispose of the cases arising from 

such accidents by giving relief and compensation for damages to persons, property and 

environment. The petitioner is not required to establish that the death, injury and damage · 

were due to wrongful act, neglect or default of any person. The claim for compensation 

may be made by a person who has sustained the injury, his agent, representative, 

or~anisation, the Central Government, State Government or a local authority. The 

Tribunal may, after inquiry, reject the application summarily or it may make an award 

determining the just compe11sation. In doing so the Tribunal shall be guided by the 

principle of natural justice. 

The National Environment Tribunal under the NETA is to be established by the 

Central Government. It will consist of a chairperson and such number of vice-chair 

persons, judicial members and technical members as the central government may deem 

fit. Benches ofth~ tribunal consisting of at least one judicial member and one technical 

member may also be established in different part of the country for exercising the 

jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The principal bench of the Tribunal may ordinarily sit at 

New Delhi and the situation of their benches may be specified by the Central 

Government. It is suggested that in order to ensure justice at the door steps of the 

victim, the environmental tribunal must be divided into two : the National and the State 

tribunal. The NETA bars the jurisdiction of 'any court' or 'other authority'; does 'any 

court' include the Supreme Court and the High Court as well? It is clear after the decision 

of Supreme Court in L. Chandra Kumar Case that the power vested in the High Courts 
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to exercise judicial superintendence over the decisions of all courts and tribunal within 

their respective jurisdiction is also part of the basic structure ofthe Constitution. The 

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and High Courts can not be ousted and therefore, it 

is suggested that the Act be amended suitably so that the tribunal may work under 

superintendence of the Supreme Court and the High Courts. An appeal against any award· 

or other order, not being an interlocutory order, ·may be preferred to the Supreme Court. 

No appeal can lie, however, against an award made with the consent of the parties. 

The failure to comply with the orders of the tribunal invites punishment, which 

could be imprisonment up to three years, fine up to Rs. 10 lakh or with both. No 

additional punishment has been prescribed under the Act for successive non-compliance 

or continuance of offence. Therefore, in a situation where the amount of compensation 

awarded exceeds Rs. 10 lakhs, the erring industrial unit rriight prefer non-compliance. 

The corporate executive has also not been held absolutely liable, if he proves his 

ignorance about the commission of the offence he canbe exonerated from the liability. 

It is suggested therefore, that the Act must incorporate a provision for enhanced 

punishment in case of non-compliance and must provide for absolute liability ofthe 

corporate executives. It is unfortunate to note that the NETA, which was intended to 

achieve important objective of establishment of Environmental Tribunal, is yet not 

operative and requires effective implementation; not a single bench ofthe tribunal has 

been established till date. 

The establishment of a National Environment Appellate Authority, to hear appeals 

with respect to restriction of areas in which any industry I operation can not be carried 

out or can be carried out, is the main objective of the National Environment Appellate 

Authority Act 1997. The Central Government has the power to establish the NEA 

Authority consisting of a chairperson, a vice-chairperson and not more than three other 

members. Only a former Judge of the Supreme Court or the former Chief Justice of a 

High Court can be appointed as the Chairperson ofthe Authority. The jurisdiction of 

the Authority is restricted to cases where clearance is refused. Only the person or 

association of persons likely to be affected by the grant of environmental clearance 

. have been accorded standing. It is doubtful whether voluntary organisations working in 

the field of environmental protection is allowed to prefer an appeal before the Authority 
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or not? The Act requires the authority to dispose of the appeal within ninety days; 

authority may take thirty more days if it has sufficient reason to do so. The NEAA Act 

is silent about the fate of the appeal, in case the Authority fails to give, decision within 

the maximum allowable time of i20 days. 

The non-compliance of any order made by the Authority is punishable with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years or with fine which may 

extend to one lakh rupees, or with both. The A.P. Pollution Control Board Case has 

added a new dimension to the role played by the NEA Authority; the supreme court has 

opined that it can refer scientific and technical aspects for investigation and opinion to 

the NEA Authority. The Court has recommended the adoption of such procedure in 

matters arising in the Supreme Court under Article 32 or under Article 136 of the 

Constitution or arising before the High Courts under Article 226 of the Constitution. 

~t may be noted that the Public Liability insurance Act and the National 

Environment Tribunal Act are confined only to the accident during handling of any 

hazardous substance whereas the NEA Authority Act limits itself to the disputes 

relating to environmental clearance. Hence, there is need for a legislation providing 

establishment of environmental tribunal at district and State level having expertise to 

deal with all kinds of environmental issues. 

The Public Interest Litigation is a legal action initiated in a Court oflaw for the 

enforcement of public interest. The purpose of PIL is to protect Constitutional and 

legal rights oflarge number of people who are poor, ignorant or living in a socially or 

economically disadvantaged position. The traditional view that a petition could only be 

maintained from a person who has himself suffered some legal harm and is a 'person 

aggrieved', has been considerably relaxed by the Supreme Court oflndia. In S.P. Gupta 

Case the Supreme Court clarified that in a PIL undertaken for the purpose of redressing 

public injury, enforcing public duty, protecting social, collective, defused rights and 

interests; any citizen who is acting bona fide and who has 'sufficient interest' has to be 

accorded standing. What is 'sufficient interest' is a tricky question and it is up to the 

Court to decide, looking at the circumstances of the case. It is highly desirable that 

clear guidelines and parameters for entertaining a PIL and on the issue of locus standi 

be made. 
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PIL is different from private litigation and therefore, the technical rules of 

procedure e1pplicable to the private litigation cannot be applied with the same rigidity. 

Hence the court has developed procedural norms and ethos to suit the philosophy of 

PIL. In PIL the Court does not insist on a regular writ petition, in a number of cases 

courts have entertained 'letters' in lieu of regular petition. In certain cases the news 

item published in news paper has initiated the judicial process. The cause of justice, 

therefore, has not been allowed to be thwarted by procedural technicalities. In PIL 

justice is done mostly through Court's directives and the court is free to supplement 

the prescribed procedure by evolving its own rule in this connection. Nevertheless, the 

supplement procedure must conform at all stages to the accepted procedural norms 

characteristic of a judicial proceedings. The court has devised various innovations such 

as appointing commissions to enquire into the facts, allowing interventio~s and wider 

participation of the affected parties by inviting objections and suggestion from them, 

taking expert opinion on technical issues and giving directions in respect of matters 

involving public interest. It is not that in PIL the procedural laws do not apply .but every 

technicality in the procedural law is not available as a defence when a matter of grave 

public importance is considered by the Court. 

The expectation of a common man is very high from the judiciary and this has 

resulted into the risk of judiciary being subjected to criticism that it is assuming the 

role of the legislature and the executive in order to meet the expectations ofthe people. 

The apprehension that the PIL would open the floodgates of litigation and may overburden 

the judiciary is not well founded as single PIL may provide relief to hundreds and 

thousands of people and thereby it may cause decline in numerous ordinary litigation. 

There are no doubts about the virtues ofPIL, however, one cannot completely rule out 

the chances of its misuse and abuse by a person for his private selfish interest. The 

Court is very much conscious about this problem and has maintained that PIL does not 

allow a busybody or meddlesome interloper to misuse the judicial process in the name 

of public interest; and a vexatious petition under the colour of.PPIL brought before the 

court for vindicating any personal grievance, deserves rejection at the threshold. It is 

suggested that in order to stop misuse and abuse ofPIL only a person having sufficient. 

interest and bonafide intention should be accorded standing. The court must reject a 
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vexatious petition filed for vindicating any personal grievance; it should not allow, except 

in very special circumstances, a PIL without any supporting document and verification. 

The PIL may be seen as an important tool for protection and improvement of 

environment. In Dehradun Quarries Case the court initiated legal proceeding on the 

basis of a letter from a NGO under PIL and controlled the mining activities being 

carried out in the eco-fragile area of the Mussoorie-Dehradun hills. Oleum Gas Leak 

Case is significant illustratio~ of PIL where the court declared that power of court 

under Article 32 of the Constitution includes the power to award compensation in 

appropriate cases. Here. the court also developed the principle of 'Absolute liability' 

over old rule of'strictliability' in cases of hazardous enterprises . In Kanpur Tanneries 

Case, based on a PIL, the court issued directions to Kanpur tanneries and the Kanpur 

Nagar Mahapalika to ensure discharge of treated water only into the river Ganga and 

made the direction applicable mutatis mutandis to all other Mahapalikas and 

Municipalities having jurisdiction over the areas through which the river flows. The 

court insisted that all the educational institutions throughout the country should teach 

at least for one hour in a week lesson relating to the protection and improvement of the 

environment in the first ten classes. Taj Case has shown the determination ofthe apex 

court to save a historical monument from the adverse effects of environmental pollution. 

In Kamal Nath Case the PIL lead to the declaration by the court that the 'Public Trust 

Doctrine is a part of the law of the land. There is no doubt, what so ever, that the judiciary 

has used PIL as an effective tool for protection of environment. 

The concept of sustainable development is an answer to the issue of development 

versus environment. Though the concept of sustainable use of natural resources is an 

ancient one, the concept received impetus in modern era in the Stockholm UN 

Conference on Human Environment in 1972. The concept has been very well explained 

and defined in the Brundtland Report prepared by the World Commission on 

Environment and Development in 1987. In Earth Summit held in June l992 the concept 

got recognition in it's full bloom. Now it has come to be accepted as a viable concept 

to eradicate poverty and improve the quality ofhuman life while living within the carrying 

. capacity of the supporting ecosystem. The Supreme Court oflndia has recognised and 

accepted the concept of sustainable development as an important principle in maintaining. 



the balance between the environment and development. In Vellore Citizens Welfare 

Forum. Case the court opined that the 'precautionary principle' and the 'polluter pays 

principle' were essential features of sustainable development and held that they were 

part of the environmental law of the country. 
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The 'precautionary' principle indicates that lack of scientific certainty is no reason 

to postpone action to a,void potentially serious or irreversible harm to the environment. 

The old concept of'assimilative capacity' has given way to the modern precautionary 

principle. Now the world is clear that pollution cannot wait for effective measures to 

be postponed for investigation of its quality, concentration and boundaries. The 

precautionary principle concentrates on prevention rather than cure. It embodies the 

idea of careful planning to avoid risks in the first place, rather than trying to determine 

how much risk is acceptable. The Wingspread Statement on the precautiol}ary principle 

rightly insist, when an activity raises threats of harm to the environment or human 

health, precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect 

relationship are not fully established scientifically. The Supreme Court has explained 

the precautionary principle in a lucid manner in A.P. Pollution Control Board Case. 

The principle involves the anticipation of environmental harm and taking measures to 

avoid it or to choose the least environmentally harmful activity. The precautionary duties 

must not only be triggered by the suspicion of concrete danger but also by justified 

concern or risk potential. The precautionary principle has led to the special principle 

ofburden of proof in environmental cases. The burden, as to the absence ofinjurious 

effects of the proposed actions, has been placed on those who want to change the status 

quo. Therefore, if insufficient evidence is presented to alleviate concern about the 

level of uncertainty, the presumption should operate in favour of environmental 

protection. One may notice, except Narmada Bachao Andolan Case, the strict 

adherence to the precautionary principle by the Supreme Court in environmental cases. 

The polluter pays p~nciple ensures that the costs of environmental damage caused 

by polluting activities are born in full by the person responsible for such polluting 

activities . Under the principle it is not the role of Government to meet the costs involved 

in either prevention of damage caused by pollution or in Cai'l'Y,ing out remedial measures, 

rather these are responsibilities of the polluter. The principle, though recognised 
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internationally, has no global treaty on its application. Various regional organizations 

and the national authorities are applying the principle for their own purposes and 

therefore, interpreting the principle in different manner. 

In Vellore Citizens Welfare Forum Case the Court interpreted the polluter pays 
~ 

principle to mean that the absolute liability for harm to the environment extends not 

only to compensate the victims of pollution but also the cost of restoring the 

environmental degradation. In Kamal Nath Case the court emphatically held that 'one 

who pollutes the environment must pay to reverse the damage causing by his acts. The 

court has applied the polluter pays principle in many cases and has invariably followed 

the principle as explained in Vel/ore Case. In view of no direct statutory provision 

regarding application of polluter pays principle in India it is desirable that the Court 

will come out with a more lucid explanation regarding nature, scope and definition of 

the principle. 

The principle of intergenerational equity is an important part of the concept of 

sustainable development. It emphasises the need to preserVe the environment for benefit 

of present as well as future generations. The principle has got recognition and acceptance 

at various international fora including the Stockholm Conference and Rio Summit. The 

Indian Supreme Court has utilized the principle of intergenerational equity in course 

of delivering environmental justice. In A.P. Pollution Control Board Case court made 

a reference to the principle and noted that several imaginative proposals such as the 

locus standi of individuals or groups to take out actions ·as representatives of future 

generations, appointment of ombudsman to take care ofthe rights of the progeny against 

the present is coming up. The court, however, did not explain the nature, scope and 

meaning of the principle and therefore, ambiguity and uncertainty about the application 

of the principle is notable. In absence of any express statutory provision recognising 

intergenerational equity in India; a clear pronouncement by the Supreme Court would 

be highly appreciable. 

The doctrine of public trust is founded on the idea that certain common properties· 

such as rivers,-St?ashore, forests and air are held by government in trusteeship for the · 

. free and unimpeded use of the general public. Prof. J.L. Sax is of the opinion that the· 

source of modern public trust law is found in the nature of property right in rivers, the 



sea, and the seashore. The Public Trust Doctrine is confined under the English Common 

law only to certain traditional uses such as navigation, commerce and fishing. In United 
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· States of America, however, it's application is wider and covers all ecologically 

important lands i.e. fresh water, wet lands, reparian forests etc. InKamal Nath Case the 

Indian Supreme Court has declared that the doctrine of public trust is included in our 

legal system. Explaining the principle the Court held that State is ~he trustee of all 

natural resources which are by nature meant for public use and enjoyment. The State as 

trustee is under a legal duty to protect the natural resources. The lucid explanation of 

the doctrine and its application in various cases will go in long way to ensure that the 

State remains more vigilant in performing its obligation towards the nature. 

Under certain circumstances a person may be held responsible irrespective of 

the existence of either wrongful intent or negligence. Such cases are known as the 

wrongs of strict liability. The strict liability rule does not enquire whether the guilty 

· person has committed the wrong intentionally, negligently or innocently. The House of 

Lords in Rylands v. Fletcher case laid down the details of strict liability principle. The 

rule of strict liability was as much applicable in India as in England before the historical 

judgment of the Supreme Court in Oleum Gas Leak Case. The Court rejected the rule 

of strict liability in such cases and held that law has to grow in order to satisfy the 

needs of the fast changing society and keep abrest with the economic development 

taking place in the country. The court formulated the rule of' Absolute liability'. According 

to absolute liability principle an enterprise engaged in a hazardous or inherently 

dangerous industry owes an absolute and non-delegable duty to the community to ensure 

that no harm results to anyone on account ofthe activity which it has undertaken. If any 

harm results on account of such activity, the enterprise must be absolutely liable to 

compensate for such harm. Such liability is not subject to any of the exceptions which 

operate vis-a-vis the tortious principle of strict liability. Moreover, the liability to 

compensate is correlated to the magnitude and capacity of the enterprise; the larger 

and more prosperous the enterprise, higher must be the amount of compensation payable 

by it. 

There can not be any doubt whatsoever, regarding the justness and relevancy of 

'absolute liability' in developing country like India. But, some doubts have been raised 
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about the validity of absolute liability principle on technical grounds. In Union Carbide 

Case Ranganath Misra, C.J. observed that what was said by the Supreme Court in Oleum 

Gas Leak Case was "essentially obiter". It is noteworthy that except Misra, C.J. none of 

the re1Ilaining fourteen justices put a question mark on the ratio of the Oleum Gas 

Leak Case. The doubts relating to viability of absolute liability principle has been 

removed, to a great extent, in India Council for Enviro Legal Action Case (Biccheri 

Village Case). The Court reiterated the decision of Oleum Gas Leak Case after 

considering different lines of thought. The two judges bench of the Supreme Court was 

fully convinced that the law stated in Oleum Gas Leak Case was by far the most 

appropriate one. After this judgment, though there is no doubt about the worthiness of 

the Absolute liability principle; there is, however, a state of confusion regarding the 

actual status of~e principle. A clear pronouncement by a larger bench would eliminate 

the doubts- and bring certainty. Nevertheless, the principle ofino fault liability' has got_ 

statutory recognition in laws enacted by the Parliament i.e. The Public Liability Insurance· 

Act, 1991 and the National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995. 

Deforestation has been taking place on a large scale in India and has caused 

widespread concern. The Supreme Court of India has risen to the occasion and has 

given some very important decisions asking for protection and conservation of the 

forests. In Dehradun quarries Case the court maintained that power to dereserve a 

forest which was vested in the State Government under the law could be exercised only 

with the prior approval of the Central Governme~t after the commencement of the 

Forest (Conservation) Act 1980. The requirement of prior approval is essential in cases 

of renewals of existing leases as well. In Ambica Quarry Case the court reminded that 

primary purpose of the Forest (Conservation) Act was to prevent further deforestation. 

It is clear therefore, where Central Government has not granted approval, no renewal 

can be granted. This trend set by the apex court has been reiterated in subsequent cases 

except in Monitoring Committee v. Mussorie Dehradun Development Authority; here 

the Supreme Court allowed the respondent to seek ex post facto approval by the Central 

Government and did not stop non-forest activity. 

The issues of protection and conservation of forests, need for development and · 

right of forest dwellers have been debated before the court time and again. In Banwasi 
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Seva Ashram Case the Adivasi people alleged violation of their 'right to life', as they 

were asked to evict and restrain from enjoying forest products because of reservations 

of forest by the State. The Court restrained the State from evicting the forest dwellers 

pending investigation of their claims over the forest. Later on the court allowed 

acquisition of said land for a power project. The case is an example showing that current 

law and policy governing forests and even judicial decisions allow large scale destruction 

of forests for mega projects but does not permit potentially less harmful uses of forest 

produce by the local people. 

When it comes to the protection and conservation of forests the court do not 

distinguish between government forests and private forests. In Samatha Case the court 

assigned extended meaning to the term forest under the Forest (Conservation) Act and 

clarified that 'forest land' does not mean only reserved forest. Godavarman Case has 

removed all misconceptions by declaring that the provisions enacted in the Forest 

(Conservation) Act for the conservation of forests must apply uniformly to all forests 

irrespective of the ownership or classification thereof. 

In Godavarman Case the court assumed the role of an active administrator in 

regulating the felling, use and movement of trees, licensing of wood based industries, · 

forest protection, scientific management of forest and timber across the country. This 

raises a serious question about the role of enforcement machinery. Moreover, the court 

appointed .geveral committees for advice and to oversee the implementation of it's 

orders. It shows the lack of confidence in the commitment of the executive in enforcing 

the orders and also signifies the failure of the advisory mechanism envisaged under the 

Forest (Conservation) Act. 

· There are two major challenges before the court in area of wild life protection. 

Firstly~ protection of wild habitat from the ill effects of industrialization and 

developmental activities. Secondly, balancing the need for protection of wild life and 

rights of people living in and around protected areas. The court considers that the largest 

single factor in the depletion of the wealth of animal life in nature has been the 'civilized 

man'. In Tarun Bharat Sangh Case, regarding the State's proposal to delete forest by 

de-reservation of protected forest and offering compensatory reservation of an equal 

area; the court adopted a soft line by saying that the court need not be oppressed by 
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considerations ofbalancing the interests of economy and ecology. The court asked the 

Central Government to examine the merits ofthe proposal and thus shifted the ball in 

the Central Government's court instead of deciding the matter on the basis of facts and 

law available before i.t. In Consumer Education and Research Society Case reduction 

in the area of a sanctuary by the State Government was upheld by the Court even when 

·it was found that the decision was taken by the State hastily and without considering all 

relevant aspects. The court recognising the difficulties in balancing the environment 

and development, refused to apply the principle of prohibition, rather it favoured the 

application of'principle of protection' and the 'polluter pays principle' in such cases. 

The legal provisions to keep the national parks and sanctuaries free from human 

inte~ention has affected badly the forest dwellers and tribals. The court has tried to 

hannonise the competing interests in this connection. In Animal and Environmental 

legal Defence Fund Case the court rightly held that every attempt must be made to 

preserve the fragile ecology of the forest area and at the same time the right of the 

tribals, formerly living in the area, to keep body and soul together must also receive 

proper consideration. There cannot be any doubts regarding court's concern for 

protection of wildlife but at times the court has adopted soft approach and has allowed 

governments proposals to reduce the protected areas by pennitting human interventions 

. in such areas. 

The ·importance of rivers and lakes cannot be doubted as they are the source for 

drinking water, water for agriculture and provide habitat to a number of aquatic plants 
' and animals. In Kanpur Tanneries Case the Court issued closure order for those 

tanneries that had failed to take minimum steps required for the setting up of the primary 

treatment facilities for the industrial effluent. In Ganga Pollution (Municipalities) 

Case, the Court suggested that High Courts that they should not ordinarily grant orders 

of stay of criminal proceedings in cases where an industry or a person has been accused 

by the Pollution Control Board of the offence of polluting the river. It is apprehended 

that such kind of advise might affect the independent function of the High Courts. High 

Courts decide cases on their merit and there Cai?I1ot be a judgment without proper hearing~ 

therefore, it should be left to the concerned High Court to decide what is just and fair 

in a given situation. The Court passed various directions to ensure clean water in the. 
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river Ganga and made the directions applicable mutatis mutandis to all other 

Mahapalikas and Municipalities that have jurisdiction over the area through which the 

river Ganga flows. In Calcutta Tanneries Case the tanneries operating in extremely 

unhygienic conditions and discharging highly toxic effluents all over the areas were 

shifted by order ofthe Court from the bank of river Ganga. Similarly, the Court saved 

·river Palar from the pollution caused by nearby tanneries of the area in Vel/ore Citizens's 

Welfare Forum Case by asking thein to set up CETP or individual pollution control 

devices. 

Many of the India's fresh water lakes are in pathetic condition because of civic 

and developmental pressure. The Court has always tried to improve the situation 

. whenever issue relating to pollution of lake has been brought before it. Wherever the 

Court-has found that the lakes are suffering from pollution due to discharge of sewage 

or because of construction activities in the adjoining areas, directions have been issued 

to remove the source of pollution. The concern of the Court for facilitating availability 

of pollution free water is praiseworthy. 

Through town planning the goal of better living condition in urban areas can be· 

achieved. The Court has always favoured existence of parks and lung space in thickly 

populated cities and urban ~entres. The open space and public parks in present day 

urbanisation is on decrease and population and industrial density are shooting up, this 

trend is sure to result into a health hazard. In Bangalore Medical Trust Case the Court 

held that a private nursing home cannot be a substitute for a public park. It was rightly 

pointed out that the town planning scheme is a legitimate attempt on t}le part of the 

government and the statutory authorities to ensure a quiet place free of dust and din. 

Any action which tends to defeat that object is invalid. In Virendra Gaur Case the 

. Court showed it's disagreement on the decision of Goveminent to tdmsfer the Municipal 

land, earmarked as open space for public use, to a private party. The Court reminded 

that there is a Constitutional imperative on.the State Government and the Municipalities? 

not only to ensure and safeguard proper environment but also to take adequate measure 

to promote, protect and improve the natural environment. 

The Court fully backed the Master Plan for Delhi - 'Perspective 200 1 ', which 

provided that the hazardous/noxious/heavy/large industries cannot be permitted to 
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operate in Delhi and be shifted outside Delhi. Regarding use ofland made available due 

to shifting of such industries the Court held that totality of such land surrendered and · 

dedicated to the community by the owners of the shifted industries should be used for 

development of green belts and open spaces. By devising a land use pattern that allowed 

the owner to develop a part of the land for his own benefit and to surrender the remaining 

land for open space and green belt, the Court successfully struck the balance between 

need of the community and the need of the owners who needed resources to bear the 

expenditure incurred in shifting their industries. 

The Court decides the cases involving matters relating to the town planning 

normally after considering the expert opinion and development plan. In D.L.F. Ltd. 

Case, however, the Court has allowed development of sites for country villas on the 

. banks of Arkavati river despite of the apprehensions of local residents that it will 

adversely affect the quantity and quality of the water in the region. The judgment might 

create confusion in the minds of environmentalists· regarding the approach ofthe Apex 

Court in cases invplving the government's approved development scheme likely to harm 

the environment. MI. Builders Pvt. Ltd. Case, however removes any. such doubts. The 

decision of the Lucknow Nagar Mahapalika permitting construction of an underground 

shopping complex in a park situated in a congested locality ofthe city has been declared 

illegal, arbitrary and unconstitutional, as residents of the city cannot be deprived of 

their amenity of an old historical park in the congested area. The Court has always 

insisted on better town planning and green space in the cities and whenever it has been 

asked to choose between open space, parks etc. and construction ofbuilding, shopping 

complex etc., it has given verdict in favour of open and greener town. 

Industries are very important for the economic growth of the nation they provide 

job opportunities and means of livelihood to the people along with fulfilling the 

requirements of raw material and finished products to be used for various purposes. . 

Certain industries may be harmful to the environment and may pose threat to the people 

living in its vicinity. It is, therefore, significant that the judiciary maintains a balance 

between the need to protect environment and industrial growth. In Dehradun quarries 

Case the court, while passing closure order, has rightly remarked that it is a price that 

has to be paid for protecting and safeguarding the right of the people ·to live in healthy 
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environment. The Court, however, has shown equal concern towards the problems of 

the owners of closed quarries and the workers employed therein by exploring the 

opportunities of rehabilitation of the displaced mining workers. In Kanpur tanneries 

Case the court has issued Closure orders against the tanneries, which could not set up 

primary treatment plant as, life, health and ecology have greater importance to the 

·people. 

Environmental changes are inevitable consequences of industrial development 

but at the same time quality of environment cannot be permitted to be damaged by 

polluting the air, water and land to such an extent that it becomes a health hazard for the 

people. The pollution created as a consequence of development must be commensurate 

with the carrying capacity of the ecosystem. In Taj Case certain industries have been 

closed I shifted as they could not change over to the more eco-friendly Natural Gas 

. industrial fuel. The court has passed detailed order regarding the rights and benefits of 

the workmen employed in such industries. In Calcutta Tanneries Case the Court has 

asked about 550 tanneries, operating in extremely unhygienic conditions and causing 

pollution in the area, to relocate themselves into the leather complex set up by the 

State Government. The order ofthe Court has laid down the rights and benefits ofthe 

workmen employed in such tanneries along with the fine and compensation to be paid 

by the tanneries. . 

These judgments are good from the environmental point of view but one may 

wonder how the industry can survive after paying compensation, fine, shifting bonus to 

its workers and other expenditure incurred on relocation. It may, therefore, be argued 

that before clearance to the project I proposed industry there should always_ be 

investment earmarked for installation of treatment plants I pollution control . 

devices. Where there is direct threat to the life and health of the people from any 

industrial operation, the balance has been tilted in favour of environmental protection 

rather than the polluting industry. It has been endeavour of the Court to make the 

operation ofindustries pollution free by installation of pollution control devices. Only 

in absence of any other viable option the Court has exercised the option of closure and 

relocation ofindustries. It is suggested that in appropriate cases the industrialist should 

get government subsidy and other assistance in the process of shifting and relocation .. 
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Hazardous substances are present every where in the modem industrialized world. 

Various industries are generating, using and discarding as by products these dangerous 

substances. These substances are extensively regulated in India through rules made 

under the Environment (Protection) Act. The Court is of the view that there is certain 

element of hazard inherent in the very use of science and technology and it is not 

possible to totally eliminate such hazard altogether. In Oleum gas leak Case the Court 

has impressed upon the Government oflndia to evolve a national policy for location of 

chemical and other hazardous industries in area where population is scare and there is 

little hazard or risk to the community. In Bichhri village Case the Court has rightly 

held that all chemical industries should be allowed to be established only after taking 

into consideration all the environmental aspects and their functioning should be 

monitored closely to ensure that they do not pollute. the environment around them. 

The Court has insisted that the hazardous substances be handled with utmost care 

and caution. The workers of the enterprises engaged in manufacturing or handling 

hazardous substance are entitled for all safeguards and medical checkup and treatment 

if necessary. In certain cases the court has gone into the detailed discussion as to the 

effect of various chemicals and pesticides on human being and environment. It has 

passed orders directing the government to take appropriate measures to improve the 

situation. It is the result of initiatives taken by the Court that the Parliament and the 

govemme~t oflndia have come out with various laws arid rules to regulate the hazardous . 

substances. 

The urban.India is facing the problem of poor sanitation and waste management. 

A healthy environment can not be imagined without proper sanitation and waste 

management facilities. It is the responsibility of civic bodies like Municipalities and 

Nagar Mahapalikas to keep the city clean and tidy. Most often civic autho.rities take the 

plea of financial crunch and· shortage of staff to over~ome the problem of proper 

sanitation and waste management. In Rat/am Municipality Case the Court has made it 

clear that the budgetary constraints did not absolve the municipality from performing 

its statutory obligation to provide sanitation facilities. It is true that many of the 

municipalities are not in' a position to cope with the rising problem of sanitation. 

especially because of rapid industrialization, urbanization and flow of population from 
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rural to urban areas. Nevertheless, the authorities-entrusted with the work of sanitation 

and municipal waste management-cannot afford to sit back with folded hands on the 

pretext of financial incapacity or otherwise to control pollution and protect the 

environment. 

The problem of sanitation in metropolitan and big cities like the capital Delhi is 

worst. A large number of populations lives in these big urban centres in slums and 

unauthorised colonies having no sanitation or waste management facilities. In Delhi 

Garbage Case the Court has to intervene to ensure proper sanitation and waste 

management facilities. The Court is justified in directing the civic authorities to 

perform their duties under the law. The plea of non-availability of funds, inadequate 

staff or lack of infrastructure cannot be accepted as an excuse for non performance of 

their statutory duties. The gravity of the garbage disposal problem has been further 

intensified in absence of proper disposal and management ofbio-medical wastes being 

generated by the hospitals and health care centres in the country. The order of the 

Court in Delhi Garbage Case is a path finder as the Court has asked hospitals and 

health care centres to install sufficient incinerators or an equally effective devise to 

facilitate proper disposal ofhospital wastes. It is the responsibility of the hospitals and 

nursing homes to make their own arrangements for the disposal of bio-medical waste. 

In Almitra H Patel Case the Court has looked into all aspects of urban solid 

waste management especially, cleaning of four metropolitan cities, namely Mumbai, 

Chennai, Kolkata andDelhi as also the city ofBangalore. To solve.the problem of 

sanitation and waste management the Court has constituted expert committees. It has 

also asked the Central and State Government to extend all help to local bodies in 

maintaining proper sanitation and waste management facilities. It is because of the 

Court's initiatives that the Central Government has come out with the ,Bio-Medical 

Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, 1998 and the Municipal Solid Waste 

(Management and Handling) Rules, 2000. Though the Court has done what it could and 

the Government has also responded positively, the situation of sanitation ~d waste 

management is showing no sign ofimprovement. It is suggested therefore, that emphasis 

should be given on the mass education and awareness programme so that people start 

taking part in 'keep city clean' drives and develop the habit of proper garbage collection 
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and disposal. 

Urban India is suffering from the problem of air pollution caused by automobile 

vehicles. The badly maintained cars, buses, trucks, two-wheelers and three-wheelers 

along with adulterated fuel and chaotic situation of traffic management is creating 

the deadly cocktail of gases responsible for may health problems. In M C. Mehta 

(Vehicular pollution) Case the Court has dealt with the issue of vehicular pollution in 

Delhi. Through various orders and directions passed in the case the court has ensured 

lowering of sulphur content in diesel; supply of only lead-free petrol; phasing out of 

grossly polluting old vehicles; lowering of the benzene content in petrol; Euro-11 

norms for new vehicles and above all the CNG based public road transport system in 

Delhi. These efforts of the Court have certainly lowered down the air pollution level of 

Delhi and they set an example how an active and vigilant judiciary can catalyse and 

activate the executiv~ for enforcement ofits directions. Though most of the directions 

by the Court are confined only to the NCT Delhi, they could be used as a model solution 

. for the vehicular pollution problem elsewhere in the country by the government. The 

remark of the Court, that vehicular pollution problem of nine other highly polluted 

cities of the country need to be addressed effectively, should be considered in it's 

letter and spirit by the government and other concerned authorities t<? take appropriate 

steps to contain and curb the alarming vehicular pollution in other part ofthe Country 

where vehicular density is high. 

India has very long coastline full of natural endowments and iiatural beauty. Many 

villages, towns and cities are wholly dependent on sea for their survival. Human 

interventions like maritime trade, over-exploitation of ocean resources, on-land coastal 

development and pollution brought by the rivers terminating into the ocean are 

threatening the ecosystem of the coastal region and the ocean. To check the growing 

problem of coastal pollution, CRZ regulations have been issued by the Central 

government. But the bad drafting and non-standard format of the regulations has created 

lot of uncertainty and confusion. In Indian Council for Enviro-Legal Action Case the 

. Court has disallowed certain amendment in the ma~n CRZ notification, which were 

aimed to relax and dilute the vigour of the regulations. The Cou;t has emphasised on 

more effective control and monitoring of anti-pollution laws by the High Courts as 



they are in a better position to ascertain facts and ensure the implementation of the 

laws in their respective jurisdiction. The Court's idea of having the State Coastal 

Management Authority along with the National Coastal Management Authority is 

appreciable as it is difficult for a single Authority to look after the lengthy coastal 

stretches of the Nation. 
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The sea coast and beaches are gift of the nature to the mankind and therefore, the 

aesthetic qualities and recreational utility of such area has to be maintained. The setting 

up of modem shrimp aquaculture farms right on the sea coast and construction of ponds 

and other infrastructure there on has been refused by the Court in S. Jagannath Case, 

as it is hazardous and is bound to degrade the marine ecology, coastal environment and 

the aesthetic uses of the sea coast. At the same time the Court has.rightly held that the 

fishermen and farmers living in the coastal areas can not be denied their right to eke 

living by way of fishing and farming using the traditional types of shrimp farm 

technologies. The Central Government had constituted the central authority in pursuance 

of the judgment ofthe apex Court. 

Harmonisation of the issue of ecology and development project is the order of 

the day and is the need of the hour. In Goa Foundation Case the Court has approved the 

clearance for the construction of an hotel in CRZ III category. The Gourt has rightly 

pointed out that the present day society has a responsibility towards the posterity so as 

to allow normal breathing and living in cleaner environment but that does not by itself 

mean and imply stoppage of all projects. The Court has favoured sustainable development 

but at the same time it has accorded prime importance to the coastal environment. 

India is a fast developing country and therefore, requires sufficient power supply, 

irrigation facilities, transport facilities and other infrastructure facilities. Some of the 

developmental requirement cannot be fulfilled without compromising the interest of 

natural environment. Hence, it is important to strike the right balance between the need 

to develop ~d to protect the environment. The Environment Impact Assessment (EIA) 

is one means of finding the right balance. Where EIA shows that the benefits from the 

project sufficiently exceeds the environmental costs, the project can be viewed as 

environmentally justified. The EIA can reduce the environmental risk and at the same 
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time may reduce chances of any possible role back of the project in advance stage 

resulting into huge loss of capital, time and energy. The court is of the view that it is 

primarily for the government to consider the importance of public projects for the 

bettennent of the .conditions of living ofthe people on the one hand and the necessity 

for preservation of social and ecological balances. In Dahanu Taluka Case the Court 

has adopted a soft line by not insisting the strict compliance of the Environmental 

Guidelines for establishment ofthennal power plant. It is clear that the court has given 

priority to the need. of power supply in and around Mumbai over the environmental 

concerns. 

In Narmada Bachao Andolan Case the majority judgment has refused the 

petitioner's demand to stop and review the entire Nannada valley project. The view of 

the Court is that it is against the national interest and contrary to the established principles 

oflaw that decisions to undertake developmental projects are pennitted to be challenged 

after a number of years during which period public money has been spent in the execution 

of the project. The opinion of the Court- whether to have an infrastructural project or 

not and what is the type of project to be undertaken and how it has to be executed, are 

part of.policy making process and the Courts are ill equipped to adjudicate on a policy 

decision so undertaken - shows inclination to favour the public funded infrastructural 

projects. Thus the court's observation may be fonnulated as the court will not ordinarily 

interfere in such projects unless and until it can be proved that there is a blatant illegality 

in the undertaking of the project or in its execution. It is true that infrastructural projects 

are necessary for the nation building but at the same time protection of environment is 

essential for our survival. 

It is, therefore,. important that the agency carrying the EIA and the government 

take utmost care in giving clearance to such projects. The matter must be resolved to 

the satisfaction of all before the project is launched. The court should not decide the 

cases looking at the nature of project. If project is hannful to the envi.ronment and 

threatens right to life of the people it should be stopped. All projects, public or private, 

big or small should be treated a like when it comes to the protection of environment 

and the right to life of the present and generations to come. 
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